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ABSTRACT 
Broken Gates and Leaky Graves: Spectral language and Australia’s ghost stories. 
Ghost stories are unusual amongst supernatural literatures in their modelling of a 
recognisable, mimetic reality interrupted or infiltrated by immaterial forces. Despite this, the 
dominant approaches to criticism of the literary ghost story do not address the ghost story in 
terms of its modelled reality. This thesis, in its discussion of Australian ghost stories, 
advances a new approach to ghost narratives which seeks to model and articulate the 
mechanics of ghosts and hauntings as something reliant on and engaged with the material and 
the mundane. This approach is termed spectral language is grounded in the philosophical 
work of Martin Heidegger, Walter Benjamin and Ludwig Wittgenstein and is attuned to the 
fictive, folkloric and cultural logic that allows the ghost and haunting entry into the otherwise 
rigorously ‘real’ reality of the text.  
A spectral language reading of Australia’s corpus of ghost literature, including works by 
authors such as Mudrooroo, Tim Winton, Lucy Sussex, Christos Tsiolkas, Carmel Bird and 
Sam Watson, reveals an Australia perpetually troubled, but also reassured by a dynamic and 
continually shifting language of memory, haunting and ghostly presence.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
“No disembodied spirit can resist an open medium… like moths to a flame they come” 
 -Traci Harding, ‘The Detox Factor’ 
 
Australia is haunted. Its architecture and its literature are shadowed and penetrated by the 
unquiet dead. In some ways this haunting is well known: tacitly acknowledged in Australia’s 
‘guilt industry’ and implicit in the anxieties and ambivalence surrounding Australian identity. 
As with many other nations, it is a rare historical site in Australia that does not claim some 
form of haunting or other. Ghosts also weave in and out of Australia’s media, both canonical 
and contemporary dragging with them a rhetoric of dread, debt and historical troubles. The 
Australian cultural climate, in this sense, is a haunted one. In its short history as a ‘settled’ 
nation, it has more than earned this haunting. Where the injustices of the colonial system go, 
the ghosts of the wronged follow and intermingle with other ghosts which seem to throng 
wherever people live: the ghosts of suicides, infanticides, murders and deaths by deprivation. 
As such tables rattle, lights flicker, graves glow and apparitions are glimpsed in the mirrors 
and corridors of old colonial houses. These are the physical signs that Australia is haunted, 
and the means by which its citizens detect the dark histories which underlie its colonisation 
and continued settlement. Taken in isolation, these signs, however, are arbitrary: little more 
than random and occasionally entirely mundane phenomena.  
 The system of signs and phenomena that constitute a ghostly or haunting encounter 
are not empirically obvious: rather they are an inherited cultural language. The significance 
of rattling, flickering and so on are learned rather than intuited. Given the scepticism which 
greets claims of real ghostly encounters, at least within the rationalised and empiricised 
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‘West’, this information is no longer imparted seriously, or with deliberate intent. This 
information is absorbed from a media environment that indulges regularly in the fiction or 
potential of ghostly experience and encounter: educating audiences in a cultural logic that 
governs the ghost and the haunting, As the ghost story must be central to this kind of 
education, it is curious that there has been only limited engagement with the structures and 
mechanics of the form which operate according to this cultural logic. While the form has 
often been plumbed for its psychological or ideological weight, less attention has been paid to 
the underlying logic that is recognisable in ghost stories across media: a logic shared, 
developed and informed by folklore, urban legends, mass media and literary ghost stories. 
Because of the instrumentality of this logic, it can be said that Australia is haunted because of 
its stories. It is the narrative that transforms a rattling table, a flickering light and the 
momentary impression of a woman at the window into something more than coincidence.  It 
is a story that calls the ghost into the wail of wind through the gapped walls of a homestead, 
or articulates the sense of discomfort and dread that hangs over massacre sites, marked or 
unmarked.  
What makes the supernatural logic of the ghost story intriguing is its ability to 
embrace the real world and its concerns not only metaphorically, but mimetically. Instead of 
embodying, by way of metaphor, the types of concerns signalled above the ghost and 
haunting are responses to those concerns; they articulate rather than represent guilt, 
unsettlement or dark histories. The ghost story in this thesis is a narrative defined by that 
mimetic engagement. It is a form which models a mimetic reality, and which invests the 
material, objectively present elements of that world with paranormal significance, agency or 
presence. While not framed in those terms, this quality is recognised by both authors and 
critics of the ghost story as essential. Michael Cox and R.A. Gilbert argue in their 
introduction to The Oxford Book of English Ghost Stories that ‘we must feel this imagined 
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world to be in its essentials a reflection of our own, making us anxious witnesses to a sudden 
and often fatal violation of everyday reality by the supernatural’(Cox and Gilbert 2008, p. x). 
This mimetic effect means that any instance of a ghost text will be informed by the tropes, 
logic and trappings of ghost texts from other media, and forms of storytelling. This results in 
a hybridised language borrowed and developed across the fields that the ghost story emerges 
in rather than discrete folkloric, filmic, or literary heritages. Each of these individual 
heritages partakes in an ‘everyday reality’ which contains the narratives and tropes of the 
others. Inexorably, ghosts have crept into Australian culture invading the text of novels, short 
stories, poems, plays, films and all manner of cultural texts and practices. Despite this, 
Australia’s ghost stories have received relatively little critical attention. Broken Gates and 
Leaky Graves seeks to write into that lack, asking what is this material language of haunting 
which makes immaterial and intangible narratives and presences present, and what do the 
tropes of this language reveal about Australian ghost stories?  
It should be noted here that this thesis, while aware of the wide field that ghost stories 
emerge in: a field that includes oral culture, mass-media and folklore, it is principally 
concerned with, and takes its subjects from literary ghost stories. The reasons for this are 
twofold. Firstly, the ghost story remains, despite the diversity of ghost narratives, roughly 
synonymous with the short, self-contained narrative advanced by ‘masters’ of the form such 
as M.R. James, Sheridan Le Fanu and Algernon Blackwood. Secondly, written narrative 
fiction evades the problems raised by musical cues, special effects or framing techniques in 
regards to the work’s common, mimetic reality. Written ghost stories are also closer, in their 
use of language, to oral or folkloric ghost stories than these other mediated forms which 
incorporate auditory landscapes, musical cues, and visual effects.   
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Explorations of the ghost are not unknown within academia, nor within the field of 
literary studies specifically. However, previous discussions of the ghost have been contained 
either within single subject approaches, or otherwise favoured psychoanalysis, hauntology, 
literature or film to the exclusion of the rich, cross-fertilised, hybrid influences and 
constructions that inform the tropes and logics of any given iteration of a spectral text. This 
thesis provides a method of reading ghost texts that can synthesise and respond to the range 
of research already undertaken on the ghost story without disregarding or abandoning the 
mimetic realism of the form. It would be impossible to fully trace or catalogue the seemingly 
inexhaustible array of spectres and spirits that have been said to dwell in Australia, or to 
disentangle the various traditions that underpin Australian ghost stories and haunting 
accounts. Instead, this work concerns itself with the narrative methods which render the ghost 
visible and sensual within the written Australian ghost story: in short, the mechanics of 
representation and embodiment which underpin narratives of spectral engagement. For this 
reason, rather than deal exclusively with the loaded (and cultural determinate) terms of 
ghosts, hauntings, revenants and so on Broken Gates and Leaky Graves defines what 
underlies these – a concept of spectrality and the spectral.  
As terms spectral and spectrality have become widely used within a section of the 
humanities interested in the subjectivity of experience, suffering or identity. According to 
Maria del Pilar Blanco and Esther Pereen in their introduction to The Spectralities Reader 
(2013) this usage is largely accepted to have been inaugurated by Jacques Derrida’s 1993 
Spectres of Marx. Derrida’s usage set the spectral against the conventional and the 
taxonomic: 
A traditional scholar does not believe in ghosts – nor in all that could be called the 
virtual space of spectrality. There has never been a scholar who, as such, does not 
believe in the sharp distinction between the real and the unreal, the actual and the 
inactual, the living and the non-living, being and non-being [...], in the opposition 
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between what is present and what is not, for example in the form of objectivity. 
(Derrida 1994, p. 11)  
 
For Derrida spectrality is a virtual space that denies and evades standard systems of 
knowledge and inquiry. The ghost, to Derrida, cannot be known as it is: ‘at once arbitrary and 
impossible: one can neither classify nor count the ghost’ (ibid p. 138).   
Del Pilar Blanco and Pereen map the appeal of the terms spectral and spectrality to 
scholars both directly and indirectly influenced by Derrida’s adoption of the subject: 
“Spectre” and “spectrality” not only have a more serious scholarly ring to them [than 
ghostly], but specifically evoke an etymological link to visibility and vision, to that 
which is both looked at (as fascinating and spectacle) and looking (in the sense of 
examining), suggesting their suitability for exploring and illuminating phenomena 
other than the putative return of the dead. 
[...] 
In their new spectral guise, certain features of ghosts and hauntings – such as their 
liminal position between visibility and invisibility, life and death, materiality and 
immateriality, and their association with powerful affects like fear and obsession – 
quickly came to be employed across the humanities and social sciences to theorize a 
variety of social, ethical, and political questions. (del Pilar Blanco and Pereen 2013a, 
p. 2) 
 
Derrida, and theorists who follow Derrida, apprehend the ghost and haunting as a simile 
rather than as an object of inquiry. The amenability of spectrality to the academy, its 
‘scholarly ring’, is tied to a usage that is evocative rather than definitional: a literal eliding of 
the ghost that underlies its ghostliness. While this approach has its uses within the humanities 
where it is commonly found, it is only of limited use to direct discussions of the literary ghost 
and haunting. The term becomes dislocated from its origin point. In effect, the spectral 
becomes synonymous with the ghost-like rather than the ghostly. While this shift may seem 
minor, it is worth remarking that while the ghost may be described as ghostly (albeit 
somewhat tautologically) it cannot be described as ghost-like. As del Pilar Blanco and Pereen 
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outline, the ‘expansive adoption of the spectre as able to (re)configure fundamental aspects of 
our culture and existence [is] always perilously close to overstretching the concept and 
ignoring local variations in the way ghosts and haunting are apprehended and employed’ (del 
Pilar Blanco & Pereen 2013b, p. 35).  
Derrida’s writing does, in some of its specifics, echo the descriptions attached to 
ghosts and hauntings that will be found throughout the thesis, and in the language of theorists 
and scholars who are quoted or referenced throughout. Derrida’s deployment of spectral 
terms and hauntology has no interest in the ghost or haunting as subject. For Derrida, and for 
the theorists who follow on from Spectres of Marx, the ghost is a tool for reading with, rather 
than a subject to be read or theorised in its own terms. To this end, the Derridean approach 
selects and extends those ghostly qualities which best serve its purpose while suppressing 
those conservative, ideological or culturally specific aspects of the ghost which do not mesh 
with spectrality as unclassifiable. As del Pilar Blanco and Pereen write ‘[Derrida] uses the 
figure of the ghost to pursue (without ever fully apprehending) that which haunts like a ghost 
and, by way of this haunting, demands justice or at least response’ (del Pilar Blanco and 
Pereen 2013a, p. 3). In approaching those things which are like a ghost Derrida does not 
address the spectre as it exists fictively. Colin Davis in ‘Hauntology, Spectres and Phantoms’ 
(2005) argues that: ‘Derrida’s spectre is a deconstructive figure hovering between life and 
death, presence and absence, and making established certainties vacillate. It does not belong 
to the order of knowledge’ (Davis 2005, p. 376). The ghost may appear to undermine 
binaries, and as such, to trouble existing categories of knowledge. However the fictive and 
folkloric figure of the ghost is culturally determinate, and is ‘known’ according to literary and 
folkloric traditions.  
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Roger Luckhurst highlights the limits of the Derridean ‘hauntology’ especially when 
confronting the deeply invested and specific topographies that surround, and interpenetrate 
the discourse of ghosts, hauntings and the paranormal. Hauntologies are positioned in-
between, they vacillate between life and death, presence and absence and as such a 
hauntological approach can sketch out the culturally determinate grounds of the haunting and 
the ghost only abstractly. Writing of the spectral turn as ‘the critical language of spectral or 
haunted modernity that has become cultural-critical shorthand in the wake of [Jacques 
Derrida’s] Spectres of Marx’ (Luckhurst 2002, p. 534), Luckhurst argues that even as the 
hauntology is sympathetic to a reading of a ghostly and ghosted reality this shorthand can: 
‘only go so far in elaborating the contexts for the specific topography of London Gothic – 
that, indeed, the generalised structure of haunting is symptomatically blind to its generative 
loci’ (ibid). While Luckhurst is interested only in the specific context of what he terms the 
London Gothic, his claims extend to the blindness of Derridean approaches to all specific 
contexts and loci. What this blindness results in is a post-Derridean eye to which ‘no concept, 
no self-identity, no text, no writing […] is not haunted’ (Luckhurst 2002, p. 535).  
Derrida and other theorists within the spectral turn are not blind to the features or 
qualities of the ghost. For the most part, however, they are not interested in the mechanics of 
the ghost. Rather, many of the writers who use the terminology of spectrality, haunting or the 
hauntology specifically are often uninterested in the ghost itself. By ‘ghost itself’ is meant the 
ghost as it would be understood from folklore or ghost stories rather than as a poetic or 
allusional figure. For the above reasons, it is clear that the pre-existing uses of spectrality and 
the spectral, while compelling in their capacity to extend into the space between purely 
literary investigation and historical or sociological fields, cannot articulate the mechanics of 
the ghost story as it is formulated around the ghost and ghost-like as a tool for, rather than 
object of analysis. This reinforces the need for a new approach which reclaims the language 
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of the spectre to examine and explore the ghost and haunting whose narratives and literary 
works are part of the ‘generative loci’ to which Derrida’s approach is specifically blind. This 
approach would necessarily be grounded in a conception of the ghost as real, or potentially 
real rather than a purely figurative, or metaphorical presence within texts. A conception that 
like the Victorian’s figurative ghost described by del Pilar Blanco and Pereen ‘remain[s] 
grounded, to an extent, in the ghost’s possible reality as an empirically verifiable supernatural 
phenomenon, making it less a tool for obtaining insight into something else than itself an 
object of knowledge’ (del Pilar Blanco and Pereen 2013, p. 3). 
The use of the spectral within this thesis refers explicitly to the presence of the 
immaterial supernatural within a mimetically real, material world rather than the liminal 
position used by other critics of the spectral. In order to embrace the mimetic, reality affect 
on which this enmeshment relies a method of reading is needed which can speak to both this 
reality and the rich meaning contained in, and communicated by ghostly fictions. In order to 
do this, a definition of spectral is advanced that is grounded in philosophy: specifically the 
philosophies of Martin Heidegger, Walter Benjamin and Ludwig Wittgenstein. While the 
specific borrowings from these philosophers will be explored later, it should be noted that 
this is not intended to render the spectral a philosophical innovation, but to ground the 
literary, or fictive investigations undertaken with the concept within a mimetic reality and 
consciousness. 
Within the philosophical framework of this literary investigation the spectral refers to 
a form of immateriality that it is both active (autonomous) and ‘inner worldly’. It belongs to, 
and operates within, the material world and not within a transcendent or ‘otherworld’. Also, it 
is independent of any single individual and exists, at least potentially, outside of their 
consciousness or imagination. This relationship and belonging is expressed in philosophical 
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terms, as it is philosophy which best allows a negotiation between the many fields of research 
which focus on the ghost, the structures of realism within the text, and the reality of the world 
on which they are modelled. The ‘being’ of ghostly and spectral agents is not fundamentally 
different than other forms of being, as regards its worldly position. While it may not have an 
objective, material existence, spectrality remains anchored to the material world by the same 
connections which connect things which do objectively exist. Martin Heidegger reminds his 
readers in Being and Time (1927) that ‘the world of Da-sein [conscious beings] is a with-
world. Being-in is being-with others’ (Heidegger 1997, p. 112). No entity is ever fully 
autonomous, being born into, and arising only within a world of objects and other beings. The 
Da-sein determines and is determined by the experience and understanding of these other 
beings: 
The others who are “encountered” [...] in the surrounding world at hand are not 
somehow added on in thought to an initially merely objectively present thing, but 
these “things” are encountered from a world in which they are at hand for others. (ibid 
p. 111) 
The spectral is ‘at hand’ for others, they are not dependent on any particular individual. Ghost 
tourism, for instance, is motivated by a desire to contact ghosts that are not personal. Ghosts, 
for all they are immaterial, are still ‘publicly’ accessible, as other objects, to anyone. It is 
texts which feature this kind of spectrality, of immaterial but materially relevant agents, 
presences or narratives which are of interest to the thesis.  
 The conception of spectrality outlined above is key to the development of a cultural 
logic, and means of reading that logic, originated by this thesis. Spectral language is the 
mechanism by which past narratives, histories and personalities continue to erupt into the 
present and become sensible through material reality and tactile sensory impressions within 
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ghost narratives. The spectral demarcates that which is immaterial but materially relevant – 
spectral language is the structure and substance of that spectrality’s material articulation. 
 
Spectral language is explored in depth over the course of the first two chapters of the 
thesis, where its particularities and its flexibility are outlined in the practical interpretation of 
a number of texts. Rather than attempt to fully explain spectral language prior to this textually 
embedded exploration, this introduction will instead serve to provide some information about 
its philosophical underpinnings and their contribution to a literary investigation. Bill 
Hemminger has pointed out that Heidegger offers an understanding particularly  useful to 
theorising animistic texts such as Ben Okri’s 1991 The Famished Road which ‘redefine the 
world human beings inhabit and argue[s] for increased interplay between physical and 
spiritual in a modern technologised world’ (Hemminger 2001, p. 67). As Hemminger 
identifies, Heidegger offers an alternative to anthropocentric models where ghosts, spirits and 
their like are the purview only of humans and their delusions. While Heidegger notes the 
significance of objective presence to ontology, in that one cannot encounter what is not 
present, this objectivity does not presuppose being, nor render it a ‘thing’. As he writes in 
Being and Time ‘Da-sein can never be past, not because it is imperishable, but because it can 
never be objectively present. Rather, if it is, it exists’ (Heidegger 1997, p. 348).  The ghost 
inhabits a peculiar position, in lacking an objective, material existence as spectral things 
must, but is still present in and through the references of material things. Using the example 
of a boat, Heidegger explains ‘the boat anchored at the shore refers in its being-in-itself to an 
acquaintance who undertakes his voyages with it, but as a “boat strange to us,” it also points 
to others’ (ibid p. 111). Ghosts are an implied other, they may be the disenfranchised 
residents or owners of a house, as in Tin Winton’s 1992 Cloudstreet (examined in Chapter 
Three: Red Heart/Black Spirit), beings who are present in the ‘being-of-itself’ of the house. 
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In this sense, the ghost of a haunted place is not ‘added on’ but implicit in the nature of 
objectively present things. The phenomena of phantom lights, table rappings, unlocking doors 
and other discernible happenings form the references to the ghost who is never fully ‘here’ 
but exists as a reference from that which is at hand and experiential.  
 
The ‘at-handedness’ and ‘implied others’ of Heidegger’s writing exist within both an 
ontological and cultural context. What is at hand and what others are implied are not reliant 
on an individual’s understanding. However, these implications and references are more likely 
to be detected or understood when they fit with a cultural familiarity or understanding. For 
example, the rappings, lights and so forth referenced throughout the introduction as stock 
elements of the ghostly happening are clearly cultural properties. The nature of this logic, 
although more fully mapped throughout the thesis, is worth some discussion. It is tempting to 
think of these tropes as historical and outdated superstition, while this is not true that view 
does hang over spectral language’s construction, particularly in Western literature. 
In The Rise of Supernatural Fiction (1995) E.J. Clery points out that in the eighteenth 
century supernatural excess could only be excused by ‘exemplary historicism’: ‘rationally 
speaking, ghost and goblins are not true, but when they appear in the literary artefact of past 
ages, they are true to history, accurate representations of an obsolete system of belief’ (Clery 
1995, p. 54). In the case of the ghost, if not the goblin, this obsolescence is incomplete. The 
belief in ghosts has been regularly revived in the nineteenth and twentieth century Spiritualist 
movement and by the plethora of ghost investigation programs like Most Haunted (2002-
2010). Regardless, for the audience Clery describes, ghosts belonged to history and not 
fantasy. Rather than a literary invention the ghost story is embedded in reality. As ghost 
‘culture’ changes, through the Spiritualist movement, oral culture, urban legends, televised 
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and technological ghost hunting, cross-fertilisation between different national and cultural 
ghost beliefs and ghost stories, the literary ghost story changes as well. 
Ghost stories rest within both historical and contemporary mimetic realities. The 
ghost therefore exists ‘within’ the world, rather than outside of it. However, the paranormal 
should not, as it can be in Magical Realism, or post-modern fiction, something that is 
unremarkable and unremarked upon by characters within the fiction. The ‘rules’ of the 
mimetic reality should be clear and chiefly mundane. The paranormal in this case is defined 
by the transgression of a seemingly mundane reality, even if these transgressions highlight 
that reality has never genuinely been ‘mundane’. While this element of the definition is 
stretched in the third chapter of this thesis to consider fiction which models an Indigenous 
Australian supernaturally implicit reality, the distinction is significant. Fiction which does not 
model reality does not embrace the mechanics of the ghost story. Mechanically, the ghost 
story attempts to reconcile the supernatural or paranormal with common reality, a 
reconciliation which demands the ghost story base its material manifestations and mediators 
in common and worldly objects. ‘Australian’ ghost stories are not a fundamentally different 
type of literature than ‘transnational’ ghost stories. The discussion above, and the definitions 
and limits proposed within, apply equally well to the ghost story as a transnational narrative 
form, and to ghost stories within Australia. Rather than propose the Australian ghost story as 
a distinct literary form, this thesis pursues Australian ghost stories which cannot be grouped 
together into a single monolithic body. Instead, the ‘Australian’ used throughout this thesis 
refers explicitly to ghost stories produced within Australia, by Australian writers or which are 
set primarily within Australia. Selected on these grounds, the stories featured throughout the 
thesis’s six chapters also demonstrate a thematic ‘Australianness’, but these themes are 
similarly non-monolithic. To a greater or lesser extent, all of the fiction discussed circles the 
anxiety and guilt around settlement, the atrocities of the convict system and barbarity with 
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which Indigenous Australians were dispossessed of their land, a fear of history and its lack 
within Australia, a deep seated inferiority or naiveté in the face of the Old World, and an 
ambivalent relationship with nature and the wilderness. These anxieties and concerns, taken 
together, do propose a field of meaning from which the Australianness of ghost stories could 
be said to derive. However, as will be shown throughout the thesis, the ghost story form, 
while possessing an inherent ethical orientation and being attuned to embodying and 
dramatising certain concerns, does not resolve towards any particular meaning or argument. 
While Australian ghost stories circle these concerns, they do not argue for any particular 
resolution. 
The corpus of texts examined in the thesis fit within the parameters outlined above. 
They are texts produced within Australia by Australian writers, or set primarily within 
Australia which feature an apparently mimetic, mundane reality that is then trespassed by  
ghosts, hauntings and so on. Aside from these criteria, the texts are selected only for their 
relevance to the thesis’s thematic areas of inquiry and their potentially utility for exploring or 
testing a spectral language approach. No claim is made about the work’s representativeness, 
historical relevance or impact. A selection process that ranked or discriminated against texts 
would denature the spirit of a spectral language inquiry as spectral language must develop 
and be augmented equally between populist, literary, authorised and unauthorised ghost texts. 
 Having defined the ghost story, and its peculiarities, it becomes important to consider 
why the ghost story, the ghost and the haunting are in need of further critical attention. Partly, 
this is due simply to the nature of the ghost story as a narrative form. That is, unlike other 
forms of fiction, it marries the unreal and paranormal with conventional structures of reality, 
and also operates within the boundaries of a rigorously drawn real world. This in itself could 
motivate a study within narratology or literary theory and practice; however, the concerns of 
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the ghost story outstrip this peculiarity. Rather it is the dialogue between the ghost story, the 
psyche, personal and national identity, history, remembrance and testimony which makes the 
ghost story such a fertile form for analysis and which increases the need to find critical tools, 
such as the spectral language this thesis advances, to understand the function of the text, both 
in a narrative sense and in terms of its potential thematic and ideological content. Other 
critics have also recognised this importance.  Maria del Pilar Blanco and Esther Pereen 
editors of a collection on the ghost in popular culture titled Popular Ghosts write in their 
introduction: 
The haunted spaces of popular culture – and popular culture as itself a ghostly space 
in the sense that, despite the many volumes seeking to define or exemplify it, remains 
an elusive, contested concept with blurry boundaries – may seem like an obvious 
topic, but despite the fact that the ghost’s most common appearance at the present 
time is as a figure of popular culture entertainment in (horror) films, television series, 
popular fiction, and even country music, this space of the ghost remains remarkably 
under theorised. (del Pilar Blanco and Pereen 2010 p. xii) 
 
Pereen and del Pilar Blanco also comment on the increasing relevance of the ghost. As the 
ghost and haunting continue to be represented in a variety of media, they also begin to 
infiltrate ‘normal’ behaviours and real world pursuits. The ghost is not registered as a 
shocking interruption of reality, at least not when it is experienced indirectly or by others. 
This shift they explain by example, contending that: 
The ghostly has become everyday as the effort to live with ghosts [...] has superseded 
the tendency to exorcise ghosts and lay them to rest. This is apparent in the new 
notion of ghost hunting as an only slightly-out-of-the-ordinary hobby (no more 
peculiar than trainspotting or metal-detecting) that aims to contact ghosts without 
imposing a specific agenda. (ibid p. xiv) 
 
As noted earlier, while ghosts rest culturally within a space of familiarity, this familiarity 
does not denature the shock of encountering a ghost, or having a haunting experience. The 
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ghost is simultaneously familiar, and, particularly within fictional ghost narratives, 
profoundly disturbing or revelatory. 
 
Avery Gordon also deals with the ghost in her 2008 work of social criticism, Ghostly 
Matters. This work endeavours to reconcile, and find space within, social criticism and 
sociology for ghosts, hauntings and other paranormal irruptions. In her own terms, Gordon 
argues persuasively for the need to recognise the real impacts of ghostly dialogues, presences 
and histories.  
Haunting not as a metaphor but as a presence underpinning the world in which we 
live, its histories, webs of social relations and everyday life. Traumascapes, of course, 
were haunting and haunted places. Yet they were not poetic or metaphorical terrain 
but, rather, concrete, material sites, where visible and invisible, past and present, 
physical and metaphysical came to co-exist and share a common space. (Gordon 
2008, p. 233) 
 
From the examples of critical work examining the ghost given above, it is clear that 
the ghost, and even the literary or pop-cultural ghost, does not exist in a vacuum. The ghost 
and the haunting exist at a nexus point, where multiple traditions, concerns and histories 
intersect and interact. This is true in each of the contexts, whether local, national or 
transnational in which these critics are operating. It is also true within Australia’s particular 
context. The most significant work focussing specifically on the Australian Ghost Story is 
‘The Postcolonial Ghost Story’ by Ken Gelder and Jane M. Jacobs. The work has appeared in 
the Journal of the Association for the Study of Australian Literature (1996), and as part of 
their broader discussion of the sacred in Uncanny Australia (1998). Their work is influential 
in circumscribing a set of concerns that are embodied in ghost stories, and which are 
particularly relevant to nations, like Australia, whose identity is caught up in a post-colonial 
moment of anxiety and unsettlement. This set of concerns forms a cornerstone of the 
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appraisal of Australian ghost stories in this thesis. As ‘The Postcolonial Ghost Story’ is a 
work concerned with the broader social issues, and identity politics bound up in the thematic 
content of Australian ghost stories, it does not approach the mechanics of the ghost stories 
themselves. While Gelder and Jacob’s discussion is insightful and thoroughly reasoned it still 
leaves space for an examination of the internal function or narrative mechanics of the stories: 
functions which are related to, but not inextricable from the thematic content of the work.    
Gelder and Jacobs invoke the ghost story as one symptom or expression of Australia’s 
internalisation of being a ‘foreigner at home’ (Gelder and Jacobs 1996, p. 114). Ghosts, 
hauntings, their objects and their affects then, are implicated not only in cultural and 
historical processes at large, but also rest close to the bone of Australia’s particular self-
conception. If this is true, then how can the ghost’s marginality, within Australia particularly 
but also in a transnational context, be explained? As Gelder and Jacobs write ‘certainly the 
ghost story in Australia is a minor genre, a marginal genre’ (ibid p. 116 emphasis original) 
and this marginality cannot be contested. The marginality of the ghost story is symptomatic 
of a greater cultural attitude which delimits the reach of the ghost and the haunting. Few 
works on the ghost, that is, serious works which engage seriously with the supernatural, can 
commence without apology.  
 Introducing Ghostly Matters, Avery Gordon confronts the ‘strangeness’ of a work of 
sociology which trades with ghosts and their kind on equal footing: ‘ghosts are a somewhat 
unusual topic of inquiry for a social analyst (much less a degreed sociologist)’ (Gordon 2008, 
p. 7) and that it can ‘seem foreign and alien’ (ibid) to a field which examines living social 
reality. She insists, however, that: 
The persistent and troubling ghosts in the house [of social research] highlighted the 
limitations of many of our prevalent modes of inquiry and the assumptions they make 
about the social world, the people who inhabit these worlds, and what is required to 
study them. (ibid p. 8) 
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The unwillingness or pseudo-anxiety of confronting ghosts and of having those 
confrontations taken seriously informs the outputs of Gordon’s work and of the other works 
discussed. Del Pilar Blanco and Pereen, for example, claim as their inspiration for curating 
Popular Ghosts: 
A matter of finding a route, access to that which is marginalised, trivialised, denied, 
disqualified, taxed and aggrieved and a matter of redistributing respect, authority, and 
the right to responsibility or generalisability – the right to theorise, one could say – 
which among other things entails the capacity to be something other than a local 
knowledge governed or interpreted by a putative superior. It remained then, as now a 
matter of building a shared and practical standpoint for negating dispossessions, 
disabilities, and dehumanisations. (del Pilar Blanco and Pereen 2010, p. xviii)  
 
Ghosts speak then, to a type of silenced dialogue; something which continues to lurk in all 
manner of cultural and sociological texts and practices but which has not been fully exhumed 
and examined. The richness with which Gordon, del Pilar Blanco and Pereen invest ghostly 
processes and ‘ghosted’ bodies of knowledge is recognised in a general turn within the 
humanities towards ideological haunting, ghosting and immateriality.  
At present, it is enough to realise that the legitimacy and credibility this particular 
form of haunting and ghost discourse attains is purchased at the cost of narrative, explicitly 
paranormal readings and definitions of ghosts and hauntings. As these terms are taken up as 
metaphors or conceptual short-hands they become dislocated from the, admittedly sometimes 
creaky, logic of wreathes, unhallowed earth, and rattling talking boards which are part of both 
the folkloric and literary tradition. The legitimacy of ghostly terminology is hinged, in ways 
not entirely clear, on the reduction of ghost belief and ghost narrative to rudiment. Even 
Gelder and Jacobs, who write both persuasively and positively about the reach of the (here 
specifically post-colonial) ghost story, cannot help but paint an unflattering portrait of the 
ghost story as literature, writing that many are: ‘”over the top”, hysterical, histrionic, 
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spectacular, overflowing, meandering, “creaky”, indulgent’ (Gelder and Jacobs 1996, p. 116) 
and that ultimately their definition is of: 
An “elementary” or “rudimentary” form of expression which is enacted in the midst 
of modernity, and which is capable of producing “gross” or luxurious effects that are 
unsettling in the sense that they overflow their location to speak uncannily to the 
nation’s modern conditions. (ibid) 
 
To consider the ghost story a rudimentary form, that is, in terms derived by Gelder and Jacob 
from Durkheim as ‘something less than literature, even something “primitive”’ (ibid) is 
difficult. It would be disingenuous, for example, to try and consider Toni Morrison’s 1987 
Beloved, Henry James’s 1898 The Turn of the Screw or, to give Australian examples, 
Christina Stead’s 1940 The Man Who Loved Children or Tim Winton’s 1991 Cloudstreet 
rudimentary or primitive. Or, at least, it would be disingenuous if these novels were 
considered ghost stories, or, in the case of Beloved and Turn of the Screw as only ghost 
stories. There exists, ill-defined and under theorised a gap between stories which are only 
ghost stories (a term which invites either nameless tale tellers, prolific ‘masters’ of dread like 
Algernon Blackwood, or low-profile genre writers shilling for Horror or Dark Fantasy 
periodicals) and those stories which may feature ghosts, hauntings or paranormal logic, but 
which have either entered the canon as with Emily Brontë’s 1847 Wuthering Heights, or 
otherwise been considered worthy of the label of Literature.  
 
 It is the space between what appears to be the ‘genre’ of the ghost as a specific 
literary form, and the roaming ‘parasitic’ structures of haunting and ghostliness which go far 
beyond the bounds of the short, horror-tinged ghost story to infect many different genres, and 
many different kinds of work which this thesis seeks to theorise. The subject of the ghost 
cannot be confined easily. As Julian Wolfreys writes in his chapter of Popular Ghosts the 
ghost is ‘not only, no longer, a thing of the past; it is no longer containable, on the one hand, 
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to the realm of investigation and research or, on the other, to popular narratives and genres, 
communities of oral transmission, or folkloric traditions – if it ever was’ (Wolfreys 2010, p. 
5). The attempt to sever the ghost from these fields, or to theorise it in isolation from the 
concerns of these fields is a mistake.   
 
 The attempt to constrain the ghost story is as much a recognition of its historical roots 
and the pre-historical origins of its subject matter as it is a disavowal of its far ranging 
potential. It does not seem possible, as significant novels such as Toni Morrison’s Beloved, 
Christos Tsiolkas’s 2005 Dead Europe and Shirley Jackson’s 1959 The Haunting of Hill 
House continue to congregate under the ghost label, and to draw critical attention with them, 
to consider the ghost story synonymous with minor stories and indulgent, or excessive 
narratives even though, as Gelder and Jacobs have noted, many ghosts are creaky, histrionic, 
meandering and over the top. As long as the discussion circles only around the ghost story in 
its limited sense, the full substance and logic which allows these occasionally rudimentary, 
occasionally primitive, occasionally highly literary stories to function cannot be explored.  
 
 In response to the need to theorise ghosts, ghostliness and haunting and in response to 
the arguments outlined above, this thesis approaches ghost literature with an eye to avoiding 
the ground trodden by previous literary critics. Broken Gates and Leaky Graves draws on the 
arguments and findings of a wide range of critics from diverse fields including folkloric 
studies, sociology, philosophy, cultural criticism, social and cultural history and ethnography. 
It synthesises the wide ranging commentary and analysis of these writers not only to provide 
a fuller picture of the forces, cultural, literary and mythic which impact on the paranormal 
ghost tale, but to advance a critical, theoretical tool, which will enable productive 
engagement between critics and works of ghostly, paranormal content, whether or not these 
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fictions fit the short fiction, and simple structures familiar to readers and critics. The vitality 
and utility of spectral language as a tool is tested across the course of six chapters – chapters 
which alternate between thematic concerns native to the logic of ghosts and ghost stories, and 
those particularly relevant to the ghost story within Australia. While the chapters will be 
more fully unpacked later on in the introduction, a prior understanding of the diversity of 
concerns looked at across the thesis makes the uses and advantages of this new approach, as 
well as the reasons for its atypical grounding, clearer. The thesis is a purely literary effort, 
however the chapter breakdown will make clear that the textual and conceptual problems 
which ghost texts in Australia present cannot be solved without recourse to, and engagement 
with the efforts of historians, cultural critics, sociologists and so on who address the various 
elements of the ‘ghost problem’ within the realist/real structures on which the ghost story is 
dependant.  
 
 The first chapter of this thesis is Stained and Fertile Soil. The soil alluded to in the 
title is both the literal soil of the Australian landscape, and the conceptual soil of Australia’s 
literary climate. The chapter conceptualises the thematic, rather than stylistic features of 
‘Australianness’ in ghost writing and the Australian Gothic. A set of Australian concerns are 
sought which are embodied in, but distinct from (or more broadly applicable than) the 
depictions of extreme rurality, wilderness or wildness which characterise the Australian 
Gothic, particularly in its colonial and early post-colonial forms. The chapter draws on a 
range of texts but centres on the short stories of Barbara Baynton’s 1902 Bush Studies and 
Sonya Hartnett’s 1995 gothic novel, Sleeping Dogs. These two works are not obvious ghost 
stories: rather, they reveal the distinctive logic and thematic concerns of the Australian gothic 
and demonstrate how easily these themes can be extended into ghost literature when their 
nascent spectrality is revealed. The second chapter, Fractured Bodies and Fracturing 
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Narratives is similarly grounded in the engagement between the ghost story and a close, but 
distinct genre: in this case, Horror. Through comparison with the theoretical conceits of 
Horror, this chapter discusses the role of monstrosity, trauma and violence within ghost 
stories. In examining Christos Tsiolkas’s 2005 Dead Europe, Lucy Sussex’s 1997 Black Ice 
and short stories, as well as short stories by Hume Nisbet and Marcus Clarke the chapter 
explores the implicit ethical orientation of the ghost story as something which dramatises and 
addresses many of the same subjects as Horror, but which cannot be said to mimic the 
common structures, or temporal frames native to that genre.  
 
 Once the genres allied, in popular and critical thought, with ghost stories have been 
thoroughly discussed, the thesis moves away from literary genre distinctions to discuss 
Australian ghost stories in relation to their content. The first of these content centred chapters 
is Red Heart/Black Spirit which discusses the contestations and claims which are made by 
ghost stories in Australia. Works which take up an Indigenous Australian perspective, as well 
as works by non-Indigenous Australians which feature Indigenous ghosts or supporting 
characters are compared and contrasted. These works include Sam Watson’s 1990 The 
Kadaitcha Sung, Mudrooroo’s 1991 Master of the Ghost Dreaming and Tim Winton’s 1991 
Cloudstreet.   Moving away from the specifics of uniquely Australian concerns, the fourth 
chapter of the thesis confronts the role of the oral and performative cultures which surround 
paranormal and ghostly discourse in Australia and abroad in terms of their impact on the 
literary ghost story. This chapter, titled A Troubled Medium touches on sacralised 
performances, such as ritual and ceremony, but is primarily focussed around the questions of 
fraud, enjoyable but false theatricality, and the ‘writerly’ or archival  performative labours 
which are raised in Australian ghost texts. These texts are novels like John Harwood’s 2004 
The Ghost Writer, Lucy Sussex’s 1997 Black Ice and The Scarlet Rider which depict such 
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performances, and textual labours. In essence, the chapter confronts the ways literary ghost 
stories confront the issues involved in constructing or faking a supernatural experience within 
their own text.  
 
 The fifth chapter returns to the Australian landscape. Where the first chapter, 
however, was interested in rural or wild landscapes, this chapter A Cult of Graves examines 
the built environment. Drawing on tourism guides such as Richard Davis’s 1998 Ghosts 
Guide to Australia the chapter asks what constitutes an Australian ruin, as well as how site 
specific architecture, aesthetics and purpose impact on what can, or what should be haunted.  
A range of fictional texts including Christos Tsiolkas’s 2005 Dead Europe, Venero 
Armanno’s 1995 My Beautiful Friend and Kaaron Warren’s 2010 Slights are used to explore 
the ghost’s ambivalent relationship to settlement. The sixth and final chapter of the thesis, 
The Cussed Junkyard draws out the ways in which the ghost operates within modernity. Short 
stories such as Carol Hull’s  1993 ‘66 Rose St’, Carmel Bird’s 1995 ‘One Last Picture of 
Ruby-Rose’ and Rick Kennet’s 2007 ‘The Dark is What It Said’ form the bulk of texts 
analysed in this chapter, supplemented by Nathan Curnow’s 2009 suite of poems The Ghost 
Poetry Project.  The chapter, through exploring instances of ghostly technology, offers a 
means of reading the ghost story within contemporary society and contemporary 
technologies. Ultimately, The Cussed Junkyard argues for the continued and ongoing 
relevance of the ghost to modern Australia and the modern world.  
 
As can be seen from a brief outline of the chief subjects and concerns which will be 
addressed across the six chapters of this work, a large amount of secondary material is 
required to provide context and understanding of ghosts and hauntings in order to approach 
the purely narrative, literary samples which the thesis will analyse. As this material needs to 
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be drawn from a wide variety of subjects including, as stated earlier, social criticism, folklore, 
history and ethnography. The thesis’s key critical tool must be able to negotiate between 
these positions and to provide a strong anchor for these diverse, and often non-literature or 
non-narrative based areas of study. This anchor is found in philosophy and ontology and it is 
primarily in the terms of Walter Benjamin and Martin Heidegger that the key critical tool of 
this thesis is conceptualised and articulated. It has already been signalled that what defines 
the ghost story as distinct from other forms of fantastic writing is its rigid adherence to 
structures of realism.  
 The advantage of spectral language as an approach is the ability to theorise the ghost 
within the common world of the reader: an aspect of the ghost story that makes it unique 
amongst supernatural fiction. It is within Walter Benjamin and Martin Heidegger’s theories 
of ontology that the ghost can be both external and immaterial.  This is essential if haunting 
and ghost narratives which lack either an autonomous spectre or any personified threat at all 
are to be considered alongside ghost stories with recognisable and communicative spirits. As 
all language communicates immaterial meaning, spectral language is mechanically the same. 
What separates spectral language from other languages is that the spectral has agency. Where 
other ‘mental meanings’ are passively communicated through objects and words, the spectral 
to an extent ‘tells itself’. Rather than communicated by objects, it may communicate itself 
through those same objects. 
 The advantages of a philosophically and ontologically grounded approach are clear. It 
allows the texts to be approached in terms which accept the proposed realism of their 
narrative. In this way, the material texts which the narratives’ worlds contain can be easily 
mapped from, or translated into the common world of the reader. This approach is necessary 
as the previous approaches which have dominated the consideration of ghosts, hauntings and 
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other paranormal occurrences within literature or popular culture do not allow such 
engagement with the texts. In particular the limitations of psychoanalysis and Derridean 
hauntologies (which have already been discussed), are precisely their inability to theorise the 
reality of the ghost either within culturally permissive terms, or within terms which accept the 
ultimate reality of the narrative’s position. In Henry James’s The Turn of the Screw and 
Shirley Jackson’s Haunting of Hill House for example, there is no question that these texts 
were written as anything other than ghost stories. Despite this, criticism proliferates not 
around the paranormal structures of the novel, but around the psychology of its protagonists.  
In the case of The Turn of the Screw the neurosis of Henry James’ protagonist has 
come to overshadow all other aspects of the text. In his introduction to criticism of the novel, 
Peter G. Beidler writes that, for critics, The Turn of the Screw is: ‘an amazingly fine, creepy, 
scary, soul-shuddering ghost story or, alternatively, it is an amazingly fine psychological case 
study of a neurotic young woman’ (Beidler 1995, p. 127). While Beidler offers a third 
position, one where The Turn of the Screw is both psychological study and ghost story the 
attempt to resolve the story one way or the other points to the discomfort that is produced by 
a story that is at once paranormally invested, literary and starkly realist. In Shirley Jackson’s 
The Haunting of Hill House the supernatural events are less easy to dismiss as inventions of 
the heroine, however her psychological state is more often than not the topic of criticism. In 
Roberta Rubenstein’s article ‘House Mothers and Haunted Daughters’ for example, the 
haunting becomes a cipher: ‘a house that functions figuratively as the externalized maternal 
body, simultaneously seductive and threatening’ (Rubenstein 1996, p. 317). The attempt to 
remove the ghost from the texts or to usher out the supernatural under the banner of neurosis 
or analogy does these texts a disservice. Whether first or third person, as Turn of the Screw 
and The Haunting of Hill House are respectively, the psychological interpretation of the texts 
require a distrust of the narrators. Either the events they describe are not happening or are 
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being misapprehended. Even if the events are taken to be true, their narrative role becomes 
less important than the psychodrama they are seen to encode. The ghosts cease to function as 
either characters or phenomena, but become only a representation of underlying trauma or 
psychic distress. The domination of the psychoanalytic, particularly of concepts like the 
uncanny, over scholarship on the ghost limits the ability of critics to treat the phenomena 
depicted as real. Psychoanalytical criticism can resolve the supernatural only in terms of its 
relationship with individual psyches. While psychoanalytical readings have contributed 
enormously to the corpus of critical work on ghost stories, they cannot account for haunting 
and ghostly presences as anything other than individual imagination or psychodrama. While 
psychoanalysis offers substantial insight into the tropes and thematic resonances of ghost 
stories, it reduces the supernatural expression of the text to a character flaw, or problem to be 
resolved. 
 If the thesis were to only take from Benjamin and Heidegger, it would fall into the 
opposite trap to that which afflicts psychoanalysis and hauntology. The thesis would too 
trustingly endorse the existence of ghosts and treat cultural bodies of ghost lore as inviolate.  
Benjamin and Heidegger’s theories lend themselves well to understanding how the essence of 
an object, or its history is experienced by living actors. It risks, however, treating these 
essences as perfectly communicable and undeniable in a way antithetical to ghost stories’ 
ambiguity. Many ghost stories, particularly contemporary, ‘western’ ghost stories do not 
demand a reader believe in ghosts. Nor do they demand that the ghostly interpretation of the 
text be the only one. For this reason, spectral language as an ontologically oriented form of 
communication needs to be tempered by the potential for mistake, misapprehension or 
madness. In order to do this without reverting to psychoanalysis or hauntology and their 
attendant problems, these mistakes and misapprehensions are themselves modelled in 
philosophic terms. Wittgenstein offers an antidote to the potential mysticism of Benjamin and 
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Heidegger with his writings, primarily from his 1953 Philosophical Investigations, on the 
image, language games and private language.   
 To recapitulate spectral language’s philosophical platform: the ghost can be both 
present and non-ontic. The ghost is experienced indirectly, as according to Heidegger, all 
immaterial qualities are. All that separates the spectral entity from other forms of implied 
others is its active and autonomous nature. While no more physically present than the owner 
of the ‘strange boat’, the ghost employs material objects and signs against its witnesses. 
Rather than unambiguously prove the ghost is present, its indirect materialisation via other 
referents confuses image and impression in a manner that preserves the unknown and 
unsolvable elements of the ghost; the elements that exist outside, and in excess of, the 
material. Ludwig Wittgenstein offers a reading of the senses which both allows for the kind 
of witnessing found in Benjamin and Heidegger, but also acts of misapprehension and 
misunderstanding. Wittgenstein writes that ‘one cannot take an image for reality nor things 
seen for things imaged’ (Wittgenstein 1994, p. 177).  In separating the image (imagined) 
from the sensory world Wittgenstein would seem to shore up the believability of ghost 
witnesses. If a mind cannot confuse the imaginary for the sensory, then the sensory 
impression of an apparition must be genuine. This is too simplistic a reading of 
Wittgenstein’s work. Instead, while an apparition (or other fantastic phenomena) cannot be 
imaged out of nothing and then taken as fact the imaginary (mental-meaning) which arises 
from a given sensory impression can be mistaken.  
When a ghost is seen as an apparition, it confuses the distinction between image and 
impression. In The Turn of the Screw the narrator is tormented by a ghost unseen by others. If 
Wittgenstein’s separation between image and impression is taken to heart (that one can never 
be mistaken for the other) than to argue that the narrator sees nothing and only imagines it is 
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to accuse her of deception. The imaginary, however, will always be associational and a 
misunderstanding or misapprehension of the image is possible without wilful deception. That 
is, without the governess being mad (and thus able to confuse image and impression) and 
without her deliberately lying (passing off an image as an impression) she can still be 
mistaken in thinking what she sees is a ghost, even as the sensory impression is itself seen. 
Her ability to communicate this impression is hindered by language which cannot 
unproblematically differentiate between the imaginary and the sensory. For instance, despite 
not believing in ghosts, an audience member can still see, and recognise, a ‘ghost’ on screen. 
Wittgenstein’s separation between the image and the impression allows a level of nuance in 
interpreting narrative accounts of ghost encounters without needing to resolve the question of 
the reality of the account.  
 The interrelationship of image and impression in depictions of haunting and ghost 
witness has contributed to its popularity amongst psychoanalytic critics. Rather than read this 
relationship as a necessary indicator that the ghost relies on individual psyches and 
interpretation the thesis sees this as a method by which the ghost exists in an otherwise 
common and unremarkable world. The status of the ghost as ambiguous and non-material is 
not a concession to madness or to the work of individual imagination but part of theorising 
the rigorous reality of ghost texts. The presence of ghosts in the imaginary fields (the mental 
meanings, the ‘being-with’ and other correspondences) of material objects is as real as the 
everyday owners of boats are in the correspondence of the boat and are rendered obvious by 
mental apprehension or lingual understanding but no more created by this process than the 
owner of the boat is. The advantage of using Wittgenstein to temper the bold essentialism of 
Heidegger and Benjamin is that these correspondences can be read into a material text 
without needing to accept or affirm the existence of what is being signalled. That is, the 
narrator can be trusted to be providing an accurate representation of material objects and 
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signs, even if the imaginary field they advance is dubious or outright false.  The imaginative 
response to the material objects and occurrences is culturally encoded for both the characters 
within the narrative and their readers. As it relies on cultural response and aesthetic, 
individual instances of spectral language are not understood by all readers, particularly 
readers of a different cultural background or aesthetic sensibility. This does not mean that the 
spectral can only manifest in culturally prescribed ways, but that when it does it has the 
greatest chance of being understood: an understanding which can take place regardless of 
whether the supernatural meaning of objects and events is ever finally affirmed.  
 A wide range of topics are approached throughout the thesis including conceptual 
‘Australianness’, the role of witness, testimony and ethics in the construction of ghost stories, 
the question of spectral property in a post-colonial or settler context, the engagement and 
threat of performance, theatricality, the dialogue between Old and New worlds in Australian 
identity, the meaning of place and the potential of technology, machines and media within 
supernatural rubric. Spectral language is unlikely to be the last word on any of these topics, 
rather throughout Stained and Fertile Soil, Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Narratives, Red 
Heart/Black Spirit, A Troubled Medium, The Cult of Graves and The Cussed Junkyard 
spectral language is both advanced and defined as a critical tool. That definition is then 
deployed to provide a number of insights into the construction, theme and subject matter of 
ghost stories. These insights reveal not only the function of the ghost story in philosophical 
terms, but also reveal how the constructions, themes and subjects they interact with impact on 
the ‘Australianness’ of the texts. While the Australian ghost story remains beyond the 
boundaries of definition, the fractious, contradictory and complex body of work that falls 
under the banner of Australian ghost stories is still revealing and worthy of attention. It bears 
repeating that this study is neither exhaustive, genealogical nor historical in its scope. What it 
describes is a method and means of reading an often overlooked and unfairly dismissed form 
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of writing which manages to depict the paranormal and unreal with an eye to realism which is 
not found in other forms of fiction.   
 Australia is haunted. Its landscape and its stories are riddled with ghosts and 
hauntings – pervaded by guilt and riddled with crises literal or displaced over settlement, 
belonging and identity. While the ghost is promiscuous in courting genres, histories and 
cultural logics to articulate its existence until a substantial critical tool, such as spectral 
language, is deployed the ‘ghostliness’ which interpenetrates and embodies the concerns of 
these histories, genres and logics cannot be engaged with. In this respect, the findings 
signalled throughout the thesis where the spectral, ghostly and haunting brush up against 
established bodies of critical and literary knowledge are the beginning of a much broader 
conversation which can be held once this ghostliness is defined and theorised. Within this 
spirit, Broken Gates and Leaky Graves confronts the panoply of issues that surround the 
attempt to theorise the role and function of spectral language and ghost texts even within the 
relatively circumscribed boundaries of Australian literature and production.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
Stained and Fertile Soil: landscape, history and ‘Gothic Australianness’ 
 
He thinks that maybe the dust and the trees and the wind and the white sky are in his 
blood, that he can never leave because this is where he was made to stay. 
 – Sonya Hartnett, Sleeping Dogs 
 
The ghost story is not a simple thing to pin down, like its subject it can seem insubstantial 
and marginal: out of synch with society and mainstream literature. The first task then, in 
undertaking an analysis of the ghost and haunting in Australia is to stake out the grounds, 
conceptual and literary, in which it is earthed. In Australia, the ghost story’s seeming 
irrelevance is compounded by its imported nature and the foreignness of the form’s 
exemplars. Despite this, Australia, as the thesis at large will continue to show, is fertile 
ground both for ghost writing and the particular fears it best expresses. The absence of a 
substantial body of scholarship on the ghost story seems less because of an absence of texts, 
or even the absence of culturally distinctive texts, but that whatever strange fruit the form’s 
transplantation has borne has been occluded by the quick, and verdant growth of another 
Australian form: the Australian Gothic. While this genre is often paired with the ghost story, 
the two should not be confused. In order to clear space for the ghost story this chapter maps 
the thematic qualities of the Australian Gothic with particular reference to its thematic 
‘Australianess’. Once these qualities are understood, both in their generic and culturally 
specific forms, the sympathy or enmity between these qualities and the ghost story will be 
discussed. In order to undertake this discussion, however, it is first important to consider how 
the ghost story operates. 
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 A ghost story, in the most basic terms, features the emergence or influence of the 
immaterial into or on the mundane, material world. No particular affect or plot structure is 
claimed as essential to the portrayal of this emergence or influence in this thesis. The 
workings in and of themselves will be discussed in more depth in Chapter Two: Fractured 
Bodies and Fracturing Narratives, but this basic formation is sufficient to show the 
supernatural elements of the ghost story in terms of material relevance and action. The role of 
the immaterial is pictured in terms of the material world as a function of language – 
specifically ‘Spectral Language’. Within the philosophical framework of this thesis 
‘language’ as a descriptor of the symbols, tropes and logic of ghostly appearance and 
encounter demonstrates both the insubstantiality of spectral agencies and the failure of a 
ghost’s presence to define a genre.  
‘Language’ in this thesis follows from Walter Benjamin’s 1917 On Language as Such 
and the Languages of Man, where he contends that ‘there is no event or thing in either 
animate or inanimate nature that does not partake of language for it is in the nature of all to 
communicate their mental meanings’ (Benjamin 1979a, p. 107). Translated into the context 
of the ghost story, the ghost or haunting presence has the same status as ‘mental meaning’: 
the otherwise immaterial and non-objectively present. The immaterial becomes spectral when 
it is communicated via the material and sensory signs of the text’s mimetic reality. The 
essential materiality of spectral language means that despite the transcendent terms that 
Benjamin framed his discussion within spectral language is not intended to model or analyse 
metaphysical constructions. The potential of Benjamin’s ‘language’ as a literary tool comes 
into greater clarity when read through Martin Heidegger’s lens. In A Letter on Humanism 
(1949) Heidegger writes that:  
In its essence language is not the utterance of an organism; nor is it the expression of 
a living thing. Nor can it ever be thought in an essentially correct way in terms of its 
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symbolic character, perhaps not even in terms of the character of signification. 
Language is the lighting-concealing advent of Being itself. (Heidegger 1977a, p. 206) 
 
In this way, spectral language’s independence of human speakers is supported by Benjamin 
and Heidegger and their assertion that non-human and unliving things speak or communicate 
without utterance or words. Spectral language, as with Heidegger and Benjamin’s language 
generally can therefore be described as ‘wild’. In The Cambridge Introduction to Literature 
and Environment (2010) Timothy Clark discusses ‘wild language’ in the work of Gary 
Snyder. Clark writes: ‘language - oral or written – is ‘wild’ in the sense of being a self-
regulating system or entity, with properties still opaque to human understanding and certainly 
not a matter of instrumental control’ (Clark 2010, p. 53). Spectral language is, despite its 
cultural coding, not a human property or instrument within the ghost texts.  While it is only 
rarefied into meaning when it is understood its markers and meanings may pre-exist, or exist 
outside of human understanding in both folkloric and fictional realities. In the philosophical 
terms of the underlying theorists, spectral language is a worldly rather than human property. 
The ‘worldliness’ of spectrality allows haunting and ghost narratives which lack either an 
autonomous spectre or any personified threat at all to be considered alongside ghost stories 
with recognisable and communicative spirits. If language constitutes a communication by 
objects that are present of those qualities which are not material, then when writing of a 
spectral language the spectral is only a particularly potent  kind of immaterial quality: one 
that is both ‘active’ and with agency.  
 When the spectral, and as such the ghost, is thought of as an imbedded textual 
language its impossibility as genre is exposed. The ghost narrative is parasitic in that it 
requires another text; a world of objects and characters, through which to speak. It may 
require physical and material objects, but the spectral remains only an expression mediated 
by those objects. It is important to recognize that as a language, spectrality is not ‘whole’. As 
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a system of correspondence and meaning making it becomes inarticulate and insignificant 
when uncoupled from the broader frames of genre or a mimetically recognizable world. 
Ghosts require something non-ghostly to refer to and communicate with in order to be 
perceptible. A ghost alienated from the physical world and from material witnesses is not a 
ghost at all if ghostliness is dependent on spectrality. Spectrality is, as defined in the 
introduction to this thesis, not merely immaterial but immateriality present in, and acting on 
and amongst material reality. In a fundamental sense, the spectral is entwined with language: 
it is embedded in the correspondence between the physically present and the immaterially 
implied. 
As the ghost story is parasitic and can seemingly couple with and pervade a wide 
range of genres without being contained by them it becomes important to understand why the 
genres of Horror and the Gothic go hand in hand with popular conceptions of ghosts, and 
represent a claim on the ghost not matched by its occasional host: the romance, comedy or 
melodrama. Of the two genres, the Gothic will be discussed in depth in this chapter as it 
boasts a distinct and accepted ‘Australian’ variant, whereas Horror will be considered more 
broadly in the continued argument of the second chapter. While a discussion of Gothic in 
Australia requires some historical attention, it is clear that the spectral does not progress 
cleanly: it is by its nature anachronistic. For this reason, while spectral narratives undergo 
periods of innovation historical perspective is limited. The subject of this chapter is the 
thematic sympathies contemporary Australian texts have inherited from earlier Gothic texts, 
rather than a discussion of lineage, or specific inspiration. Narratives in which the spectral 
manifests borrow, more or less freely, across the spectrum of ghostly traditions and tropes 
without regards to era.  However, what is meant by ‘Australian’ does rely on a mappable 
national identity that does shift over time. 
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The relationship between the Gothic and the ghost is a peculiar one, as the ghost story 
both precedes and antecedes the Gothic form. While the Gothic is largely agreed to have 
begun with Horace Walpole’s 1764 novel The Castle of Otranto (aptly subtitled a gothic 
romance) there have been ghosts in oral accounts and epics since long before 1764. The 
restrained form of the short ghost story, however, did not mature as an independent form until 
the 1820s according to Michael Cox and R.A. Gilbert in their 2008 edited volume The Oxford 
Book of English Ghost Stories. Cox and Gilbert argue The Castle of Otranto, despite its 
painting that ‘quit[s] its panel, and descend[s] on the floor with a grave and melancholy air’ 
(Walpole 1968, p. 60), a statue that bleeds ‘three drops of blood’ (ibid p.  130) and a skeleton 
‘wrapt in a hermit’s cowl’(ibid p. 138) is not a ghost story proper as ‘the ghost generally 
played a secondary role, serving a moral purpose by bringing retribution upon the villain, or 
fulfilling the more basic function of shocking the ladies’(Cox and Gilbert 2008, p. xii). They 
prefer to reserve it for works where ‘the ghostly protagonists […] act with a deliberate intent; 
their actions --- or the consequences of their actions – rather than those of the living must be 
the central theme’ (ibid p. ix). This in turn limits the number of Gothic fictions that can be 
considered ghost fictions. However, there is little argument to be made that stories that are 
not ghost stories deploy spectral languages and logic. Emily Bronte’s 1847 Wuthering 
Heights boasts spectres at the window and wandering the moors, but none that directly 
impact on the narrative.  
By sharing the nineteenth century as a period of ascendency with the self-contained 
ghost story, the Gothic is unalterably tainted by the supernatural. While claiming descent 
from The Castle of Otranto; a novel so unapologetically excessive in its employment of the 
supernatural as to open with the sole sickly heir to the usurped castle being ‘dashed to pieces, 
and almost buried under an enormous helmet, an hundred times more large than any casque 
ever made for human being’ (Walpole 1968 p. 53) later innovations in the genre, and 
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particularly in its foreign variants of American and Australian Gothic, distanced the Gothic 
from such undeniable demonstrations in favour of malevolent atmospheres, and deniable but 
accurate fevers, curses and madnesses.  
While not quite synonymous, the ghost story can be hard to sever from the Gothic. 
This is true even in unremittingly populist and contemporary texts which would seem to 
disprove Gothic providence in their scope and affective moods. Leaping ahead to a series 
thoroughly entrenched in post-millennial culture, Jane Cummins’s 2008 ‘Hermione in the 
Bathroom’ contends that J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter series, while not otherwise Gothic, 
transitions into that genre when the girl’s bathroom is breached. This bathroom, Cummins 
writes, possesses a ‘toilet stall hidden deep within the girls’ bathroom (and in turn deep 
within Hogwarts) [which] is not yet associated with death, but it will be when it becomes 
evident that Myrtle, a ghost, is its resident’ (Cummins 2008, p. 180). While the ghost is not 
the only sign of a temporary dip into the Gothic, its singularity as a signifier is problematic. 
Moaning Myrtle is shown by Cummins to be a comic figure, and this comic quality stems 
from her misplacement in the text. If the text were Gothic, the ghost would not be comic or at 
least not so harmlessly comic, as its aptness and sympathy with the principle themes of the 
Gothic would invite disquiet or horror rather laughter. It is telling that as emblematic of a 
temporary sojourn into Gothic, the bathroom dwelling ghost cannot help but be comedic. 
This is due to the nature of the Gothic proper as bound up in temporal and physical isolation 
and captivity. 
The Gothic is tied to certain locations and times and is not something that is passed 
into and out of easily. Andrew Ng comments in his 2007 ‘Wider Shores of the Gothic’ that 
‘traditional English Gothic literature ensures that its concerns are deflected from immediately 
observable political and social situations through transferring the locale of the stories 
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elsewhere’ (Ng 2007, p. 154). That is, Gothic traditionally frames its problems as occurring 
in the margins, away from the safe centres of civilisation. When the Gothic is subdivided, as 
it often is into Southern or Australian Gothic, it does so on the basis of region. Setting, more 
than any other aspect of the narrative dictates its themes. This can be seen in a project like 
Rose Lovell-Smith’s in ‘On the Gothic Beach’ (2008) where she turns her attention to the 
beaches of Aotearoa/New Zealand in order to claim a distinctly local Gothic terrain 
continuing in the spirit of the critical push which defines Australian, American and Southern 
Gothic literatures. Each of these variations while operating under the banner of Gothic claim 
different terrains, and different inflections on shared themes. 
 Australia would seem an impoverished setting for the Gothic. It cannot lay claim to 
the feudal manses, dungeons or follies of the continent. Similarly, where Europe’s Gothic is 
anchored by centuries of history, whatever settler histories exist, even the bloodiest cannot be 
older than Australia’s settlement itself. Yet, according to Ken Gelder and Rachael Weaver in 
The Anthology of Colonial Australian Gothic Fiction (2007) it became a ‘key popular genre’ 
(Gelder and Weaver 2007, p. 1) during the middle of the nineteenth century. Gerry Turcotte 
offers an explanation for this strange growth of a borrowed genre in seemingly unfertile soil 
in his 1998 chapter ‘Australian Gothic’: 
[The] sense of spiritual malaise [that settler’s felt in Australia] is often communicated 
through the Gothic mode, that is, through a literary form that emphasises the horror, 
uncertainty and desperation of the human experience, often representing the 
solitariness of that experience in a hostile environment, or pursued by an unspecified 
and unidentified danger. From its inception the Gothic has dealt with fears and themes 
which are endemic in the colonial experience: isolation, entrapment, fear of pursuit 
and a fear of the unknown. (Turcotte 1998, p. 11) 
 
There were a few attempts to directly transport the conventions of American and European 
Gothic into Australia. Turcotte draws attention to Edward Sorenson’s 1919 ‘Squatter’s Ward’ 
which ‘include[s] a home with trapdoors and underground chamber’ (ibid p. 13) and Gelder 
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and Weaver compares Hume Nisbet’s 1894 ‘The Haunted Station’ with Poe’s 1839 ‘The Fall 
of the House of Usher’. Largely however, Gothic writers had to make do by transcribing the 
fears and themes of the Gothic onto a new environment, without recourse to the familiar 
trappings of its precedents. Barbara Baynton’s 1902 Bush Studies along with the work of her 
near contemporary Henry Lawson, is particularly demonstrative of this resettled Gothic. 
Lawson and Baynton’s work, produced closer to the turn of the century, has been selected for 
analysis rather than the earlier works of Marcus Clarke as they represent a fully settled 
Australian Gothic. While earlier works have had significant impact on shaping the Australian 
Gothic they are in many ways transitional and are not fully emblematic of what makes the 
Australian Gothic distinctive. Marcus Clarke’s 1881 ‘Mystery of Major Molineux’ for 
instance, is not obviously Australian, despite its setting in Hobart Town. Through this 
exploration of Baynton’s oeuvre, this thesis aims to make explicit the thematic resonances 
between Australian spectrality and the Gothic as well as the difficulties an iconically 
Australian setting poses for the ghost. These qualities are a-historicity and ambivalence. A-
history refers, in this case, to the ability of the Australian landscape to reject history, and 
resist the inscription of lasting human narrative and events on its surface. Ambivalence 
speaks to the particular character of the landscape, which, while autonomous and active 
neither endorses nor rejects human intention and does not operate on a human level. These 
terms will be further defined and discussed later.  In recouping the Australian outback and 
bush as a territory for haunting, this chapter will also make explicit the failure of previous 
criticism to acknowledge the importance of constructed places even within an overwhelming 
Australian landscape. 
 In ‘A Dreamer’ (1902) Baynton’s protagonist descends from a train in the ‘home of 
her girlhood’ to find that she is both unknown and unwelcomed. Despite having once ‘known 
every hand at this station’ (Baynton 1994, p. 215) the pregnant woman is neither recognised 
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by nor recognises anyone. On a textual level, this displacement is achieved by an absence of 
proper names. None of the human characters in the story are named, and neither is the town, 
nor the railway line that connects it to the rest of the world. The only markers of its location 
are environmental such as the ‘sheoaks, bordering the river she knew so well’ (ibid p. 215). 
This lack of human names is not uncommon in Baynton’s oeuvre: in ‘Scrammy ‘and’ and 
‘Squeaker’s Mate’ proper names are few and far between, especially for women. Mary, in 
‘Squeaker’s Mate’ is unique amongst Baynton’s victims in possessing a name, but as Sally 
Krimmer and Alan Lawson note in their 1980 introduction to The Portable Barbara Baynton 
‘even hers is both generalized and ironic’ (Krimmer and Lawson 1980, p. xxi). Yet Baynton’s 
Australia is not a landscape entirely without names. In ‘A Dreamer’ there is the ‘Bendy Tree’ 
which is always capitalised and which dominates the iconography of the three bush miles 
between town and the protagonist’s mother’s house. The tree is typically gothic: ‘long ago a 
runaway horse had crushed its drunken rider against the bent, distorted trunk. She could recall 
how in her young years that tree had ever after had a weird fascination for her’ (Baynton 
1994 p. 216). The centrality of the tree, foregrounded by its almost sole naming (there is also 
mentioned a pair of conjoined trees called ‘Sisters’ but these have minimal bearing on the 
plot) has a dual purpose. On one level, it emphasises the importance of natural objects and 
landscapes as actors in the environment. Heidegger writes in A Letter on Humanism (1949) 
that ‘it is proper to think of the essence of language from its correspondence to Being’ 
(Heidegger 1996, p. 207). In this case, in being named, the Bendy Tree is revealed to have a 
claim to being stronger than that of the protagonist who is only a wayfarer or dreamer. The 
tree in having unique language to describe it has its Being or essence revealed as singular and 
distinct. The Bendy Tree is the sole active character within the text which possesses its own 
distinct name. The significance of this distinction ties in to the second role of the tree’s 
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emphasis. The tree records a narrative history even as the rest of the town refuses to 
acknowledge the wayfarer’s past.  
 The Bendy Tree is not only a repository of narrative, but is able to ‘activate’ that 
history against the protagonist. Waylaid and misled by the storm, the tree reasserts the 
fascination it held in her childhood:  
She saw its crooked body in the lightning’s glare. She was on the right track, yet 
dreaded to go on. Her childhood’s fear came back. In a transient flash she thought she 
saw a horseman galloping furiously towards her. […] In the next flash she saw 
nothing but a tree. (Baynton 1994, p. 217) 
 
The tree is able to achieve this feat because it is one of the few narratives which is accessible 
to the protagonist and readers. There are other instances where the landscape becomes active, 
such as the wind which ‘malignantly […] fought her’ (ibid p. 218) and the willows which 
‘round and round her neck […] coiled their stripped fingers’ (ibid) but neither of these are 
afforded capitalisation. The Bendy Tree is historical where these other active elements are 
not. It has access to a human narrative which gives it structure. The environment at large is 
non-historical; it is terra nullius: a land without. In Being and Time (1927) Heidegger 
examines the question of antiquity. Regarding museum objects, he reasons: ‘the antiquities 
still objectively present have a “past” and a character of history because they belong to useful 
things and originate from a world that has-been – the world of a Da-Sein that has-been-there’ 
(Heidegger 1996, p. 349). In this sense the environment may have agency, but it has no past. 
It is only by having been at hand in the drunken crash that the tree is able to have a past, and 
as such a narrative identity.  
 Terra nullius is necessarily a-historical. Australia, to the colonial writer, has no past. 
It may be ancient but without beings to experience and record on it (by the mechanics and 
structures of colonialism for instance) it cannot be read, and cannot be inscribed with 
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narrative. To read this in terms of the ghost story, the unstructured environment of the 
outback cannot hold ghosts as easily as constructed environments as ghosts belong to a 
category of narrative detritus and trace: an argument that will be further developed in Chapter 
Two: Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Narratives and Chapter Five: A Cult of Graves. These 
unstructured environments however can be haunted: possessed of an agency that is sensed, 
but not one possessed of a narratable history. A place can be possessed of spectral agency 
independent of causal history. That history, recalling ‘language’ as Heidegger and Benjamin 
define it, cannot be articulated until the material things that communicate it are at hand for 
people. ‘Australia’ in this sense is timeless, and removed from the social constraints and 
structures of civilisation. This superficially resembles the isolation of American and 
European Gothic, but if American and European Gothic characters are victimised by 
unsettled pasts, and the tyranny of small communities, Australian Gothic characters are not. 
While they may be driven to Australia and the outback by past misdeeds or by an inability to 
function in society, Australia itself has no history, or at least no non-Indigenous history: 
particularly in the remote and new settlements. By and large, the suffering inflicted on the 
characters is not the result of family curses or feuds but the ambivalence of the wilderness. 
Turcotte appends to traditional Gothic fears the Australian selection of ‘terrors of isolated 
stations at the mercy of vagrants and nature, the fear of starvation or of becoming lost in the 
bush’ (Turcotte 1998, p. 12-13) and these cut to the heart of the Australianness of Australian 
Gothic.  
 ‘Squeaker’s Mate’ another of Baynton’s Bush Studies superficially resembles 
traditional Gothic, and is often dealt with as another tale of a Gothic heroine imprisoned by a 
callous male. A deeper reading however, reveals that despite this apparent similarity to other 
national Gothic fictions the story is deeply Australian, with the titular mate victimised less by 
male aggression and more by the unrelenting freedom of the unsettled bush. Even on a basic 
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level, the gender binary implicit in a traditional reading is compromised. Laurie Hergenhan’s 
1996 article ‘Shafts Into Our Fundamental Animalism’ claims Squeaker ‘is presented as a 
wilful and cruel surrogate child released from the tolerant discipline of a woman who is more 
an indulgent mother figure than his mate’ (Hergenhan 1996, p. 216). The mate shoulders the 
greater burden in the text, and does so by usurping the male role ‘it was she who always lifted 
the heavy end of the log, and carried the tools; he – the billy and tucker’ (Baynton 1980, p. 
17). The extreme rural setting of the story enables the mate to function in her non-traditional 
way without judgement. Whether a reader chooses to interpret her felling by a tree as 
punishment, socially she is well thought of, by the other bushmen at least: 
After [the doctor] had given [the verdict on her broken back] and gone they discussed 
in whispers, and with a look seen only on bush faces, the hard luck of that woman 
who alone had hard-grafted with the best of them for every acre and hoof of that 
selection. (ibid p. 15) 
 
There is no sense in the description of their attitudes that they think her unworthy or 
incapable of surviving in the environment often thought of as a male preserve. While she is 
not well liked by the women, as she has ‘no leisure for yarning’ (ibid p. 17) they ignore rather 
than abuse her. It is the occasions that she falls back on traditional gender roles that she 
suffers. The land she inhabits and ‘hard-grafted’ for ‘Squeaker would go through in no time’ 
(ibid p. 15). He is able to lay waste to, and sell off the mate’s land not because of male 
prerogative but because she had ‘allowed it to be taken up in his name, when the money had 
been her own’ (ibid). None of the other bush-men understand this decision, which reinforces 
her maternal rather than sexual or wifely role.  
 The mate is eventually banished from the cottage-proper to an unused shed, but she is 
not, like other heroines, truly imprisoned. She apparently has the option to escape, but refuses 
to take it. While she cannot walk, ‘several of the men who sometimes in passing took a look 
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in would have made up her loss had they known, but no word of complaint passed her lips’ 
(Baynton 1980, p18). She is bound to the farm only by her desire to preserve it. While she is 
treated increasingly brutally by Squeaker, the real threat of the story is his intent to sell out. 
While he sells off her sheep to a butcher, ‘there were months to run before all the 
Government conditions of residence, etc., in connection with the selection, would be fulfilled, 
still she thought perhaps he was trying to sell out, and she would not go’ (ibid). The mate is 
afraid of having her attempt at settlement erased. This fear is displaced into the description of 
fallen trees: ‘there is no sound so human as that from the riven sounds of these tree people, or 
the trembling sighs of their upright neighbours whose hands in time will meet over their 
victim’s fallen body’ (ibid p. 21). It is not only the falling of the tree, but the closing up over 
it, and as such the obscuring of its fall, that provokes disquiet. Even her usurper, a younger 
town woman, is making no claims for permanence or residence: 
Eagerly [the usurper] counted the days past and to pass. Then back to town. She told 
no word of that hope to Squeaker, he had no place in her plans for the future. So if he 
spoke of what they would do by and bye when his time would be up, and he able to 
sell out, she listened in uninterested silence. (ibid p. 20-21) 
 
 What initially resembles a classic Gothic fiction reveals itself to depart in an extreme fashion 
from its precursors. Rather than being held by obligation or a dark history, every effort is 
made to force the mate on, and only her stubbornness keeps her on the property. Her efforts 
to preserve what she has built ultimately fail, with the ambiguous ending suggesting most if 
not all of the participants will die, but the cause of this is the same freedom that allowed her 
to build it at all. The absence of history holds society and tradition at bay. Squeaker’s mate 
has been allowed to surpass a period construction of femininity and claim the terrain on her 
own terms, at least until her strength fails. This same unbounded potential of Australia’s 
unsettled fringes has a darker face. Without reliable settlement, with the traditions and rules it 
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brings, the mate cannot rely on anything save her own strength to protect her from Squeaker’s 
malice and greed.  
 The mate cannot rely on cosmic protection or the fixtures of the house rallying against 
Squeaker and the usurper as she might in a more traditional Gothic fiction. Instead the 
landscape remains unchanged, its hostility and harshness bearing down on Squeaker, mate 
and usurper alike. The nameless patch of Australian rurality remains a-historical: it does not 
care about history or legitimate succession as The Castle of Otranto did. The a-historicity of 
the Australian environment is entangled with and thrives in an atmosphere of ambivalence. If 
a-historicity is the absence of human narrative then ambivalence is the quality in the 
Australian climate which neither respects nor preserves those narratives. Gothic terrains have 
always had a narrative force. E.J. Clery repeats Montague Summers claim that ‘it is the 
haunted castle, rather than any of the assorted heroes or villains, that takes the role of 
protagonist in the majority of Gothic fictions , embodying the influence of the past over the 
present, the dead over the living’ (Clery 1995, p. 73) in The Rise of Supernatural Fiction, 
1762-1800.  The Australian environment certainly deserves a reputation as an active and 
central character in fiction. It is, as Henry Lawson says, ‘the nurse and tutor of eccentric 
minds, the home of the weird, and of much that is different from things in other lands’ 
(Lawson 1994, p. 9). There is, however, nothing custodial in the Australian environment. 
Instead of preserving and enforcing tradition, it is possessed of a character more like that 
which Walter Benjamin describes in The Destructive Character (1931): 
The destructive character knows only one watchword: make room; only one activity: 
clearing away. His need for fresh air and open space is stronger than any hatred. […] 
The destructive character is always blithely at work. He has few needs, and the least 
of all of them is to know what will replace what has been destroyed. […] The 
destructive character obliterates even the traces of destruction. (Benjamin 1979c, p. 
157-158) 
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Australia possesses this character, particularly in colonial fiction like Baynton’s. It is a land 
of possibilities: the flipside of terra nullius being unlimited potential. This potential, 
however, is tyrannical. Even as it allows things to be constructed, it wears them away. The 
mate’s labours cannot persist once her strength flags. Once she is unable to maintain the farm 
her work will be cleared away by the environment’s processes. Just as the trees close up over 
their fallen comrade, even the sign of her efforts will be eradicated in time. This destructive 
character, however, is something essentially different from the oppressive malevolence of 
European castles or insular communities. It is, unlike those, ambivalent. It ‘is stronger than 
any hatred’ in not caring either what is built or what it destroys. 
In Baynton’s ‘A Dreamer’ ambivalence is enmeshed in the environment. Unlike in 
traditional Gothic, the protagonist is not ‘punished’ by the storm. That is, the storm is not 
provoked by any crime or depravity: it has no reason to occur and no reason to be malignant. 
It is not a reaction against her personally or a sign that the world is out of joint, it merely is. 
In comparison, the natural world of traditional Gothic texts is one entirely bent to serve 
human or divine purpose. In The Castle of Otranto, for example, the natural world passes 
judgement on Manfred’s incestuous designs: 
Manfred rose to pursue [his ward]; when the moon, which was now up, and gleamed 
in at the opposite casement , presented to his sight the plumes of the fatal helmet […] 
waving backwards and forwards in a tempestuous manner, and accompanied with a 
hollow and rustling sound. Isabella […] cried Look, my lord! See heaven itself 
declares against your impious intentions! (Walpole 1968, p. 59 [sic]) 
 
Similarly the storms and tempests which arise suddenly in Matthew Gregory Lewis’s 1796 
The Monk are reactions against the intrusion of ghosts and the devil into the world. The 
landscapes of ‘A Dreamer’ and other Australian Gothic fiction are not so purposeful. They 
are ambivalent, and this lack of care is emblemised in the sudden turn in the climate when 
Baynton’s dreamer manages to cross the river: 
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She opened her lips to call. The wind made a funnel of her mouth and throat, and a 
wave of muddy water choked her cry. She struggled desperately, but after a few 
mouthfuls ceased. The weird cry from the ‘Bendy Tree’ pierced and conquered the 
deep throated wind. Then a sweet dream voice whispered ‘Little woman!’  
Soft, strong arms carried her on. Weakness aroused the melting idea that it had all 
been a mistake, and she had been fighting with friends. The wind even crooned a 
lullaby. […] Along the friendly back of the tree she crawled, and amongst the bare 
roots rested. But it was only to get her breath, for this was her mother’s side. (Baynton 
1994, p. 219-220) 
 
In this passage, the Bendy Tree, which previously only menaced the protagonist, is 
instrumental in the sudden inversion of the environment. While the wind is ‘conquered’ by 
this cry, there is no sense of warring agencies. Instead, the effect is holistic. Once the tree and 
the environment have come to recognise her, signalled by her finally reaching ‘her mother’s 
side’, she is no longer victimised. There is no sense however, that this sudden about face is 
permanent. Earlier, when whipped and lashed by trees she is astounded that they would 
wound her, thinking: ‘Her mother had planted these willows, and she herself had watched 
them grow. How could they be hostile to her!’ (ibid p. 219). The landscape is not divided into 
familiar and unfamiliar, settled and unsettled in terms of its hostility or danger. Ambivalence 
is a fundamental quality of every natural encounter within ‘A Dreamer’. This can be seen in 
the way the wayfarer’s mother and other bush-people live. The family home has two water 
tanks behind the house ‘to save the water that the dry summer months made precious’ (ibid p. 
220): the environment must be warded against and managed by locals and itinerants alike. 
The Australian environment is unjust in human terms. 
 The ambivalence of the Australian outback, that is, its inability to resolve towards any 
appreciable or understandable goal, does not undercut its agency. The Australian bush, while 
hostile, does not concern itself with ousting usurpers or punishing criminals.  
For the Australian environment to be ambivalent to the deeds of human beings rather than 
irrelevant it must be read in the same terms as a traditional haunted house: it must be thought 
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of as possessing agency and of being able to wield that agency against human actors. For the 
richness of ‘A Dreamer’ and other Gothic accounts to be sensible the landscape must be 
imbued with intent. The presence instilled into the environment requires that it be able to 
have intent, even if that intent cannot be articulated in human terms as anything more than 
careless hostility. The presence in the Australian environment which is explored in texts 
across the scale of supernatural excess to pragmatic realism makes strange the lack of 
regionality and specificity of location within the Australian Gothic corpus.  
 The reason that Australian Gothic does not easily subdivide is that the variations in 
the Gothic happen at the same level of identity formation. In the example of the Southern 
Gothic, America’s Deep South has an identity distinct from the rest of the United States. 
London Gothic places this level of unique identity at the city itself, separating it both from 
general Gothicism and the surrounding country. Australia does not divide in this way: it is 
seen holistically, rather than as a patchwork of regional identities at least in terms of its 
thematic or ideological underpinnings. Despite a tradition of strong regional identity within 
Australia inherited from its fractious pre-federation state, the Australian Gothic and its 
attendant ‘Australianness’ is not seen as inflected or divided by these regional identities. The 
Australian Gothic remains pan-Australian. While this view articulates the reality of Australia 
in a limited form, it does highlight a specifically Australian inversion. While American and 
European Gothics are concerned with the tyranny of the past and with being trapped and 
contained, both physically and socially, the Australian Gothic may more accurately model an 
inability to create history. Characters fail to bind space: they are confronted not with an 
inability to escape but an inability to cross or settle. As iconic of Baynton’s oeuvre as an 
uncompromising environment are the solitary huts in which her characters shelter. These huts 
rarely offer any protection. In ‘The Chosen Vessel’ the absence of a sharp divide between 
interior and exterior puts the nameless victim at the mercy of a wandering swagman:  
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[the swagman] had walked round and round the house, and there were cracks in some 
places. […] The doors inside she securely fastened. Beside the bolt in the back one 
she drove in the steel and scissors; against it she piled the table and the stools. 
Underneath the lock of the front door she forced the handle of the spade and the blade 
between the cracks in the flooring boards. Then the prop-stick, cut into lengths, held 
the top, as the spade held the middle. […]The moon’s rays shone on the front of the 
house, and she saw one of the open cracks, quite close to where she lay, darken with 
shadow. […] Still watching, she saw the shadow darken every crack along the wall. 
[…] She suddenly recalled that one of the slabs on that side of the house had shrunk 
in length as well as in width, and had once fallen out. It was held in position only by a 
wedge of wood underneath. (Baynton 1980, p. 82-84) 
 
Even with her efforts to reinforce the boundary with steel and scissors, the house itself is 
unable to fully impose on the environment. Its walls are gapped and cracked, and offer little 
protection against the dangers of the bush. While she is ultimately caught when she quits the 
house seeking help, it is in the house that the majority of the tension is built and in which the 
fears of a woman alone in the bush are dramatised. Fears which rely on the permeability and 
openness of the Australian environment, rather than on the oppressive or entrapping qualities 
of the feudal folly or parochial, southern community.  
 Even in ‘A Dreamer’ where the protagonist’s first sight of the house is ‘the light 
shining its welcome to her’ (Baynton 1994, p. 219) and at that sight ‘every horror was of the 
past and forgotten’ (ibid) the house is not an uncomplicated terrain. Even as she approaches it 
her surety is undercut by ‘something indefinite’ (ibid p. 220): ‘the gate was swollen with rain 
and difficult to open’ (ibid) and ‘the bark of the old dog brought no one to the door’ (ibid). 
Instead of being welcomed by her mother, the protagonist is met without familiarity. Having 
been brutalised by the storm, she enters the house more as a revenant than prodigal daughter. 
The house is occupied by strangers over whom her presence casts a pall: ‘the numbing horror 
in her eyes met answering awe in theirs’ (ibid). She has become out of sync with domestic 
space. She represents, having braved the wild storm, an intrusion on the claims of settlement 
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by the ferocity of the untamed wilderness. The strangers act tentatively around her and do not 
speak to her:  
When she rose one of the women lighted a candle. She noticed how if the blazing 
wood cracked, the women started nervously, how the disturbed child pointed to her 
bruised face, and whispered softly to its mother, how she who lighted the candle did 
not strike the match but held it to the fire, and how the light bearer led the way so 
noiselessly. (ibid p. 221) 
 
The house in which she arrives at the end of her journey has been emptied out. It is a nervous, 
insecure space and in it she can no longer encounter her mother who ‘would dream no dreams 
that night’ (ibid). It was in the active environment where the dreamer encountered her 
mother; ‘little woman’ being the name her mother called her.  
The constructed environment is impoverished in scholarship on the Australian Gothic. 
While the urban centres of Australia continue to grow, and settlement expands, 
‘Australianness’ has not shrugged off its synonymy with ‘rural’ or ‘outback’ settings. While 
an exploration of the hut in Baynton’s work has shown that even traditionally the constructed 
environment is rich and under interrogated this problem is as much contemporary as colonial. 
While Gothic production flagged between the early twentieth century and the nineteen 
eighties, those intervening works do not diverge greatly from the thematic concerns outlined 
in Baynton’s Bush Studies. Kenneth Cook’s 1961 novel Wake in Fright, written a half 
century on from Baynton’s work still presents a familiar formulation of the Australian 
outback with its protagonist dreading: 
Another year in this apology for a town, himself an outcast in a community of people 
who were at home in this bleak and frightening land that spread around him now, hot, 
dry and careless of itself and the people who professed to own it. (Cook 2009, p. 12) 
 
While Cook’s novel is more ‘placed’ than Baynton’s work, describing as it does habits 
common to people of the ‘west’ in this case ‘west’ is not a place in itself, but simply ‘west of 
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Sydney.’ Underneath ‘the western stars […] splitting the sky in remorseless frigidity’ (ibid p. 
118) the city of Bundanyabba is not a real city at all: its buildings and people seeming 
washed out copies. Comprised primarily of ‘rows of weatherboard houses, built on tiny 
blocks of land […] as if they had to huddle together to form a garrison against the loneliness 
of the outback’ (ibid p. 16) it is where the protagonist is trapped, but while the protagonist 
struggles to escape it, the most horrific experiences of the novel, such as the kangaroo hunt, 
occur outside and away from settlement. As central as ‘the Yabba’ is to the novel, it is clear 
that the character of the west is forged by the landscape, not the settlement.  
Another work of Australian Gothic that falls between the colonial and the nineteen 
eighties revival of Australian Gothic writing is Christina Stead’s 1940 The Man Who Loved 
Children. This text, with its monomaniacal patriarch, its ‘black days’ and ‘early threats of 
infanticide, suicide, arson’ (Stead 2001, p. 47) could be seen to offer an antidote to the 
relentless outback and bush focus of the Australian Gothic. The text sets most of its principle 
action indoors, staging conflict between the patriarch Sam as ‘household Czar by divine 
right’ and his wife Henny as ‘the Czar’s everlasting adversary, household anarchist by divine 
right’ (ibid p. 34). It is in this same environment that the work is tinged by Gothic 
supernaturalism, following Henny’s death:  
When the guests went each day, then was the time that the image of Henny started to 
roam, and also in the early mornings, before Sam started to whistle them up and also 
just after. The window curtains flapped, the boards creaked, a mouse ran, and Henny 
was there, muttering to herself, tapping a saucepan, turning on the gas. (Stead 2001, p. 
515) 
 
As Joseph Boone writes in his 1990 article ‘Of Father’s Daughters and Theorists of Narrative 
Desire’: ‘Stead’s elaborate imagery gives rise, as images from the familiar domestic world 
combine with the grotesque to evoke a surreal hallucinatory landscape’ (Boone 1990, p. 22-
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23). The book’s claim to being a distinctively domestic form of Australian Gothic is made 
problematic by the fact that the story features no Australian characters, settings or animals.  
The Man Who Loved Children is not set in Australia but the United States of America. 
The deployment of cloistered houses, dominating patriarchs and earth-bound wives is in this 
sense less troubling to the boundaries of a globalised, or even distinctly American, sense of 
Gothic. The novel however is not fundamentally a depiction of a foreign type of Gothic. The 
Man Who Loved Children is based in Australian material and partially biographical.  As 
Susan K. Martin makes clear in her 2010 ‘The Other Seven Little Australians’: ‘Stead 
worked hard to transpose the settings and locate equivalent details from her childhood 
memories of Watsons Bay to suitable equivalents in Baltimore and Chesapeake Bay’ (p. 35-
36) The work was also conceived as one set in Australia, with Martin pointing to a number of 
researchers who indicate that Stead was loathe to translate the setting. Despite this, it can be 
argued that The Man Who Loved Children’s tangential position with regards to 
‘Australianness’ allowed it to explore themes and ideas stemming from the Australian Gothic 
while avoiding the hegemony of Australian outback settings. The form this evasion takes 
however, means that Australia’s constructed environments continue to evade clear 
representation within discussion of the Australian Gothic even into the contemporary period.  
  2005’s Wolf Creek is one of the most visible Australian horror films of recent years: a 
visibility that seems tied to its enmeshment in the distinctive iconography of the Australian 
Gothic. John Scot and Dean Biron see Wolf Creek as not only inhabiting the same isolated 
outback environment as the Australian Gothic, but as a continuation of that genre’s themes. 
In ‘Wolf Creek, Rurality and the Australian Gothic’ they argue that: 
Early gothic fiction used the castle or ruined abbey to represent a feudal past steeped 
in superstition and barbarity. In later gothic fiction, the grander edifices of feudal 
society gave way to the house […] Yet, the haunted house is largely invisible in 
Australian attempts at the gothic genre. (Biron and Scot 2010, p. 315) 
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While it may be true that ‘in Australian gothic, horror emerges through interaction with the 
landscape’ (ibid p. 317) it is only in the context of attempts at settlement that these 
interactions are possible. Biron and Scot do not highlight the importance of man-made 
structures to the Gothic even as it looms conspicuously in their discussion. While they argue 
that the villain of that film, Mick Taylor, is ‘not a victim of the landscape but, in a sense, the 
landscape itself, different from the typical horror film monster in that he is less a product of 
human intrigues than a product of the environment’(ibid p. 319) the spaces he inhabits are not 
purely wild. Rather than an unadulterated bushland, he dwells in what Biron and Scot call 
‘forgotten places’. While first offering safety from the ‘menacing spectre of landscape’ (ibid 
p. 312) the location that Mick Taylor entraps his victims is itself the ‘broken and decaying 
remnant of a long forgotten mine deposit, littered with the fragments of rusting machinery 
and ramshackle dwelling’ (ibid p. 314). It is the site of a past failure of settlement that houses 
the villain. In this sense he is not genius loci, or the landscape given form, but the product of 
failed settlement.  
 Settlement need not fail so spectacularly as in a disused mine in order to fuel the 
Gothic of Australian experience. Sonya Hartnett’s 1995 Sleeping Dogs is particularly 
illustrative of a partly settled environment providing decidedly Australian Gothic themes, 
without recourse to the unfettered outback. While often pictured as inheriting from the 
Southern Gothic, Sleeping Dogs is very much Australian. While its setting is not immediately 
distinct; it does not, for instance, use a common language of curlews or dingoes; the 
investiture of presence in the environment is similar to Baynton’s. That it is discussed in 
Southern terms is a sign of the difficulty non-bush or outback terrains face in being 
considered Australian. While several of its themes resonate with the Deep South’s literature 
such as the small community and insular, ultimately incestuous family, in other ways these 
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traits are distinctly Australian. While the family maintains a ramshackle farm, and are under 
the thumb of an often brutal and violent patriarch, they have been settled in that area for less 
than one generation. The farm itself bears the name Bonaparte, not the family name of 
Willow. Again, as with Baynton’s Bush Studies, the inability of human actors to claim the 
environment is symbolised in the failure of names. The Willows are unable to brand the 
landscape with their name. The Willows do not have roots. Furthermore, beneath their inept 
attempts to civilise the land, it responds to an Australian understanding: 
Griffin the sailor chef became Griffin the landowner but it would seem the land did 
not wish to be owned by him, and foiled his plans again and again. Crops died, 
animals died, Griffin claimed his dreams died as he shifted around the countryside, 
searching for some plot that did not hold a grudge against him. (Hartnett 1995, p. 67) 
 
Griffin fails to own the land fully. It resists him to the point that he abandons his plan of 
farming to open a caravan park. In this way too, the Southern structure of the small town is 
subverted. The farm is, physically at least, always open. Transients are endlessly passing 
through. Like the ambiguously positioned huts of Baynton’s oeuvre it is no place in 
particular.  
 The farm does ‘capture’ one of the Willow children. Jordan claims ‘the farm and his 
father set the boundaries of how he may live’ (ibid p. 123) and it is true that he never escapes 
the farm, eventually dying there. This theme is strongly traditional to foreign Gothics, but in 
Sleeping Dogs the conclusion of the novel is reliant on the boundlessness and unplacedness 
that is found in colonial Australian Gothic. Following the murder of Jordan, the family 
vanishes without a forwarding address. The issue is not closed: ‘they will find another place 
and reduce it to the state of this one, the result of a lifetime of training to soil and make 
ruinous everything one touched’ (ibid p. 128) Nothing is set right by the novel’s conclusion, 
and even the removal of the family does not ‘cure’ the farm of its Gothic condition. When 
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Bow Fox (the character who accidentally set in motion Jordan’s murder) returns to Bonaparte 
farm it evokes a haunted landscape: 
He studies the house. It has an overhanging veranda twined all over with wisteria, 
which drapes into shadow the front door and the windows on either side of it. […] 
The gate hangs open on a precarious lean. There is a painted board wired to it that 
says in quaky letters Bonaparte Farm […] The wooden door is open and the wire 
door tilts on broken hinges. […] He stands in the hallways while his eyes adjust to the 
lack of light. The smell is exactly as he remembers it, animals and food and dust. He 
looks up at the ceiling, at the swathes of webs. […] He is half expecting to see the 
ghostly old woman. (ibid) 
 
While no one witnessed the murder, Bow Fox himself ‘is relieved to find no sign of true 
violence’ (ibid p. 129), the house in its composition and emptiness still testifies, if 
inarticulately, to the violence and corruption it has witnessed. Even though Bow Fox does not 
acknowledge what has happened, on a subconscious level he seems to react to the corruption. 
Jordan’s room still has his drawings in it: ‘These drawings are exquisite but [Bow Fox] does 
not wish to take one, to own one’ (ibid p. 129). The drawings are tainted by the narrative that 
surrounds them.  
 Sleeping Dogs produces a union between Australian Gothic and settlement. While an 
Australian conception of a hostile, active environment and the boundlessness and anonymity 
of open spaces inform the text, it is the material remnants of constructed environments, rather 
than the natural objects themselves that record human narratives. For this reason, it is easier 
to imagine a ghost story growing out of the remains of Bonaparte farm than from the ill-
defined ‘Bush’ that seems so emblematic of the Gothic. Indeed, Bow Fox openly calls up the 
figure of the ghost, and a reader can imagine a new inhabitant stumbling over Jordan’s 
unmarked grave, or handling the sketches Bow Fox loathes to touch and shuddering. While 
Sleeping Dogs is not a ghost story it provides necessary narrative and material affect to 
ground a spectral narrative after it has concluded. Similarly, Baynton’s solitary huts emptied 
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in often gruesome circumstances are not so far from the abandoned homesteads that do 
feature in colonial ghost stories. The ghost story and these Gothic stories can be seen to 
inhabit different temporal frames. If the Australian Gothic deals with the struggles of its 
protagonists in the absence of history, the ghost story remembers the ‘new history’ of these 
struggles. In this way, the ghost story involves an at least partial success against the threat of 
the Australian Gothic – a narrative is preserved.  
 Emptied houses, like the abandoned Bonaparte farm or the hut that stands open in the 
margins of ‘The Chosen Vessel’ mean something different to the irreproachable manses of 
the Old World. In a climate that has little instinct for preservation, an empty or fallen 
structure testifies to a comparatively immediate tragedy. These locations will either subside 
into complete dissolution or be altered irrevocably by new tenants. The material remnants 
which testify obviously to specific histories are too easy to clear away or build over and as 
such Australia’s Gothic resides less in imposing follies and aging dungeons than in a rolling 
terrain. This ever-shifting terrain testifies to the underlying and still unfinished business of 
settlement.  
 Recovering the constructed and settled within the Australian Gothic tradition places it 
more in line with the classically haunted terrains of the American and European Gothic. This 
does not enable the Gothic to envelop or contain the ghost story, Australian or otherwise. 
While certainly more amenable to the ‘unquiet’ narratives of ghosts and haunted terrain than 
at first glance, Australian Gothic does not account for the complexity and variation of the 
ghost story. This is not only an Australian trait, though as discussed above, the Australian 
Gothic does pose additional difficulties for the framing of ghost stories. Rather, all forms of 
Gothic are bound in ways that stories of spectrality are not. While itself a difficult genre to 
define, not least of all because of the variation of its sub-genres, the Gothic does adhere to 
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certain thematic and narrative conventions that, while often ideal for housing spectral 
presences or producing ghosts, are not essential to the same. In their introduction to The 
Oxford Book of Ghost Stories for example, Michael Cox and Robert Gilbert provide a list of 
settings that are at least as Gothic as ghostly: 
The returning dead are traditionally at home in mists and shadows, and we expect to 
meet them, if not in their native churchyards, then at least somewhere equally gloomy 
and isolated: in ruinous or long-empty houses, on lonely roads, wild moorlands, or 
dreary estuaries; among monastic ruins and other sites of ancient worship. In disused 
churches, overgrown gardens, decaying canals and vanished railways; and we do not 
expect them before twilight. (Cox and Gilbert 2008, p. xv) 
 
While this may be where we expect to meet the ghost, and indeed, where the twisted passions 
and barbarities of Gothic characters do not seem out of place, it is not the only setting in 
which the haunting and spectral agents erupt: ‘yet more disquieting are the ghosts permitted 
by their authors to intrude upon mundane concerns in broad daylight in hotels, suburban 
bungalows, or country houses, utilizing – when it suits them – out telephones and modes of 
transport’ (ibid). Here the ghost manifests as something very different than the Gothic villain, 
and here too is the gap through which the spectral overflows the boundaries of the Gothic. 
While the genre has proliferated, and spread to a wide range of locations, the Gothic co-opts 
and overrides. Gothic is not encountered in these locations, but rather the locations come to 
be Gothic. Gothic is not encountered but is experienced as a condition of the setting into 
which the Gothic fiction inducts the reader.  
 The Gothic resides in the same territory as the spectral. The Gothic is not a 
dislocatable material element or elements of the setting but a quality of the ‘web’ which 
interconnects all the objects of the fiction. Within Heidegger’s terms, the Gothic is not 
inherent in the objects or characters of the Gothic fiction per say, but present in the nature of 
the relationship between them. The world, not its components, is Gothic. Deployed in this 
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way ‘world’ does not posit a common-language meaning. Rather, it is deployed in the limited 
sense which Heidegger uses in Being and Time. It is ‘an ontic concept [that] signifies the 
totality of beings which can be objectively present within the world’ (Heidegger 1996, p. 60). 
This may seem a recursive definition, but the point stands that the world is not what contains 
those objects but what is composed of those objects in their entirety. Rather than a stage, it 
incorporates actors, things, and places equally. The difference between this kind of overriding 
immaterial property and the spectral is key. Whereas a language is operable within a world, a 
world is both where things happen and all things within it. It is not incidental then, that all 
genres of Gothic share a fixation with the isolated and the remote. Whether this isolation 
takes the form of a wilderness as ‘a world separated from expected norms of behaviour, 
desire or sexuality’ (Turcotte 1998, p. 72) or a place of rigid control and corruption, as The 
Monk’s abbey, it is nevertheless a place removed and sealed off from the ‘daylight’ world of 
the reader.  
While the Gothic setting is ostensibly only part of a wider world, it is not reducible to 
a specific location. In ‘A Dreamer’ for instance, the reader is not able to clearly demarcate a 
line between Gothic terrain and safety. The house is transformed, as is the town where ‘she 
saw no sign of life until near the end’ (Baynton 1994, p. 216). Even the train, which is only 
passing through, is Gothicised: ‘Whoof! whoof! its steaming breath hissed at her. She saw the 
rain spitting at its red mouth’ (ibid p. 216). The Gothic then, is not a discrete setting within 
the world of ‘A Dreamer’ but again a condition pervading ‘the being of those beings 
[objectively present in the world]’ (Heidegger 1996, p. 60). As a pervasive condition it is 
inarticulate, being a description dependent on certain pre-existing relationships. The Gothic 
does not dictate narrative, but exists only as a quality of certain narratives and certain 
meanings. In comparison spectral language is inherently limited. While infection or 
possession are common themes in the ghost story, and will be dealt with in depth in the 
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following chapters, these fears are dependent on a boundary, however gapped and permeable 
it may be. As a language the spectral can only ever operate through a certain range of 
material objects, signs and sensations. In order to be present in a world, the spectral cannot be 
an all pervasive category. This limit is what allows it to speak. The spectral can communicate 
precisely because it is a disruption. It is unnatural and out of keeping with the normal 
progression of the world in which it appears.  
 The seal that separates the Gothic setting from the surrounding world is obviously 
incomplete. The non-Gothic is gestured to as a place of safety or escape, but it does not 
feature as a real, inhabited terrain. It is not a place that is visited, or colonised. On the other 
hand, the ghost and the haunting always emerge in and amongst a world that is inherently 
non-spectral. They are encountered. Spectral phenomena cannot arise in a wholly ghostly 
world. It is established by its own fundamental logic that the spectral is out-of-place even as 
it occurs in sites particularly appropriate for its emergence. The ghost co-opts material signs 
and objectively present things to render itself apparent, but unlike the Gothic, the spectral is 
not totalising. The ghost can be left, the haunted house escaped, even if only with difficulty, 
in a way the pervasive logic of the Gothic cannot. In this sense, the spectral is present and the 
Gothic implicit. The spectral consists of activated elements within a world of referents and 
objects and the Gothic is a quality that overshadows the world itself, without being separable 
into removable elements of that world. 
 While it is clear the ghost story has some sympathies with the Australian Gothic, it is 
also apparent that the ghost story cannot be contained within it. The themes of a-historicity 
and ambivalence both resonate with the kind of social fears the ghost story feeds on, even as 
they pose difficulties to its imported structures or plots. The kinds of events included in 
Gothic fiction do not necessarily include ghosts, or spectral happenings. The suffering and 
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materially rich scenes they contain however, are precisely suited to mediate subsequent ghost 
stories: a fact that will be made clear in the next chapter. Even as the Australian Gothic 
circles failed and ruined settlements more than it does untouched wildernesses, this does not 
denature it as a particularly Australian genre. Rather, distinctly Australian fears can be 
explored in tandem with, not in spite of, Australian settlement and development. The ghost 
story escapes the Gothic not because it escapes the ‘Bush’ or the outback. It escapes it 
because it can arise precisely where it is not expected – where it is not appropriate. The 
Gothic is predictable: it does not infect because it has nothing to infect, by its nature it 
encompasses the entirety of the world it depicts. In comparison the spectral constantly arises: 
it dwells in the foundations of modern Australia and emerges into the living reality of 
protagonists whose lives are not Gothic but mimetic and mundane. It may then, have more 
sympathies with the Horror genre, than the more controlled and controlling Gothic. The 
following chapter Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Narratives take Horror as the basis of its 
exploration of the ghost story’s purpose and social relevance within Australia. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Narratives: monsters, violence and traumatic tales 
 
For a while, being both fearful of what I saw and fascinated by it, I stood securely in 
the bush shadows and watched  
– James Menzies, ‘Train to Moondyke’ 
 
Having confirmed the historical presence of ghost stories within Australia, as well as its 
sympathy but not synonymy with the Gothic, it is now necessary to separate narratives of 
haunting and ghostly experience from the Horror genre. This separation, at first glance, is less 
vital than the Gothic separation achieved in the previous chapter. Stained and Fertile Soil 
dealt with the Australian Gothic: a term with far greater traction than Australian Horror. 
However what was revealed in the previous chapter was a thematic Australianness anchored 
in ambivalence and a-historicity crossing from the Gothic into ghost stories, rather than the 
capacity of the Gothic to contain all ghost stories. Similarly, this chapter will argue that while 
a more expansive model of Horror may be able to include ghost stories, the most common 
and central theories of Horror fiction present a figure of the ghost alien to a spectral language 
reading of the ghost story. By removing the need to reconcile spectral narratives with existing 
models of Horror or the Gothic, the mechanics of ghosts and hauntings can be more fully and 
comprehensively examined in the chapters following: examinations that will legitimate the 
consideration of literary ghost texts as a distinct area of inquiry. Ghosts may be parasitically 
dependent on other forms and genres, however it becomes clear they are not bound by those 
genres and as such can be regarded and investigated outside of those genres normal terms.  
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Bones, blood, sunken graves, defaced monuments and bodies brutalised or unburied 
are amongst the signs most obviously borrowed by spectrality. These are also the stock in 
trade of Horror. Given this closeness, it is worth asking whether the ghostly should be read, 
as is often suggested, as a sub-genre of Horror. Superficially, the ghost story seems to fit 
within the amorphous boundaries of Horror – both are literatures of the supernatural, and 
geared around engendering fear and fright. They share a fascination with violence, injustice 
and cruelty and, in the popular imagination, ghosts rank amongst werewolves, vampires and 
zombies as icons of the monstrous.  
Ghost stories and Horror appear similar, but what will become apparent is that Horror 
and the ghost tale, when read through spectral language, are ideologically incompatible. With 
the exception of a handful of haunted house narratives, the spectral handles very differently 
the creation and mediation of their supernatural characters (the ghost/haunting and monster 
respectively) and the position and relevance of violence in the text. A wedge needs to be 
driven between the ghost story and Horror in order to make clear that while the ghost story 
may ultimately be cathartic, it is not the simple catharsis of a threat destroyed. Horror seems 
to constantly vacillate between transgressive and conservative intent on an ideological level.  
In the ghost story this vacillation is replaced by an explicit narrative relationship that deals 
with the trauma of history and exposure to past deeds on a textual as well as ideological level.  
In order to separate the two forms of writing, and to prevent the ghost story from 
being read as only a certain kind of Horror, the chapter will examine both the function of 
these two forms of writing as well as their intent. The issues raised in this chapter are more 
universal than those raised in other parts of the thesis. As the narrative and generic concerns 
discussed are common across national boundaries, and describe categories rather than 
culturally specific meanings, the attunement of the form to Australia is emphasised less in 
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this chapter than in the thesis as a whole. Although largely ‘uninscribed’ in terms of 
monstrosity and violence the texts used throughout are of Australian authorship and primarily 
Australian settings. Non-Australian examples are used in order to better illustrate the full 
scope of the arguments and to position the form’s concerns within a global perspective, but 
the focus will remain on Australian texts with other works providing only supplemental 
material. 
 Two principles define Horror: one is the existence of the monster, and the second the 
potential and threat of violence. In her 2005 Horror Fiction: an introduction, Gina Wisker 
describes the motivation for creating Horror as: 
The need to stake the vampire, shut the coffin, close down the horror and restore 
order, manage the nightmare, the death, reassure ourselves, however temporarily that 
we can indeed keep out the night, tame and understand the alien and the Other, and 
defy death. (Wisker 2005, p. 1-2)  
 
Horror is predicated on the staged conflict between the monster and the human. These 
conflicts are necessarily violent and hinged on the inability to resolve the rift between the 
Other and the human except via extinction. In The Horror Genre: from Beelzebub to Blair 
Witch (2000) Paul Wells defines the monster as a configuration of an ambiguous and 
anomalous ‘evil’: 
Central to the horror genre’s identity is the configuration of the “monster” which has 
been redefined with each development in social and cultural history. The monstrous 
element in the horror text is usually an interrogation of the amorphous nature of evil, 
or an address to the limits of the human condition: physically, emotionally and 
psychologically. (Wells 2000, p. 8) 
 
Isabel Pinedo makes a similar claim in her 1996 article on contemporary Horror films, 
‘Recreational Terror’ where she argues that ‘the anomaly [in the natural order] manifests 
itself as the monster: an unnatural, deviant force. The monster violates the boundaries of the 
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body through the use of violence against other bodies and through the disruptive qualities of 
its own body’ (Pinedo 1996, p. 21). It becomes clear that the monster is entwined with 
violence and its role as enactor of that violence. These definitions do not define, however, 
how that violent actor is embodied or mediated by the text.  Other than a sign of threat or 
amorphous ‘Otherness’, these definitions do not approach what form that sign should take.   
 The term ‘monster’, like ‘ghost’, is overburdened with conflicting meanings and 
overly muddied by common language use. In this chapter the term is deployed in a rarefied 
sense, and one derived from Horror criticism. Despite this, ‘monster’ is an ontic category 
distinct from the genre itself. Horror studies provide the conceptual framework and 
terminology with which to define the monster, but the resulting ‘monster’ is not restricted 
only to Horror texts. Existing definitions can be overly broad. Noël Carroll’s otherwise 
rigorous 1987 work of Horror criticism, Philosophy of Horror relies on an unsatisfying and 
euro-centric reading of monsters only as ‘beings whose existence is denied by contemporary 
science’ (Carroll 1990, p. 40). Wisker’s entry on the monster is narrower, but ultimately 
vague: ‘Monsters typically are aberrant versions of ourselves, the human gone wrong, 
something we are terrified of because it is quite close to us’ (Wisker 2005, p. 219). These 
definitions lack precision, but that is perhaps the cost of categorising a plethora of divergent 
and often singular beings. Carroll’s definition of the monster is too broad to help separate the 
ghost from the monster, relying as it does on the equation of all supernatural beings with 
monstrosity. When he turns his attention to the ‘art-horror’ (his term for genre Horror) 
monster, however, he provides more solid criteria than the other critics examined:  
Within the context of the horror narrative, the monsters are identified as impure and 
unclean. They are putrid or mouldering things, or they hail from oozing places, or 
they are made of dead or rotting flesh, or chemical waste, or are associated with 
vermin, disease or crawling things. (Carroll 1990, p. 54) 
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Carroll’s monsters are repulsive things, their wrongness physically embodied in a way 
detectable to both reader and character. Their otherness is more than conceptual: it is 
presented to the reader and revealed in the reaction of audience-surrogates within the text: 
What appears to distinguish the horror story from mere stories with monsters, such as 
fairy tales, is the attitude of characters in the stories to the monsters they chance upon. 
In works of horror, the humans regard the monsters that they encounter as abnormal, 
as disturbances in the natural order. (ibid p. 50)   
 
The criteria for the monster are two-fold. They must be aberrant and unnatural in a manner 
borne out by their physical ontology, and they must induce in their witnesses not just disgust, 
or fear but a combination of the two. For Carroll a monster must induce shudders, and its 
victims must fear its touch. Spectral agents lack an unambiguous body, but in the place of the 
carnate monster the apparition or the haunted structure can be substituted to test the relevance 
of Carroll’s terms, and as such an aesthetic reading of the ideas expressed by Wisker, Pinedo 
and Wells.  
 At this point, it would be possible to derail the inclusion of the spectral under Horror 
by reference to those inarguably non-Horrific pieces of ghost fiction. For the purposes of 
creating a dialogue between Horror and spectrality, those texts which obviously and 
explicitly refute the label of Horror, such as the film The Ghost and Mrs Muir (1947), Noël 
Coward’s 1941 play Blithe Spirit or the otherwise aggressively realist The Man Who Loved 
Children (discussed in the previous chapter) have been set aside. While these fictions place 
their ghosts beyond Horror’s sole reach, it is those fictions which seemingly ‘fit’ Horror 
which best illustrate the narrative schisms and complexity of the spectral text. This 
complexity stems from the confused figure of ghost stories’ ersatz-monsters (ghosts, haunted 
objects and buildings) and its treatment of violence and other violations: fields within fiction 
that have been dominated by Horror criticism and analysis. 
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 Hume Nisbet’s 1894 ‘Haunted Station’ is an empty and overrun house in an ‘as yet 
unnamed portion of Western Australia’ (Nisbet 1994, p. 116). Seeming to offer sanctuary to 
an escaped convict, the house signals that that hope may be misguided with  the sound ‘such 
as an exultant devil might utter’ (ibid) wafting from the abandoned property. The owner of 
the laugh appears three times: first to the narrator in a dream-state or hallucination as ‘the 
form of a man whose face changes into two different men, one the face of death, and the 
other like that of a demon with glaring eyeballs’ (ibid p. 117); secondly in a more prosaic 
form – his likeness is recorded in a portrait within the station: 
The man was pallid-faced and dark, clean-shave, all except the small black 
moustache, with lips which, except the artist had grossly exaggerated the colour, were 
excessively and disagreeably vivid. His eyes were deep set, and glowing as if with the 
glitter of fever. (ibid p. 122) 
 
His image is sufficient to convince the narrator of the owner’s villainy, remarking that he is a 
‘pallid-faced, feverish-eyed ghoul’ (ibid) and blaming him for the dead wife and child the 
narrator discovered upstairs. When the ghost makes his third appearance, he does little to 
dispel this judgement: 
He was dripping wet, as I could see, so that he must have from that deluge, bare-
headed and dripping, his hair and moustache draggling over his glistening, ashy 
cheeks and bluish chin, as if he had been submerged in water, while weeds and slime 
hung about his saturated garments; a gruesome sight. (ibid p. 123) 
 
‘The Haunted Station’ emphasises those qualities outlined by Carroll. The ghost is diseased, 
alternately pallid like a corpse, or fevered. The revenant is damp, and covered in weeds and 
slime and invokes the human narrator’s antipathy immediately. Further, his innate aversion is 
proven correct, as the ghost is responsible for the murder, not only of his own killer (whose 
face he has copied) but that of his wife and child.  
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 In Dead Europe (2005) by Christos Tsiolkas, the quasi-demonic ghost that preys on 
Isaac continually varies in the degree of its monstrosity. The spirit of a betrayed and 
murdered Jewish boy, the ghost is, in its earliest appearances, conflicted.  In the bed of a 
feverish and dying child ‘the ghoul that had sat beside the boy all night was far from hideous 
in appearance. His body was naked and his skin was chalk-white, as pale as the sick child in 
the bed’ (Tsiolkas 2005, p. 160). Even while the text explicitly denies that the ghost is 
hideous, the association with disease apparent in the ‘Haunted Station’ is clear here. While 
causing the child’s fever, the ghost is as sickly looking as his victim.  When he appears later 
in the narrator Isaac’s photographs however (whose role will be discussed at length in 
Chapter Six: The Cussed Junkyard) the depiction is less kind: ‘the dark ghoulish boy, his face 
sometimes leering, sometimes grinning, always emaciated, always hungry, always reaching 
out grimly for my eyes’ (ibid p. 336). Dead Europe’s ghost is something to be avoided and 
recoiled from. Its touch is sufficient to spread disease.  
 Most obviously, in Lucy Sussex’s 1997 young adult novel, Black Ice there is a ghost 
that has become literally verminous. While not appearing directly in the text, the spectre is 
reported by the medium as ‘agonised and visibly deformed [...] twisted into the shape of a 
cockroach’ (Sussex 1997, p. 97). The ghost should be vile and repulsive. A cockroach is 
crawling and unclean: prime material for the monstrous. The medium, however, does not 
recoil from the ghost. Even as it attempts to strangle her (reported by a witness who cannot 
see the ghost), the medium remains calm. Before revealing the ghost’s malformed shape to 
the narrator and reader, she has already released him to the other side. The ghost was a 
murderer and probable rapist but, the medium says, ‘He’d had a century of unquiet – no rest 
for the wicked. Guilt is an instrument of torture in the Night Side’ (ibid). The ghost is 
deserving of sympathy and pity – the apparent monstrosity of its appearance is not an 
invitation to destroy it in order to protect the world from infection, but an outward sign of the 
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suffering it has endured. This is true of all three of the apparently monstrous ghosts 
discussed. While ultimately destroyed, the ‘feverished ghoul’ of ‘The Haunted Station’ was a 
victim first and villain second: “In my lifetime’ the ghost relates, ‘I had been a trusting and 
guileless simpleton, but no sooner was my spirit set free than vengeance transformed its 
nature” (Nisbet 1994, p. 124). Having been murdered by a competitor and usurper, the ghost 
becomes monstrous, and further, this difference is not complete: enough of the human 
remains to regret the slaying of his daughter. Using his murderer as an instrument of 
vengeance: ‘I did not intend the animal to do all that it did, I wanted the mother only, but 
once the murder lust was on him, he was beyond by influence’(ibid p. 124). Similarly, while 
not excusing the ghost’s deeds, knowledge of the deprivation and suffering endured by the 
Jewish boy in Dead Europe explains both the spirit’s malice and its sick, hungry shape.  
 The difficulty in rendering the ghost purely monstrous is not only a question of pity or 
sympathy. While these help to defuse the threat/disgust dynamic essential to Carroll’s 
monster, they also highlight a greater problem underlying the ghosts’ apparently monstrous 
appearances. These apparitions, while boasting the kinds of deformities and transformations 
that align them with the diseased and the unclean, are reflections not of an innate property, 
but of the punishment they have endured while living. Where a werewolf or vampire may 
bare its fangs, and menace by the strength of its body, a ghost may display only the injuries 
that have slain them. In this way, fear of the ghost is less a fear of the ghost as entity than a 
recognition of the real events that have befallen the being that has produced the ghost (this 
thesis avoids seeing the ghost as a straight-forward continuation of the living as noted in the 
Introduction). The ghost’s appearance is not so horrifying in-and-of-itself, but because it 
corresponds to a reality in which the horrifying acts that produced it have occurred and may 
continue to occur. The ghost (whose existence is never proven) in ‘The Mystery of Major 
Molineux’ (1881) by Marcus Clarke is wholly a victim. Appearing first as an ‘imploring, 
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maddened face’ (Clarke 1994, p. 59), it is pursued through the grounds of Major Molineux’s 
estate by ‘a herd of huge swine’ (ibid p. 64) which are ‘rooting, and snarling, and slavering’ 
while ‘some awful thing with a white face was there trying to save itself from those hellish 
beasts’ (ibid).  
 All ghosts are to some extent victims. Jennifer Bann argues in ‘Ghostly Hands and 
Ghostly Agency’ (2009) that until late in the nineteenth century ghosts were only victims: 
‘when these ghosts walked it was not to deny death’s role as agency’s ultimate terminus, but 
to affirm it’ (Bann 2009, p. 664). Calling these ghosts ‘limited dead’, Bann constructs a 
supernatural being that is incapable of acting as a monster. Her early ghosts are not a threat; 
at best they are a warning. These early texts present ‘ghosts as essentially restricted figures – 
catalysts to another’s action rather than the agents of their own’ (ibid p. 663). While this has 
changed, as evinced by the ghosts of Dead Europe and ‘The Haunted Station’, and may not 
be true of non-Western ghost lore, there remains a base-note of victimhood and punishment 
that undermines the construction of the ghost as a non-complex ‘evil’. This complication does 
not, in itself, ban the ghost from monstrosity. The confusion of victim and aggressor present 
in the above ghosts could be considered another example of the ontological crossing Carroll 
considers part of all monsters, if a particularly unsatisfying one. The haunted house avoids 
this potential undermining by never having had a ‘life’, as well as presenting a less complex 
(that is material and observable) body to boast the kinds of corruption evinced in the ghosts’ 
apparitions.  
 American literature provides the most obviously evil, or monstrous houses. Jay 
Anson’s 1977 Amityville Horror is a prominent example, as is the ghost-riddled and demonic 
hotel of Stephen King’s The Shining, also from 1977. The example which best reveals the 
potential of architecture to become monstrous however, is Shirley Jackson’s 1959 novel, The 
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Haunting of Hill House. No Australian example is likely to supplant Jackson’s Hill House 
from its centrality to the field, with its corrupt house in which: 
No human eye can isolate the unhappy coincidence of line and place which suggests 
evil […], and yet somehow a manic juxtaposition, a badly turned angle, some chance 
meeting of roof and sky, turned Hill House into a place of despair, more frightening 
because the face of Hill House seemed awake, with a watchfulness from the black 
windows and a touch of glee in the eyebrow of a cornice. (Jackson 1959, p. 45) 
 
The self-possessed house fits Pinedo, Wells and Carroll’s definitions. The house is 
loathsome, both ‘leprous’ (ibid p. 70) and ‘deranged’ (ibid); it ‘ought to be burned to the 
ground and sown with salt’ (ibid p. 71). While not offering a rival to Hill House, Australian 
buildings can sport similar decrepitude and malice, such as in Sonya Hartnett’s 1995 Sleeping 
Dogs which was discussed in Chapter One: Stained and Fertile Soil, or the station itself in 
Nisbet’s story. Nisbet’s house: 
Stood silent and deserted looking, the weatherboards had shrunk a good deal with the 
heat of many suns beating upon them, while the paint once tasteful in its dried tints, 
was bleached into dry powder, the trellis work also on the verandah had in many 
places been torn away by the weight of the clinging vines, and between the window 
frames and the windows yawned wide fissures where they had shrunk from each 
other. (Nisbet 1994, p. 118)  
 
The station itself ‘dies’ with a satisfying sanction: on the narrator’s escape the house 
collapses ‘like an avalanche’ (ibid p. 125) vanishing into the earth licked with flames.  
In ‘The Mystery of Major Molineux’ Clarke provides ‘haunted’ and ‘unhaunted’ 
versions of the same architecture in Castle Stuart and Ashmead Park. Major Molineux’s 
house: ‘Castle Stuart is a huge, colonial built, red brick house on the road to New Norfolk. 
[...] An old man, and a woman still older who acts as cook, are, with their master, the sole 
inmates of Castle Stuart’ (Clarke 1994, p. 41). Of the other house Clarke writes: 
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Captain Rochford [...] owned a somewhat similar house to that of Major Molineux, 
for all houses in that colonial day were built on the same plan, and after the same 
pattern. But the cheerful residence of Captain Rochford was in marked contrast to the 
gloomy mansion and overgrown garden of Castle Stuart. Not only were the grounds 
of Ashmead Park kept in the completest horticultural condition, but the house was 
enlivened by constant gaiety. (ibid p. 50)   
 
It is not difficult to detect the differences between the buildings. Signalled already by the 
difference in the properties’ names, the two buildings contain vastly different households. 
Castle Stuart is barely inhabited; the three who dwell inside are reduced from owners or 
caretakers to mere ‘inmates’. The house obtains its full menace in its description by 
Rochford’s daughter, Beatrice: 
There is something horrible to me about Castle Stuart. The closed windows, the 
desolate garden [...] I rode up once to escape a thunderstorm, and went round to the 
back of the stables. They were empty; the windows of the rooms were boarded up, 
and not a creature was about the place, not even a dog. When I turned the corner, I 
could see the room that had once been Agnes’s bedroom. The curtains had been taken 
down and the window was wide open, like a great blankly staring Eye. (ibid p. 51)  
 
The haunting of the Molineux manor is pictured in terms of decay: a household that is barely 
staffed and unable to maintain the building’s upkeep. The haunting of the house is not 
explicit, nor is it the main mystery of the text. The ghostly happenings described earlier are 
neither seen by the narrator nor given credence by him. While the haunting is never 
confirmed to the exacting standards of the ‘army surgeon’, even he describes Castle Stuart as 
a ‘desolate and death haunted ruin’ (ibid p. 58). 
Haunting does not demand straight-forward desolation. Black Ice features a very 
modern structure afflicted by the haunting. At a physical level the house could not be further 
from the dark and gloomy edifices normally associated with ghosts. The house is a 
hypermodern construction of glass and steel. It is ‘a huge space, all light, air and water views’ 
(Sussex 1997, p. 6) and ‘a box of light’ (ibid p. 5) with the ‘latest model’ of ‘gas-floor 
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heating system’ (ibid).  At the same time, the house boasts some classic signs of haunting: 
‘this was Hillcrest House’ narrates the protagonist, ‘where the sea wind always blew and the 
house never really warmed up’ (ibid p. 17). Its openness leaves it vulnerable to something 
sinister. After only expressing a fear that it was ‘too perfect to be ours’ (ibid p. 6) the family 
discover the house’s true nature only after they move in: 
Months later I sat on our old-fashioned, high-backed couch, looking out at the sea. 
Moonlight shone on the white caps across the bay, and into the house, covering 
everything with a sheet of silver. I recalled the class we had on glaciation the week 
before, how rivers of ice had carved though the coastal landscape, crushing it, 
moulding it, shaping it. Something, I thought, had invaded Hilltop [sic] as easily as 
the moonlight but invisibly. It was as if a river of ice had swept through the house, 
sending cold tendrils into all our hearts. (ibid p. 7) 
 
While not entirely embodied, the threat is still visualised in terms familiar from Carroll’s 
description of the monster. The invisible ‘thing’ crawls and smothers: extends its tendrils or 
tentacles over and into its inhabitants. The frigidity of the house is implicit physically in the 
abundance of glass and steel, and it is that rather than decrepitude that embodies the lurking 
potential of the house. Once the grip of the haunting has taken hold, however, the house 
recreates its vacancy: ‘the observatory was dark and to anyone who didn’t know our Hillcrest 
habits, apparently deserted’ (ibid p. 11).  
There is a stumbling block to reading the haunted house as a monster. While other 
monsters are more simply read in their evasion of category and their potential for 
disgust/threat the haunted house has come to possess its own category or supertype. In 
‘Haunted Houses’ (2007) Sylvia Ann Grider points out that: 
Ask any group of children, or even adults, to draw a picture of a haunted house and 
they will all draw essentially the same picture of the outside facade of the house. 
Depictions of an archetypal haunted house contain some combination of the following 
distinct motifs: multi-storied, mansard or gambrel roof, turrets or towers, and broken 
or boarded-up windows. (Grider 2007, p147) 
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While similar claims could be made for the vampire, or werewolf the haunted house has its 
model in reality. There is a kind of house that fits the haunted category whether it is occurring 
within a ghost story or not. Most tellingly, while the appearance of a vampire or werewolf 
will always position the text within a supernatural genre, the kind of haunted house depicted 
by Grider presupposes any actual confirmation of threat or supernatural presence. The 
additional complexities that attend real world hauntings, which occur within similarly 
‘appropriate’ sites, are discussed in Chapter Five: A Cult of Graves. At the moment it is 
sufficient to point out that while there is an element of discomfort or dread attending this 
archetype (it is an imposing and potentially uninhabitable structure) it is not, in and of itself, 
sufficient to terrorise its witnesses. This breaks with Carroll’s model where ‘threat is 
compounded by revulsion, nausea and disgust. The monster is so unwholesome that its very 
touch causes shudders’ (Carroll 1990 p. 53). 
 Even in the cases of haunting described above, where the spectrally rich nature of the 
sites is signalled physically, the realisation of that abiding dread is recognised only gradually. 
The interior of ‘The Haunted Station’ is an unsettling mix of decrepitude and preservation. 
Within the hallway ‘the dust and fine sand of many sand storms lay thickly on every object 
inside’ (Nisbet 1994, p. 119) and the kitchen is ‘in more disorder than the other rooms; pans 
stood rusting in the fireplace, dishes lay dirty and in an accumulated pile on the table’ (ibid) 
but both the liquor cabinet and pantry are well stocked. The house is an uneasy terrain 
because it is arrested in a state of decay, but seemingly waiting for occupants. The beds are 
unmade and the scent of perfume persists in the bedroom and it is only discovery of ‘the 
skeletons of what had been two human beings’ (ibid p. 20) that causes him to ask ‘What 
awful tragedy had taken place in this richly furnished but accursed house?’ (ibid).  
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There is another house which falls in the back-story of Black Ice which cleaves more 
closely to the styles established by Clarke and Nisbet and which makes clear this question of 
appropriateness:  
I was living in a student share house, a big old Victorian building, four stories high. 
We kept it full of music – we had a band living and practicing in the attic – and 
partied as often as we could. But all our merrymaking was whistling in the dark, for 
there was something about the house, when it was quiet and still, that none of us 
liked. We avoided being alone in the place especially at night. (Sussex 1997, p. 149)  
 
Why this house is haunted is never explained. Its ‘hauntedness’ is signalled as clearly as 
ooze, or claws, or tendrils signal the monstrosity of a monster. The detective-style mystery of 
Hillcrest is unnecessary: even though the house is exorcised and that exorcism does not in 
any way alter the age or architecture of the building. The house’s status is signalled 
outwardly, but those signals are only correct within the frame of a ghost story, and further, 
only while the ghost goes unlaid.  
Another of Lucy Sussex’s works, a 2005 short story entitled ‘La Sentinelle’ invites its 
readers to consider the house haunted prior to any substantial supernatural event. The house 
is a mansion, overstuffed with antiques and exotica. The structure itself has ‘expanse[s] of 
varnished wood’ (Sussex 2005, p. 52) and a ‘stairway lined with assorted sculpted busts’ 
(ibid p. 55). ‘The place is a gigantic puzzle’ (ibid) but it most openly courts the spectral when 
a cupboard ‘full of magic stuff, Haitian dollies, African fetish idols’ (ibid p. 72) is discovered 
and the lights start to fail:  
‘It’s cumulative: this house, and the history of these objects, day after day thinking 
about George, the responsibility he left me. You know I can’t even leave the place? 
Not with the vultures.’ [...] I wake up in the night, and I think I hear footsteps. I go 
looking around, and nobody’s there. But I know – I’ve heard a little pad-pad, like a 
cat, or someone in runners or slippers. (ibid p. 72-73) 
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The reveal is something stranger than a conventional ghost and, while supernatural, it has no 
strong links to the house or to haunting. The house is not haunted, or, if it is, it is not a 
haunting relevant to the traffic of the plot.  
 The house while seeming to offer a more substantial corpus on which to hang the 
trappings of monstrosity refutes a simple reading. The same physical cues which encourage a 
reader to expect spectral agency and ghostly infestation build gradually, and may be present 
even if the house is unhaunted. The dollies and idols mentioned in the ‘La Sentinelle’ 
example do highlight a significant difference between the relationship of monsters and threat, 
and hauntings and the same. The most well-known and influential of the ‘ghost’ writers who 
deal with these kinds of artefacts is the English M.R. James. His fictions, written between 
1904 and 1928, rarely use any kind of conventional ghost or apparition, instead he deals with 
haunted objects if not buildings. These objects are usually banal except for their sudden 
supernatural significance. Writing on two of his short stories, ‘The Haunted Dolls’ House’ 
and ‘The Mezzotint’, both from 1904, Wisker highlights the importance of this significance: 
‘[the mezzotint] seems lifeless, but as he and others discern a Gothic narrative dramatized in 
it, it gains new life’, similarly, ‘in the ‘Haunted Dolls’ House’, historical research reveals the 
deaths of children in a dolls’ house and the tale repeats itself daily at one o’clock’ (Wisker 
2005, p. 80). While a mezzotint and a dolls’ house are evocative objects, they derive their 
narrative charge and their capacity to frighten or unsettle only by the correspondence to an 
existing narrative. In this sense, the haunting, like the ghost, functions only by referring to 
something external to itself. This is the greatest split between the monster and the haunting 
and ghost.  
 If the argument is moved from the purely literary to the philosophical, Heidegger’s 
1950 ‘The Origin of the Work of Art’ provides a reading of particular objects which explains 
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haunting. ‘We never really perceive a throng of sensations […] rather we hear the storm 
whistling in the chimney. […] we hear the door shut in the house and never hear acoustical 
sensations or even mere sounds’ (Heidegger 1977b, p. 156), similarly the spectral is not 
separable from the material signs of its presence. The haunting is the perceived object behind 
the raw material that is seen or heard. Similarly, the ghosts’ wounds are not perceived in 
isolation of the blow that caused them. After establishing that these connections are essential 
to perception, Heidegger dwells on a pair of peasant’s shoes. These, he argues are: pervaded 
by uncomplaining worry as to the certainty of bread, the wordless joy of having once more 
withstood want, the trembling before the impending childbed and shivering at the 
surrounding menaces of death (ibid p. 163). The darkness which creeps in to the end of this 
passage could not be more appropriate to demonstrate the philosophical grounding of what 
the spectral accomplishes narratively. That kind of darkness, which induces fear or threat, is 
inherently tied to narrative in the case of the spectral being. The monster, however, 
encompasses its corruption in its ontology – the threat is apparent and does not need to be 
‘read out’. While the monster embodies violence, threat and danger the apparition does not: 
instead it has an indexical relationship through which fear or threat are impressed on 
witnesses. 
 ‘Monster’ is an opaque signifier. It communicates only a failure to belong and the 
kernel of threat. In many cases ‘monster’ is the name for what is otherwise nameless: that 
which has no place in language. Certain monsters have started to carve their own more 
comprehensive territories – Wisker includes the werewolf, the zombie and the vampire under 
their own headings in the key terms of Horror: an introduction. Monsters however, do not 
possess the kinds of pervading meaning instilled in the ghost or the haunted object or place. If 
the monster has correspondences or relevancies then they are entirely negative: the monster is 
understood by what it is not, or what it destroys.  The monster is anathema to the world: it is 
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something that cannot, or at best, should not, exist. As such, the monster and the world 
cannot achieve equilibrium – one must destroy the other. The monster’s inherent violence is 
an expression of its ontological relationship with the world. When a reader is confronted with 
a monster they have no understanding of its worldly place. Both the ghost and the monster 
have ontologies that are corrupt or crossed – the ghost is victim and villain, living and dead 
while the haunting is animate/inanimate and present/absent. In this respect they are similar, 
but where they differ is the placement of this ontology in the world. The ghost and haunting 
are enmeshed in cultural understandings and mediations in which its existence and purpose is 
understood because of its relevancies and correspondences. The monster is defined by the 
absence of this understanding; it does not belong and cannot be understood. This is a 
significant and irreconcilable difference and one that bears out in the role of violence in 
Horror and the ghost story.  
The inability to reconcile the ghost’s wounded victimhood with its role as aggressor 
taints any violence carried out by the apparition itself. In Dead Europe there are acts in 
particular which highlight the ambiguous relationship between violence and the spectral in 
the novel. The first of these moments comes as the ghost is claiming one of its first victims, a 
child of the village which abetted his murder: 
All though the night [the ghost] did not move from the sick boy’s side, at times 
stroking the boy’s skin and forehead, at times getting into bed next to him and 
tightening his spectral arms around him. The sick child’s fever would rage in those 
moments, his body would twist and shudder in pain. (Tsiolkas 2005, p. 160) 
 
The ‘demon’s’ actions are confused; he kisses and comforts the boy he is killing. The 
encroaching death seems unintentional and unnoticed by the clinging spirit. In the same scene 
however, the damage becomes less accidental and more spiteful. When the child’s father 
enters the room: ‘it would pinch and bite at the boy, kick at him, scratch along his legs and 
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arms and chest, as the horrified parents stared insensibly at the streaks of torn flesh appearing 
on their child’s dying body’ (ibid). Even as the ghost works direct violence on its victim the 
deliberateness of the act is in question. The dead boy behaves more like a wounded animal in 
a trap, or a drowning swimmer who pulls a would-be rescuer under, than a calculated villain. 
This is similar to the cockroach-ghost of Black Ice mentioned earlier which nearly strangles 
the medium before making its needs clear.  The image is further undermined when the father 
is ushered out: ‘The spirit stopped its thrashings. Again he had put his arms around the frail 
sick child and, as if making amends for its behaviour, had licked at the blood and the torn 
skin’ (Tsiolkas 2005, p. 160). 
 The relationship between the ghostly and violence is as complex as it is essential. 
Unlike many monsters, the ghost has no need to kill; it is not driven to it by hunger as a 
zombie or a vampire, and only rarely are they depicted as possessing the psychopathy that 
drives slasher villains. Even violent ghosts are rarely indiscriminate and those that are choose 
their victims from outside a selection of murderers, usurpers or descendants have their 
complicity in the process undermined. The pall that hangs over the Molineux’s household is, 
if the groundsman is to be believed, the result of a curse laid by a cuckolded forger who ‘cut 
his throat’ (Clarke 1994, p. 63) on the property and was buried there ‘with a stake through his 
heart. But that can’t hold him’ (ibid). Despite this apparent motivation, the ‘ghost’ never 
appears in the text and those deaths that do occur combine bad luck (getting caught in a 
squall and suffering a concussion) with a sudden shock – the sight of the possessed or 
deranged Molineux.  
 Hauntings exhibit a similar ambiguity. In ‘The Mystery of Major Molineux’ all 
supernatural occurrences are experienced within the manor. The sights and apparitions, 
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however are always positioned outside the house. Castle Stuart is the sole site where threat is 
detected. It, however, hesitates between enemy and protector: 
The rushing of the swollen stream mingled with the lashing of the rain, as it beat 
faster and faster upon the panes while the distant flapping of some unhinged shutter 
gave querulous and doleful token of the desolation which reigned around the 
mysterious and ill omened house [...] the intermittent flap of the loose shutter recurred 
at irregular intervals, like the sound made by one who, with failing strength, and yet 
passionate persistence, would gain shelter from some pursuing terror. (Clarke 1994, p. 
57-58) 
 
The house stands between the narrator and the distant threat. The apparitions seen by other 
characters, and described earlier, prowl the grounds and never manage to penetrate the house 
itself. However, again, it is only within the house that these terrors are experienced. Even in 
Jackson’s The Haunting of Hill House the structure of the house gives some comfort; the 
bedroom door is pounded on by invisible forces, but remains a barrier between them and the 
thing outside. Threat, in the haunting, is both the house and inside the house. This ambiguity 
is essential when raising the question of violence. If there were no struggle on behalf of the 
protagonists to assign the house the role of antagonist then a reader imagines they should 
snatch up axes and set to work, or flee as when confronted with a vampire, werewolf or 
zombie. The haunted house however, is not substantially different from the unhaunted, or at 
least non-significantly haunted, places which serve as setting or window-dressing for material 
monsters or mundane threats in Horror and Thriller narratives. Rather than dramatise a direct 
and unquestionable threat, the haunting plays on a lack of trust: an inability to rely on the 
fixtures of the house to remain inert or kindly disposed towards its inhabitants. It is not 
surprising that those works that do follow the route of directly violent and animate 
architecture (such as Jan de Bont’s 1999 film adaption of The Haunting of Hill House) 
normally require some further contrivance – a locked door, financial contest (House on 
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Haunted Hill (1959)), or sudden derangement (Amityville Horror (1979)) to make their 
narrative ‘work’.  
 As already noted direct violence from the ghost is comparatively rare and only 
marginally more common in hauntings (where the line between accident and malicious act is 
blurred). More common are questionably possessed individuals such as Major Molineux 
acting as proxies, or inducements to suicide or self-harm. The ambiguity surrounding death 
and violence is pertinent. Deferred into mundane actors it is hard to prove or disprove the 
spectral motivations behind the actions. In 1995’s My Beautiful Friend by Venero Armanno 
(which will be examined in more detail in Chapters Four and Five) the principle deaths are 
accomplished by a knife and an apparently deliberate suicide by drowning. In Dead Europe 
the demon-ghost strips an Australian neighbourhood of its children via a plague provoked by 
mockery of the ‘refo-scum’. Without a supernatural understanding, these acts are 
misunderstood by the authorities and the public – they are exceptional only because of their 
unlikelihood, not because of the malicious intention underlying it.  
Violence is often a selling point in Horror fictions. Sub-genres are often defined by 
their focus on extreme violence or gore, such a ‘splatterhouse’ or ‘gorn’ (a portmanteau of 
porn and gore) which sell themselves on the magnitude of their violence rather than plot 
types, characterisation or theme. Ken Gelder describes in his introduction to The Horror 
Reader (2000) the ‘fanzines’ dedicated to the genre in which ‘graphic, sensationalist features 
are usually celebrated rather than disavowed, privileged rather than ‘minimized’ – the more 
‘primal’ a horror text seems to be, the more it is enjoyed’ (Gelder 2000, p. 4). In comparison, 
the ghost story offers largely downplayed violence. The ghost story is read as a more 
‘distinguished’ form for this reason, and the exemplars of ghost fiction such as M.R. James, 
Shirley Jackson and Henry James are often praised for their restraint. Gelder argues this 
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conceptual splitting is native to Horror itself where ‘the preference for subtle or incomplete 
forms of horror over a more confronting, sensationalist horror text that shows everything (or, 
shows ‘too much’) is certainly one way of dividing up the field’ (ibid).  The classic ghost 
story is a comparatively bloodless affair, but what separates the ghost story from Horror is 
not the magnitude or detail in terms of its violence. It is not in essence a ‘classier’ or more 
subtle Horror text. While not a typical or marketed feature of ghost fiction neither viscera nor 
gore are antithetical to the spectral. In the fictions already mentioned there is no shortage of 
gruesome acts. ‘The Haunted Station’ contains several murders including that of a child; 
Black Ice contains massacres, child murder and suicide and ‘La Sentinelle’’s climax depicts 
the forcible castration of a rapist. In these cases, however, the violence is occluded or elided. 
The murders in ‘The Haunted Station’ are entirely extextual, testified to only by a pair of 
skeletons and ‘La Sentinelle’’s castration comes only after the narrator loses consciousness. 
  While a Horror featuring no deaths or violent interruptions would be a derided 
example of the genre (by the fanzine quarter at least), the ghost story does not derive its 
capacity for fear and anxiety from the threat of immediate violence. Violence, or threat, 
enters into these stories not through the sudden appearance of a monster, but via a quality of 
narrative relation. The spectral does not exist outside of the narrative world, as the monster 
does (as already discussed) and, in a manner of speaking, ‘communicates’ violence to its 
victims. The spectral, whether embodied in a haunting or a ghost, claims victims by a kind of 
narrative sympathy: Nisbet’s squatter opens himself to possession by wearing the dead 
master’s clothes and drinking his spirits. In general these kinds of links allow the ghost or the 
haunting into the narrative, but deeper discussion of this narrative sympathy (or contagion) is 
reserved for the fourth chapter of this thesis A Troubled Medium. Signs of violence already 
committed pervade the ghost story. Sometimes these signs are obvious: a blood stain, or a 
secreted weapon but equally they can have no objective or apparent aesthetic relation to the 
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violence they have borne or to which they testify. While this second category often positions 
its objects in direct connection to the horrors of the past, as in M.R. James short stories, the 
object need have neither causative nor historical links to the events in order to communicate 
them. In Black Ice the first rupture of the coast’s violent colonial settlement into the present is 
embodied in an otherwise unremarkable seal carcass: 
It lay, half buried in wet sand, a long, black form, the size of a child. Empty eye 
sockets stared at me and from the gaping mouth scuttled a scavenger crab. It stank 
like rotten meat and fish, all mixed up together. (Sussex 1997, p. 77-78) 
 
As with the other examples, the act which reduced the body to this state is extextual. The 
sight alone, however, is enough to stun its first witness into a state of shock:  
What was once a half-grown seal, now decomposed,’ said Hille [...] She eyed Miles. / 
‘But you thought it was something else.’/His pale lips opened, barely letting out 
words: ‘Black bodies... children... thrown in the sea.’/ ‘Sounds like a massacre,’ I 
said. (ibid p. 78) 
 
The decaying carcass is disturbing, but its ability to induce this strong reaction is not 
aesthetic. Miles is aware that the beach on which they stand was the site of a massacre. The 
seemingly arbitrary corpse is able to bring the full-weight of the beach’s history down on the 
witness who is aware of this history. Violence in this case is not the violence done to the seal, 
but the violence which the sight of the wounded body reveals. Rather than resulting in the 
destruction of meaning, violence becomes another method of articulating the original horrors 
of the text.  
 In an example that hesitates between direct and indirect symbolism, there is Lucy 
Sussex’s short-story ‘Frozen Charlottes’. In this text, the misdeeds of the past are represented 
by ‘Frozen Charlottes’ found in the foundations of an old, much remodelled house. An 
infertile couple purchase an old inner-city bluestone looking for a ‘Project’ to distract them 
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from ‘the sunny room upstairs, all filled with nursery things, in their cardboard boxes, never 
unpacked’ (Sussex 2005a, p. 201). Lured by ‘a scratching, as if something’s trying to get out’ 
(ibid p. 203) the female protagonist falls through the rotten floor of an 1890s annexe and 
discovers the first of the dolls: 
The doll is china, and it has, quite definitely, been buried. The clay is hard as 
concrete, but she hesitates to use more than a trowel lest she shatter the china. At the 
end, she has a blistered palm, but holds a baby doll, moulded all in one piece: head, 
legs, arms and torso. (ibid p. 205) 
 
The doll is of a type made between 1850-1914: ‘the same era as the front of the house’ (ibid) 
and, like most spectral artefacts immediately recalls the question of history: ‘or herstory, 
given that a little girl must have played with this’ (ibid). Like many haunted objects there is 
nothing objectively strange about the dolls. They were a ‘popular, mass produced’ (ibid 
p206) model. The dolls derive their strangeness from their questionable probability and their 
numbers. Eventually a ‘whole army of dolls’ is discovered beneath the house, ‘all buried’ 
(ibid p. 207). The husband and wife are informed by an old homeless woman that: ‘they dug 
up every inch of the land there was, and they found nuffin’’ (ibid). From the homeless 
woman and their own research at the library archives they come to understand the dolls’ 
meaning. Their house was once home to Mrs Wynne a ‘mass murderer’ (ibid p. 210) who ran 
an adoption agency ‘which consisted of various PO boxes and one woman with a carpet bag’ 
(ibid). 
 The kind of revelation featured in ‘Frozen Charlottes’ is not uncommon in ghost 
fiction. The stories of M.R. James have already been discussed, which codified the traumatic 
impact of understanding this kind of spectral artefact. Many of his characters end up 
wounded or damaged by the sights they have seen, and the narrative they have 
comprehended. In ‘The Mystery of Major Molineux’ the comprehension of the narrative 
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results in an ugly death for both of Molineux’s heirs. Where ‘Frozen Charlottes’ distinguishes 
itself is the self-conscious respect for history that its protagonists display. Even before finding 
the doll they are fascinated by the building’s history: ‘I should go to the library, the local 
historical society, see what they know about it’ (Sussex 2005a, p. 203) and their excavation 
of the dolls is marked by the same care displayed earlier. The couple are active in uncovering 
the narrative, encouraged rather than forced to do it, by their discovery of a singular doll. 
Only once they have uncovered the signified history for themselves, and demonstrated again 
their care and compassion towards these relics, do the supernatural events actually occur:  
‘It seems a sacrilege, after what they know, to just dump the dolls on the brick or 
concrete, so he lines the claw-footed bath with an old blanket and carefully lays the 
dolls on top. [...] The contents of the bath seethe, sending dolls falling out onto the 
concrete. They break, a plaintive plink like drops of rain, then a shower, as they 
continue to tumble. The remaining dolls in the bath have transmogrified into chubby 
toddlers, who totter on the rim of the bath, fall to join their fellows. [...] A pause, then 
a doll dressed flapper-style appears over the side of the bath, sexily posing as she 
walks. Another doll approaches, pushes her off ...’ (ibid p. 211) 
 
Violence intrudes into the text in a rarefied form. The dolls however, are not recreating their 
demise – there are no slaughtered infants or suffocated babies in the tableaux, instead they are 
playing out the lives they would have led if not for Mrs Wynne, complete with death. The 
couple is shaken, but not destroyed or demolished like M.R. James’ victims. The story closes 
with a minor epiphany: ‘hand in hand they stand before the mass of china and clay dust, 
pondering their lives and those of these poor broken others, pondering the what-might-have-
beens’ (ibid p. 212).  
 While the conclusion of ‘Frozen Charlottes’ is mild compared to the other texts 
looked at, it does raise the question of why this couple should have to experience even this 
‘gentle’ assault. The children who are signified by the dolls after all ‘if they’d lived they’d all 
be dead by now’ (Sussex 2005a, p. 212). The story is prefaced by a quote from Walter 
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Benjamin, and this provides a hint as to the ethical orientation of ‘Frozen Charlottes’ as well 
as many other ghost stories, whether explicitly identified or not. This quote is taken from 
One-Way Street speaking of the ‘forgotten the ritual by which the house of our life was 
erected’ and ‘what things were interred and sacrificed amid magic incantations, what horrible 
cabinet of curiosities lies there below’ (Benjamin 1985, p. 46), a quote that will be returned to 
in Chapter Six: A Cussed Junkyard. Graeme Gilloch in Myth and Metropolis writes that 
‘[Benjamin’s] archaeological practice is concerned to show that the past is not complete and 
unalterable, but rather that it is the task of the present to redeem the forgotten dead’ (Gilloch 
1996, p. 77). Read in these terms it can be understood that the conclusion of the story is not 
the victory of the ghosts’ desire to be seen over the living’s desire to be left alone, but the 
fulfilment of a duty embodied in neither individual living actors nor deceased persons. Even 
as violence has become a disassociated principle in the ghost story, recurring without 
necessary intent so does the ‘duty’ of redeeming or remembering the forgotten (or wronged) 
dead become a social or cultural duty – not one only borne by the descendants of individuals.  
 Nora Strejilevich sees the fulfilment of the cultural duty of redemption or 
remembrance in testimony. In her 2006 article ‘Testimony: Beyond the Language of Truth’ 
she asks:  
Why do survivors of such a sinister scenario [as torture] insist on telling their story, 
and what type of story do they tell? [...] maybe because they are speaking for the ones 
who did not return, and their suffering would be meaningless if this story was 
silenced. (Strejilevich 2006, p. 702)  
 
For the survivor, the story is told not entirely for the one who has suffered. The telling of the 
story is an ethical act in and of itself. It is also something that works against horror: ‘Horror 
wants to erase all traces of the “enemy” so that history can pretend “the other” never existed. 
Testimony, instead, keeps traces alive, defeating annihilation by working through loss’ (ibid 
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p. 706). While Strejilevich is writing of horror as a general concept, rather than a genre, her 
statement helps to lay bare a key difference between Horror and the ghost story. If Horror 
operates by creating monsters which are dispatched for the health of the community, the 
ghost story dramatises the need to address the suffering of the dispatched and the degraded 
even, or especially, if they are long dead. It may seem unwise or disrespectful to conflate the 
ghost story with the testimony of survivors of such horrors as the Holocaust, torture and State 
terror, but as Strejilevich states: ‘every historical discourse is produced as a story, which does 
not diminish the true value of what is being narrated’ (ibid p. 706).  
 Accepting the ghost story as a form which has a redemptive or memorialising 
orientation does not make it a utopian form. Dead Europe, as an example which deals 
explicitly with a post-Holocaust Europe, has been frequently accused of virulent anti-
Semitism as recorded by Padmore in her 2007 ‘Blood and Land and Ghosts’. This anti-
Semitism is detected not least of all in its depiction of the ghostly, Jewish Ari as a toxic 
presence. Similarly, if the ghost story was entirely equivalent to testimony then its 
relationship to fear and unsettlement becomes problematic. The use of these narratives as a 
kind of weapon or assault against the living is best understood by reference to literary 
examinations of trauma. Elizabeth Outka writes in her 2011 ‘Trauma and Temporal Hybridity 
in Arundhati Roy’s The God of Small Things’: 
the very depiction of trauma is controversial; if, as many theorists argue traumatic 
events cannot be fully experienced or recorded by the victim at the time they occur, 
and they are then, to a certain extent, unrepresentable, how can they be remembered 
by the victim later, and how in turn might the victim (and the writer – and the reader) 
give voice to something that is, by its very nature unrepresentable? (Outka 2011, p. 
24) 
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While trauma is defined by its inability to be expressed, Outka also argues that if it were to 
ever be representable, that representation would itself be traumatic. This is similar to one of 
the common arguments against Horror as stated by Wells in The Horror Genre: 
concerns have been raised about the nature and effect of these [graphic (and often 
sexualised) depictions of violence] images upon audiences, with the implied anxiety 
that showing such material may encourage some members of the audience to behave 
violently and anti-socially (Wells 2000, p. 23) 
 
Where in Horror Wells finds a social fear revolving around the genre’s capacity to produce 
human ‘monsters’, in trauma (and potentially the ghost story) can be found the capacity to 
produce new victims. This goes some way to explaining the impact of ghostly events on 
living characters. The couple featured in ‘Frozen Charlottes’ are touched by the trauma they 
have sensed in the dolls’ twilight performance.  
The ghost and trauma are closely wed: both by their shared material, but also in the 
manner that ghostly happenings resemble experiences of trauma. Ruth Ley’s Trauma: a 
Genealogy (2000) traces the history of psychic trauma from its origin in the treatment of rail-
way accidents, through hysteria and shell shock. Of its most obvious manifestation, post-
traumatic stress disorder, she writes that it is: 
Fundamentally a disorder of memory. The idea is that, owing to feelings of terror and 
surprise caused by certain events, the mind is split or disassociated: it is unable to 
recollect: it is unable to register the wound to the psyche because the ordinary 
mechanisms of awareness and cognition are destroyed. As a result, the victim is 
unable to recollect and integrate the hurtful experience in normal consciousness: 
instead, she is haunted or possessed by intrusive traumatic memories. The experience 
of trauma, fixed or frozen in time, refuses to be represented as past, but is perpetually 
re-experienced in a painful, disassociated, traumatic present. (Leys 2000, p. 2) 
 
Conceptually, trauma already resonates in this description with the ghost who haunts and 
possesses and who is ‘frozen in time’. Where it poses difficulty is that in the absence of 
‘awareness and cognition’ trauma cannot be represented. Equally troubling, is the question of 
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how to account for a ‘wound to the psyche’ within a theoretical approach self-consciously 
differentiated from psychoanalytic theory. The method adopted in this work is the treatment 
of trauma as a narrative condition. This method has its precursor within psychoanalysis in the 
work of Pierre Janet, as identified by Leys. Janet identified two kinds of memory, ‘”traumatic 
memory” which merely and unconsciously repeats the past and “narrative memory” which 
narrates the past as past” (ibid p. 105). For Janet, the transference of traumatic memory into 
narrative memory was its cure. This is not out of keeping with the resolution of traditional 
ghost stories, where the consigning of the ghost to the past (its exorcism or passing on) is the 
laying to rest of narrative disquiet. In this case, trauma is not represented directly. Outka 
comments that in The God of Small Things: ‘as readers have not experienced the trauma, they 
may experience the symptoms, but the originating traumatic moment is not lurking within 
their consciousness’ (Outka 2011, p. 32). Similarly, ‘Frozen Charlottes’ protagonists are not 
traumatised because they have not experienced the trauma – the dolls action has not presented 
the actual traumatic history, but deferred it into a narrative which has closure. The ‘death’ of 
the dolls allows the story to complete the arrested narratives of the murdered children. The 
narrative, like conventional trauma, is ‘talked through’ and resolved by that act.  
 All ghost stories are based in the correspondence between a past horror that needs to 
be read out, or dealt with and a contemporary narrative where the witnesses engage with, or 
have inflicted on them, that horror. This is clear even in narratives which do not disclose this 
past event. Victoria Reeves’s story ‘A Crack in the Wall’ (1993) is a short and disturbing 
exercise in telling only part of the story. For this reason it resembles Horror, albeit Horror 
with no monster. The violence in this narrative unlike the violence, even of the most extreme 
and sudden sort, in other ghost stories is grounded in no explicable context or cause. There is 
no monster in the narrative, and the haunting resides somewhere in the mix of prosaic and 
foreboding details which compose the house: 
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At the top of the wall was the cornice where it met the ceiling. At the bottom, the 
brown wooden skirting board that matched the brown wooden floor. And against that 
wall, off centre and to the left, was an old buffet with brass handles./ There was a 
crack in the wall that ran from the very top left corner, past the buffet, ending two feet 
before the skirting. /On the right, above the orange swing-top bin, was a portrait she’d 
found and hung there herself. She had found it in the rubble of a demolished house. 
(Reeves 1993, p. 140) 
 
As the story continues the female character disagrees with the male character about killing 
the tree whose roots are causing the cracks. Only a handful of details are provided, as the 
story moves towards a violent confusion. A black and white cat joins the household with only 
half a tongue: ‘it had been left by the people who left the house at the bottom of the hill, 
where she’d found the photograph’ (ibid p. 141). 
Reading through a spectral lens, what is occurring in the narrative should be obvious: 
Reeves’s protagonists are under the influence of the painting. Whatever malignant force it 
contains or represents is responsible for the destruction of the house from which it was 
salvaged and the growing cracks that yawn in the house’s walls. Like M.R James’s mezzotint 
and dollhouse the painting is a cursed and corrupting relic. The painting seems to be inflicting 
a repeating narrative on the householders. Just prior to the violent termination of the story, 
the house is host to expanding cracks and the cat that accompanied the painting has been 
struck dead by a blow that severs its remaining half-tongue:  
She was looking down at the dampness that surrounded the black and white cat. It was 
leaning slightly to the right. She could see that the head was pressed down and stuck 
to the wooden boards of the verandah. It had bitten its tongue off at the moment of 
impact. (Reeves 1993, p. 142)  
 
This discovery also precedes the violence at the end of the narrative: ‘that dampness on the 
wooden floor, it was blood. It was blood between his fingers, seeping steadily from the gash 
the paring knife had made as her hand struck his face’ (ibid p. 143). The link between these 
arbitrary acts to the painting and sub-textual haunting is affirmed by the closing sentence: ‘he 
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looked at her, stunned at first then horrified as he watched her look at the wall behind him 
and then at him, stifling the smile that trembled on her lips’ (ibid p. 143).  
 In ‘A Crack in the Wall’ the violence seems to mirror Horror-violence. It is 
immediate and destructive. A reader however, may struggle to assign even a rudimentary 
mythical meaning to this violence. Whatever machinations underpin the movements of the 
novel are unclear, as is the relationship between the unnamed characters. Despite this the text 
constantly signals to invisible forces and causes. The story denies the reader a glimpse of the 
motivating spectral narrative and as such, bars the potential for catharsis and understanding. 
While lacking the explicit second narrative of the ghost story, Reeves’s work signals the 
affinities between the spectral and horror, terror and unsettlement. There is nothing 
exceptional about the physical objects of Reeves’s narrative – they achieve menace only by 
having an excess of meaning, even if this meaning is obscured and ex-textual. Because of this 
there can be no profitable engagement between Reeves’s unnamed protagonists and the 
spectral menace as there can be between Sussex’s unnamed protagonists and their Frozen 
Charlottes.  
 Spectral narratives are resolved by spectral engagement. It is the immaterial meaning 
of material actions undertaken by the protagonists which ‘answers’ the demands articulated 
by supernatural phenomena and happenings. In those texts where this interaction is 
impossible, such as ‘A Crack in the Wall’ and ‘The Mystery of Major Molineux’ the 
narrative closes on a negative note. This engagement is no guarantee of a happy ending 
however, and in Chapter Four A Troubled Medium it will be demonstrated how this 
engagement can be a threat in itself. In the case of Dead Europe Isaac’s safety is purchased 
only by his mother sacrificing her immortal soul before the narrative ends. In other cases, the 
engagement is more complex in terms of its overall sanction.  
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Black Ice contains one moment of contemporary violence which caps the narrative. At 
the climax of the novel, the protagonist and her friends are pursued back to Hillcrest by the 
apparent reincarnation of Captain Conybeare – a historical psychopath and racist responsible 
for a number of massacres up and down the coast, including on the property on which 
Hillcrest is built. After threatening the children with a rifle, Jon-Ged/Captain Conybeare 
commits suicide: ‘putting the muzzle of the gun into his mouth, he blew out the back of his 
head’ (Sussex 1997, p. 181). This moment of violence disrupts the otherwise linear 
progression of events in the novel. Three pages of epilogue insert themselves between this 
basic description of events and the details of the violence. The following description is 
deliberately phrased as the protagonist’s journal. This description she ‘told only the 
computer’: 
Hair, bone, brains splattering all over the designer living space of Hillcrest. Dollops of 
sticky goo dribbled down the picture window, toning with the colour of the seascape, 
and I thought: now I know why it’s called grey matter. That’s Jon-Ged’s grey matter, 
what made him talk, walk, shoot. I stared at him, and horribly, he stared back, as the 
life drained out of his eyes like blood. (ibid p. 185) 
 
Even though this event is witnessed by the protagonist ‘live’, it is consigned to the past by a 
narrative break: this moment is recreated in the text in the same mode as the historical 
massacres. The suicide breaks the novel’s haunting: ‘late evening sun streamed down on us 
from a break in the clouds and for the first time in Hillcrest I felt warm. The ice had gone ...’ 
(ibid p. 185). For the three young, white Australians who witnessed it however, things will 
‘never be the same again’ (ibid). In effect, the abiding supernatural unsettlement of the area is 
‘purchased’ by exposure to real violence. In order to fully own the land (and refute those 
spectral claims to it) the white Australians need to be made aware of, and suffer from seeing, 
the kinds of violence that secured the land for them in the first place.  
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 It is not difficult to see why this narrative structure implicit in the ghost story and 
many haunting stories is appealing to Australian writers. The worst histories of Australia, 
outlined briefly in relation to the Australian Gothic in the previous chapter, are beyond 
redress. The events, and the prime actors, have been swallowed up by the passage of history. 
This does not dissolve the duty and ethical orientation implicit in the ghost story. The ghost 
story becomes a way of hearing out past injustices rather than silencing or rejecting them. 
This is by no means a unilateral understanding, and in the following chapter Red Heart/Black 
Spirit the tensions and difficulties encapsulated in differing presentations of this movement 
towards redemption or recognition will be demonstrated. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Red Heart Black Spirit: indigeneity, the colony and spectral property 
 
“The rusted hinges groaned tiredly and the dead noted their trespass but allowed 
them passage. […] He was the issue of the very land that gave them sanctuary” 
-- Sam Watson, The Kadaitcha Sung 
Together the first third of the thesis has been an attempt to both contextualise ghost stories as 
mimetically realistic supernatural fictions and to refute the claims placed on the form by 
Horror and the Gothic. While ghost stories can be Gothic, and particularly can embrace and 
embody some thematic ideas key to Australian Gothic such as ambivalence and a-historicity, 
Horror on the other hand, in the terms it is commonly theorised, is incompatible with the 
ghost story. This incompatibility has been shown in the treatment and composition of the 
monster and of violence within Horror narratives, compared to the violence of ghost stories, 
and the composition of the ghost and haunted house. Having demonstrated that genre claims 
over the ghost story do not match the articulation of the ghost story under a spectral language 
approach it is now possible to look more closely at the specific concerns of Australia’s ghost 
literature. The first task of a closer examination of Australia’s particular ghostly landscape is 
to confront how the ethical orientation outlined in the previous chapter connects with, or 
articulates the specific traumas and bad histories of the colony.   
The ghost, it has been argued, does not float free. A spectre is, by the very mechanics 
of its apparition already embedded in a culturally specific language. In an environment like 
Australia the terrain is overlayed with competing and contradictory spectralities. British and 
Anglo-European settlers arrive at the boundaries of a rich and detailed, materially active 
spectrality. The settlers carry with them their own language both of the supernatural and of 
empiricism. The land they settle on however is ingrained with an alien understanding haunted 
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by a spectrality whose markers they cannot grasp. Ken Gelder and Jane M. Jacobs in 
Uncanny Australia (1998) write of the ‘moment of decolonisation’ following the Mabo 
decision, where ‘what is ‘ours’ is also potentially, or even already, ‘theirs’’ (Gelder and 
Jacobs 1998, p. 23). The ghost story in Australia, to Gelder and Jacobs’s understanding is a 
symptom of this kind of unsettlement: implicit if not openly recognised in the entirety of 
colonisation. For the Indigenous Australian who recognises the material language of the 
Australian environment and its native spectres, must the ghost and the spectre be signs of 
unsettlement as well? That is, do they represent the uncanny? Not if the uncanny is 
understood as Julian Wolfreys understands it in ‘The Urban Uncanny’ (2008) as ‘that which 
at the limit, names all that cannot be named and so comes to haunt the proper, the familiar, 
and the concept of conceptuality itself’(Wolfreys 2008, p. 172). If the ghost comes to mean 
that what is ‘ours’ is ‘theirs’ then it must affirm to an Indigenous witness that what is ‘theirs’ 
remains ‘theirs’. It is not however, such a simple binary: that which unsettles the settler does 
not automatically reaffirm Aboriginal Australians’ possession.   
When Ross Gibson writes in  Seven Versions of An Australian Badland (2002) that 
‘[a] colony always gets built in the spirit world at the same time as claims get staked in the 
geographical world’ (Gibson 2002, p. 123), he highlights a secondary function of the ghost 
story that Gelder and Jacobs also touch on. A ghost is never just a ghost, but represents a 
claim. While in the face of a holistic Indigenous worldview the scattered and anomalous 
apparition of settler ghosts pale, they nevertheless represent the ‘staking out’ of Australia’s 
spectral terrain. The sinking of ghosts into settled soil legitimates or attempts to legitimate 
settler occupation. When an Aboriginal Australian writes back, not by adopting the 
rationalism or empiricism of settler cultures, but within their own understanding of spectral 
truths, then they are also making a claim. They legitimate their ownership and authority over 
Australian places as more than ethnographic or historical. How these overlayed spectralities 
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conflict and compete and how these conflicts and competitions impact on Australian haunting 
and ghost stories narratives needs to be examined. To do so works by non-Indigenous writers 
such as Lucy Sussex’s 1997 Black Ice and Tim Winton’s 1991 Cloudstreet which include 
paranormal themes and Aboriginal characters will be contrasted with works featuring 
holistically Indigenous worldviews and sympathetic narration. Novels that feature this 
holistic worldview do not function, in the terms of this thesis, as ghost stories. When ghosts 
or hauntings appear in these works they do not appear with the exceptionality they are 
afforded by Western rationalism, nor do the texts hesitate between supernatural and mundane 
explanations. The supernatural elements of the text are included in, and a part of, daily lived 
experience in a way Western deployments of spectral language do not support. These 
Indigenous supernatural texts are included here for analysis, however, on the grounds that the 
staking out of Australia’s spectral landscape requires a discussion of an Indigenous 
spectrality which refutes the exceptionality of the ghost in western thought. The two novels 
which model this holistic spectrality and which sit at the centre of this chapter are Sam 
Watson’s 1990 The Kadaitcha Sung and Mudrooroo’s 1991 Master of the Ghost Dreaming.  
The differences between a Eurocentric and an Indigenous spectrality as made clear 
through an examination of Indigenous and non-Indigenous works are twofold. Firstly the 
markers of spectrality differ greatly between the two ‘dialects’ of spectral language, even as 
these articles operate according to their relevances and correspondences in line with 
fundamental philosophical underpinnings outlined in the previous two chapters. Secondly, 
these relevances and correspondences reflect a different relationship between the spectral, 
spiritual and marginal in each cultural context. These differences embody and illustrate 
fundamental ideas surrounding settlement, indigeneity, justice and authority in quite complex 
configurations.  
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 While having different settings and time periods, Sam Watson’s The Kadaitcha Sung 
and Mudrooroo’s Master of the Ghost Dreaming share a depiction of Aboriginal spectrality 
as a real and active force, resistant and unvanquished by white settlement and expansion. 
Master of the Ghost Dreaming is a reworking of Mudrooroo’s earlier novel Dr Wooreddy’s 
Prescription for Enduring the Ending of the World (1983). Unlike that text, the use of trance 
and ritual by his principle tribal elder and mapan [shaman] Jangamuttuk, is explicitly and 
undeniably supernatural. There are three characters able to effectively manipulate the spectral 
in the novel; including Jangamuttuk, his young wife Ludgee and African ex-slave turned 
convict Wadawaka. Exiled to a remote island mission, under the control of Fada and his wife 
Mada, the Indigenous population are plagued by illness. The consequence of this illness is not 
just death, but the inability to pass on after death: ‘[s]urrounded by ghosts, worse, in the arms 
of ghosts, we die to ourselves. And even in that death, there is no surcease. Lost is the way to 
the skyland. Our souls wander forlornly in the land of ghosts’ (Murdooroo 1991, p. 1). The 
‘pale, rounded souls’ of Jangamuttuk’s kinfolk do not reaffirm possession in this case but are 
a symptom of how ‘many of his people are suffering in an alien soil’ (ibid p. 23). The 
techniques the mapans employ however, drawing on their Dreaming companions and on 
ceremonial instruments are also spectral and are used to affirm Indigenous Australian 
knowledge and expertise.  
 Watson’s novel is contemporary rather than historical in scope. Instead of a colonial 
setting, Watson chooses the politically charged late sixties and seventies of Brisbane. His 
central character, Tommy Gubba too is a product rather than survivor of colonialism. With a 
white mother and an Aboriginal sorcerer-spirit father, Tommy has ‘two camps’. The principle 
arc of the novel is Tommy’s pursuit of Booka Roth, an Indigenous sorcerer who betrayed 
Biamee (the creator) and is directly responsible for Australia’s invasion by the ‘mongrel 
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tribes’. The novel digresses with Tommy navigating the difficult terrain of both an urban, 
corrupt Brisbane, and the spectral protections of his quarry Booka.  
 The material languages of the novels are different from those of the Eurocentric ghost 
tradition. There are no haunted mansions, turning tables or rattling chains in either Master of 
the Ghost Dreaming or The Kadaitcha Sung’s spectral exchanges: nor are the signs and 
references of the spectral cross-cultural or innate. Their function and relevance is opaque 
rather than obvious. Watson takes his symbols primarily from natural objects. Unworked 
stone in particular holds much of the spectral charge of the novel, standing in strong 
opposition to the always human-made or human inscribed objects of the Eurocentric tradition 
(these are discussed in the previous chapter and in Chapter Six: A Cussed Junkyard). Within 
Watson’s mythos there is beneath Uluru a ‘vast cavern and within the bowels of that cavern 
was a stone platform that held the Rings of Bora, nine sacred circles of stones that were 
Biamee’s only doorway into the world of men’(Watson 1990, p. 2). Those sacred circles 
contain the ‘egg-shaped Kundri stone, the heart of the Rainbow Serpent’ (ibid p. 3). This 
layering of stones and caverns and the movement downwards into the ‘heart’ of Australia, 
affirms the centrality of Aboriginal spectrality. The basic materials of the earth link Australia 
to Biamee and by initiation Australia to the Indigenous, modelling a spectrality that positions 
immaterial significance at the centre, rather than the fringes of these objects and sites. 
Tommy’s initiation as a Kadaitcha climaxes when: 
A blood red pebble appeared before his eyes and an unseen hand pushed it into the 
centre of his wound. As he watched the jagged cut closed up completely. [...] He now 
had his own moogi-eye, or death stone, the basic tool of the Kadaitcha, and the focus 
of enormous energy drawn from the universe and the ages. (ibid p. 35-36)  
 
The African correlate, a ‘strange sort of stone that has some markings on it’ (ibid p. 213), is 
visually unremarkable, slipping beneath colonial awareness and recovered by Tommy from a 
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bedside table at a party (ibid p. 214). That the same material can be implicated both in the 
overriding mythology of creation and in the spectral practice of the initiated and still slip 
beneath the notice or attention of the uninitiated signals that far from being psychological 
generalities, the spectrally active sign is a deeply embedded cultural property.  
 The signs and symbols of The Kadaitcha Sung are not significant in only a general 
way. They are not ‘merely’ revered, but possessed of genuine, objective power. At the loss of 
the Kudri stone ‘Biamee raged within his astral corridors. He was powerless! His heart must 
be regained and returned to its natural place’ (Watson 1990, p. 33). Following his rape at 
their hands, Tommy acts against Booka and his assistant Sambo with a spectral agency 
deeply implicated in material signs. ‘Wearing a belt of human hair, his poorie bag of magic 
implements at his side. Using a sharp stone blade, Tommy was scraping certain parts of his 
body and wiping the residue into a shallow bowl of bark’ (ibid p. 53-54). He uses the ‘sacred 
juices’ of his ‘two enemies’ (ibid p. 53) to ‘sing’ them: a curse that will weary them and 
eventually kill them if not broken. After completing the spell ‘both of them [Sambo and 
Booka] had found a single red feather in their clothing that morning. Someone had sung 
them’ (ibid p. 67). The red feather is a material sign that would be opaque to an uninitiated, 
non-Indigenous subject. While Tommy is able to use spectral abilities on the non-Indigenous 
(he renders both Sugar and Mary unconscious) only the Indigenous subjects are able to 
interpret and respond to the otherwise opaque and misunderstood signs. 
 Mudrooroo’s novel displays a traditional spectral language like Watson’s struggling 
to cope with colonisation and its attendant alienation: 
Away from [Jangamuttuk’s] own country, it was difficult to fit ceremony to action. 
Ceremonies had to be performed at the places where the ancestors created them. 
These were the strong places which generated the energy to infuse the ritual with the 
sacred. Now in seeking to keep to the old ways in this fresh land he was creating new 
ways. This was all he could do, for although the entrance to the skyland was blocked, 
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new ceremonies filtered through into his dreams, and these his people accepted. 
(Mudrooroo 1991, p. 84)  
 
The traditional structures that supported Jangamuttuk’s tribal life have become a-functional. 
Relocated to an island mission, the materiality and site-specificity on which the rituals 
depend cannot be activated or recovered. Instead the shamans must improvise new ways of 
practice in order to perform spectral manipulations. The overall structure of the rituals 
remains comprehensible as they act out symbolically through the use of dancers and clap-
sticks and songs the actions and behaviours of spectral import. When initiating the only two 
boys of age left in the community the translation of imported ‘ghost’ symbols into traditional 
practice is most obvious: 
The weak moon slid behind a cloud and the encircling fires which the women had lit 
with their torches flickered feebly. Then came the massed cracking of clapsticks 
beating out a marching rhythm of the ghosts. The wind turned and struck at the fires. 
The flames fluttered wildly and stamping through the chaos came grotesque dancers, 
their bodies dripping with white pipeclay. 
[...] 
There began a ritual tug of war. The men tried to drag the boys away from the 
women, while the women tried to keep them within the protective circle. The female 
keening began, but this time filled with a shrill anger which tore at the dull roaring. 
The men hesitated and the women began stamping in a dance of their own. They 
circled the two mothers and the infants. They appeared to have won. Then the leader 
of the male dancers produced a pistol, aimed it at the women and pulled the trigger. 
The explosion ripped away the women’s dance and song. They froze, the males 
snatched up the boys and bore them across the boro ground to where an entrance to a 
narrow passage way through the forest was marked by two fires. (Mudrooroo 1991, p. 
120-121) 
 
The adoption of colonial symbols occurs throughout the book. Here the rhythm of a marching 
tune is used to demarcate the grotesque demons as representatives of colonial power. 
Similarly the role the pistol plays in ripping away the dance and song shows the new potency 
of a non-traditional object. While the demons are later subdued by Wadawaka and 
Jangamuttuk brandishing crystals and ‘red ochre-encircled eyes blazing’ (ibid p. 122) and the 
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boys recovered the traditional initiation form takes on a new meaning by affiliating, by 
symbology, the demonic with the colonial. The initiated men have already symbolically 
overcome colonial power. Despite innovations in the ritual form, the dance still plays out 
with traditional trappings. It takes place around a fire in a designated boro ground and the 
male dancers who come to steal the boys are designated not by stolen clothing or fabrics, but 
by pipeclay. The authenticity of the ritual, and as such the efficacy of these innovations, is 
assured by the interplay of the environment with the dance. The moon slips away as the 
demons approach, and the wind turns as they attack. Later, when Jangamuttuk and 
Wadawaka produce their crystals ‘the moon floated free from the crowd’ (ibid p. 122). 
Though not entirely traditional, and carried out on ‘barren ground devoid of power’ (ibid p. 
84), the ability of the ritual to implicate the natural world in its happenings implies a spectral 
veracity and authenticity.  
 Neither novel’s spectral language exists in a vacuum. Dwelling on the moment and 
aftermath of colonisation, the spectral languages are challenged by settler orthodoxy and 
disbelief. In order to understand how the Aboriginal spectral of these two novels interfaces 
with imported understanding the uneasy relationship between Australia and the Post-colonial 
needs to be examined. Compared to ‘traditional’ post-colonial countries such as India, Africa 
and others within the shifting boundaries of  the ‘Orient’ which inform much of the original 
work on Post-colonialism, Australia poses a different set of problems and conflicts. Gelder 
and Jacobs for instance, eschew the post-colonial for the (post)colonial signalling with their 
brackets that ‘Australia, even now, is caught somewhere between these two moments’ 
(Gelder and Jacobs 1998, p. xi). Vijay Mishra and Robert Hodge would deny Australia the 
post-colonial as well choosing to reserve it for those nations still struggling against colonial 
history and colonists’ descendants. Instead in ‘What is Post(-)Colonialism’ (1993) they offer 
the conjoined postcolonial to describe a ‘process of cultural syncretism’ (Hodge and Mishra 
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1993, p. 42).  Unlike in post-colonialism in this ‘complicit’ form the Indigenous cultures of 
Australia are unseated as central, unlike the bi-culturalism of coloniser versus colonised, the 
diverse immigration of Australia causes the Indigenous to become, in political rhetoric at 
least, only one culture in many. Snuja Gunew in Haunted Nations (2004) discusses the perils 
of a policy of multiculturalism for indigenous inhabitants by summarising the argument of 
American anthropologist Elizabeth Povinelli: ‘Indigenous citizenship is undermined by 
multiculturalism; in other words, that the kind of principled adherence to post colonialism as 
being reserved in settler colonies for indigenous struggles is eaten away by a state rhetoric of 
multiculturalism’ (Gunew 2004, p. 43). While Gunew is critical of Povinelli’s formulation of 
‘multiculturalism’, pointing to distinctions in Australia that do not exist in America between 
British and western European immigrants, she aligns herself with the argument adding only 
that ‘the Australian state fails its ‘multicultural’ subjects as much as it does its indigenous 
ones’ (ibid p. 44). 
 Master of the Ghost Dreaming and The Kadaitcha Sung, emerging in the context of 
multiculturalism, reinstall an oppositional discourse. To an extent, they recreate the bi-
culturalism of coloniser versus colonised in the interaction between the initiated and the 
uninitiated. Unlike in the prior formation, in the terms of spectral initiation the Aboriginal 
characters are able to inhabit the position of power, even if it is one not always recognised by 
the uninitiated. In conversation with Watson, Bronwyn Davies responds to this implicit 
reordering of the hierarchy: 
[Bronwyn Davies]: I don’t think that any white person reading this novel could ever 
see a drunk Aboriginal in the street or in a park or even brawling and ever ignore the 
possibility that this man might also be sacred. You could never adopt a dismissive or 
superior attitude again, in looking at an Aboriginal man. Not a possibility. 
[Sam Watson]:‘Thank you. That means with you, the book has worked, it’s brought 
you into my world and it’s shown you the way I look at people. (Davies 2000, p.  
210). 
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Making the Indigenous sacred or spiritual is hardly revelatory in its own right. As early as 
1898, Izidore Kosminksy was writing in praise of the ‘inspirational and Intuitive powers’ of 
the ‘dusky sons of our land’ which were ‘exceptionally fine’ (Kozminksy 1898?, p. 1). The 
Indigenous have often been associated with those aspects in both positive ways, as in 
Kozminsky’s writing and negative ones, as in the dread filled writing of Marcus Clarke 
where: ‘from a corner of the silent forest rises a dismal chant, and around a fire dance natives 
painted like skeletons’ (Clarke in Gelder & Weaver 2007, p. 4). Watson’s novel is far from 
the first to link the Aboriginal Australian to the supernatural. However, other texts unlike The 
Kadaitcha Sung and Master of the Ghost Dreaming rarely, if at all, have the supernatural 
Aboriginal as a central character.   
 Lucy Sussex’s 1996 Black Ice for example, has no Indigenous characters despite 
linking itself strongly with the horrors of colonisation. All of the supernatural events within 
the novel are linked to the massacre and abuse of the native population during settlement. The 
titular ‘black ice’ is caused by the killing of children by Captain Conybeare and is recorded in 
his letters: 
On the hilltop, I found a young girl nigger, who had fallen when she fled, and lay 
injured under a twisted old tree, with three smaller children pulling at her opossum 
cloak. To shoot them would have been a waste of good bullets, so I turned my gun 
around in my hand, the stock upmost, a club. They squealed like ferrets, clinging to 
each other and to the tree, but I would not be deflected from my vengeance. “Mercy!” 
cried the girl, one last trick, to use not her yahoo yabber but my native tongue, foully 
garbled, against me. It was the last word she spoke. Afterwards, ‘twas but a long 
stone’s fall down the cliff to the sea and that is where the carrion went. (Sussex 1997, 
p. 84-85) 
 
This would seem an evocative scenario with which to start a haunting. Visually the images 
are striking and provide the necessary icons for a haunting: a twisted tree marking the 
massacre itself and the location isolated on a cliff’s promontory. The victims are innocent and 
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their massacre especially violent, eschewing bullets for clubbing. Even the singular image of 
the opossum cloak lends itself to the visual language of manifestation and apparition. Despite 
this the ‘children, weeping, screaming’ (ibid p. 64) that ‘cling to this tree, crying’ 
‘psychically recorded in the fabric of [the] tree’ (ibid) are not ghosts. In the metaphysic of 
Black Ice the Aboriginal victims are not even present, as Hille explains it: ‘[...] the presences 
have gone, but their traces remain. An emanation, trapped in ice’ (ibid). 
 Indigenous Australians are restrained to the historical in Black Ice and it is not the 
victims who return or remain, but the ghosts of the white aggressors who must be dealt with, 
pardoned and dispatched over the course of the novel.  Resolving the black ice that clings to 
the house and halting Captain Conybeare’s constant rebirth is a process in which no 
Indigenous character has a hand. Instead the travesties of a colonial history are resolved by 
the actions of the white protagonists and Captain Conybeare himself without any repatriation 
or reconciliation with the Indigenous who are absent entirely from the text, reduced to echoes 
and emanations without will or agency.  
 David Crouch warns about this kind of silence or omission in Australian literature. 
‘Conceivably’ he says in his 2007 article, ‘National Hauntings’, ‘the ghost story itself is a 
way of silencing an indigenous presence within a discursive structure that asserts the 
legitimacy of non-indigenous occupation’ (Crouch 2007, p. 102).  That is, by laying to rest 
the ghosts which ‘can be read as traces of historical traumas’ (ibid p. 94) especially in cases 
where there ‘is no real negotiation between indigenous and non-indigenous characters’ (ibid 
p. 100) the originating history of oppression, abuse and violence that has created the 
conditions of unsettledness is absolved. The Indigenous are dismissed in this kind of 
narrative: they become illegitimate presences who must be banished or evaded rather than 
lived with. They become decentred as they are not troubled but instead trouble. The ghost 
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story that uses the Indigenous in this manner, as something that must be laid to rest so that the 
Australian can continue on, contributes to a cultural tendency to dismiss the Indigenous 
Australian as ‘truly’ Australian. Pal Ahluwalia expands of this decentring of the Indigenous 
cultures in his 2005 work ‘When Does a Settler Become a Native?’ 
 Referring explicitly to the Australian context, Ahluwalia takes the use of the term 
‘native’ as illuminating the difference between colonies, controlled by the metropole of 
Britain and settler-colonies where the indigenous population is ignored, displaced or 
suppressed. Citing historical records from the late nineteenth century, Ahluwalia shows that 
the word native was reserved, not for Aboriginal inhabitants, but for white colonists born in 
Australia: 
The idea that white colonists born in Australia were natives whilst the indigenous 
population were not is an important one. [...] the myth of terra nullius was dependent 
upon the non-recognition of the local population and the ‘indigenisation’ of their 
white conquerors. (Ahluwalia 2005, p. 502) 
 
The bald term ‘Australian’ inherits this displacement, and is defined in part by its non-
Aboriginality. That the Aboriginal Australian must be indicated, as must the Greek 
Australian, or Chinese Australian, in a way that the British and (northern) Eurocentric white 
settler descendants need not be, reveals the ‘nativeness’ of a certain type of white 
Australianness. Read in this manner, the attempted movement beyond colonialism towards 
reconciliation is not restoration or recuperation. It does not seek to restore to Indigenous 
Australians a central or dominant cultural position. Rather, this movement is one of 
invention. Where ‘marginalised groups within Australia increasingly are demanding that they 
be recognised […] national identity is not homogenous but rather is constantly invented’ (ibid 
p. 507). Australia’s closest neighbours in (post)colonialism are those other settler colonies 
such as Canada and New Zealand which, like Australia, never ruptured imperial ties and 
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which have installed multicultural societies that are never the less dominated by an inherited 
Anglo-European canon. With a racist logic installing white settlers the status of first 
inhabitants, Australia must obviously offer up a different kind of colonial ghost story. 
Bishnupriya Ghosh discusses in ‘Postcolonial Spectrality’ (2004) the vernacular novel of 
India, saying that ‘vernacular ghost fiction presents a certain “native” record of colonial 
presence, a register of its violence upon the colonized world’ (Ghosh 2004, p. 214).  In 
Australia there is no analogue to vernacular fiction. It is difficult therefore, to recoup stories 
of Indigenous experience under colonialism (or perhaps under early colonialism). 
Aboriginality can fall victim to misappropriation by having no central orthodoxy or written 
canon. In Canada, which shares with Australia the status of settler-colony and the same 
uneasy relationship with post-colonialism, offers a haunted valley which speaks to the heart 
of the peculiar tensions between colonial history and only recently or partially recognised 
traditional owners. In this case, the spectral beliefs of the traditional land owners, the 
Nlakapa’mux, are appropriated and recast in an experience which does not credit traditional 
understanding. 
British Columbia’s Stein Valley, which Emilie Cameron examines in her 2008 article 
‘Indigenous Spectrality and the Politics of Postcolonial Ghost Stories’, is a public park 
haunted by native spirits, but apparently without any originating narrative. Instead the 
‘haunting stories ranging from a vague sense of unease in the Valley to accounts of ghostly 
apparitions’ (Cameron 2008, p. 387-388) are not grounded in any recorded massacre or other 
historical event. The stories surrounding the site ‘characterise these spectral experiences as 
frightening unsettling, and scary, and describe an impression of being unwelcome 
trespassers’ (ibid p. 388). While these stories assert the legitimacy of the traditional land 
owners they do not actively recover ownership. In Cameron’s words: ‘In spite of implicit 
recognition of Aboriginal ‘presence’ in these stories, post-colonial hauntings in the Stein do 
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not seem to account for living Indigenous peoples’ (ibid) and this presence becomes only 
historical. Like Black Ice, the recognition of indigenous spectres is not the recognition of 
indigenous inhabitants as modern, living subjects. If the Stein Valley is still owned, then it is 
not by the modern Nlakapa’mux descendants but by the remaining, unmodern ghosts who ‘do 
not speak or act; they haunt by virtue of their very existence’ (ibid).  
 To return to an Australian context, the writing out of Indigenous Australians by 
emphasis on their supernatural or spiritual qualities can be seen in Tim Winton’s 1992 
Cloudstreet. There are three Indigenous characters in the novel, all of whom are nameless and 
unanchored. There is a plurality or interchangeability to the Aboriginal characters and this is 
not only a function of their namelessness but of their lack of development as individuals. The 
ghost girl for example, who is a victim of misguided missionary impulses, is introduced early 
in the text. She haunts long after the other wards have been evicted, but is distinguished from 
them by this fact alone. When describing the girls Winton treats them as a homogenous unit: 
Girls were procured and the house filled. […] The mission girls climbed into bed with 
one another at night and cried. They had been taken from their families and were not 
happy. They crawled from windows and were tracked down and returned to the 
house.  […] One evening [the widow] went into the library to find a girl dead on the 
floor from drinking ant poison. (Winton 1992, p. 36) 
 
The girls act together and feel together. There is no hint of an individual history that drove 
this girl to suicide other than that afflicting the girls as a whole. She is not singular and does 
not act singularly but only as the group acts. She has performed only the acts, without 
differentiation, that the other girls have performed, with the sole exception of her taking the 
ant poison. Even then she remains only ‘a girl’ never the girl. Comparatively, the other ghost 
is more developed. While the widow is also nameless, Winton supplies a handful of details.  
She is ‘a respectable woman’ (ibid p. 35), ‘lonely and bored’, presumably Anglican and ‘a 
nasty piece of work’ (ibid). As sparsely drawn as she is, the widow is afforded personal 
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touches that are denied the girl, who achieves significance only by becoming a ghost. The 
living Aboriginal character fares no better.  
 The sole mundane Aboriginal character who interacts with the families of Cloudstreet 
is one with only slight bearing on the plot, even less than the largely unnoticed and eventually 
accidentally exorcised haunting. The figure of the prop-seller who turns up on the doorstep is 
a telling one: ‘the black man’s hair stood like a deserted beehive. His feet were bare. His toes 
splayed on the ground like he was as much bird as man’ (Winton 1992, p. 62). The references 
in this description are all explicitly natural, blurring the boundary between environment and 
man. Furthermore, his itinerancy as a door-to-door salesman means he is embedded neither in 
his own traditional cultural context, nor in the sub/urban fabric of a developed and 
developing Perth. While he has more of a conventional existence than the ghost, having 
earthly means of survival, his narrative role is still one of purely supernatural significance. 
When the prop-seller moves to enter the house: 
He unshouldered his sticks and stepped inside. Lester saw his eyes suddenly widen. 
The whites were porcelain and they seemed to vibrate. Something clicked in the 
man’s throat. Lester, stunned watched him hold his pink palms out like a man with his 
hands against a window. He went back carefully, as if moving back in his own 
footsteps, his eyes roving about all the time from ceiling to floor, and as soon as he as 
back over the threshold he turned and ran. (ibid p. 62) 
 
His reaction is physical and instinctive rather than intellectual. His careful backtracking, 
walking in his own footsteps, indicates some further knowledge of a method to avoid 
punishment or negative consequences for trespassing on haunted ground. The sheer 
physicality and immediacy of his reaction, as well as the level of fear, shows this to be an 
innate response, rather than the skilled or trained actions undertaken by Watson and 
Mudrooroo’s protagonists.  
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 Cloudstreet’s final Indigenous character is an elusive one. Called in one scene a 
‘black angel’ he appears throughout the story: weaving in and out of Quick’s life in 
particular. His description is sparse: ‘he is tall, white eyed and half grown over with beard’ 
(Winton 1992 p. 208) and again, like the ghost, he is multiple rather than singular.  There are 
times where an Aboriginal figure appears without being explicitly identified as the black 
angel. These include the ‘man with black arms akimbo’ (ibid p. 367) who drives the murderer 
away from the house and the man who is ‘black as a bastard’ (ibid p. 405) that Sam meets on 
Election Day. Even if these men are intended as separate individuals, they are not 
differentiated beyond a difference in costume, and fulfil the same narrative purpose as the 
central ‘angel’ and as such are treated as one character in this chapter. This character is 
explicitly supernatural and appears to Quick ‘walking on the water’ (ibid p. 217) and when 
meeting Sam: ‘the black man’s shadow came out on four sides of him like a footy player 
under lights at training’ (ibid p. 406).  His markers or tropes of spectrality are not those of an 
Indigenous understanding. While naked in one scene, this seems enough to mark him as 
primitive or natural and as such supernatural as he never bears a moogi stone, or wears the 
hairbelt which mark the initiated and shamanic in the Kadaitcha Sung and Master of the 
Ghost Dreaming. Instead, his nature is indicated with Christian imagery. Aside from walking 
on water, when welcomed into Quick’s cab he brings bread and wine which ‘seem 
inexhaustible’ (ibid p. 209) and it is his appearance that brings on Quick’s miraculous 
glowing.  
 The angel is not simply an angel in the skin of a black man. Several of his remarks 
align him with the Indigenous population, even if he takes no action on their behalf. Further, 
he is primarily concerned with place, which is a central concept to Indigenous understanding: 
‘Shouldn’t break a place. Places are strong, important […] Too many places busted’ (Winton 
1992, p. 406), he says to Sam to dissuade him from selling Cloudstreet. The man lacks 
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attachment to any place in particular, however, and when asked where he is from he replies: 
‘Aw, all over’ (ibid p. 209) and when asked where his family is, his reply is the same ‘all 
over’ (ibid). This character is lacking the firm connection with individual places that are 
emphasised in The Kadaitcha Sung and Master of the Ghost Dreaming, instead he is 
decontextualized: belonging to no-where in particular and no people in particular. When he 
appears to Quick, it is always in an attempt to lead him home and to reassert Quick’s 
belonging in Cloudstreet, first by hitchhiking and then more directly: ‘Go home, says the 
black man. This isn’t your home. Go home to your home, mate […] the man lays five fingers 
spread on Quick’s chest. Go home. Quick turns. Already he’s alone’ (ibid p. 362). Quick’s 
return eventually leads to the exorcism of the ghost girl as the birth of his and Rose’s son 
results in the spirits of the girl and the widow ‘finally being forced on their way to oblivion, 
free of the house, freeing the house, leaving a warm, clean sweet space among the living, 
among the good and hopeful’ (ibid p. 384). This exorcism, however, is not an apparent 
motivation for the angel. His only apparent concern is for the wellbeing of the Lamb and 
Pickles families, to the extent that Australia is ceded to them.  
 The Aboriginal characters appear to have no self-interest or volition in the novel, they 
either are unable to act, as the ghost or the prop-seller, or act only in the interests of the white 
families. The Indigenous have all but retreated from the novel as living characters, as their 
association with the supernatural and otherworldly eclipses all other aspects of them. This is 
never more apparent than in Quick’s last conversation with the angel: 
 Geez, said Quick, recognizing [the angel] fearfully. Haven’t you got a home to go to? 
 Not this side 
Quick looked across the river. Through the steam he thought he saw moving figures, 
dark outlines on the far bank.  
Are you real?  
The black fella laughed. Are you?  
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[…] 
When Quick turned back, high on the hill, he saw more than one black man. He saw 
dozens of them beneath the trees, hundreds like a necklace at the throat of the city. 
(ibid p. 367-368) 
 
According to Cloudstreet, Indigenous Australians no longer have a home in the material 
world, if ‘not on this side’ is taken to mean something otherworldly. Bearing out the fears 
expressed by Cameron in the Stein Valley, here the Indigenous are eclipsed by their 
supernatural aspects at the expense of being read as real, living beings. 
 Cloudstreet effectively recreates the colonial myth of terra nullius within the bounds 
of the house itself. Indigenous narratives become blocked, and their lingering traces excised. 
The house which comes from ‘back in time’ is not one whose origin is grounded in colonial 
conquest. Neither the ghost of the woman nor the girl have full possession of the house, they 
are both confined to the singular dead room and furthermore are not implicated in the house’s 
construction. Neither of the ghosts have complete possession, or ownership. In this sense, the 
Pickles and Lambs do not inherit the guilt complex of a post-colonial nation. In seeing the 
Aboriginal inhabitants as coming from ‘all over’ rather than from the land the house, and 
other settler structures occupy, the text refutes Aboriginal regionality and possession. The 
Indigenous characters are unmoored from any regional, specific belonging and they become 
pan-Aboriginal, but rather than this granting them unity or strength it makes them only the 
‘kind of ideal and unchanging abstraction’ that Said sees characterising European views of 
the Oriental (Said 2005, p77). The ghost herself becomes not the lingering trace of an 
inherited historical trauma, but simply one more previous occupant tied neither to the land or 
the obscured origins of the house. She becomes only one more event in the house’s history. 
Terra nullius is reaffirmed, as the territory is offered up, free to be claimed as the Indigenous 
retreat from the world, leaving a territory that denies colonial histories of force, violence and 
displacement. 
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 Having explored the ways in which recognising the supernatural and spectral within 
Indigenous Australians is not itself a strategy of resistance, and can in fact, disempower them 
as living actors, the question is, what renders a work like The Kadaitcha Sung or Master of 
the Ghost Dreaming capable of legitimating Indigenous identity rather than colonial 
entitlement? The reason these works are significant is not the presentation of a supernatural 
or spectral dimension to Aboriginal existence, but rather that this element is conjoined 
strongly with a mundane and utile reality. As Rebecca Weaver-Hightower argues in her 
discussion of Master of the Ghost Dreaming ‘Revisiting the Vanquished’ to ‘give an alternate 
view of events’ (Weaver-Hightower 2006, p. 91) and to show ‘indigenous people as 
empowered by mystic and religious rites [...] to demonstrate methods of successful resistance 
not addressed in conquest narratives or recognised by the conquerors’ (ibid).  Unlike Black 
Ice or Cloudstreet the spectral is anchored in an understanding of the world that does not 
make the supernatural or non-empirical anomalous. There is no divide between what appears 
in non-Indigenous, English-derived ghost stories as anomalous and impossible and a natural 
conception of the world as itself spiritual and spectrally active. If Indigenous Australians 
become written out in non-Indigenous and colonial fictions, it is because the references which 
anchor their spiritual and spectral realities to the material and objective world are not 
maintained. They appear unmoored, and in the absence of an understood system of references 
and relevancies to make them explicable, the non-Indigenous writer references them only to 
the obscure, and the otherworldly.  
Rather than react to paranormal problems with the wide-eyed stares and 
incomprehension native to the Western canon, the initiated characters of the two novels 
approach them as informed subjects. The supernatural or spectral does not undermine their 
belief-structures nor is it indefinite and undefined. When Tommy is approached by Sugar, a 
white barmaid working the South ‘coontown’ of Brisbane, seeking assistance with an illness 
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that is ultimately a curse, Tommy sets about his assistance with none of the mysticism a 
reader might expect. Having rendered her unconscious with a spell, Tommy examines her: 
There were no visible marks on the front of her body. He checked the folds of skin 
beneath her flaccid breasts. Then he opened her legs and studied the skin around her 
genitals. He shook his head, annoyed with himself. Most of the catchings he had been 
shown during his training had been achieved by some breaking of the skin.  
[…] 
With both hands he eased apart the soft flesh of her buttocks and smiled. The Island 
man had used an invisible dart that had entered Sugar through her back passage. The 
vibrations of Tommy’s moogi stone had caused the bruised lining of the anus to light 
up with a pale glow. Now that he had found the wound and could prepare to withdraw 
the poison he was not fearful. The magic of the Islanders was potent, but salt water 
was the most basic ingredient of all their spells – the most simple key and the most 
inviolate armour. Here on the land the force of Uluru reigned supreme. (Watson 1990, 
p. 107-108) 
 
Tommy’s attitude when examining the naked body is clinically precise. He overtly draws on 
previous training in the ‘catchings’ he has been shown and in his knowledge of not just his 
own spectral practice but that of the Islanders as well. A similar precision embodies all 
paranormal exchanges in the novel. The red feather, which has been discussed earlier, is 
responded to immediately as a genuine threat. An Indigenous sign, it has a place within 
Indigenous understanding, and is capable of inspiring fear or worry without referral to the 
unfixed, the impossible or the uncanny. 
Neither novel simply inverts the relationship between spectral and margin however. 
While the initiated characters distance themselves from the ‘intuitive’ ‘sons of the land’ that 
persist in colonial and later works by their informed trained knowledge, that knowledge is 
itself a secret thing. Knowledge of the supernatural and metaphysical system may be elite and 
respected, but it is not the knowledge of the majority. In this sense, the supernaturally aware 
do not share the centre as even when awareness of the supernatural is widespread, the 
knowledge of practitioners such as sorcerers or mapan is still hidden and secret because of its 
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potency. In a manner of speaking, it remains marginal. Secrecy appears in several forms 
within The Kadaitcha Sung both in the text itself and in the writing of it. Watson does not shy 
away from admitting that the rituals and practices he depicts are invented. In conversation 
with Davies he says: 
Kadaitcha Sung never traded, never used real business, or real special ceremony. 
That’s all out of the top of my head. Because I wouldn’t use that as a trade good. I 
wouldn’t use that as a convenient currency to advance my own interest. (Davies 2000, 
p. 191)  
 
In that sense, Watson’s novel becomes credible because of his refusal to traffic in what 
should remain occluded knowledge.  
The informed knowledge of an initiated man is not the only kind of spectral 
knowledge. Clarke in a passage on sorcery surmises that ‘the fact that knowledge of sorcery 
practices has persisted amongst the Aboriginal community across Australia, is probably due, 
to some extent at least, to its being independent of the activities connected with initiation 
ceremonies’ (Clarke 2007, p. 151). It is neither culturally protected, nor treated as specialist 
knowledge. Aboriginal Australians have access to what Ghosh calls an ‘other archive’. There 
is a wealth of information and cultural knowledge accessible to one who has been raised or 
educated within a culture. The Indigenous archive may include skills such as recognising bad 
omens in the behaviour of willie wagtails and the calls of frogmouths and owls (ibid p. 148) 
which are not seen as specialist. Similarly, in a decided break from Western tradition, in 
contemporary Aboriginal communities ‘ghosts have been talked about as everyday 
occurrences rather than being considered an extraordinary event’ (ibid p. 153). These kinds of 
knowledge inhabit the centre of the understandings of the Aboriginal Australians Clarke 
discusses, while the sacred and the secret are protected by layers of initiation and division. 
Tommy, Ludgee, Wadawaka and Jangamuttuk while coming from cultural contexts which 
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accept the presence and relevance of spectral powers are uncommon in their communities. 
They may inhabit positions of respect and control, but they are in a sense anomalous with 
their level of knowledge and expertise being unusual even within their community. 
 Another sense in which the relationship between the supernatural and the margin is 
not inverted comes in the medium figures of Mada and Mary, both white women who are 
uninitiated, victimised and possessed of an unconscious supernatural potency. They share in 
many of the traits of the medium, discussed in more depth in Chapter Three: A Troubled 
Medium, particularly in terms of their social dislocation and mundane disempowerment. The 
two women provide assistance to the Indigenous characters, often unknowingly, and are 
capable of achieving what the Indigenous are not. While Mada primarily assists in the 
Dreaming form of a monstrous bird, Mary’s role is that of a traditional medium: she provides 
a breach and a link between the living and the dead. 
Much like Sugar, Mary is more victim than agent of the supernatural. Possessing a 
waifish figure in the novel, Mary is an orphan with ‘a small upturned nose and blue eyes’ 
(Watson 1991, p. 142) and a ‘slim almost boyish figure’ (ibid). She is also sexualized: ‘her 
legs were well formed and her slim body was very engaging’ (ibid p. 147) and she draws 
second glances from men. She is also a victim of rape. While delivering food parcels for the 
Native Charity League she is raped by four black men at knifepoint and ‘subjected to 
indignities that hurled into the outskirts of insanity’ (ibid p. 145). Mada is also a sexualised 
victim of male brutality, albeit in a less extreme form. Described within the frame of 
Jangamuttuk’s Dreaming trance:  
She was fair to behold. Stark white and luminescent was her skin […] Her lips were 
the reddest ochre and her cheeks were rosy and glowing with good health. Her firm 
breasts rose and fell. She slept the sleep of being seemingly content in body and spirit, 
but Jangamuttuk with his insight knew this was an illusion. (ibid p. 15)  
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Her apparently blessed, healthy colonial life is one of neglect and she has been left damaged 
and perpetually ill: 
London! There, she had been in the full bloom of health. Illness had begun when she 
allowed herself to be taken to this colony – to be lodged in a rough establishment and 
forced there to raise a son, while the father evaded his responsibilities and roamed the 
wilderness in what he called his mission of conciliation. […] Now after all that time 
of strength her body had broken down. It was constantly racked by pain. (ibid p. 7) 
 
Having turned to laudanum abuse Mada struggles against colonial powers and, as Mary was, 
is kindly disposed towards the Indigenous victims, even if powerless to effect change:  
The poor bastards were as badly of as she was. Dying off under the ministering hands 
of her inept husband. […]Why, when she was well enough to get around, how it hurt 
her to see the little ones lying there so sickly. (ibid p. 9)  
 
Where Mada has turned to her medicine with ‘a hunger that might never be satisfied’ (ibid) 
Mary follows a more dangerous addiction. 
 Refused assistance by the police who informed her she ‘should have been prepared 
for such treatment’ (Watson 1991, p. 145) Mary has taken to wandering the marginal territory 
of Coontown during the ‘graveyard hours’ (ibid) seeking her attackers. As with other fiction, 
the role of medium is still accorded to the marginal and the damaged, like Cloudstreet’s 
simple-minded Fish, or Black Ice’s potentially deranged Hille. Mediumship, in these texts, is 
either consequence or cause of derangement and discrimination.  Not even Tommy is 
immune to this attitude of disparagement. He patronises Mary and, until the apparition of her 
mother in Toowong cemetery, is ignorant of her spiritual proclivities.  
‘She’s here!’ Mary announced, turning and looking at him [Tommy] over her 
shoulder. ‘She’s very strong tonight.’ 
The net of confusion tightened and Tommy suddenly regretted the fact that he had not 
been more interested in Mary’s earlier clandestine visits. He had chosen to dismiss 
them as indications of her brittle hold on sanity. Now he could feel the bridge that 
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existed between the two women. There was some form of power in play, some strong 
mystery that gave Mary access to the underworld. (ibid p. 163) 
 
After providing this access to Tommy she is knocked out by his assisting spirit and has no 
further hand in proceedings. Despite her abilities, as a white woman and inheritor of colonial 
guilt (her mother ‘stank of black blood and black suffering’ (ibid p. 162)) Mary is incapable 
of sharing in Indigenous tradition and ritual. Earlier, even her tentative attempts to broach 
‘primitive’ knowingness are rebuffed with glib remarks:  
‘What do your people know about astronomy?’/ ‘Not a great deal,’ he answered, 
wondering at the significance of the question. / ‘Well, the comet’s due to go over and 
I was just thinking about it. I once studied a tribe in central Africa that worshipped 
this star…’/ ‘A lot of primitive cultures revere the closer planets,’ he told her./ ‘Yes, 
but this tribe worshipped a star that wasn’t even discovered until this century.’  
[…] 
 ‘Now, Mister Smart-Arse, how did those people who had never even seen a pair of 
binoculars know about that star? It took a powerful radio telescope to even locate it.’ / 
‘It was debil-debil! Them the mob that done it!’ Tommy joked, tickling her under the 
ribs. ‘Shit! You and I just never have any real conversations. We just don’t talk 
Tommy. Don’t you want to talk to me?’/’I’m sorry. It’s just that you and I are from 
such different worlds that we don’t have much in common’. (ibid p. 151-152)  
 
In this conversation, it is Tommy and not Mary who employs the dismissive language of the 
colonial with primitive and debil-debil. While Mary seems earnest, there is however the 
implication that she could not accept his explanation anyway. If ‘debil-debil’ effectively 
shuts down the conversation, it is not only Tommy’s play-acting as an ignorant savage, 
demonstrated in his shift into pidgin, but Mary’s inability to accept ‘debil-debil’ as anything 
but a jibe. The underlying truth of the ‘debil-debil’ however mockingly deployed the term is 
the existence of spirits, demons and monsters. This conversation becomes ironic when 
Mary’s role in Tommy’s mission is revealed. Mary is the unwitting carrier of sacred 
knowledge, plundered by her parents from an African sacred site. The spell, implicated in 
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both her insanity and mediumistic abilities, is required by Tommy to destroy the Bunyatt: an 
underworld monster that protects his nemesis.  
The aid Mada provides is also in the service of destroying a monster. Unlike the three 
initiated characters, who all have Dreaming companions, the line between Mada and her 
companion is less distinct.  Within the Dreaming, Mada herself takes the form of a ‘weird 
bird’ that ‘hissed hideously through a gaping red beak thrusting forth from a long, extended 
neck’ (Mudrooroo 1990, p. 61). As with the black angel, Mada is herself a supernatural 
being, rather than a person in contact and communion with one. While the bird is fearsome, 
appearing ‘too formidable to fight’ (ibid p. 91) it is still not a figure of strength: when she 
postures and swoops on the shamans she is reactionary rather than deliberate. To Ludgee’s 
sight ‘there was something pathetic about it […] she dipped and swung around them, but 
there was no real viciousness in her attacks’ (ibid). Her assault on the menacing wasp is also 
not volitional; it is coerced by the shamans through song. Commenced in ‘a mocking voice’ 
(ibid p. 107) the song drives her through a nightmarish sequence of transformations.  She is 
pursued by the relentless click-clicking of clapsticks, as she transforms from a woman to a 
swarm of beetles to a ‘maggot-thing’ (ibid) to a spider with ‘white fluid dripp[ing] from her 
chelicerae’ (ibid), from ‘insect shape to insect shape’ (ibid) to a ship and fish to be ‘lacerated’ 
and ‘disembowelled’ (ibid). ‘Rough fingers scraped along her backbone finding more and 
more of the filth and flinging it down beside her’ (ibid p. 108) before she flies free of ‘that 
gutted body’ (ibid). Even then, flying ‘on into a great storm of rage that grew talons along her 
wings’ (ibid) she first swallows and rebirths her miscarriages, before she can turn on the 
‘insect of red and gold’ (ibid).  
Mada’s attack is brutal is and effective:  
Ecstatically, she saw the spurt of green juices begin to erupt, to cover her with slime, 
gently glowing. But still she clung to that back while her wing talons dug and dug into 
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its eyes until the monster faltered in its flight and began to fall. She saw that one of its 
long clawed feet clutched a sack. Now in its death throes the foot jerked open and the 
sack fell free. She separated herself from the dying insect, and folding her wings fell 
after the sack, caught it and soared upwards and towards the forest. (Mudrooroo 1990, 
p. 108-109) 
 
Despite enduring the nightmarish transformations, killing the wasp and liberating the sack, 
Mada is not able to share in Indigenous victory or knowledge. When she circles around the 
fires of the Indigenous territory: 
[S]he might have landed, but there was a hiss which slashed through the other sounds. 
It was followed by a snarl which caused her to imagine teeth and claws sharper than 
her own. A huge goanna and leopard [Jangamutuk and Wadawaka’s Dreaming 
companions] stood on each side of the fire. The leopard lashed its tail and the goanna 
flicked its tongue. She flapped her wings and began ascending to get above the 
treetops and away. (ibid p. 109) 
 
She is driven away by the spirit companions of the mapan whose enemy she has killed, and 
whose knowledge, embodied in the sack, she has liberated for them. Like Mary, she is only 
an instrument of supernatural power and is not performing acts of strength of her own 
volition, but under the influence of the superior knowledge of Indigenous characters. Mada is 
healed, as Mary was, but on the mapan’s terms and not her own. At Ludjee’s insistence they 
cleanse her with ‘crystal medicine’ (ibid p. 113) but this is a gesture of compassion on the 
shamans’ behalf, not brokered or asked payment. 
 The white women of the novels are in a curious double-margin. They are sidelined 
both by the dominant (post)colonial culture and by the Indigenous to whom they give their 
sympathies. While they unconsciously assist the Indigenous they are not permitted to share in 
Indigenous triumphs. Mary’s future is uncertain, though her passage through Aboriginal 
territory of the south side is revoked. Mada while healed and free of the island and rekindling 
her affection for Fada: ‘never returned to London. Upon reaching the chief town of the 
colony she fell prey to her real sickness’ (Mudrooroo 1990, p. 147). The women in this sense, 
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while treated fondly by the Indigenous characters are disposable and like Cloudstreet’s black 
angel retreat from the narrative once their supernatural purpose is served. More optimistically 
they do signal ability, albeit untapped and untaught, for non-Indigenous Australians to share 
in the spectral agency and understanding of Indigenous Australians. Significantly, this 
renders Indigenous spectrality resilient and able to survive colonisation without retreating 
from all non-Indigenous contact and settlement. 
Watson’s novel is doubly significant as it presents a system of understanding 
surviving settlement and the growth of the city. His spectrality is not contained to a primal, 
untouched past and is not destroyed or denatured by contact with non-Indigenous settlement 
and control. This is best represented in the figure of Tommy Guba, who, while a powerful 
spirit and sorcerer, is still enmeshed in both traditional cultural practice and a contemporary 
urbanised Brisbane. While ‘reared in the mysteries and traditions of the Kadaitcha clan’ 
(Watson 1991, p. 35) and attended to on his initiation in the belly of the Rainbow Serpent by 
the sisters of the four winds, he holds a job as a court translator, gets drunk and brawls in the 
street. A distinctly modern figure, he could not exist in an idealised past as he is a child of 
colonisation, both in terms of his mixed parentage and his urbanised behaviours. In 
conversation with Davies, Watson explains:  
In the urban community, unless you can share a beer and a dirty joke with the mob, 
then you’re a bit of a, you’re looked upon as a bit of a wowser and you’re not given 
full entrée into the group. (Davies 2000, p. 210) 
 
While The Kadaitcha Sung has distinctly hybrid and contemporary urban characters it 
does not present an understanding in any way sympathetic to the city. It is reconcilable with 
the city only in the sense that the supernatural exists despite it. 
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My land! My land! What have the migloo done to you? They have bound you in chains 
of concrete and steel. They have raped you. How can you live with such terrible 
shame? 
The river heard Tommy’s call and whispered back to him. Grieve not, young 
Kadaitcha. We will be strong again. The words flowed easily on the secret highways 
of the night and Tommy felt his heart slow and his tears stop. (Watson 1991, p. 133) 
 
It may be banal and lifeless to the understanding of Watson, his protagonist Tommy and 
Indigenous Australians generally, but it is not a place of active malevolence. It is the river 
and the land which are able to respond and speak, not the city which remains an inert terrain. 
For non-Indigenous Australians the river is inextricable from the city which shares its name: 
Brisbane is the river city. For Watson however, the river is underneath and separate to the 
city. The city merely exists around it, not extending into it in a spiritual or spectral sense. The 
river is a capable of answering where the city is not. The city is not good by any estimation 
within The Kadaitcha Sung but as it is not alive, or responsive it cannot answer or threaten. 
Within The Kadaitcha Sung malevolent supernatural forces pre-exist the city and stem from 
the Indigenous metaphysic Watson provides. Colonisation is their symptom rather than their 
cause. Similarly, sacred sites remain, even if they have been built over or developed. Fleur’s 
‘block of flats was built on a ridge that had been a resting place for the great Rainbow 
Serpent. It was holy to the scattered remnants of the Jagara tribe and a source of such power 
that Tommy knew Ningi must have helped Fleur choose her lodgings’ (Watson 1991, p. 154). 
When read in tandem with the settler derived hauntings that plague Brisbane’s inner city, 
which have been discussed briefly earlier, a layering of understanding occurs. While for 
Watson there is nothing spiritual in the bland wasteland of the buildings’ skyline, this is 
reversed in settler-hauntings where the earth is inactive, but the corridors, halls and stairwells 
of the built environment are prime prowling grounds for the deceased.  
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 Mudrooroo’s novel does not similarly reconcile traditional Aboriginal understanding 
with a shared post/colonial reality. As his setting is both historical and socially isolated, he is 
unable to depict the interaction of Aboriginal spirituality within settler communities. While 
certain elements of the narrative, such as Mada’s totem and the living island stress the reality 
of Indigenous understanding, that the arrival of the colonists is able to effect supernatural 
change by trapping the souls of the dead, implies an at least partially malleable spectrality. 
Inadvertently Mudrooroo may be conceived of as making an argument against Indigenous 
reality. His characters ultimately have to depart from the island and from conflict with the 
colonisers. There are also elements of mistruth in the myth-structure Jangamuttuk devises to 
account for the ghost settlers: 
When our ancestors were increasing the warmth [of the world], some places on the 
outskirts of the world remained beyond the reach of the heat, though eventually the 
inhabitants of these cold places stole fire. It was not the fault of our ancestors that the 
warmth stopped spreading for the site of warmth had become too hot for them to 
increase, but the denizens inhabiting these cold areas blamed our ancestors for not 
doing so. [...] The terrible cold continues on into the ghost land, and the denizens 
finally found a way, through a great and evil magic, to capture the souls of the 
humans who had died. (Mudrooroo 1990, p.86) 
 
This creationist account cannot tally with settler experience. It is an unforgiving myth-
structure that simultaneously pardons the Aboriginal populations of any wrong doing (as 
Watson takes pains precisely not to do) and recreates the non-Indigenous as something 
essentially unpleasant, deprived even of the ‘human’ label under the term ‘denizens’. While 
this myth structure challenges a non-Indigenous reader, it does not tally with their reality. It 
may cause them to reassess their claims to place, to unsettle them, but it does not substitute 
their reality. As a transcendent system however, that is, occurring only ever mythically or 
historically, it does not need to. The reader may reject it even as they are challenged by the 
founding mythology as it does not touch lived experience directly. It is Jangamuttuk’s 
hypothesis: a quirk of perception. The spectral happenings however cannot be dismissed in a 
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similar manner as the narrative logic demands that the supernatural events do occur. Their 
culmination in the theft of the boat, the shattering of the cleft and the falling boulder 
undisputedly occur whether or not the exchanges that lead to these events pass beneath 
colonial notice.  
 Neither text presents an Indigenous worldview unchangeable or impermeable. While 
there are non-Indigenous characters that are afflicted by, or share in the supernatural, they are 
doing so as uninformed outsiders. In this sense, while other traditions are credited only those 
that are aligned with the respective understandings of the novels are considered ‘true’. 
Particularly, Christianity appears only as a delusion in the text, and the cemetery of Master of 
the Ghost Dreaming ensnares souls rather than deliver them via consecrated ground to 
heaven.  
 Outside of the novels, Indigenous and settler beliefs also clash and intersect but 
without the authority of an overriding author they scramble for adequate translation and 
equivalency. It is in stories of the bunyip, to some the Australian monster, that this scramble 
can be easiest to witness. The bunyip is a curious figure of contested and varied origin. 
According to the Gelder and Jacobs, bunyip stories emerged from the colonial period and 
whatever its precise origin, whether appropriated Indigenous bogie or colonial invention, the 
bunyip is now distinctly secular, or ‘pan-Australian’. The bunyip is an indistinct figure, and 
the confusion around its nature is revealed in Rosa Campbell Praed’s 1891 short story ‘The 
Bunyip’. As much overview of the mythology as story, Praed writes that:  
The Bunyip is said to be an amphibious animal, and is variously described: sometimes 
as a gigantic snake; sometimes as a species of rhinoceros, with a smooth pulpy skin 
and head like that of a calf; sometimes as a huge pig, its body yellow, crossed with 
black stripes. But it is also said to be something more than an animal. (Praed 1994, p. 
104) 
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Praed’s variations are not even the extent of the bunyip’s shapes. It has been credited with all 
manner of combinations of parts and pieces, both human and animal but for all it is 
overburdened with contradictory descriptions, the bunyip itself is rarely seen. Like the ghost 
it is present more in misdirection and atmosphere than material hardiness. When it appears in 
‘The Bunyip’, if indeed it appears at all, it is only as: 
A wild, thrilling sound, which at first seemed scarcely human, but which, when 
repeated after the interval of a moment or two, struck at my heart as if it were the cry 
of some dying animal, or of a child in dire distress and agony. (ibid p. 105)  
 
Unlike the majority of texts chosen for this analysis bunyip stories, perhaps due to their ties 
with colonial and frontier fiction do not cross over into the city. The human-made reservoir 
and the dam remain bunyip free.  
 Kept to the fringes and to rural terrain it is unsurprising that the bunyip is often 
assigned an Aboriginal origin, despite the variety of regionally specific Aboriginal water 
spirits which only superficially resemble the pan-Australian bunyip, as fractious and obscure 
as it is. Mudrooroo is dismissive of the bunyip altogether recording it in Aboriginal 
Mythology as: ‘an instance of mistaken identity. […] The attributes of the Bunyip are those of 
the rainbow snake’ (Mudrooroo 1994, p. 24). The rainbow snake itself is listed as: 
Perhaps the most important deity in Aboriginal Australia, being connected with not 
only all snake ancestors, but also […] important All-Father deities. […] The rainbow 
serpent is also the giver as well as the guardian of the mystic healing rites of the 
shamans. (ibid p. 141)  
 
Aside from a (variably) reptilian nature these would not seem the qualities of the bunyip as 
pan-Australia understands it. There are however, closer instances of misrecognition which 
highlight conflicts between Indigenous and non-Indigenous spectralities. The Stein Valley 
has already been discussed as being overrun by ‘native’ but not culturally embedded ghosts. 
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Within the lower Murray area, Phillip Clarke reveals a similar case of Indigenous and 
‘secular’ conflict. ‘Indigenous Spirit and Ghost Folklore of ‘Settled’ Australia’ (2007) 
describes a coin-operated attraction on the Murray Bridge which consisted of ‘wormlike 
models of a river spirit, called a “river bunyip”’ (Clarke 2007, p. 147). Local Aboriginal 
residents were unhappy with the attraction, not because they deny that the river is possessed 
of a spirit, but because ‘their own bunyip, the mulyawonk, has a more human form’ (ibid).  
 The question the issues around the coin-operated bunyips raise is whether Indigenous 
belief necessarily presupposes or overrides non-Indigenous belief. If the argument goes that 
the elongated worm-bunyips should be unseated in favour of the anthropomorphic 
mulyawonk then the non-Indigenous are deprived of intimate supernatural experience. That 
is, the non-Indigenous may only have second hand experiences that hold with the regionally 
specific understanding of local Indigenous Australians. They are not capable of having 
witnessed a bunyip, but only of having misunderstood genuine Indigenous experiences.  
Certainly the mulyawonk which ‘lays submerged in shallow waters near the edge of the lake 
waiting for human victims’ (Clarke 2007, p. 149) would seem a close match for the pan-
Australian bunyip but the ‘river bunyip’ of the attraction is not a mulyawonk. What fails to 
enter into the conflict of translation and (mis)appropriation here is that the river bunyip, for 
example, may not be a bastardised or deformed mulyawonk but its own beast. 
Gelder and Jacobs go some way to providing a platform for non-Indigenous 
experience of the a/Aboriginal with their argument that: 
If Aboriginal people say that a sacred site is here, and a non-Aboriginal ‘expert’ says 
that this sacred site is somewhere else—which is the way some site disputes fall out—
what you actually get is two sacred sites for the price of one! The latter claim, in other 
words, by no means disproves the former, nor can it hope to do so in any finalised 
way. (Gelder and Jacobs 1999, p. 24) 
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While tentative of this argument’s implication which renders the sacred anthropocentric 
rather than naturally emergent (that is, only ever exists as sacred to) it is recognised that it 
does offer the possibility that Aboriginal Australians are not the sole purveyors of the sacred 
or the spectral within Australia. Erich Kolig asserts in ‘Legitimising Belief’ (2009) that: 
It was apparent in [native title] claimant’s understanding that [the] signs in nature 
allowing the identification of [a sacred site] were of an objective and empirical nature. 
Though only the knowledgeable would be able to interpret them, the signs were 
supposedly empirically manifest in the environment marking out the place’s sacrality 
in an objective sense. (Kolig 2009, p. 216)  
 
If Kolig’s assertion is correct then a non-Indigenous person, Australian or otherwise, could be 
sensitive to, and aware of a sacred or spectrally active site without that site being embedded 
in prior or continuing ethnographic behaviour. This does not decentre the Indigenous mapan 
as an authority of the sacred, but rather recovers Indigenous awareness not as an innate sense 
but as a trained knowledge. Unlike the characters of Cloudstreet, they are aware of the 
spectral not because they are themselves spectral or otherworldly, but because they are 
possessed of traditions and skills which make the spectral apparent. In this manner, the 
spectral becomes present for all Australians, existing in a detectable manner, and not only as 
sacred to as in ethnography. 
  In the case of the Murray Bridge disagreement, both the river bunyip and the 
mulyawonk may exist as something other than skewed or warped portrayals of the other. The 
non-Indigenous claim to worm-like spirits does not eclipse or erase the Indigenous 
knowledge of mulyawonk but nor can Indigenous Australians dismiss the river bunyips 
without claiming superior and complete knowledge of the river’s spectrality and denying the 
truth, or at least accuracy of non-Indigenous narratives and experiences.  
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 Just as ‘hauntologies’ draw rich and varied ghost lore into a snare that renders the 
ghost as ambiguous and non-contextual and actively undermine, rather than reinforce 
understanding the logic that installs the bunyip only as misunderstood Indigenous sprite or 
transplanted European monster deprives the bunyip of its context. The bunyip is not a 
creature native to lochs or oxbow lakes but Australian billabongs, lagoons and water courses. 
When Lucy Sussex reveals her narrator-bunyip in ‘Matilda Told Such Dreadful Lies’ (2005) 
she highlights the weaknesses rather than strengths of translation and equivalency: ‘…the 
Irish bloke said “Uisge-each” and the Scots bloke said “Kelpie”, all translations for what the 
black tracker thought, but didn’t say, because you don’t talk about some things with the 
uninitiated’ (Sussex 2005c, p. 16). The translation of Sussex’s bunyip, which is shapeless, 
psychic and older than humanity, into Uisge-each and Kelpie is insufficient. Both of those 
creatures are ‘water horses’ and shape-shifters who lure people and cattle into rivers or lochs 
to be drowned and eaten. They lack the booming cry of a bunyip and practice a deception of 
humanity unknown in the colonial fictions. Simply, they are malign and aquatic, but if these 
terms are reduced to just meaning malign and aquatic they are rendered bland, empty 
signifiers. Far from speaking of a culturally specific narrative, the generic bunyip ceases to be 
significant or potent when it means only a pan-cultured fear of stagnant water.  
Watson and Mudrooroo evade the kind of evacuation of meaning that the bunyip may 
represent either by not importing or by translating only broadly and with careful intent. 
Watson’s metaphysic is, from the opening myth-structure onwards, global. According to Eva 
Rask Knudsen in The Circle and the Spiral (2004): ‘The map used in Master of the Ghost 
Dreaming is an Aboriginal one in which Europe is the periphery’, both ‘inclusive as well as 
exclusive of the European world’ (Knudsen 2004, p. 266). In both cases the Indigenous 
perception of reality is reality to the extent that the primary conflict in Master of the Ghost 
Dreaming is the incompatibility of imported belief with Indigenous reality. While there is no 
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evidence one way or the other for Christianity delivering up British souls there is no question 
that to Mudrooroo it keeps the Indigenous earthbound. It is equated with ‘a great and evil 
magic’ that can ‘capture the souls of the humans who had died’ (Mudrooroo 1990, p. 86). 
Non-Indigenous intrusions into the Dreaming conform to Indigenous patterns, and though its 
manifestations are unique taking various forms including ‘the vast cavern of a ship’s hold in 
which crowds of black men and women lay in befouled rows’ (ibid p. 89), it answers to the 
shaman’s instruments and crystals the same as ‘natural’ manifestations. The appearance of 
the gun and the use of colonial iconography supplements rather than supplants the use of 
crystals and pipeclay. Though they become significant in allowing the shamans to act against 
the non-Indigenous powers, they remain peripheral, adjoining a central body of Aboriginal 
knowledge rather than displacing or disjointing it.  
In The Kadaitcha Sung Watson can adopt foreign traditions as complementary or 
having shared spirituality by similarly maintaining their status as periphery. They do not 
intrude on the narrative directly and their presence is felt only in solitary, transplanted figures 
and not in socially embedded actors who would tangle the skein of spectral exchange. The 
Bunyatt, as an imported African monster, is possessed of ‘mindless malevolence’ (Watson 
1991, p. 307) and as such, is non-volitional and unintelligent. It has no function beyond 
monstrosity and does not rely on an understanding of its originating context. The markers and 
material signs of the traditions from which the Bunyatt stems are easily transplanted. The 
spell is embodied in a ‘flat stone’ (ibid p. 214) the suitability of which as a spectral 
instrument is already shown by the moogi stones. While the moogi stone was given to 
Tommy by Biamee, the origins of the flat stone are less distinctive. It was empowered by 
‘earth spirits’ and, as discussed previously, the opaque signifier of ‘spirit’ can eclipse a 
variety of highly individuated and contested beings. Tommy’s ‘mother’s blood reaches back 
to sorcerers from the northern lands. They worshipped stones, great standing stones and their 
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powers are equal to those of the kadaitcha’ (ibid p. 228). These sorcerers of greater Europe 
are filtered through Indigenous understanding and compared with Australian analogues so as 
not to contradict Watson’s broader mythos. As within the narrative, the importance of 
initiation and secret-sacred knowledge is stressed: Tommy has no reason and has not been 
offered the chance to learn either the African or European traditions. The opacity of their 
function and their specifics are eclipsed by opaque generalities reasonable for the narrative 
frame. However reasonable, the regional specificity of those spectral languages is still 
displaced. The variant climates and natures of sacred locations and material culture and 
practice cannot be elaborated on or they will clutter the field. If all traditions were elaborated 
on without the centrality of an Indigenous reality and the trueness of Indigenous experience 
the web of reference by which the immaterial is understood would become impossibly 
complex. In order to avoid this dissonance, which creates either vacuity as in the bunyip or an 
overburdening of meaning, the foreign systems can only be acknowledged generally with 
those aspects comprehensible to the dominant tradition, in this case a pan-Aboriginality, 
emphasised and transplanted into the narrative directly. 
There is a question as to whether the ‘mongrel tribes’ include non-settler migrants 
such as the successive waves of non-British and non-European migrants who have since 
come to call Australia home. Whether they, as the Anglo-European settlers, are an intrusion, 
defilement or trespass on sacred territory is opaque in the novel. Booka allies himself only 
with the white majority and only the Caucasian are singled out for Tommy’s wrath and 
punishment. The text is almost bi-cultural save for one passage coming, perhaps ironically, 
from the mouth of a born and bred Englishman:  
“Bloody Australians! […] They’re a nation of convicts and murders anyway, yet they 
castigate some of the oldest and finest cultures in the world.’ […] ‘They call the 
children of Socrates and Pythagoras by the dreadful term “wogs”; they call the 
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wonderful Asian “slants” or “slopes”. No my dear, these colonials are a nation of 
biased, bigoted fools.” (Watson 1991, p. 171) 
 
Temporarily a schism is opened in Australian non-Indigeneity that invites the migrant to 
share in Indigenous victimisation. Ultimately, as the novel includes no representatives of 
these ‘oldest and finest cultures’ this association remains only theoretical.  
 The metaphysics of the Kadaitcha Sung and Master of the Ghost Dreaming when read 
within the scope of a migrant, rather than settler Australia, are simultaneously expansive and 
exclusive. Expansive in the sense that they open up and accept into their folds all subjects, 
but exclusive in that only those aspects of another culture which are sympathetic with the 
Australian system are credited. The ‘African stone’ that slays the Bunyatt recalls the moogi 
stones and their anointment with power by earth spirits. The sorcerers from which Fleur 
descends drew their power from standings stones. The aspects of those systems which could 
not persist in Australia, while not openly refuted are sidestepped or ignored in favour of 
commonalities. The stone is transferred and empowered without recourse to fetishes or 
specific African gods, which have no precise Indigenous analogue. Similarly, the standing 
stones recall as much the spiritual centre of Australia as Uluru (arguably an enormous 
standing stone) as much as any specific European context. The importance of Eurocentric 
locations, of forests and foreign seasons, to those understandings is not touched on. Perhaps 
as importantly, Tommy is empowered by that inheritance, though, unlike his Indigenous 
status he requires no initiation in it. Under the open signifiers of ‘gods’ and ‘worship’ Watson 
obfuscates individual and complex pantheons, totems and rituals. Watson’s restoration of 
Indigeneity, while leaving it open as an option for the non-Indigenous population is implicitly 
reliant on overriding and co-opting foreign variants. 
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 Mudrooroo’s mapan show a similar mix of exclusivity and expansiveness in their 
adaption of tradition to colonial power. While they freely borrow from the regalia and 
symbolism of the ‘ghost culture’ and take ritual imagery and names, they do so only ever 
with subversive intent. That is, Jangamuttuk and his companions do not redeem or aim to 
reconcile with the encroaching white society. The products of colonialism never attain 
spiritual purity: even their medicine is revealed only as disguised poison. Ostensibly the 
novel holds open the door for conversion, as Wadawaka himself is adopted into, rather than 
born to Aboriginal Dreaming and kinship. Mada, despite her powerful presence is not 
permitted to convert and is quietly ushered out. England never escapes its status as an Island 
of the Dead. While the objects and symbols of the British are shown as having spectral 
resonance, appearing as they do in the Dreaming, within the narrative itself they are never 
redeemed. When they are adopted by the Indigenous characters, it is only ever in the service 
of subverting colonial power and authority.  
 Read as culturally imbedded, the spectral logic of the novels is inherently 
conservative. Far from the promiscuous ‘free play’ of postmodernism and post-modern 
complicit multiculturalism hauntology may expect from the ghost, these structures either 
subsume or disregard other understandings. In the works which take an Indigenous 
perspective the supernatural or spiritual beliefs of other cultures are either actively refuted, or 
sidelined just as the specifics of Indigenous beliefs are refuted or ignored in settler texts. 
While by no means stagnant or static, the spectral texts are not idealistically egalitarian when 
interfacing with imported understanding whether secular, spiritual or spectral. Within the 
boundaries of Australia at least, the authority over the spectral that the Indigenous hold is 
almost undisputed, so long as it does not impinge on secular matters. Aboriginal Australians 
are given spectral authority in both Indigenous and non-Indigenous narratives. The difference 
however, is that the place afforded to the spectral differs wildly between the two. For the non-
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Indigenous Australian tradition, the spectral is anomalous and command over it does not 
equate to real world power or responsibility. The Indigenous may appear, or intervene when 
the settler protagonists are confronted with the supernatural, but they are not consulted on 
everyday matters. Their authority extends only as far as the supernatural disruption continues. 
This anomalous quality, whereby individuals are invested with enormous supernatural but 
limited ‘real-world’ authority, is not contained to depictions of Aboriginal supernaturalism. 
As will be shown in the following chapter, A Troubled Medium a deep anxiety undercuts 
knowledge, and performance of spectral technique and process in the West.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
A Troubled Medium: utterance, story-tellers and the tyranny of text.  
 
“What do you see in the darkness of the night, Looloo?” 
“Nothing!” 
“That ain’t much for tuh see. Air you tellin’ your poor Sam der troof?” 
“I never lie,” she said angrily. 
“No josts, no sperrits, no invisible hands, no nuffin?” 
“No,” but she began to smile shamefacedly. 
– Christina Stead, The Man Who Loved Children 
 
So far only ‘formal’ literature has been discussed in the thesis. While in Red Heart / Black 
Spirit ‘off-page’ Indigenous understandings and stories encroach on the process and logic of 
the narrative, the stories so far discussed model principally self-contained stories which flirt 
only passingly with the canon of cultural belief and folklore that surround them. 
Understanding the ideological weight that can bear out in ghostly manifestations – a weight 
expressed in the general orientation of ghost stories discussed in Fractured Bodies, 
Fracturing Narratives and more sharply drawn in the Indigenous / non-Indigenous concerns 
of the previous chapter. Given this weight, and the grand issues that can be raised by ghost 
fiction, such as colonial brutality and trauma, the tension between the respectable and the 
dubious or frivolous should be considered.  
 As the strength of spectral language is its ability to synthesise ideas surrounding ghost 
narratives from literature, folklore and other cultural bodies of knowledge it can adjust easily 
to the literary ghost story’s unique qualities. Chief among these qualities is the mimetic 
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reality of the ghost text which embraces not only the culturally sanctified aspects of 
traditional ghost culture, such as the initiated wisdom of Indigenous experts explored in the 
previous chapter, but the frivolous, dubious, eccentric, fraudulent, superstitious or otherwise 
unrespectable and unsanctioned aspects of ghost culture which also impact, inform and 
infiltrate ghost stories.  
To believe in ghosts is embarrassing. As Louisa in Christina Stead’s The Man Who 
Loved Children defers from her father’s accusations, her behaviour and her shamefaced smile 
reveal that perhaps she does see something in the dark – even if it is something she cannot 
admit to seeing. While ghost belief benefited from the attention of Spiritualists from the mid-
nineteenth century into the early twentieth, it has not maintained that respectability. Peter 
Lamont (2007) draws attention to the persistent degradation of those with paranormal belief 
in his article ‘Paranormal Belief and the Avowal of Prior Scepticism’ where he writes of the 
“cognitive deficits hypothesis” ‘which associates paranormal belief with low IQ, a poor 
understanding of probability, a lack of scientific education and so on – and the so-called 
‘social marginality hypothesis’ – which has associated paranormal belief with socially 
marginal groups such as the poor, the elderly, ethnic minorities and women’ (Lamont 2007, 
p. 681-682). While Lamont points to the flaws with both of these hypotheses, they 
demonstrate a considered bias against those who avow real world belief in the spectral. In 
fiction these relationships are more complicated: there is a ghost in The Man Who Loved 
Children, though it appears only briefly, and almost five hundred pages after Louisa’s 
confrontation with Sam over belief. As repeated throughout the thesis, the ghost story is 
unique in that its trappings seem to hardly bother the rigorous realism of a work like The Man 
Who Loved Children. While the ‘correct’ answer to a question like ‘Do you believe in 
ghosts?’ is ‘No’, it is still a question more often, and more honestly asked than ‘Do you 
believe in unicorns?’ A believer might be dismissed or ridiculed in the text but the fact of 
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their belief, and their ability to see, or think they see, ghosts, spirits and hauntings does not 
unpick the reality of a text, nor does it demand their character be insane. Ghosts appear in 
many works of the canon, from Shakespeare’s 1603 Hamlet to Emily Bronte’s 1847 
Wuthering Heights and these supernatural flourishes do not damage their literary authority. 
These texts, as discussed in the introduction to this thesis, are not commonly read as ‘ghost 
fiction’ but even fiction that is ‘only’ a ghost story is exempted from the denigration that can 
accompany real-world belief.  
 Hostility did meet the birth of the ghost story as a literary form. This hostility is 
described by E.J. Cleary in The Rise of Supernatural Fiction, 1762-1800 (1995) and did not 
last long in the face of an eager audience. The ghost story as a literary form was not only 
quickly absorbed into literate culture, but won itself a literary pedigree. The spectral canon is 
dominated by British ‘masters’, emblematised in the likes of Montague Rhodes James, 
Algernon Blackwood and Henry James. In those texts presided over by the ‘masters’ 
sophistication and subtlety are invoked by critics, and stories following in their tradition 
strive for psychological depth and a singular voice. These respectable and ‘authorised’ texts, 
which may be more lately appended by the critically praised novels of Toni Morrison (1987’s 
Beloved), Anne Rivers Siddons (1978’s The House Next Door) and Shirley Jackson (1959’s 
The Haunting of Hill House), have their own shadow.  
 Shadowing the literary and textual tradition is a body of performative and oral 
practice. This body includes the practices of ghost tourism, ghost hunting, séance, 
superstition, campfire tales and urban legends: a set of narratives and narratively centred 
practices which have not shared in the literary, written text’s respectability. While there are 
works which collect these kinds of narrative, such as Alison Oborn’s Ghosts of the Past 
(2010), Karina Machado’s Spirit Sisters (2011) and Richard Davis’s Ghost Guide to 
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Australia (1998), they remain largely outside the scope of mass distribution, and literary 
‘craft’. Many of these oral stories are lacking in drama, tension or plotting. In her chapter of 
Haunting Experiences (2007), ‘The Usefulness of Ghost Stories’, Jeannie Banks Thomas 
points out that: ‘ghost stories from the contemporary oral tradition are frequently only slightly 
dramatic. The drama comes from the subject matter and the manner in which people tell the 
stories rather than from the extraordinary behaviour of the supernatural beings’ (Thomas 
2007, p. 29). Further, in comparison to the more complex machinations explored in stories 
throughout this thesis: ‘the supernatural presence often does little beyond making itself 
known in some manner’ (ibid). While all ghost stories fall prey in Thomas’s analysis to: ‘the 
[false] notion that ghost stories are trivial’ and are only for ‘generating a few ghost bumps’ 
(ibid p. 30), the simplicity of the commonly repeated (and recorded) oral stories, and the 
disreputable nature of urban legends combine with their claims to reality to render them 
doubly trivialised.  
 It is true that contemporary oral legend and folk-tale ghosts fail to achieve the status 
of literary ghost stories. They, being largely anonymous and commonly repeated, cannot 
achieve the singular voice ghost writers receive praise for, nor are they able to achieve the 
kind of psychological depth and realism dictated as cornerstones of the best ghost fiction. 
Similarly their claims to reality are not safely ensconced behind book covers, and authorial 
authority. The spoken story constitutes a threat that the written does not, and also opens up 
the storyteller to the same kind of degradation and dismissal as genuine ghost-belief. Despite 
this, the literary ghost story makes no profound effort to distance itself from these less than 
respectable types of storytelling. Rather than be embarrassed by its shadow, the textual ghost 
story flaunts it: drawing close, rather than pushing away the excesses of the urban legend, of 
theatrical mediumship and of storytellers of dubious credibility. As it has already been shown 
that the key concern of ghost fiction is the transmission of narrative (Chapter Two: Fractured 
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Bodies and Fracturing Narratives), the portrayal and inclusion of mediated acts of 
transmission (that is any non-firsthand account) reveals many of the ghost story’s concerns.  
 This chapter examines the non-literary and performative acts that surround the ghost 
story in Australia. By reference to the theatre of séance, ghost hunting and ghost tourism, as 
well as the narrative culture of oral tales, such as urban legends and campfire tales, the 
chapter will make clear the links between the literary ghost story and its shadow. While many 
of these trappings are imported into Australia, either as a cultural heritage, literary motif or a 
cross-cultural exchange (such as a local familiarity with the United States’ ‘legend-tripping’) 
they nevertheless have found their place amongst distinctly Australian ghost writing. The 
ghost story will be revealed as self-consciously including these less respectable traditions into 
its spectral language, and into its mimetic practice. Rather than exclude these traditions, 
which are associated with idle entertainment or outright hucksterism on the grounds that they 
would undermine the effect of the ghost story (which relies on reader belief), many ghost 
writers lay claim to and include these behaviours in their work and thus more rigorously 
model their reader’s common reality. This modelling also problematises a reader’s real world 
relationship with those behaviours they have dismissed as superstitious, theatrical or 
otherwise frivolous. Further, these behaviours do not only inform the ghost story as a written 
text, but the written text is actively remodelled to reflect the concerns and dangers of 
performative practice. Reading, research and writing – the processes of assembling and 
receiving a text – become performative (or have their performativity highlighted) in ghost 
stories and embedded texts. Novels, diaries, stories and other found artefacts within the ghost 
story become ‘conjurors’ as effectively as any medium or magician. As with the denigrated 
oral storyteller, texts such as those listed above become sites of contested truth, fictiveness 
and significance. In this sense, many ghost stories dramatise not only contact with the less 
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‘authorised’ or respectable aspects of narrative ghost culture, but also the particular struggles 
of rendering these stories respectable or ‘literate’.     
 In order to better understand the role of performance and performativity in the text of 
ghost stories, the long historical entanglement of the supernatural, the spectral and 
performance needs to be made clear. There is a seemingly universal relationship between the 
trappings of theatre (performance, props, singing and dancing) and the incantations, rituals 
and practices of supernatural thought. Mudrooroo’s ‘modernised’ dances, discussed in the 
previous chapter, are an example of this relationship in Indigenous Australian thought. Janice 
Boddy in her 1994 review of spirit possession, ‘Spirit Possession Revisited’ highlights 
similar connections throughout Asia, Africa, African-America, Latin America and parts of 
Oceania and (chiefly Mediterranean) Europe. While the details and attitudes towards 
possession, performance and religion vary greatly between regions, and the rituals themselves 
derive from different traditions including ‘shamanism’, ‘charismatic healing’, ‘exorcism’ and 
‘spirit’ or ‘possession trance’ and the paranormal events themselves are interpreted either as 
illness, madness, or as a sign of a god or spirit’s favour, the connection between performative 
acts and the supernatural is clear. There is not space in this chapter, or in the thesis, to 
provide an overview of the variety and breadth of critical work examining the culturally 
embedded performance of spectral belief, or spectral presence. Instead, while acknowledging 
the cultural specificity of many of the beliefs discussed, the chapter will primarily focus on 
‘Westernised’ conceptions of theatricality and performance. This limited focus is necessary 
as the logic of the ghost story, and its core definition within the thesis, is based on the modern 
disavowal of supernaturalism, as discussed at length in the introduction. Where other cultural 
contexts argue implicitly for the dangers of unlicensed or incautious performance and the 
efficacy of ritual, in the Western paradigm performance is considered to be self-consciously 
unreal and ‘magic’ impossible. This paradigm is not air-tight and running parallel to it is the 
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culturally embedded language of spectrality whose objects and practices have already been 
touched on and which threatens, particularly in ghost stories, to erupt into supernatural 
action: an eruption that is aided and abetted by behavioural, performative actions which 
remain wedded to spectral threat and taboo.  
 In his exploration of supernatural thought, the 1902 A General Theory of Magic, 
Marcel Mauss points out how the supernatural has colonised all kinds of performance, 
recitation and ritual: ‘in magic we find almost all the same forms of spoken rite which we 
found in religion: oaths, wishes, prayers, hymns, interjections, simple formulas’ (Mauss 
2001, p. 67). Further, the supernatural can be seen to abide in gestures that are not 
specifically seen as magical to the uninitiated. Mauss writes that ‘if folklorists had not 
informed us that they were, in fact, rites, we should be inclined to consider them as everyday 
gestures, entirely lacking in special character’ (ibid p. 55). Rather than take this as a sign of 
the supernatural gesture’s arbitrariness, Mauss considers this a lack of attention and 
specificity on behalf of the folklorists. Still, what Mauss identifies is that underlying many 
mundane practices is a strain of supernatural thought, which assigns to non-miraculous 
gestures and intonations a spectral import. Similarly, the coincidence of the language of 
magical effect and narrative charm should be noted. Books and stories, like spells, can charm, 
or bewitch in both modern and classical discourse. Finally, Todorov examines the abiding 
links between magic, literature and language in his 1973 book The Fantastic:  
The supernatural is born of language, it is both its consequences and its proof = not 
only do the devil and vampires exist only in words, but language alone enables us to 
conceive what is always absent = the supernatural. The supernatural thereby becomes 
a symbol of language, just as the figures of rhetoric do, and the figure is, as we have 
seen, the purest form of literality. (Todorov 1973 p. 82) 
 
Rather than exist in separate spheres, the symbols and practices of the supernatural are 
greatly entangled with lived experience – even if the supernatural character of these 
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behaviours or of language in general is acknowledged. Todorov identifies a relationship 
between symbolism and the function of the supernatural within the Fantastic in words which 
recall Heidegger and Benjamin’s: 
The relations we have established beyond objects remain purely mental and in no way 
affect the objects themselves. In Nerval or Gautier [writers of the fantastic], on the 
contrary, these relations extend to the physical world: we touch a ring and candles 
flare up, we throw the ring and a flood recedes. In other words, on the most abstract 
level pan-determinism signifies that the limit between the physical and the mental, 
between matter and spirit, between word and thing, ceases to be impervious. (ibid p. 
113) 
 
In Todorov’s fantastic, as in this thesis’s model of spectral language, supernatural thinking is 
not a fundamentally different type of thought – rather it is an extension or exaggeration of the 
object-relations which are already invoked in thought and language. The logic of the 
supernatural, and of the spectral text, insists these gestures and behaviours have an objective 
relation with the supernatural. 
The truth of Mauss and Todorov’s examinations is made clear in an anecdote related 
by Andrew Sofer in his 2009 article ‘How to Do Things with Demons’. In a sixteenth century 
performance of Christopher Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus, a play concerning a pact with a 
devil, incantation, and sorcery, a panic broke out when ‘one devil too many’ was seen to join 
those assembled on stage. According to Sofer:  
In plays such as Doctor Faustus, conjuring models a performative speech act that 
threatens to blur the distinction between theatre and magic. Mirroring the ontological 
ambiguity of performance itself, conjuring poises on the knife-edge between 
representing (mimesis) and doing (kinesis). (Sofer 2009, p. 2) 
 
An extra demon was able to join those on stage because the performance of conjuration on 
stage was, in essence, no different than the performance of conjuration during a ritual. 
Whether intentional or not, the representational gestures, costuming and props partake of the 
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same worldly meanings as what they represent. In Chapter Two: Fractured Bodies and 
Fracturing Narratives, it has been shown that aesthetics confuse spectrality and objective 
ontology. In the case of ‘haunted’ dolls and houses, which are recognised by their appearance 
and their relationships (mitda-sein), their haunted status can be detected even without a 
known history. In the case of conjuration, which the ghost story flirts with both 
performatively and textually, these interactions are called into being. Through the speech act 
and the gesture the conjuror instantiates these connections. The performative gestures and 
utterances that this instantiating consists of however, cannot be separated or rendered benign. 
The performance of spectral gesture is always spectrally imbued. Heidegger argues that in the 
magic of fetishism in ‘primitive cultures’: ‘the sign is still completely absorbed in the being 
of what is indicated so that a sign as such cannot be detached at all’ (Heidegger 1998, p. 76). 
In this case, the act of signing the supernatural cannot be separated from embodying it. The 
signs of spectral performance constitute a kinetic fetish: ‘the sign has not yet become free 
from that for which it is a sign’ (ibid). While it is unlikely that a modern production of 
Doctor Faustus could cause a similar panic, the theatre remains a shadowy territory: one 
which continues to court and maintain superstition and supernatural potential.  
The frequency with which theatres appear haunted is discussed in the following 
chapter, and theatres are frequently associated with the supernatural. While the presence of 
magicians and mediums on the stage will be discussed later, even conventional performances 
court supernatural forces. Macbeth has long been ill-favoured, associated with bad-luck and 
taboo utterances. As one of the few overtly ‘supernatural’ plays of Shakespeare’s oeuvre, this 
is no more surprising than Doctor Faustus’s association with devilry. In addition to its 
supernatural trimmings of ghosts, prophecies and witches however, the play is identified by 
Marjorie Garber in Shakespeare’s Ghost Writers (1987) as ‘continually, even obsessively, 
concerned with taboo, with things that should not be heard, and things that should not be 
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seen, boundaries that should not be crossed but are’ (Garber 2010, p. 121): concerned, in 
essence, with the same material that informs the ghost story. Just as the performance of 
Macbeth threatens its performers as ‘the boundary between what is inside the play and what 
is outside it is continually transgressed’ (ibid p. 122), ghost stories threatens to expand 
beyond the boundaries of the page or to linger long after its auditory invocation has faded 
away. Even when self-consciously fictional, as these plays are, the mimetic reality and the 
appropriation of the objects, signs and sensations of the (real) world ‘outside’ the story allows 
spectral narratives to integrate with the audience’s reality, and so persist.   
Transgression of the boundaries between what is ‘inside’ the story and what is 
‘outside’ is also a key part of the ghost story’s oral and literary traditions. In a general sense, 
ghost stories and other spectral texts tease that even the joking performance of taboo 
incantations can result in genuine effects. ‘Speak of the Devil and he shall appear’ becomes a 
defining motto of the performance-centric cautionary tale. In the chapter on ‘Children’s 
Ghost Stories’ in Haunting Experiences, Sylvie Grider points out that the confusion of 
fantasy and reality in a certain type of oral ghost tale is essential. Speaking first of a common 
ghost story motif – in which a youth who defiles a graveyard (normally with an unrealistic act 
of cannibalism) is hunted by the ghost of their victim – she discusses the performative ending 
in which the ghost’s stalking culminates in the narrator grabbing at the audience:  
In aesthetic desperation to achieve a sense of absolute climax, the story literally yanks 
the audience into its spell. For a split second, the fantasy becomes reality. The 
screaming and grabbing of a member of the audience by the narrator unleashes a 
rowdy catharsis as the audience suddenly shares the punishment of the fictional thief. 
(Grider 2007, p. 120) 
 
This kind of reality-collapsing also informs the ‘Bloody Mary’ style legends, which in turn 
inform the 1992 film Candyman. While the details of Mary’s life and death vary between 
stories – often adapted to reflect local geography or concerns, the cornerstone of the legend is 
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the invocation of her ghost in a mirror by the recitation of her name between three and twelve 
times. After this invocation Bloody Mary will appear, and either startle, wound or kill the 
actors. In a similar way, ghost tour guides draw attention to their surrounds, directly mapping 
their narrative onto the surrounding terrain. Ghosts, according to tour guides, have appeared 
‘where you are standing’ and may be seen, as they have been seen previously, in the windows 
and blind-alleys surrounding their tourists.   
 ‘Legend Tripping’ is a particularly North American fusion of narrative and magical 
practice. Whereas the ghost stories examined by Grider in Haunting Experiences are 
primarily told and enacted by children ‘legend tripping,’ which is also discussed in the book, 
is usually practiced by older teens, and college-aged youths. Whereas children’s ghost stories 
are told as stories, the ‘legend trip’ is site specific and straddles a line between urban legend, 
local folklore and ritualised performance. In their 2007 article titled ‘What’s in a Coin?’ 
Donald Holly and Casey Cordy explore the closeness between the material culture of legend 
tripping and (traditional) supernatural practices. They write that ‘to test the legend, legend 
trippers will often mark their visits with specific activities designed to invoke supernatural 
powers. Often participants act out or imitate aspects of the legend, thus engaging in a form of 
ostensive play’ (Holly and Cordy 2007, p. 345). While these imitations take a wide variety of 
forms they consistently court and provoke supernatural reaction. In the specific case 
examined by Holly and Cordy, which involve trips to the graves of accused vampires, these 
behaviours commonly involve the leaving or taking of material tokens. They again highlight 
the closeness between these actions and magical practice:  
Much of this behaviour – whether intentional or not – also conforms to principles of 
magical practice that are quite widespread. Human bones, hair, fingernails, and other 
body parts, for instance, are common ingredients in magical rituals, as they are widely 
believed to contain the essence of the individual from whom they are taken. (ibid p. 
347)  
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While there is no substantially documented cultural tradition in Australia equivalent to the 
legend trips of the United States of America, Holly and Cordy’s analysis not only further 
strengthens the links between performance and narrative in the ghost story, but also 
highlights the manner in which supernatural thought continues to persist in a largely 
modernised, and desacralised culture. As they close their article:  
while we are quick to acknowledge magic in other societies, we tend to attribute the 
same in our own society – rabbit’s feet; lucky numbers; four-leaf clovers; things old 
and new, borrowed and blue – to mere amusement. But what is magic if not a wish 
made with the toss of a coin into standing water – or over the shoulder in the direction 
of a vampire’s gravestone? (ibid p. 350) 
 
Performance and story-telling become means of mobilising spectrality, in a sense a 
means of ‘doing’ the spectral as one ‘does’ magic. This mobilisation is an extreme form of 
what occurs in all narrative exchanges. In Mimesis and Alterity (1993), Michael Taussig 
circles the question of mimesis with Walter Benjamin’s oeuvre. On the topic of the storyteller 
Taussig writes: ‘for the storyteller embodied that situation of stasis and movement in which 
the far-away was brought to the here-and-now, archetypically that place where the returned 
traveller finally rejoined those who had stayed at home’ (Taussig 1993, p. 40). The 
storyteller, in this formulation, is a traveller and adventurer relating their experience: an 
understanding of a tale’s teller familiar from many ghost stories both informally related, and 
authored.  As the storyteller calls the listener mentally into their own experience, the 
performer can call up and maximise paranormal experience. For Benjamin himself, the oral 
nature of storytelling was necessary for this transference: ‘the storyteller takes what he tells 
from experience – his own or that reported by others. And he in turn makes it the experience 
of those who are listening to his tale’ (Benjamin 2009, p. 364). In Benjamin’s model, the 
status of the storyteller as a physical being who performs his or her narrative is clear. His 
reading of the storyteller reveals the story as something invasive. While pictured in idealised 
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terms, the story never the less lays ‘claim to a place in the memory of the listener’ and is 
‘integrated into his or her own experience’ (ibid p. 366). 
While Benjamin emphasises the role of the storyteller at the expense of the novelist, 
the setting down of the story in immutable text does not, or does not necessarily disrupt the 
performative and experiential link that the orator conjures between narrative and listener. In 
many ways texts, and in particular texts like the ghost story ‘stand in’ for the human story-
teller. Ivan Kreilkamp writes in his 2005 book Voice and the Victorian Storyteller that ‘the 
literary realism of the Victorian novel relies on [...] a conventional trust in the mimetic 
relationship between writing and speech’ (Kreilkamp 2005, p. 197). As a form of writing 
historically entangled with Victorian sensibilities, and as a form dependent upon realism, 
there is no reason to suppose that the ghost story breaks with the conventional trust 
Kreilkamp identifies in the Victorian reader. This mimetic relationship is at the core of much 
narrator-related ghost fiction. In order to trust or distrust the account of the governess in 
Henry James’s The Turn of the Screw, or to appraise her mental state for example, a direct 
link must be assumed between the governess’s writing and her ‘living’ voice. This mimetic 
relationship also allows the transference of the spoken voice’s supernatural or spectral 
weight.  
  In Mauss’s reading of supernatural traditions the voice is invested with magical 
power. In the Victorian period, the magical power of voice became invested into text. 
Kreilkamp writes of the fascination and fears with which the Victorians met the rise of print. 
According to Kreilkamp ‘voice retains the power of fetish’ (Kreilkamp 2005, p. 14), ‘writing 
becomes the reclamation of voice’ and ‘vanished utterance can, in other words, be resurrected 
in print as infinitely extended presence’ (ibid p. 22). In this way, rather than supplanting 
voice, print became a means of extending voice indefinitely: including long after the death of 
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its writer. This conception, while more recently troubled with ideas of polyglossia, the death 
of the author and post-modernism, connects powerfully with the Victorian conception of text 
generally. Ghost stories have already been described in terms of their realism and mimesis, 
and as such, it shares as much as any other form in the ‘conventional trust’ Keen outlines. 
The text, thus read as a kind of concreted speaker or calcified performance partakes of the 
same supernatural implications read into vocalisations and ritualised gestures. The book 
becomes an effective conjuror: calling forth the same kind of connections that a living 
performer would otherwise have to themselves. The ‘ghost book’ then relies on many of the 
early ideas that surround all texts – that they are the property of, and preservation of a 
singular voice.  
The integration that Taussig detects in Benjamin and storytelling, and which through 
a reading of Kreilkamp’s book can be extended to the written story, becomes particularly 
prominent and problematised in ghost stories. The idealised, or at least benign, viral property 
that Benjamin credits the storyteller’s stories with become underwritten by threat once 
possession becomes narratively possible. In Lucy Sussex’s 1999 The Scarlet Rider for 
instance, the narrator’s over-involvement with a potentially haunted manuscript manifests as 
mimicry of the novel’s events. The cues that the protagonist is being overtaken are largely 
performative: she begins to purchase and wear clothes of the manuscript’s period and to 
connect emotionally with the manuscript’s content. In a conventional fiction these similarities 
would be unremarkable but within the context of a ghost story they become far more malign 
signs of an encroaching possession. Even when direct possession is not raised by a particular 
story, it has already been shown in Chapter Two: Fractured Bodies and Fracturing 
Narratives that the embedded narratives within ghost stories normally elicit abnormal levels 
of investment from protagonists. Ghost stories exaggerate the level of engagement, but do not 
fundamentally alter the relationship between the storyteller and the audience. In terms of the 
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dramatic content of the ghost story, the articles of engagement and integration are 
externalised. That is, the act of engaging with and integrating a narrative becomes a 
performative act.  
The ways in which narrative engagement can become performative are seen in The 
Scarlet Rider. The novel, as with many novels of this type, features a protagonist that is 
already involved in the culture industry. As an underemployed History graduate Mel is 
already positioned as a character interested in the types of issues which the ghost story is 
naturally oriented towards (these are outlined in Chapter Two). Mel is offered the chance to 
research the origins of an almost unknown novel which was previously serialised in a small 
town paper. Mel’s work involves untangling the embedded novel’s textual and 
autobiographic clues in order to identify the author. As her work progresses she becomes 
increasingly involved with the life of her subject Melvina, from whom she may or may not be 
descended. As previously stated the first clues that she is becoming possessed reside in a 
normal spread of behaviours, such as spending her first paycheque on a pair of Victorian 
earrings, and responding emotionally to the events of Melvina’s life story. Mel actively 
engages in the narrative attempting to draw links between herself and the novel’s writer, even 
as links between the embedded novel’s ‘Red Meg’ and her author Melvina become clear: 
Mel put the novel away, thinking very hard. Red Meg had a baby; so did Melvina 
Yuill. Did the parallels between writer and heroine go further, with the death of the 
child autobiographical? That scene has the grim ring of truth about it. [...] Please no, 
Mel thought, as she thrust The Scarlet Rider into a library locker. I don’t want 
Melvina Yuill to lose her baby! The desire was largely selfish, she knew: without this 
child there could be no genetic link between her and Melvina, for no other baby Yuill 
was listed in the fiche index.  [...] The Yuill baby had died, at Spur Rock, less than a 
month after her birth. [...] Outside, in the portico, she leaned her head against 
Victoria’s stone skirt and cried’. (ibid p. 190-191) 
 
As Mel’s emotional and intellectual connection with the long-dead author continues to 
increase, the changes in her behaviour cease to be dismissible. Mel begins to experience 
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unaccountable connections, as the objects and behaviours that render Melvina ‘present’ –
those objects that could be a part of her spectral language, begin to infect Mel’s own identity. 
Her connections cease to be purely emotional and become material. Her actions, as 
performative, begin to blur the line between representing Melvina’s life and embodying it.    
 Mel, while becoming increasingly Victorian in appearance, also becomes attached to 
Daniel Darcy Ainsworth; a young man who is discovered to be the descendent of Melvina’s 
own thwarted love. It is when the two spend time together that the possession tips over from 
idiosyncrasy into real threat. Daniel seems aware of the warning signs of possession when he 
questions her memorisation of the novel’s closing scene and her peculiar behaviour. 
Mimicking a scene from the serialised novel, Mel feeds them both a ‘soft drink’ of cube 
sugar and wine which is ‘revolting – like mulled lollywater’ (Sussex, 1997 p. 309) and begins 
to dance and waltz outside. After Daniel recovers her by lifting her free of the ground in an 
‘old Haitian remedy’ she remembers pouring the wine ‘but not dropping the cubes into the 
claret’ (ibid). With a little clarity, she begins to realise how deeply involved she has become 
with Melvina: 
“The matter of Melvina,” she said, unsurprised at his quick nod. She told him more, 
of the gradual estrangement from Marc and May, the buying of kangaroo tail instead 
of eye fillet... ” 
“It happened before, then,” Daniel said grimly.  
 “My going dizzy, then enacting a scene from the book?”  
“It’s more than that,” he said”. (ibid p. 310-311) 
 
As Mel’s identification becomes performative it becomes more threatening. These acts mean 
that the boundary has been breached between the ‘inside’ and the ‘outside’ of the story. As 
her identification ceases to be purely mental and develops material consequences it crosses 
over from benign narrative integration and becomes spectrally active possession. In this case, 
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the performative acts are symptomatic rather than causal. While there are also specifically 
‘literary’ types of performance which Mel enacts which invite and further her possession, 
before discussing those it is important to understand more conventional paranormal ‘theatre’.  
The written story does preserve the particular authority and ability of the storyteller’s 
voice. What it cannot replicate, however, is the ‘theatre’ of a performed narrative: a narrative 
supplemented with gestures, set-dressing, props and music. ‘Theatrical’ narratives can not 
only repeat the storyteller’s experience but present to the audience a spectrally rich 
substitutiary landscape which they can inhabit and affect. In a performance, particularly a 
performance embedded within a text, there are two narratives – one, the narrative of the 
performance, and two, the narrative of experiencing the performance. The ‘landscape’ of 
artificial objects which constitutes a paranormal staging will be returned to in the final 
chapter of the thesis, The Cussed Junkyard  where their apparent refutation of both Benjamin 
and Heidegger’s fears surrounding the death of aura, and the death of art in the age or 
reproduction will be discussed. In this case, the inauthenticity of the objects seems to not 
matter – so long as they can ‘stand in’ for the articles of spectral language to which those 
spectral agencies and meanings are anchored they are capable of achieving the same effect.  
There are relatively few contemporary works which contain the full, ritualistic 
performances found in Victorian Spiritualism. Lucy Sussex’s 1996 Black Ice is one of those 
few Australian works with a contemporary Australian setting that contains an earnest séance. 
The particularities of the house’s haunting and the novel’s ghosts have already been 
discussed in Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Narratives. The haunting itself is largely 
engaged with through the homeowner’s new housekeeper Hille, who is apparently both a 
psychic and practicing exorcist. When Hille senses a presence in the house, she claims ‘“we 
must talk to it!”’ (Sussex 1997, p. 15).  Rather than be disturbed by Hille's enthusiasm the 
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narrator, teenage Goth Sybil Attard, replies that ‘“I know how to do it”’ (ibid). What follows 
is a kitschy imitation of a ‘classic’ séance: 
‘Black candles. For atmosphere.’ I lit them, and pulled the curtains fully closed. / ‘I 
see,’ she said, sounding slightly amused. ‘Props. And those squares, in a circle on the 
desk…?’/ ‘The letters of the alphabet.’ Okay, so they came from the scrabble set we 
hadn’t used in years, but it was the best I could do. / ‘And in the centre, here?’ / ‘A 
glass.’ This was as close as I could get to Morticia’s attempt at a séance. /Hille looked 
as if she were about to burst out laughing. (ibid p. 19) 
 
In confronting a ‘professionally’ (ibid p. 26) skilled medium, Sybil’s ‘props’ appear 
ridiculous. Rather than signal authenticity the improvised and ‘atmospheric’ tools Sybil 
chooses signal her amateur status and lack of understanding. Sybil’s proficiency at setting out 
the objects for a séance, in a text that has not yet admitted the existence of the supernatural, 
draws attention to one aspect of contemporary performances of the paranormal: that they are 
derived, not from long tradition, but primarily from mass-media and fiction. In John Scott’s 
2003 Warra Warra, the townsfolk of rural Warra Warra similarly seek out fictional, rather 
than historical sources to find clues as to how to combat their ghostly invaders. Their first 
port of call is the long-disused and unmanned library:  
‘Pretty slim pickings under “ghosts”,’ she sighed, holding out three index cards, one 
of which was written in browning ink in copperplate hand. ‘The Book of Dreams and 
Ghosts’ by Andrew Lang. Printed 1897.’ She brought her torch closer to the second 
card. ‘Haunted England: A Survey of English Ghost Lore’ by Christina Hole, 1940. 
And there’s an anthology of stories by Le Fanu, M.R. James, Vernon Lee and 
Kipling. (Scott 2003, p. 91) 
 
The confusion between fiction and ‘fact’ is iconic of the peculiar status of the ghost. 
Reference has already been made in the thesis to the sheer diversity with which ghosts, both 
culturally and fictionally, are portrayed. It has also been argued that cultural or literate 
familiarity with the ‘rules’ of particular ghosts does not guarantee familiarity with the kinds 
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of ghosts featured in an individual text. In Warra Warra the library ultimately proves useless 
as the various works provide multiple, contradictory ‘truths’. 
 A more striking example from Warra Warra is the struggle of the aging priest 
O’Phelan. Unable to read Latin well (a fact that testifies to Australia’s sense of cultural 
impoverishment compared to the Old World, a fact that is further discussed in Chapter Five: 
A Cult of Graves) the priest also seeks out the library in order to ‘remix’ what should be a 
cultural ritual of long-standing:  
O’Phelan was back at his desk by 9.30, the various materials spread out around him = 
the Rituale Romanum, a Latin-English dictionary, the short quotation from the 
seventeenth century Spanish ceremony and a 1973 reprint of William Peter Blatty’s 
The Exorcist he had just borrowed from the library. (Scott 2003, p. 134-135) 
 
In Australia, cultural knowledge is gleaned from a variety of international sources and 
adaptations rather than from one canonical text. In the New World of settler colonies there is 
a maladaptation of traditional supernatural knowledge. In English ghost stories, and 
particularly in early English ghost stories, as has been discussed in Chapter One: Stained and 
Fertile Soil, the intervention of ghosts is aligned with divine agencies. In New World fictions 
this sense of metaphysical completeness is missing. In its place is a bricolage of borrowed 
experience and tradition which is of skewed or questionable relevance to hauntings in 
Australia. The primary text by which the audience shapes their behaviour is not folkloric but 
fictional and performative. For contemporary ‘non-ethnic’ Australians (this term is discussed 
in Chapter Three: Red Heart/Black Spirit) fictional texts and theatrical performances replace 
religious or folkloric texts and practices as means of understanding ghost-experiences. 
Lacking a ‘formal’ ghost culture, even those elements which do have folkloric underpinnings 
are likely to come to the reader by way of fictional example. Fictional texts reach a wider 
audience than local, orally transmitted legends, and can thus more easily become cultural 
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touchstones. While oral cultures may have a strong regional focus – ‘our’ stories and ‘our’ 
ghosts – the literature written by contemporary Australian authors discussed in chapters one 
and two of this thesis, as well as in the following chapter, highlight how quickly these stories 
fade from popular memory or cease to be repeated. The ghost stories of local folklore or 
urban legend may speak to particular regional concerns or histories. The tropes from which 
they are constructed and the knowledge base even local audiences (in Australia) will be 
drawing on to interpret and understand the spectral language of the narrative will be 
globalised, fictive and muddled. Folkloric knowledge ceases, in most cases, to be inherited 
directly – instead it is deferred into and remixed by fiction, even as the underlying mimesis of 
these remixed beliefs continues to implicate real world behaviours and actions. As such it is 
difficult to separate a fiction’s novel invention from a belief of long standing. One of the 
means by which this uncertainty and suspicion of false-hood is deferred is by a retreat into 
the aesthetic.  
Before the séance is commenced in Black Ice, Hille substitutes the ‘common kitchen 
tumbler’ (Sussex 1997, p. 19) selected by Sybil for her own pendant: ‘the biggest amethyst I 
had ever seen’ (ibid). The crystal is more ‘appropriate’ and can achieve what would be 
ridiculous for a common kitchen tumbler to achieve. Hille’s performance in conducting the 
séance is a mixture of theatrical excess and restraint: 
Tiny candle flames were reflected in Hille’s eyes. ‘Is there anyone out there?’ she 
repeated. / I nearly shrieked. One end of the crystal rose beneath our fingers, then 
subsided with a faint rapping sound. / ‘One knock for no, two for yes?’ / Again, the 
movement under my hand, the sound of the crystal against the table, louder this time. / 
‘Greetings, spirit,’ said Hille, her tone disarmingly conversational, as if meeting a 
neighbour down the street. ‘And welcome to you, too.’ (ibid p. 20) 
 
Aesthetically the crystal manages to evade the kitsch of black velvet and scrabble tiles. While 
the séance still works – a spirit is contacted and a spirit spells out its name on the scrabble 
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tiles, a later attempt proves all the trimming unnecessary. Hille is able to contact the spirit 
with nothing more than her pendant:  
‘Brid, are you here?’ she asked. / For a moment nothing happened, then the pendulum 
slowly swung forward, then back. I stared at Hille. There was no wind, and her hand 
was steady and still (though I couldn’t be sure what her arm muscles were doing 
under that loose fitting sleeve). So how had the amethyst moved? / ‘That means yes!’ 
she said. (Sussex 1997, p. 26-27) 
 
Restraint, in this case, and the avoidance of the overt theatrical elements made familiar by 
fictional and mass-media records creates a greater sense of authenticity. Its separation from 
the kind of séance an uninitiated but media-raised teenager would conduct heightens the 
sense that this performance could be genuine. When Hille ceases to get clear answers, 
however, the possibility she is misleading Sybil returns. Confronted with an indecisive 
wobble of the pendulum Hille takes more active control of the performance: 
‘I’m on the right track,” she said, after a moment. “It’s just a question of getting the 
phrasing right, so that the presence can answer the question properly.’ / ‘Until you get 
a yes or no?’ / She nodded. Vaguely I recalled television courtroom dramas with 
lawyers asking leading questions… (ibid p. 27) 
 
As long as Hille does not appear to be controlling the scene, her motives are not in doubt. As 
she starts to take control, not only of the gestures of the séance but the communication itself, 
she appears untrustworthy. In a scene later in the book, she is revealed if not as a fraud, as at 
least highly manipulative when she tells two stories whose content she adapts to her 
audiences.  
 Hille has almost won over the novel’s chief sceptic, Miles, by reporting hearing 
children crying for help from the trunk of a twisted tree on the grounds of Hillcrest House. 
When encouraged by her ‘sighting’, he reads to her from a letter of his ancestor Captain 
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Conybeare. The letter identifies the tree as the massacre site of Indigenous children by the 
captain:  
Hille had closed her eyes while Miles read, and now she opened them wide. ‘That’s 
right,’ she said in that too bright tone of hers. They’re pleading for mercy. And the 
older girl is trying to shield the little ones with her cloak, the only thing she’s got.’ 
It sounded too glib for words. Uh-oh, I thought. Miles, who said he didn’t believe in 
ghosts, yet screamed loud as a horror movie, had been convinced for a moment that 
Hille could sense Conybeare’s child victims. I had seen it in his face. But when she 
added that little bit of psychic embroidery, she lost him completely. He now looked 
furious.  
‘You’ve changed your story,’ he said. ‘Before, they were calling for help. Now it’s 
pleading for mercy.’  
‘Same thing,’ she said. 
‘No it isn’t. And that detail about the cloak as a shield, you just added that, I think.  
Made it up, was the implication. (Sussex 1997, p. 85) 
 
 Hille brushes off Miles’s doubts, but Hille’s definite change in the telling of her story does 
cast a shadow on her character, and her motivations. Her glibness, and the adaption of her 
report to fit the details of the newly uncovered historical record undermine rather than 
reinforce her credentials. In the second case, a story she spontaneously tells Sybil after 
encountering a stray ghost on the road, is revealed to be the story of Truganini; a story that 
Miles recognises: “She’s trying to get you to believe her, to convert you to the spiritualist 
religion. So she’s pulling out all the stops, throwing rehashed history at you to give her fake 
authenticity” (ibid p. 120). The séance of Black Ice reveals the constant tension surrounding 
performances of spectrality. On one hand the witness requires outward, material signs like the 
swaying pendulum or rapping table. On the other, the theatricality of these material signs 
opens the witness to being tricked or defrauded. Whether Hille is a fraud or not, however, the 
action of Black Ice would not make sense without the spectral explanations she offers. In the 
necessary dialogue between historical events and the lived present of the protagonists the 
ghost stories contain, the core of Hille’s interpretations are necessary for explaining the 
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meaning of what occurs, even if her embroidery detracts from the believability of her 
accounts.  
The tension between skilful fraud and dramatic paranormal personality is at least as 
old as the modern conception of the séance. In ‘The Medium on the Stage: trance and 
performance in nineteenth-century spiritualism’ (2011) Simone Natale highlights the tangled, 
and conflicted roles of the séance. She explains how it was seen simultaneously as a serious, 
spiritual endeavour and as a form of entertainment for the masses: ‘séances were not only 
meant as moments of religious and scientific inquiry, but also as a brilliant amusement where 
theatrical effects embellished an exciting shared experience’ (Natale 2011, p. 240). 
Furthering the connection between Spiritualism and the theatre mediums also deported 
themselves more as actors, or performers than as religious figures as they ‘hired managers, 
toured countries and advertised in the press’ (ibid). While the potential for genuine contact 
swelled audience numbers, for audience members ‘séance-sitting was thus often a matter of 
theatregoing’ (ibid p. 241). The theatricality of these events while ‘related to accusations of 
trickery and fraud’ (ibid p. 248) was recognised by both opponents and supporters of 
spiritualism. According to Natale ‘spiritualists often acknowledged that performances of 
mediums could include some acting, at least to give some more ‘colour’ to the 
manifestations’ (ibid p. 247). The trappings of theatre do invite doubt into the ghost narrative 
– particularly as the deceptive potential of technology continues to increase (the interaction 
between technology and the ghost will form the basis of Chapter Six: The Cussed Junkyard’s 
discussion) – it does not invalidate the paranormal experience. An experience can be both 
true and superficially extravagant. Ghost stories acknowledge, for the most part, the troubled 
relationship between play-acting, fraud and the apparently supernatural. Ghost stories blend 
theatre with ritual and in doing so do remove the need for ritualistic performance to be made 
in earnest in order to have supernatural effects. 
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 One of the abiding fears of the ghost story is its potential to ‘conjure’ in the terms 
outlined earlier by Sofer. When Hille’s pendant wobbles in Black Ice neither Sybil, nor the 
reader knows whether this action is genuine. The pendant may only be representing a ghost 
that does not exist, or it may be embodying a genuine ghostly presence. Further, when Hille 
is revealed as a fraud the book tacitly asks whether, in the case of spectrality, representation 
and embodiment are one and the same. In the Bloody Mary legends, where mimicking the act 
of evoking the ghost is the same (at least within the context of the myth) as genuinely 
summoning Mary, there is the same confusion of play-acting mimesis with ghostly conjuring. 
A confusion, as Sofer put it, between kinesis and mimesis. Hille and the reciter of ‘Bloody 
Mary’ may be achieving spectral effects whether or not they intend to and whether or not 
they believe in the efficacy of their own rituals. Indeed, performing ritualised behaviours 
falsely invites its own form of spectral disaster. Emily Butterworth in ‘The Work of the 
Devil?’ (2008) points out that theatre’s positioning in a ‘continuum that included diabolical 
illusion’ (2008 p. 713) through the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was in part because: 
‘the proximity and coincidence of popular theatre with sacred festivals inspired many 
commentators to echo the early church father’s suspicion and rejection of theatre as the work 
of the devil’ (ibid p. 714). Returning to Macbeth for a moment, Garber inverts theatre’s 
irreverence by writing that, as the witches’ brew was based on a ‘real’ recipe: ‘the public 
enunciation of these secret ingredients [...] would constitute a kind of inverse blasphemy, like 
the use of Christian artefacts in the Black Mass, disastrous or 'unlucky' events might well 
ensue’(Garber 2010, p. 121). Even setting aside these ‘blasphemies’, to which could be 
appended the appropriation and misuse of the traditional artefacts of Indigenous Australians 
and the trespass on sacred sites, the relationship between the performer and the ghost story is 
different to classic models of conjuration.  Where the magician is often credited with control 
– the magician enthrals, commands or exorcises, for example – in the ghost story, the story 
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becomes the dominant force. The teller may have their own reason to tell the story - to 
manipulate or exhort money, but it is the narrative rather than its teller that drives the broader 
action of the ghost text. Evidence of this hierarchy can be found in the marginality of many of 
these tellers – whether actual mediums, a term reserved specifically for those tellers and 
interpreters considered or implied by the text to be paranormal, or entirely mundane - are 
socially marginal: disabled, disenfranchised or ethnically other (this is also briefly discussed 
in Chapter Three). Even in those stories which take the role of a first person record, such as 
Susan Black’s 1983 The Woman in Black, Henry James’s 1898 Turn of the Screw and 
Australian examples, Marcus Clarke’s 1881 ‘The Mystery of Major Molineux’ and Lucy 
Sussex’s aforementioned The Scarlet Rider, essential facts and narratives, such as the 
identities of The Turn of the Screw’s (1898) ghosts or the behaviour of the titular Woman in 
Black (1983) are relayed by secondary characters, rather than discovered first hand by the 
protagonist. This deferral into other mouths is an essential part of the ghost story and one that 
highlights its performative concerns.  
It happened to a friend of a friend of mine… is, at this point, a clichéd way to begin a 
legend about murderers, or madness or ghosts. For scholars, or enthused collectors of the 
Urban Legend, it has become so familiar as to earn its own short-hand – the acronym FOAF. 
While the Urban Legend attracts interest and criticism from the same circles as the ghost 
story; from psychoanalytic critics and social historians, the Urban Legend has never enjoyed 
the critical praise of the ghost story. Nevertheless, the FOAF is not an alien concept to the 
ghost story. Ghost texts are rife with found narratives, oral histories and repeated narratives 
of dubious providence. In the oral tradition, according to Steven Swann Jones’s 2001 
‘Folklore in James’s Fiction: Turning the Screw’ the ghost story is permitted by this 
deference. He writes: ‘since a ghost tale is a second-hand account of a traditional narrative, 
its veracity has been sanctioned, as it were, by society; its veracity is no longer an issue 
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because it is a story told by many people’ (Jones 2001, p. 13). This sanction, while permitting 
the story to be told, does not extend to a sanction of belief in its content. The urban legend, 
while often connected with real events, is not a form taken seriously. The unreliability of the 
urban legend, far from being a failure of the oral tale to achieve the creative rigour of the 
written text, is an essential feature of the embedded supernatural narratives of ghost stories. 
Mary Nicolini discusses the relationship between mythology and the urban legend in ‘Is 
There a FOAF in Your Future?’. Of the FOAF, she writes: 
A necessary component of the folk legend is the FOAF: a friend of a friend, as in, 
“This didn’t happen to me, but it happened to a friend of a friend of mine…” This is 
designed to lend authenticity to the tale and teller; while not a first hand witness the 
teller has it from very good sources […] This lack of witnesses rarely deters the 
enthusiasm of teller or listener. (Nicolini 1989, p. 81) 
 
While present tense narratives do exist within ghost fiction, the form as a whole confronts its 
own telling. Ghost stories engage with their own creation, and often their own dubious 
reality. It is rare for a literary ghost story to attempt to disguise its own fictiveness – even 
Susan Hill’s narrators are clearly not Susan Hill. Even so, the ghost story still flirts with its 
own possibility. By deferring the story into other hands, either through the use of found texts 
or an embedded narrator or storyteller, ghost stories heighten rather than undermine the 
impact of their ambiguity or truth. This heightening draws the fiction closer in its mimicry of 
the reader’s reality. The reader of a ghost fiction is, as the characters within the ghost fiction, 
receiving the story second hand as they have, most likely, received other ghost stories in the 
past both fictive and ‘real’.  
 In Black Ice, Hille is undermined by her reportage of first-hand experience. As she 
has not deferred the story – she has sensed the Brid, she has contacted the faux-Truganini and 
the ghost children, she can be doubted. Sybil however, cannot be similarly doubted; she is 
reporting her experience of Hille, and is not open to criticism as she never resolves to full 
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belief, nor full disbelief. In Venero Armanno’s 1995 novel My Beautiful Friend, which will 
also be discussed in Chapter Five: A Cult of Graves, there is an embedded short-story. In this 
short-story, the concept of the FOAF is raised with much the same concerns as those raised 
by Nicolini. The story’s narrator is approached by a taxi-driver in a crowded bar in 
Barcelona. In exchange for beer, the driver relays the story of a man who picks up a young 
lady in his cab (itself an intertextual allusion to the ‘phantom hitchhiker’ urban legend) who 
reveals herself to be a ghoul or a vampire, and from whom he flees. As the story’s protagonist 
is a writer, he begins to dissect the narrative: ‘You chose to sit with me and chose to tell me 
this story. Why would you do that, to unburden your soul? But it’s Giovanni [the ghoul 
haunted character] who needs to be unburdened, not you. Unless, of course, you are 
Giovanni, that is you, isn’t it?’ (Armanno 1995, p. 196). Giovanni tries to hide behind the 
curtain of the FOAF. When he fails to convince the narrator that the story is not his and he is 
only relaying it he, like Hille, becomes a potentially dangerous, manipulative or self-serving 
character. As Giovanni becomes not just the performer of the story but its constructor, doubt 
falls over both him and the narrative. According to Jones: 
The veracity of the ghosts is linked to the veracity of the narrator and vice-versa. To 
the extent we believe in one, we believe in the other. And to the extent we lose faith in 
one, we lose faith in the other. (Jones 2001, p. 13)  
 
The writer also pre-empts the story’s second development – that Giovanni is looking for a 
‘sacrificial lamb’ to ‘buy off’ the ghouls – and then offers the story’s conventional ending: 
‘All that’s left is the possibility that I would let you take me there anyway.’/ ‘I like 
this reasoning. Yes, indeed I do. Why would you let me take you there?’ / ‘I don’t 
know. Pride. To prove to myself that I don’t believe your fantastic story. To call your 
bluff. To make a fool of you’. (Armanno 1995, p. 198) 
 
Even though Giovanni is easily out-smarted by the writer and is an unimpressive, desperate 
figure, these personal defects have no impact on the ultimate veracity of the story of the taxi-
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driver and the ghoul. The writer eventually does accompany him to the park, at which point 
the story terminates with an episode of violent murder and the implied possession, or 
transformation of the writer. Giovanni’s ineptness as a storyteller and his inability to defer his 
own involvement in it is ultimately unimportant. The narrative he has told has its own 
impetus. Giovanni does not champion over the writer so much as the story, in its logic and its 
performative demands, overpowers them both.  
Rather than simply include the narrative action of the oral tradition, the ghost story 
frequently absorbs these actions into the mechanics of its spectral language. That is, the 
fiction gestures ‘outwards’ from the text, and forges links with real world behaviours (such as 
hokey, or ambiguously fraudulent mediumship) that surround the telling and reception of 
ghost stories. These actions, rather than undermining the ghost story by its closeness to these 
unsanctioned, incredulous or fraudulent ‘real world’ narratives, make these external stories 
loci of suspicion, and unsettlement. Within ghost stories the untrustworthy tale teller turns 
out, however accidentally or unintentionally, to be telling the truth. Mediums, even usually 
fraudulent mediums, somehow happen onto the truth or have their performances co-opted by 
spectral agents. Despite the suspicion with which tellers of ghost tales are met, or the lack of 
belief the teller has in their own tale, the act of relating the tale has been burdened with 
spectral significance. To take a ‘real-world’ historical example, Natale points out that the 
magicians who shared the stage with mediums, and who ‘openly’ achieved their effects by 
trickery, were thought of as having unconscious supernatural abilities by Spiritualists. The 
contemporary spectral language is one which incorporates these actions into its web of 
correspondence and meaning making. The ghost story, by this facet of its spectral language, 
manages to implicate the real-world in its spectral practices. The reader’s lived experiences 
become problematised. As in the fiction, the persons they dismiss as untrustworthy or 
deluded, and the narratives they similarly dismiss may ultimately prove correct or correct 
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enough. This produces a curious double-action whereby the reader may doubt the narrator or 
tale-teller while simultaneously believing, or at least not rejecting, their narrative.  
The response that the ghost story induces in its lead characters, and in its readers, is 
one of suspended judgement. There exist many stories in the style capitalised on by writers 
such as Anne Radcliffe, with her 1794 The Mysteries of Odolpho, in which what appears to 
be supernatural is ultimately revealed to be either an intentional disguise or coincidental 
misreading of mundane events. This pseudo-genre of the ‘explained supernatural’ could 
interrupt the enjoyment of an apparently supernatural novel by allying the eager reader with 
the ignorant, the naive and the duped. Despite this, a reader must behave as if they believe if 
they are to engage with the story. Unlike in real-life, a reader has no real recourse to fact-
checking or third-party validation. Whether the ghost is ‘real’ or not is determined by the 
writer – or in particularly contentious cases such as The Turn of the Screw, ultimately by no-
one. Characters, similar to their readers, often behave critically: neither fully accepting 
supernatural hypotheses nor rejecting outright their own inexplicable experiences. A reader 
does not need to believe in ghosts to believe that a character is being menaced by one. 
Similarly, a reader can still experience the unsettlement, fear and apprehension that these 
texts invite without needing to resolve for themselves whether ghosts exist either in general, 
or even within the text specifically. As a reader is normally aware they are reading a ghost 
story, they will be more sensitive to the cues in setting, action and object-focus that lead to 
supernatural explanations. A reader is more likely to take as true the story told by a secondary 
character, or the accusations made by a medium in fiction than in real life. As with the 
conjuring acts of performers, the display of belief becomes itself performative. A reader or a 
character who shudders at a story both represents or mimics the feeling they would have if 
the story were true, regardless of whether they consider it true or not.  
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 In his 2010 examination of American ghost tourism, ‘“Am I Going to See a Ghost 
Tonight?”: Gettysburg Ghost Tours and the Performance of Belief’, Robert C. Thompson 
circles the question of belief and performance. He argues that: ‘the complexity of the ghost 
tour stems from the fact that tour guides perform ghosts as real or potentially real, that is to 
say a veritifiable facet of the physical world’[sic]( Thompson 2010, p. 80). Within the context 
of the tour, the ghost stories are presented with the same focus on reality that defines the 
literary form. Despite this there is no expectation that the audience definitely believe or 
disbelieve in the paranormal: 
The fact that tourists hope to encounter a ghost does not necessarily suggest that they 
are inclined to believe in ghosts. […] Even though the audience is inclined to doubt, 
their desire to have a paranormal encounter indicates that the closer they come to 
believing that encounter possible, the better they will enjoy the tour. (ibid) 
 
According to Thompson, the most effective way to maintain this space between doubt and 
belief is to offer the tour guide as a ‘surrogate believer’ (ibid p. 83). While the guide must 
offer reliable belief behaviour: ‘ghost tour guides need not believe in ghosts in order to give 
an effective performance. A persuasive cynic might just as easily con the audience into 
believing what she or he believes’ (ibid p. 88). What is important then is not genuine belief 
but behaviour that is convincing. In the tours Thompson examines, this relies on culturally 
specific objects, such as period costumes and props such as lanterns which evoke the 
campfire where many participants will have their first encounter with ghost stories. This 
secondary, non-verbal ‘keying’ of the audience is a culturally embedded one and relies on 
both the cultural status of these objects and costumes and the audience’s knowledge of those 
objects position within ghost culture. Whereas the charismatic performance of belief may be 
more generally aped across cultural lines, these kinds of cues in other contexts would be 
ineffective where a participant does not recognize their meaning.  
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Belief itself is an immaterial and ambiguous concept. It cannot be proven, or 
communicated objectively. The aura, correspondences and relevancies of Benjamin and 
Heidegger’s philosophies do not directly account for this kind of ambiguity being more 
concerned with the essential nature of things than their misapprehension or misrepresentation.  
To further the theorisation of belief begun in the introduction Ludwig Wittgenstein and his 
theories surrounding private language and the language game are worth returning to. The 
language game of belief constitutes the claims, words and gestures that bespeak belief. The 
game in this sense extends beyond verbal claim into both the conscious and unconscious 
behaviours of a person demonstrating, or disavowing belief. This performance need not be 
mindful, as Wittgenstein writes in Philosophical Investigations: ‘when I think in language, 
there aren’t ‘meanings’ going through my mind in addition to the verbal expressions: the 
language is itself the vehicle of thought’ (Wittgenstein 1968, p. 107e). To extend this, the 
witness or potential witness of a spectral encounter need not think through the meaning of 
their reactions – they may react as if there were a ghost or haunting without consciously 
parsing or resolving the existence of that ghost.  
 In the introduction it was argued that belief can be said to inhabit the same territory 
within language that Wittgenstein assigns to pain. The communication of the concept of 
belief, like the concept of pain, cannot be rendered in purely abstract terms. Primarily this is 
because no language, according to Wittgenstein, can articulate private experience: 
Could we also imagine a language in which a person could write down or give vocal 
expression to his inner experiences – his feelings, moods, and the rest – for his private 
use? ------Well, can’t we do so in our ordinary language?--- But that is not what I 
mean. The individual words of this language are to refer to what can only be known to 
the person speaking; to his immediate private sensations. So another person cannot 
understand the language. (Wittgenstein 1968, p. 88e-89e)   
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In relation to pain specifically Anthony Kenny outlines Wittgenstein’s further argument in 
Wittgenstein (2006):  
We can have a pain without ever saying or showing that we do; and on the other hand 
we can say that we have a pain without really having one; the only connection 
between pain and the expression of pain is that they sometimes coincide. Pain and its 
expression seem no more essentially connected than redness and sweetness: 
sometimes what is red is sweet, and sometimes not  
[...] 
the relation of pain to pain-behaviour is not the same as the relation of redness to 
sweetness. It is essential to the language-game with the word ‘pain’ that the people 
who play it both behave in the particular way we call expressing pain, and sometimes 
more or less entirely conceal their pains. (Kenny 2006, p. 145) 
 
 The ‘language game’ of belief, as a subset of words and actions that signal belief, partakes of 
the same ambiguity that Kenny outlines in Wittgenstein’s work on pain. A person can 
undertake the actions of belief without really believing, and equally, may disavow belief as a 
form of concealment. While the truth of the statement cannot be ascertained, it can be 
supported or undermined by these behaviours and articles of belief. In pain these behaviours 
and articles are either ‘unlearnt, inarticulate expressions of sensation such as moans or 
winces’ (ibid) or the ‘learnt articulate expressions’ (ibid) which replace them. Physically, 
those in pain may have bruises or limp or wince, or sport crutches, bandages, stitches or other 
paraphernalia of the wounded. These objects and behaviours correspond (in the 
Heideggerean sense) to pain, but do not communicate pain as an objective presence; they do 
not ontologically ensure that the pain is real. These behaviours, as with the responses to 
supposed supernatural events or later reportage of supernatural experience, can be unlearnt 
and innate, deliberate and trained, honest or dishonest.  
 As with the supernatural stage-shows of the mediums and magicians, the signals by 
which pain is displayed can be confected, or pretended. The medium of Black Ice 
demonstrates the ‘belief variant’ of this kind of behaviour: ‘Hille ran her hand along the coat-
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hangers, setting them jangling. Then her head turned, as if she heard an echo. ‘There’s a 
presence here’ (Sussex 1997, p. 15). The basic visual language of spectral experience is 
easily learned or faked – eyes fixed on something invisible, hand clutched to heart and so on, 
followed by feinting spells, a refusal to speak or other atypical behaviour. Some of these 
experiences such as a reported feeling of cold, or a raised heartbeat happen on the 
protagonist’s behalf, who in all but the rarest examples act as the reader’s surrogate in 
hesitating between belief and disbelief. For this reason, the very act of witness becomes in 
many ghost stories a performative labour in its own right.  
Just as in Macbeth actors signal their knowledge of the superstition by refusing to 
wear a cloak or carry a sword used in a Macbeth production, or avoid mentioning the name of 
the play or its characters while inside a theatre as cited by Garber in Shakespeare’s Ghost 
Writers (Garber 2010, p. 118) protagonists in ghost fiction signal their knowledge, if not their 
belief, in ghosts through culturally embedded behaviours. On the ghost tour of St Mark’s 
Cemetery in Picton, NSW Curnow describes this kind of coded belief behaviour:  
Gathered to the curb, /evading local hoons, we prowl around empty buildings. /Photos 
of dust are grey balls of wool, everyone whet/ with interest. At the Old Railway Hotel 
somebody cries --/there is a figure at the window. We spring for cameras. /Our tour 
guide says – that’s because people live there. (Curnow 2009, p. 38) 
 
It can be assumed that the tourists on the tour Curnow depicts are no more devout in their 
belief than those represented by Gentry in ‘Walking with the Dead’ (2007). Whether or not 
the tourists can be defined as believers (and the ironic touches placed throughout The Ghost 
Poetry Project would exclude Curnow at least from this designation) they nevertheless 
behave as if they believe for the duration of the tour. Similarly, readers will behave as if they 
believe in ghosts for the duration of a ghost text, at least for the purchases of registering 
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unsettlement, threat and drama even if they never fully resolve this belief. In tourism and the 
séance this behaviour is often complicit with the theatrical project, as Natale describes: 
Although the denying of an overtly fictional situation was customary in drama, in the 
séance space this question involved much more than a suspension of disbelief. The 
involvement of the sitter [or audience] in the ritual and, ultimately, the meaning of the 
séance spectacle itself relied on this claim of authenticity (Natale 2011, p. 252) 
 
Witness behaviour is complicit in these examples, as receptivity is important to claim any 
experience that does occur is genuine. Too much acting on behalf of the tour-guide however, 
can cripple the authenticity of experience as discussed earlier. The display of belief behaviour 
is not contingent on complicity. These behaviours can be displayed even if a character is 
actively opposed to ghost belief – as Miles says in Black Ice ‘What’s worst is that I don’t 
believe in ghosts. But I reacted as if I did’ (ibid p82). 
 The witness of ghostly events does not need to be an expert. They do not need an 
advanced or critical understanding of the ‘rules’ which underpin a given ghost’s 
manifestation.  If this were true, only mediums, shamans, magicians and so forth would be 
able to identify an encounter with a ghost or haunting. While these figures are important, as 
has already been shown, in ghost stories this kind of expertise does not need to be, and rarely 
is, boasted by the protagonist of ghost fiction. The reason for this is that rather than being a 
specialist kind of knowledge, spectral thinking is implicated in everyday behaviours. Some of 
these ‘superstitions’, and their place within Western society, have already been discussed by 
Cordy and Holly but this can be supplemented with Wittgenstein’s general observations on 
supernatural folklore in his 1967 ‘Remarks on Frazer’s Golden Bough’: ‘we include the 
words “soul” and “spirit” in our civilized vocabulary. Compared with this, the fact that we do 
not believe our soul eats and drinks is a minor detail. A whole mythology is deposited in our 
language’ (Wittgenstein 1979, p. 10). What Wittgenstein signals is that even in the apparently 
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rationalist, disenchanted reality of modern citizens, supernatural thought is familiar as it is 
inhered, not only in our cultural narratives, but in the structure of even contemporary 
language. Regardless of individual belief, the meaning of words like spirit, soul and ghost 
and their implications are already understood.  
 It is because of the constant hesitation between belief and disbelief; ritual and fraud; 
truth and fiction that in the ghost story characters often must earn their belief. The answer to 
the performances of untrustworthy or deceptively charismatic mediums and storytellers is a 
retreat into text. While the ghost story, as demonstrated, does not try to distance itself from 
the often problematic real-world behaviours and traditions that surround it it does append to 
them its own ‘textual performances’. In this case, a ‘textual performance’ refers to the acts by 
which a text is assembled, as well as the notion of the completed text as an embodied 
storyteller, and conjuror in its own right (which has already been outlined). There is a subset 
of ghost stories which revolve in their principle action around these kinds of performative 
labours. This kind of fiction fits closely with what Suzanne Keen terms ‘romances of the 
archive’ in her 2001 book Romances of the Archive in Contemporary British Fiction. 
According to Keen, these romances are detectable as: 
They have scenes taking place in libraries or in other structures housing collections of 
papers and books; they feature the plot action of ‘doing research’ in documents. They 
designate a character or characters at least temporarily as archival researchers, as 
questers in the archive. They unabashedly interpret the past through its material 
traces; they build on a foundation of ‘documentarism’, answering the postmodern 
critique of history with invented records full of hard facts. (Keen, 2001 p. 1) 
 
As with the ghost story, these romances are opposed to the post-modern project. According to 
these, and the practice of ghost fiction’s embedded narratives, there is a truth that can be 
reconstructed through material relic and record. Keen openly includes some ghost and 
supernatural fictions within her definition, including the work of M.R. James and H.P. 
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Lovecraft, and it is these romances which often correspond most closely to the risks of 
archival ghost stories:  
the more fantastic romances of the archive flirt with the collapse of time and distance 
by making research as hazardous, magical activity that threatens to obliterate the self, 
as the object of research takes over or menaces the researching subject. (ibid p. 132) 
 
Two Australian texts in particular embody the performative labours that dramatise a 
reader’s engagement with a text. These are John Harwood’s 2004 The Ghost Writer and the 
previously described Scarlet Rider by Lucy Sussex. Both of these texts follow Australian 
antiquarians as they become increasingly involved with fictional works which are, in one way 
or another, a form of disguised autobiography. Both of these texts also implicate their 
protagonists and their research in personal as well as public history. The object of Harwood’s 
protagonist Gerard’s research are the stories of his English grandmother, coaxed on by his 
mother’s refusal to talk about them and her claim, uttered on her death bed that ‘one came 
true’. These stories are fascinated themselves with haunted objects, and haunted archives. As 
a whole these stories, which are embedded in their entirety within The Ghost Writer, orbit 
around a singular, historically and spectrally rich object of the kinds discussed in Chapter 
Two: Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Narratives and to be returned to in Chapter Six: The 
Cussed Junkyard. While the short stories revolve around a velvet gown, an anonymous 
portrait and a porcelain doll, the prime object of the larger story is text and text alone. 
Harwood’s narrative is saturated with various texts including the short stories and a variety of 
letters and emails: many of which appear in their entirety. The pursuit of his grandmother’s 
stories take on the difficulties of a quest narrative as they come only after great effort, and 
singly: 
But of the four numbers only the fourth and last was delivered: the slips for the other 
three came back marked ‘Destroyed by bombing during the war.’ Without much hope 
or even interest I glanced through the table of contents. The Chameleon. Volume 1, 
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Number 4, December 1898. Essay by Ernest Rhys. Story by Amy Levy. Poems by 
Herbert Horne and Selwyn Image – and ‘The Gift of Flight: A Tale’, by V.H. [his 
grandmother]. (Harwood 2004, p. 78-79) 
 
The great effort that Gerard has to undertake to find these works dramatises the act of witness 
that has already been identified as central to the ghost story. In this case, stories are not 
received passively but need to be actively pursued. The act of receiving a story becomes a 
performance, not on behalf of the tale’s teller who is absent and deceased, but on behalf of 
the reader.  
 The researcher – whether amateur or trained – becomes involved with the text, not 
just as a reader, but as an active participant in the story’s recovery and assembly. For this 
reason, parallels begin to emerge between their lived experience and the texts they pursue and 
immerse themselves in. At worst, this sympathetic connection takes the form of contagion, as 
in The Ghost Writer where Gerard finishes reading the story of a woman lost and pursued 
through the stacks of a library: 
I emerged from the story with the sensation of waking from a dream in which I was 
Julia, and dreadfully cold, and the Reading Room had slipped its mooring and floated 
out to sea. The dome was palpably revolving; I could feel the sway of the waves as I 
struggled up from the depths, only to find that I was already awake, with a burning 
forehead and a deep shivering ache in every bone. (Harwood 2004, p. 113) 
 
These connections can be dismissed as coincidence, but in the ghost story they take on 
especial significance. Where The Ghost Writer unravels in its final chapters to be ultimately a 
work of the ‘explained supernatural’ these kinds of connections have the opposite effect in 
Lucy Sussex’s The Scarlet Rider. In that novel, while similarly explicable, the protagonist’s 
taking on of her subject’s qualities are seen as signs of possession.  
The distinct performative behaviours which Mel enacts, and which signal her 
encroaching possession have already been described. These behaviours, as has already been 
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claimed, are symptomatic. They stem from, rather than invite, possession. The behaviours 
which Mel undertakes which have a ‘conjuring’ function are not those which mimic the novel 
or Melvina’s life but those which further her connection and entanglement with the text itself. 
As the performance-centric elements of ghost texts implicate real-world performances in their 
practice, so do these text-fetishising works similarly implicate all research and reading 
practice with their spectral texts. While the heroes of archival romances may be unique in 
their exploits and successes, they are not unique in their commitment to research. 
Surrounding Harwood’s researchers in the library: ‘there are of course many industrious souls 
deep in concentration or copying busily’ (Harwood 2004, p. 80). Sussex includes a more 
openly supernatural relationship when her characters attend a conference of biographers and 
researchers:  
“I’m surrounded by horses,” she said. “Kindred spirits.” 
He looked for a moment alarmed. “People like me, not quite their usual self, because 
they are intensely involved with another person, their object of research.” 
“How true,” Charlie said, reappearing with a refill of champagne.  
“Professional biographers tend to go quite barmy, but differently, with each 
biography. Thespians too – one actress I knew played Ophelia, and then couldn’t get 
rid of the character until she went for a swim one day, and effectively drowned the 
milksop of Elsinor”. (Sussex 1997, p. 331-332) 
 
Sussex implicates all kinds of involved textual performances in her spectral project. Mel’s 
near possession by her subject is not unique, nor are the practices by which it was nearly 
affected. The empathetic engagement shared by committed researchers and readers leaves, 
according to the spectral logic of works like The Scarlet Rider, a person open to 
communication and potential colonisation by the dead: “Richard Holmes wrote that 
biography’s central tenet is empathy, something that can be quite eerie when writing the lives 
of that silenced majority, the dead” (ibid p. 332). 
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As with many of the qualities and concerns of ghost stories examined throughout the 
thesis, the entanglement of the researcher with his or her subject is an extension or 
exaggeration of already existing real-world relations. In The Scarlet Rider this exaggeration 
is clear. Mel’s involvement with Melvina is pictured in emotional rather than intellectual 
terms:  “When first we met, you seemed otherworldly, preoccupied. You would smile to 
yourself the way people do, when they think of that special person. It drove me crazy, as I 
didn’t know who you loved. Now I know it’s a ghost, a jealous one, you said” (Sussex 1997, 
p. 317). Despite acknowledging the intensity of her connection with Melvina Mel cannot 
abandon the text. Despite being told that Australian Aboriginal people believe that: ‘to name, 
to think on the dead, makes them unquiet’ (ibid p. 315) and that she should ‘do as a 
Nyoongah would do and put Melvina out of [her] mind completely’ (ibid) in order to curtail 
her potential possession Mel refuses saying: ‘I can’t let Melvina go’ (ibid p. 316). Mel cannot 
abandon her textual labour and finds that she has to prove Melvina Yuill’s authorship of The 
Scarlet Rider at a conference: ‘I have to give it, as... a propitiation, I think. If Melvina is 
unquiet, wherever she may lie, then if I prove she was the author of The Scarlet Rider, I’ll lay 
her’ (ibid p. 317). For Mel, the resolution of the spectral narrative is inextricable from literary 
and textual practice. The ghost cannot be put aside as the text needs to be engaged with and 
Mel’s labours completed. The performance must be completed in order to be concluded.   
The archival ghost text stresses an engagement with textual records of the kinds of 
historical and personal stories that inform the ghost story generally. This does not mean that a 
character’s interactions with them are entirely heroic or lacking in complexity. In both The 
Ghost Writer and The Scarlet Rider there are hints of the danger implicit in becoming overly 
involved in these stories. Equally however, there is the potential that these stories cannot be 
wholly trusted. While both the fictions eventually point the way to the truth in these novels, 
they equally punish a reader who is too trusting. When Mel is enamoured of The Scarlet 
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Riders ‘Red Meg’ she is distraught when the true events of Melvina Yuill’s life do not match 
their romanticised variant. Finding for example, that Melvina’s child died of neglect rather 
than misadventure as in the novel:  
‘Did you expect her to be perfect?’ 
‘Like a Dickensian heroine? No. But I felt... that she was like me. It went beyond us 
having the same Christian name. I was drawing her in my own image. And then I 
found that she was different, disgustingly different. I-I can’t identify with a baby 
killer!’ (Sussex 1997, p. 202) 
 
In The Ghost Writer, almost all of the texts Gerard has received or recovered are part of a 
convoluted conspiracy by his aunt to take revenge on him and his mother: 
Most of what I thought I knew had come from that letter. All false, all fake; all bait 
for the trap she had set. Like that last desperate message in the cellar. [...] ‘All fake,’ I 
said numbly. ‘Everything I found here’. (Harwood 2005, p. 369) 
 
 Even understanding that his correspondences were a means of making him her ‘adoring 
puppet’ (ibid p. 370), when he escapes from her, and her burning house, he takes the 
manuscripts with him: ‘I felt the weight of the manuscript rugging at my shirt, and began 
precariously to descend’ (ibid p. 374). Falsity and deception are not enough to sever the 
appeal of these charged texts.  
 Performance is essential to the ghost story in its theatrical, oral and textual forms. 
This performative ‘shadow’, while denigrated in its native forms, proves itself to be 
indispensable to the literary ghost story. Its actions and behaviours both surround and 
interpenetrate the tradition of ghost writing in a way that both heightens the dramatic force of 
its narrative orientation, and increases its capacity to sow doubt both within the fiction and in 
the real world of its readers. By mimetically modelling the behaviour of fraudulent and 
deceptive performers, but charging those behaviours with genuine spectral force, the ghost 
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story binds itself closer to reality and allows its meanings – these are outlined in Chapter Two 
and Three – to implicate real world actors, and real world behaviours rather than remaining, 
as other monsters must, in the realm of fiction and allegory. The ghost story as a literary 
artefact also appends to the ideas surrounding pre-literate performance a set of ‘performative 
texts’ and text based practices all of its own. The text becomes a conjuror: voice and 
presence, standing in for absent speakers but having no less an effect on its audience. These 
performances and places of performances enwrap the real world. It is perhaps not 
coincidental that some of the most frequently haunted buildings are theatres, libraries, movie 
houses and other narratively rich locations. In the following chapter, these sites as well as 
haunted sites generally will be examined in their relationship to ghost narratives and cultures 
of storytelling, both oral and textual.   
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CHAPTER FIVE    
A Cult of Graves: monuments, architecture and concreted identity  
 
The streets were modern and sleek but the bodies in these cityscapes seemed ancient 
and damaged and broken  
– Christos Tsiolkas, Dead Europe 
Haunted and ghostly literature, as has been shown in the previous chapter, engages with the 
oral stories and the panoply of ghost culture and media that surrounds these literary 
manifestations. This engagement results in a particular mimetic affect that continually 
reinforces, and troubles the relationship between the ghost text and the real world of the 
reader who consumes it. Given that ghost fiction has already been shown across the first three 
chapters to both overflow the boundaries of genre fiction, and to confront real world traumas, 
histories and guilt it is worth asking what gaps exist between those haunting narratives 
pursued by authors of fiction and those that emerge from and are preserved by the social 
histories and oral cultures which circle historical, public sites. The examination of these gaps 
necessitates a greater deviation from the purely literary texts that have previously been the 
subject of analysis. While not the central subject of the application and development of 
spectral language within the thesis, the investigation of ‘real world’ ghost sites in Australia 
reveals the ideological importance of haunting in a young nation that is sometimes elided or 
nascent in literary stories. It will also demonstrate the applicability of the methods developed 
and modelled over the previous three chapters of discussion and literary analysis to the 
explicitly ‘real’ (rather than only mimetically ‘real’) narratives: an application that may prove 
useful in future examinations of ‘real’ ghost stories that are more expansive than this chiefly 
literary effort.  
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From afar Australia can appear innocent. It is not scarred by trenches, or blighted with 
the ruins of castles and dungeons. There have been no civil wars, no centuries on centuries of 
recrimination and conflict. Australia is young and as all young things, innocent: a utopia free 
of the historical baggage of the Old World: or so it can appear. In his 2003 book Dominion of 
the Dead, Robert Pogue Harrison includes a quote from the American writer Henry 
Thoreau’s Walden:  
I am not aware that any man has built on the spot on which I occupy. Deliver me from 
a city built on the site of a more ancient city, whose materials are ruins, whose 
gardens cemeteries. The soil is blanched and accursed there, and before that becomes 
necessary the earth itself will be destroyed. (Thoreau, in Harrison 2003, p. 41)  
 
Australia was a nation that sought to build its cities, like Thoreau’s cabin, on virgin earth -- to 
have foundations untroubled by bones, and the historical baggage of the Old World. While 
this hope was itself predicated on the racist logic of terra nullius (discussed at length in 
Chapter Three: Red Heart/Black Spirit) it was a hope almost immediately compromised by 
the business of settlement. When Harrison includes the above excerpt he writes of it that: ‘the 
statement defines, in the mode of revulsion, the ancient houses and cities built upon the bones 
of the dead, or on the ruins of former, fallen cities. Under every Old World metropolis lies an 
older necropolis’ (Harrison, 2003 p. 42). While Australia may have been free of the ruins of 
fallen cities and ancient necropolises it wasted no time in scattering bones under its 
foundations. Some of the horrors of the colonial system have already been described 
throughout the thesis, but it is worth recalling that the early history and early literature of 
settled Australia is one of barbarity and systemic rather than isolated cruelty and injustice.  
 There is an element of revulsion or anxiety that underlies knowledge of Australia’s 
settlement and its complicity in barbarism and injustice. However much the bones of even 
recent historical events blanch or curse the soil, they also promise contemporary Australians 
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something more than horror and dread. After all, there is a reason that the necropolises, 
graveyards and monuments of the Old World were erected in the first place. No matter how 
dark a history, the guilt of its perpetrators, or the descendants of those perpetrators, or those 
who have benefitted or prospered from the actions of those perpetrators (in this respect guilt 
spirals out to become a national property) is not a simple emotion; nor is it an emotion that is 
simply exorcised.  
 When Martin Heidegger tackles the question of guilt in his work 1927 Being and 
Time he describes it as follows: 
Everyday common sense initially takes “being guilty” as in the sense of “owing 
something”, “having something on account.” One is supposed to return something to 
the other that is due to him. This “being guilty” as “having debts” as a way of being-
with others in the field of taking care of things as in providing something or bringing 
it along. (Heidegger 1996, p. 260) 
 
According to Heidegger’s description guilt is a recognition of something owed, as holds with 
the discussion of the ethical orientation of the ghost story in Chapter Two: Fractured Bodies 
and Fracturing Narratives. It also, however, as a form of ‘being-with’ assures that the guilty 
belong. It is a means of forging a link between beings – in this case, between those who 
experience guilt over settlement and the land that is settled. Australia can be said then to have 
a more complex relationship with its history, even its dark and violent history than Thoreau’s 
revulsion. It is also a relationship entangled with cultural attitudes towards memorial and 
death. In Being and Time, Heidegger offers a reading of the corpse within culture which gives 
this chapter its title. He writes: ‘the “deceased” as distinct from the dead body, has been torn 
away from “those remaining behind,” and is the object of “being taken care of” in funeral 
rites, the burial, and the cult of graves’ (ibid p. 222).  
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 This chapter is dedicated to ‘the cult of graves’ in Australia. It approaches the act of 
enshrining and materially preserving history in the built environments of Australia, as well as 
the ambivalent cultural attitude towards this enshrinement. Australia’s haunted architecture 
and public hauntings refute an innocent Australia, but also offer a means of articulating 
national history, national guilt and coherent nationhood. In order to facilitate this discussion, 
the chapter will also return to some of the issues raised in the first and second chapters of the 
thesis (Stained and Fertile Soil and Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Narratives 
respectively). It will further discuss how ghost stories by Australian writers conceptualise 
‘Australianness’ within their fiction, and also stake out some of the ideological and aesthetic 
notions which seem to underpin the selection of sites for haunting in the public eye. 
Similarly, the chapter will describe the potential and use of Australian ‘ruins’ to national 
identity and the conflicted ethics of the ghost and dark tourist movements, and as such the 
situation of narrative within these movements. Before that, however, it is important to grasp 
the deep ambivalence with which Australia’s buried history is met.  
 Kaaron Warren’s 2009 novel Slights is a novel that confronts, quite literally, the 
bones underneath Australian houses. Warren’s narrator is a young woman named Steve, who 
following the death of her widowed mother, inherits the family home. The house under her 
neglect slowly begins to subside into ruin, but it is in the garden where she focuses her efforts 
that the greater horror is produced:  
I had been digging out intermittently for eight years and I had made discoveries about 
myself and my past, as well as muscles. I had turned over the soil, over and over, and 
I found little treasures and then I found bones. / Muffy’s bones, my little puss-puss. 
But there were more; Muffy was small. These bones were big. We had always thrown 
our bones up the yard but these weren’t chop bones. There were no teeth marks. / I 
dug and I found what I had to admit were people’s bones. There were too many 
bones. I dug holes and put them back in the earth. That’s where I found them. I 
covered them with dirt, but I felt like I could still see their outlines. (Warren 2009, p. 
284)  
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These bones and the ‘little treasures’ that accompany them are eventually revealed to be 
victims of her father. The narrator’s father in addition to being a police detective was also 
something between a vigilante and a serial killer. His victims, who evaded legal punishment 
for a variety of crimes, had their bodies deposited in the backyard of the family house. Their 
bones are mingled with mementoes taken from their houses or their bodies. The effect is a 
buried bricolage, like those that are discussed in the following, and final chapter The Cussed 
Junkyard. Once unearthed, the histories these bones and objects embody cannot be 
successfully repressed. Even reburied, the narrator can still ‘see their outlines’.  
 The building is tainted by these material objects. The taint, however, is a mobile 
property. It follows and infests the material relics and both congregates and amplifies where 
they are deposited rather than being scattered between the disparate murder sites. The ghosts 
of the novel, such as they are, come to rest (or ‘unrest’) with their bones and their property. 
This is true even when Steve decides towards the end of the novel to dispose of the remains:   
I took them to a building site where the foundations had been dug but not poured, and 
I threw the lot in. Some of it wasn’t bone; I threw that in as well [...] I can imagine 
this: they build over the bones I laid. The building is completed, a monument to 
comfortable living. The people move in, and stay, or move out. It is a noisy building, 
and not just because the walls are thin. It groans, shrieks sometimes, and suggestible 
tenants think words are spoken. The stories grow. Ghosts are seen, accidents occur. 
People feel depressed in certain rooms; in others arguments erupt, in the hallways 
people are rude to each other, in the lifts they make outrageous jokes others repeat for 
days. (Warren 2009, p. 450) 
 
A building built on tainted foundations, Slights suggests, will have that taint saturate the 
entire structure. This would seem to be a straightforward recreation of Thoreau’s revulsion, 
and by extension an indictment of any habitation in Australia’s blood-purchased and convict 
built settlements. There is however, a much deeper ambivalence running through the novel 
which confounds such a simplistic reading.  
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 The house’s use as a makeshift graveyard makes life difficult for those who live in it. 
In one of the few overtly ghostly scenes of the novel, Steve and her current housemates 
decide to hold a séance. They make contact with a ghost who spells out VICTIM and 
MURDER on an Ouija board before, apparently, attacking the séance sitters: 
Ced began to cry. I couldn’t draw breath either. I felt strong fingers around my throat; 
my hands rose there and tried to pull away things which didn’t exist. Russell clutched 
his head. He thought he’d been shot. / Ced walked backwards out of the room, 
tripping and crying. He said, “This is what you’ve lived with all your life? Like this?”  
“It was different when Mum and Dad were alive,” I whispered. I didn’t like the way 
they were looking at me. As if, why are you here. What are you doing in this house? 
(Warren 2009, p. 328) 
 
The housemates cannot understand why Steve would live in a haunted house, and cannot 
continue to live in one themselves: ‘It was a week or so later that Paula and Barry moved out. 
Thanks, they said, but we can’t live here any longer. Not in a haunted house’ (ibid p. 329).  
 Steve’s brother also pressures her to leave the house and cease working on the yard. 
Warren writes: 
Every time [her brother] Peter rang up I was digging in the garden. He wanted me to 
stop; he said Dad would have wanted me to stop. He said I was obsessed and should 
have a break. / “You need to get out of the house,” he said, as if the house was a 
disease. (Warren 2009, p. 36)  
 
Steve’s reaction to her house’s haunting, or its ‘diseased’ state, is not the same as that of her 
housemates or her brother. Rather than driving her out of the house its material closeness to 
her family history makes it impossible for her to leave: 
I could have left, then. Moved overseas, gone to another state. But there were the 
bones. I was trapped. [...] I found the bones on the fourth day of digging. I dug up my 
backyard with the intention of planting a sea of jasmine but found bones, instead, and 
relics. Remnants, reminders, mementoes and rubbish. I hadn’t planned to dig so deep. 
(ibid p. 87) 
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Steve’s life in the house is far from a happy one: she attempts suicide multiple times 
throughout the novel, and eventually becomes a killer herself – ostensibly in pursuit of 
understanding the afterlife. Despite this, there is no place for her to go. She belongs to the 
house:  tied to it both by her personal history and through the history she has uncovered.  
Steve’s desire to remain in the haunted, and history blighted house is easier to 
understand when its inverse is considered. That is, how Australia appears in the literature of 
those who take up the promise of terra nullius – of a nation without history. What will be 
demonstrated in an analysis of two Australian works set overseas, Christos Tsiolkas’s 2005 
Dead Europe and Venero Armanno’s 1998 My Beautiful Friend is that an innocent nation is 
an impoverished one. While Australia may be clear of ghosts in these works, the price of that 
innocence is the absence of culture. Armanno and Tsiolkas present the ‘Australian’ identity 
as lacking what Avery Gordon describes in her 2008 work of social criticism, Ghostly 
Matters, as ‘complex personhood’: 
Complex personhood means that all people [...] remember and forget, are beset by 
contradiction and recognise and misrecognise themselves and others. Complex 
personhood means that people suffer graciously and selfishly too, get stuck in the 
symptoms of their troubles and also transform themselves. [...] At the very least, 
complex personhood is about conferring respect on others that comes from presuming 
that life and people’s lives are simultaneously straight-forward and full of enormously 
subtle meaning. (Gordon 2008, p. 4) 
 
The centrality of suffering and trouble to this definition is not accidental. Subtlety and 
complexity hinge on a relationship with suffering and a person’s response to suffering. If 
Australia is innocent, and as such free of suffering or guilt, then it is lacking in complexity, 
grace and the potential for transformation. This lack is profoundly felt in the characterisation 
of both Armanno and Tsiolkas’s Australian narrators.  
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Venero Armanno’s My Beautiful Friend does not overtly question Australian identity, 
as Dead Europe will be shown to, but it is informed by a dialogue between Australian ‘lack’ 
and European presence. Armanno’s earlier novel Romeo of the Underworld (1994) dealt 
explicitly with Italian-Australian belonging in Brisbane, and as such suggested a more 
difficult dialogue between the Old and New Worlds. In My Beautiful Friend the protagonist 
and his wife are ethnically blank. The novel’s narrator Aaron in particular is muted. My 
Beautiful Friend begins with Aaron and his wife Rebecca travelling to the Swiss town of 
Montreux on the shores of Lac Leman (Lake Geneva) to salvage their marriage with a second 
honey-moon. On arrival in the painfully sophisticated European town, Aaron is immediately 
out of his depth. The couple arrive in a seemingly deserted train-station and have to struggle 
through the snow to their hotel. The hotel is lavish, a ‘palace for those made regal by money’ 
(Armanno 1995, p. 14) and takes them only on sufferance. The couple would be unable to 
afford the Royal au Lac themselves and are permitted access only by Rebecca’s father’s 
generosity. This invalidity infuses their interaction with the staff: 
The reception desk clerk looked up at me and refused to understand my schoolboy 
French. He took my voucher and smiled politely enough, but there was annoyance 
behind his little round spectacles. Rebecca sat in a tan leather lounge chair while I 
waited for the clerk to find a colleague who spoke English.  ‘At least I tried,’ I said to 
my wife. Rebecca crossed her legs and said, ‘Yes, sweet-heart, at least you tried’. 
(ibid p. 18) 
 
Aaron is involved in the culture industry in a nation whose sense of ‘culture’ has always been 
precarious. As a high-ranking arts bureaucrat his inability to make himself understood, or to 
negotiate the town informs a sense of Australian inferiority. At the same time, his distinctly 
cultural and white-collar identity contributes to a sense of him as not very Australian. While 
no other Australians appear in the text when Aaron is introduced by a young Scottish woman 
to her friend his ambiguity is highlighted: ‘I want you to meet my friend, Aaron. He’s an 
Australian. He doesn’t look much like a surfie or an iron man, but he is quite definitely an 
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Australian’ (ibid p. 87). The Australian identity is reduced to a flat-stereotype, and one that is 
entirely physical and non-vocational. Neither a ‘surfie’ nor an ‘iron man’ is culturally or 
socially productive. His role as a culture worker openly flirts with his muted identity in a later 
conversation with the widow of the antagonist: ‘‘where are you from?’/ ‘Can’t you pick the 
accent?’/ ‘You don’t have much of one, I think.’/ ‘I’m an arts bureaucrat; we’re not allowed 
to have accents’’ (ibid p. 254). Even outwardly Aaron is unremarkable. On catching his 
reflection in a mirror he states: ‘I was a tall man of average looks. That was all’ (ibid p. 340).  
In Dead Europe, the status of the Australian is at least as bad as in My Beautiful 
Friend. As in My Beautiful Friend, Australia’s lack is conceptualised as a lack of 
sophistication, art or culture. The plot of Dead Europe follows the journey of a second 
generation, Greek-Australian photographer around Europe interspersed with the history 
turned mythology of his family. Within Dead Europe not only is Australia marginalised in 
relation to Europe, but so too are ‘naturalised’ Australians who do not fit a narrow, primarily 
working class identity within Australia. When Isaac shares the story of his Prague-born 
English teacher ‘Australianness’ appears in its most negative aspects: 
My teacher was alive to the pleasures of art, of reading. He believed in the importance 
of knowledge and this was indeed a rare thing, a startlingly rare and precious thing in 
Melbourne in the late nineteen-seventies. He was a brilliant man teaching at a 
suburban high school, trying to imbue a love of Shakespeare and philosophy in unruly 
students who mocked his unfamiliar accent and who thought his scholastic ideals 
effete and irrelevant [...] soon the teacher’s smile left his face, his instructions became 
harsh and barking just like all the other teachers and he challenged the boisterous 
hostility of the classroom with his own furious contempt. Stupid became his most 
common insult, you’re all so damn stupid. Your friends, Isaac, he would tell me, they 
are Neanderthals. (Tsiolkas 2005, p. 177) 
 
Australians are hostile to learning and culture. In this example, they are not just culturally 
void themselves but active in their resistance and destruction of other cultures and cultural 
goods. Any culturally engaged Australian, ‘native’ or otherwise, is estranged in the text and 
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separated from the general populace. At the encouragement of the teacher Isaac increases his 
separation from his schoolmates and cultivates snobbery as a defence against the banality of 
Australia. A strategy of resistance that fails the teacher’s own children: 
Their daughter fell pregnant to an Australian; their son, forced to hide his knowledge 
and love of argument attempted to assimilate to the dogged, proud ignorance of the 
working class. The assimilation – it reminded me of my father’s—took the form of 
narcotics. A conscious sleep. His parents took every blow with stoic resignation. 
[...]There was once hope in my city, he told me, and there will be hope again. (ibid p. 
178) 
 
This passage recalls the themes already detected in early Australian fiction, and outlined in 
the first chapter of this thesis Stained and Fertile Soil. Australia offers nothing to the 
immigrant family except sleep. It is not a place to build a valid life. For Isaac’s teacher 
Australia is merely somewhere to wait out the reconstruction of his city. Australia may not be 
actively destructive in this text, but it is a land of exile and suspension.  
 Australia’s status as a land of exile and suspension is not only a feature of 
contemporary or post-colonial writing. While dispossession, placelessness and alienation are 
features of Modernist identity and literature these themes are not newly produced in Australia 
but are also embedded in Australia’s colonial fiction. In ‘Australian Gothic’ (1990), which is 
also discussed in Chapter One: Stained and Fertile Soil, Gerry Turcotte argues that ‘Australia 
is a land to which graceless and incomplete individuals are exiled’ (Turcotte 1998, p. 13). 
Australia through a Gothic lens is a place of suspension to which the unfit or unwell are 
removed to: a nation of people whose return is neither guaranteed nor welcomed. In Marcus 
Clarke’s 1872 ‘Human Repetends’ for example, the colonies become an almost literalised 
underworld: peopled with the dead and vanished of England’s over-world. Similarly, works 
such as Charles Dickens’s 1860 Great Expectations and L.P. Hartley’s 1926 ‘A Visitor from 
Down Under’ feature Australia as a place to which characters can vanish to; as to limbo or 
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purgatory. However, even in these works where Australia hosts Britain’s outcasts the nation 
itself is still innocent. It is not until Magwitch or Hartley’s ‘visitor’ returns that they cause 
trouble, and then they cause trouble not in Australia or for Australians, but for the British 
subjects of the Old World. This Eurocentric reading also appears within Dead Europe.  
Within Dead Europe it is possible for individuals with ‘complex personhood’ as 
Gordon defines it to exist within Australia. These individuals however, are not Australian. 
The events, the suffering, and the trouble these individuals have experienced they have 
experienced outside of the boundaries of Australia. Despite his own identity anxieties Isaac is 
not above leveraging his heritage against ‘non-ethnic’ Australians like his partner Colin. 
Colin is a white, Anglo-Saxon Australian who as a young man was both a racist and an anti-
Semite. This history and his refusal to remove a clumsy swastika tattoo is a bone of 
contention between him and Isaac: 
You fucking romanticise your past, I wanted to say to him, you fucking use everyone 
as a scapegoat for the idealisation of your own poverty and pain. You’re still proud of 
that ugly cheap tatt, you’re such a working-class hero that you can’t tolerate the 
reality of a suffering more real, more painful, more fucking noble than yours. Fucking 
gutless white-trash scum. (Tsiolkas 2005, p. 254) 
 
Despite his rough, and poverty stricken upbringing Colin is refused complex personhood. 
Isaac will not recognise Colin’s experiences as real; only Europe has experienced real 
suffering. Framed by the photographic records of the Holocaust and the Greek Civil War, 
Europe’s sophistication, culture and worth is tied in Dead Europe to its dark history. Isaac 
lays claim to this history through his ethnic identity in a way that Colin is incapable of. As a 
naturalised Anglo-Australian Colin has less of a claim to Britain than Isaac has to Greece: 
‘Colin, whose ancestors’ Celtic blood had mingled for generations with the Anglos and the 
Saxons told me that every moment he was in England he felt estranged and wary’ (Tsiolkas 
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2005, p. 330). Naturalised Australians have nowhere to turn to salve their damaged or 
incomplete identities. 
 It would be wrong to suggest that feelings of anxiety or cultural inferiority are felt 
only by naturalised Australians. While those Australians, like Colin, no longer have a cultural 
heritage which can be freely drawn on, Isaac’s identity is no more assured by his relationship 
with Europe. Isaac is in Europe to show his photography at a Greek gallery. Almost 
immediately his identity both in terms of his Australianness and his Greekness are 
challenged. In conversation with the solitary reporter who has come to document his exhibit: 
—Maybe those themes [of homesickness, of exile and return] are no longer relevant 
to you Greeks, but they are indeed relevant to Australians. In Australia we all ask 
ourselves where we come from.  
--Even the Aborigines? 
She was sorting through a series of black and white photocopies Anastasia had 
gathered of my photographs. She pointed to one of a young Aboriginal boy, a baseball 
cap on his head, a Tupac t-shirt on his chest. He was standing outside a Greek 
bonbonniere store, scowling at my lens. 
--Is  he asking himself where he comes from? 
--No he’s asking me where I come from. I looked around the bar, at the Athenians 
elegantly sipping their drinks. What should I say to him? Am I from Greece? 
(Tsiolkas 2005, p. 35) 
 
Within Dead Europe the status of all non-Indigenous Australians is that of the dispossessed. 
Tsiolkas extends the insecurities of his protagonist to envelop the world of the novel. The 
significant figures in Isaac’s childhood are his immigrant parents, the effete and continental 
Signor Bruno, his early Italian lover Paul and the English teacher who pines for his native 
Prague. All of these characters are defined by, and draw their sophistication and value from 
their experiences in Europe, rather than their lives in Australia. While Tsiolkas pictures a 
Europe similarly composed of the dispossessed, with almost all of Isaac’s major contacts 
throughout Europe scattered far from their cultural homelands, even amongst this diaspora of 
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uprooted Europeans, the Australian remains a special category. Unlike the other nationalities 
being Australian signals a lack of identity rather than an identity in exile. 
  To be Australian, in Tsiolkas’s novel, is to be childish and ignorant: traits which 
infect even the self-consciously cultured. Isaac, despite being university educated and 
committed to a career in the arts, cannot rival his Greek cousin in engagement or knowledge: 
Guila, younger than I by a month, had sat across from me on a sofa and her 
penetrating dark eyes had unnerved me. She interrogated me. Who did I vote for? 
Were there Greek members of Cabinet in Australia? What was my perspective on the 
civil war? Was I a supporter of the Velvet Revolution? Did I agree that Scorcese 
owed his biggest debt to Rossellini? What was my favourite Dylan, my favourite 
Tsistanis? Her sharp slanted eyes had scrutinised me, and I thought I had been a 
disappointment to her, clumsily answering her questions and making it obvious that 
Australians were ignorant and naïve compared to the hunger of a Europe suddenly 
churning through the ramifications of the fall of the Soviet Block. (Tsiolkas 2005, p. 
77) 
 
The sophistication of Europe is not just culturally specific knowledge, but a worldliness that 
even a second generation Australian cannot match. This feeling of inadequacy is not 
something that is outgrown in the novel. Re-meeting Guila in middle-age ‘her conversation 
with Andreas was furious and sophisticated and reminded me a little of my previous shame 
all those years ago to be the naïve traveller from the bottom of the Earth’ (ibid p. 81). Isaac’s 
Australianness, where he cannot ‘pretend to be anything but antipodean’ (ibid p. 83-84) is not 
an identity in itself but a failure to be fully Greek. He himself says that Aboriginal 
Australians are ‘the only true Australians’ (ibid) – the only Australians who have an identity 
not determined by a distant, and often marginalising relationship with the Old World.  
  Europe’s sophistication in both Dead Europe and My Beautiful Friend is not an 
untroubled one. While the European characters could not be accused of being childish or 
ignorant they are often haunted by both their own pasts and the histories of their nations. It is 
from the ranks of the Old World that these novels select their ghosts. The ghost of My 
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Beautiful Friend is hyper-real. Where the narrator is blank and muted Marcello Mansini is 
excessive, extravagant and compelling. Marcello is a participant in the culture industry but 
unlike Aaron he is not a bureaucrat but a novelist actively producing desirable work. When 
alive the novelist was described as both ‘very frightening and very hedonistic’ (Armanno 
1995, p. 165), with these qualities tempered by magnetism and charm: 
He discovered he enjoyed his dominance over me, and as he became rougher and 
ruder within our relationship, so too was he in his dealings with other people. 
Somehow that only made him more attractive – to a certain element only, mind you. 
He developed more of a circle than ever while I watched on with nothing but distaste. 
His friends seemed to live to be near his intensity. Acolytes, I called them, but Marco 
didn’t love me anymore and he didn’t care what I thought. (ibid p. 341) 
 
Marcello is controlling and possessive. He is also a figure of devotion. As signalled by the 
term ‘acolyte’ Marcello is a potent figure even before his post-mortem existence as a kind of 
lake-dwelling incubus. Aaron is constantly drawn to Marcello, but his attempt to discover 
him is made difficult by his unworldliness: 
The library was not well stocked with the type of reference books I wanted, though I 
found a complete listing for Mansini’s novels and tracked them down in the shelves, 
two editions were in French, one was in Italian, and one was German. (ibid p. 164)  
 
Aaron is unable to read any of these editions, and is only able to read Marcello’s sole English 
publication which has been discussed at length in Chapter Three: A Troubled Medium.  
Isaac ‘wakes up’ a family haunting when he returns to the village where his mother 
was born. This literal, material reconnection with his family history is what allows the ghost 
to attach to him. The ghost itself is described in Chapter Two: Fractured Bodies and 
Fracturing Narratives, but in essence it is the demonic spirit of a Hebrew boy hidden by 
Isaac’s grandfather during the Second World War and eventually murdered by him. Without 
ever fully acknowledging the ghost, or uncovering the family history whose chapters 
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alternate with Isaac’s in the novel, Isaac is followed across Europe by the spirit which 
infiltrates his perception and eventually possesses him. This inheritance matches the ethnic 
‘right’ to suffering stressed earlier in his argument with Colin. However, it is worth noting 
that the ghost has previously only ever attacked or possessed children. The ghost kills several 
children throughout the novel both Australian and European, and follows Isaac’s mother to 
Australia only to be banished. The ghost is only rediscovered, or reawakened by Isaac’s 
pilgrimage to his mother’s home. The ghost’s symbolic logic dictates that Isaac, despite 
‘thickening into middle age’ (Tsiolkas 2005, p. 27) is still a child. Being a victim of the ghost 
is dependent on an incomplete adulthood. In comparison, the characters who are able to 
capably deal with, or banish the ghost throughout the novel are all middle-aged to elderly 
women with strong ethnic identities, such as Isaac’s mother and great grandmother.  
Suffering, the text proposes, is not borne easily by Australians. Australian characters 
are particularly vulnerable to the kinds of spectral logic invested in sites of human suffering 
or trauma. The European characters of these novels either are not susceptible to paranormal 
infestation, or have the capacity for resistance or endurance. In 2005’s Traumascapes Maria 
Tumarkin outlines a similar relationship between trauma and the Old and New Worlds when 
she travels to Russia. As a first generation Australian, Tumarkin articulates a growing sense 
of separation between herself and native Russians when she attempts to research the hostage 
and eventual massacre at the Dubrovka theatre: 
During my time in Moscow, I asked everyone I met whether they at all cared or felt 
anything towards this building. Most people thought my question was strange. My 
friends thought I was acting like a foreigner. A foreigner who does not know or 
understand what all people who live in Russia know – that all of this vast country is 
built on graves, that its every building is smeared with blood, that the whole nation is 
one monstrous traumascape. (Tumarkin 2005, p. 119)  
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It is an Australian conceit to be fascinated by trauma, or rather, to need to investigate it. As 
opposed to ‘all people who live in Russia’ even a temporary separation has greatly changed 
Tumarkin’s relationship to suffering and traumatic history. She has become infected by 
innocence and naivety. As an Australian, coming from a land where the houses are big and 
‘the cows are well fed’ (Tsiolkas 2005, p. 73), Isaac is equipped with neither the burden of 
history nor the capacity for suffering that lends the Europeans their nobility and their comfort 
with ghosts. He cannot, and by implication Australians cannot, handle ghosts because they 
are children: neither wise nor capable. Dead Europe however, is less a depiction of Australia 
as it is (as this chapter will go on to show) than an extended engagement with the dialogue 
between the Old and New World which repeatedly constructs Australia as innocent and 
inferior and Europe as venerable and noble, if burned out and decaying. 
Australia’s innocence cannot survive a close examination. However abundant or 
popularly defined by its sun and opportunity Australia’s terrain is earmarked with a built 
environment which is earthed in a history of failure, injustice and death. Far from an afterlife 
or heavenly reprieve, for Australians the country cannot be a space of exemption. Regardless 
of the reasons Australia was settled, or the hopes its settlers held, lived experience will 
always inscribe the land with history, especially when that lived experience is expressed 
through material construction and architecture. It has already been shown in Chapter One: 
Stained and Fertile Soil that the Australian landscape is resistant to inscription and actively 
hostile towards attempts to settle or preserve human history. For this reason monuments are 
significant in Australia, where both their existence and their preservation places them at the 
centre of the cult of graves. Harrison emphasises the significance of human architecture in 
Dominion of the Dead where he writes that ‘one could say that, in its world-forming capacity, 
architecture transforms geological time into human time, which is another way of saying it 
turns matter into meaning’ (Harrison 2003, p. 3). History, according to Harrison, becomes 
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articulate only when transformed into ‘human time’. A cult of graves then, as the cultural 
processes by which the deceased are remembered, taken care of and kept at hand, to use 
Heidegger’s vocabulary, is naturally invested in architectural practice. These preserved 
histories however, despite being concreted in deliberately constructed buildings and edifices 
are no less wild, and no less vulnerable to, or productive of spectral presence than other 
material relics.  
  In ‘Capitolle of Darknesse’ (2004), which examines London as a Gothic spatiality 
Alex Link contends that:  
People forget, play with, reinscribe, or vandalize public monuments, or the names of 
streets and parks. They remember the history of a building site, with its previous 
incarnations and the details of personal or local history that have been omitted from 
official records [...] Urban space is suffused with the spectral, as the living of space 
comes to supersede its intended uses. (Link 2004, p. 534) 
 
The city, and built environments more generally, are in this way not controlled. That is, as a 
reactive and contributory set of material signs constructed environments signal all kinds of 
meanings, particularly as living beings add to and forge connections with the web of 
relevancies and references by which these environments exist within the world. Australia 
requires these kinds of structures in order to have history, or at least to have an articulate 
human-relevant history. The problem arises, as it does in the Europes pictured by Venero 
Armanno and Christos Tsiolkas, when these sites admit alongside authorised, and endorsed 
public history the darker histories of war, injustice, violence, brutality and cruelty which 
underlie or augment their foundations. What will be shown is that those sites which do 
concrete and articulate these more regrettable histories are tightly circumscribed and cut off 
from daily lived experience. Rather than exist in a constant dialogue with the current 
experiences of living Australians they are kept sealed off: a way of keeping those histories at 
hand (and as such a way of assuring through guilt contemporary Australians’ worldly place) 
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without placing the kinds of demands these histories normally make (as shown in Chapter 
Two: Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Narratives) on the shoulders of living Australians.  
Deila Falconer begins her 2008 memoir and study of the city Sydney by describing the 
fractious profile of the city itself: 
From the outside [Sydney] seems like the brashest and most superficial of cities, 
almost a kind of unplanned holiday resort. But perhaps you need to have grown up 
here, as I did, to see that its fundamental temperament is melancholy. Everything else 
is a side effect, a symptom of darker emotional currents that run so deep they are 
almost tectonic. (Falconer 2008, p. 1-2) 
 
Sydney, as Falconer pictures it, has a hidden face. While the city may appear sun-soaked and 
shallow, for Falconer and for Sydneysiders generally, it is a city with much greater 
complexity and much greater darkness than it first appears. While Falconer writes only of 
Sydney, these darker undercurrents characterise Australia’s self-perception. When Australian 
writers regard the nation, they do not do so in a manner that is wholly morbid, or melancholy. 
However, as can be seen in the literature, both ghostly and mundane, that is discussed 
throughout the thesis the ‘public face’ of Australia as sun-soaked, brash and guileless is an 
identity earthed in historical atrocities only partially acknowledged by the ‘guilt industry’.  
Amongst the youthful superficiality of Australia’s New World cities remain the 
physical touchstones of its colonial history. These physical sites are concreted histories which 
provide a bore to the tectonic currents that Falconer detects in Sydney. The heritage 
architecture of prisons, asylums and other structures bridges time – it allows history to be 
kept at hand, ‘stored’ or at least invoked by objective, materially present site-texts. The desire 
to keep history at hand is not necessarily the desire to keep dark histories at hand, at least not 
consciously. It is unlikely that the goal of ‘heritage’ is to preserve the trauma of 
traumascapes. When Falconer attempts to redeem the brashness of Sydney by revealing its 
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tangled, and in her words ghostly, foundations her goal is not to blight or taint the city. While 
the work is the product of an ambivalent love, her stated impulse is not to reveal the seamy 
underbelly of the city to scorn or dread but to: ‘confound the prejudice that this is a shallow 
place that generates more heat than light’ (Falconer 2008, p. 4). In non-supernatural or non-
specialist discourse haunting and ghostliness lend an air of respectability and a depth of 
meaning.  A haunted building has character. A building that has ghosts is one that has soul.  
The concern with haunting, or the anxieties around what it may mean to lack 
haunting, is not only an Australian concern. It also appears in other settler nations, such as 
Canada, which have or have had a similar dialogue with the Old World as that depicted in My 
Beautiful Friend and Dead Europe. In these settler nations haunting becomes not only a 
consequence of history, but a desirable ‘atmosphere’. Brian Johnson highlights how this 
desire manifests in the writing of one particular Canadian author’s work in ‘How to Build a 
Haunted Nation’. In the ghost stories of Robertson Davies, Johnson detects a desire for 
haunting. This desire is most clearly expressed not in his fiction but in an essay on literature 
and architecture titled ‘How to Design a Haunted House’ from 1960. Of this essay, Johnson 
writes: 
Drawing his examples from eighteenth- and nineteenth-century theatre architecture as 
well as from canonical English literature, Davies outlines the forgotten virtues of the 
balconies, friezes, statuary, attics, cellars, and secret passageways of ‘haunted 
houses,’ which is ‘to bring a whisper of magnificence, a shade of light-heartedness, 
and a savour of drama into the settings of our daily lives.’ (Johnson 2009, p. 1026) 
 
As with Falconer’s melancholy, Davies’s (and through Davies the settler nations’) desire for 
haunting is not so much a desire for the trauma or horrors of the ghost story but for the 
attendant soulfulness or worth that comes along with these presences. Ghosts, in the ex-
colonies, are not only an articulation of history and guilt, but a source of pleasure.  
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 The Ghost Guide to Australia (1998), a collection of 700 ‘true’ ghost stories opens 
with a warning from its author Richard Davis which articulates the particular pleasures of 
haunting: 
Don’t expect to see a ghost. You may visit all the locations in this book and still not 
see a single spook; ghosts don’t conform to tourist timetables and the chances of 
being in the right place at the right time are remote. What you will gain pleasure from 
is the ambience of the place, the excitement that comes from wondering if a ghost is 
there and the anticipation that perhaps it will appear. (Davis 1998, p. xiii)  
 
The pleasures of the ghost, according to Davis are not contained in the sight of the apparition 
itself. Rather, what Davis suggests is that pleasure stems not from ghostly contact, but from 
the potential of ghostly contact in haunted sites. Ghosts themselves, this formulation also 
suggests, are not themselves amenable to pleasure. To encounter a ghost is not only to 
witness a miraculous phenomenon or to be enchanted; it is also to be brought into contact 
with trauma, violence and suffering. As Gordon notes, ‘ghosts are never innocent: the 
unhallowed dead [...] drag in the pathos of their loss and the violence of the force that made 
them, their sheets and chains’ (Gordon 2008, p. 22). In the example of the séance given in 
Waaron’s Slights the pleasures of attempting contact with the dead quickly give way to terror 
and dread once a genuine ghost responds. Similar examples of playful ghost performances, or 
visits to supposedly haunted sites giving way to genuine and shocking experiences of the 
paranormal are given in Chapter Four: A Troubled Medium.                                                                               
 The ghost enriches its surrounds. It is attached to the grandiose and Old World 
evoking architecture of the colonial period, but it is also a reminder of the darkness of that 
time and of the barbarities perpetrated by and suffered by settlers, convicts and Indigenous 
Australians. The concerns for social memory, justice and the hearing out of trauma outlined 
in Chapter Two: Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Stories are still present in even these 
‘respectable’ hauntings. Of the diverse sites which comprise Australia’s haunted architecture 
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there are few as enmeshed in this double-action of respectability and histories of brutality, 
darkness and violence as Tasmania’s Port Arthur.   
 Port Arthur sits sixty kilometres east of Hobart at the isolated tip of the Tasman 
peninsula. While also the name of the small town that shares the location, ‘Port Arthur’ refers 
popularly to the ruined penal colony that is Tasmania’s top tourist attraction. The prison 
operated between 1833 and 1877 before being abandoned and allowed to subside into ruins, a 
process helped along by a series of fires. Of what remains, Barry McGowan writes in 
Australian Ghost Towns (2002): 
The much-photographed penitentiary buildings, the turreted guard tower, the church 
and the hospital are marvels of colonial architecture. As well, there are the less 
aesthetic but still impressive remains of the model prison, the lunatic asylum and the 
paupers’ mess. The neatly whitewashed cottages and gardens remind the visitor that 
this was the home of the free as well as the felon. (McGowan 2002, p. 172) 
 
In this description there is the uneasy juxtaposition of the respectable ‘marvels’ of 
architecture and the history these buildings represent. The treatment of the prisoners these 
structures were built to serve and house was so brutal that the asylum was a late addition to 
the site: needed to house the ‘lunatics’ regularly produced there. The colony has been 
immortalised in the Australian consciousness first by Marcus C. Clarke’s 1874 For the Term 
of His Natural Life and then as the site of Australia’s worst (post-colonial) mass murder in 
1996, when local Martin Bryant fired on and killed thirty five people. In short, Port Arthur 
offers the ‘juiciest part of convict history – a place purposefully built for the lowest grade of 
convict, the worst of the worst’ (Tumarkin 2005, p. 46). It is also, of course, haunted. 
 In a work where most locations receive a brief paragraph, Davies devotes six pages of 
The Ghost Guide to Australia to Port Arthur. The stories primarily feature the parsonage and 
the commandant’s quarters rather than the asylum, Model prison or penitentiary, the last of 
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which is apparently entirely unhaunted. According to Davies, the Model prison ‘echoes, it is 
said, to the screams of a fourteen-year old prisoner’ (Davies 1998, p. 305) and one of the 
prison cells, where a William Carter committed suicide, causes visitors to ‘experience 
unaccountable feelings of anxiety and depression long before they are told the story of 
Carter’s suicide’ (ibid). The commandant’s house has hosted ‘strange noises (moans, 
footsteps, etc.)’ for ‘more than a century’ (ibid p. 304). More dramatically the parsonage’s 
guests ‘reported smelling putrefying flesh, hearing moaning or morbid screams and seeing 
strange lights’ (ibid p. 301) since a reverend’s corpse was dropped into the gutter by a broken 
rope. The terms of these phenomena are familiar to any witness with a cursory understanding 
of spectral language. For a site ‘steeped in the mythology of violence, the darkest of the dark’ 
(Tumarkin 2005, p. 45) its haunting narratives are prosaic.  
 In the previous chapter, A Troubled Medium, it was shown through a discussion of 
Jeannie Banks Thomas’s chapter of Haunting Experiences (2007) that ghost stories taken 
from contemporary oral culture are often lacking in the drama or tension of literary works. In 
her words, they are only ‘slightly dramatic’. This continues to be true even of those ghost 
stories which circle a site as affectively potent as Port Arthur. The rather pallid ghost stories 
recorded at Port Arthur by Davies lack the vitality that animates the location itself. While 
limited by its form – it has a touristic rather than literary intent -- the events and phenomena it 
records are banal. The unaccountable sounds, sights and scents at the reverend’s house, and 
the phantom lights said to flit around the husk of the church are themselves uninteresting and 
cannot compete with the depth of violence that characterises the site as a whole. In the face of 
this image of Port Arthur the conventional language of haunting fails to impress; while the 
atmosphere continues to draw attention, that actual features of its haunting, and the nature of 
its ghosts are less compelling. Haunting is so appropriate that it ceases to shock. Port Arthur 
becomes, in its own way, too entrenched in a culture of violence and degradation for these 
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ghostly articulations to reveal anything. This entrenchment is so extreme that even the 
shocking tragedy of the 1996 massacre fails to alter the site substantially. In retrospect, those 
writing about the massacre depict it as almost preordained. In the opening paragraph on Port 
Arthur in The Ghost Guide to Australia: 
The recent tragedy at Port Arthur is still fresh in the minds of all Australians but, in 
years to come when history replaces memory, the crimes of 1996 will be judged as a 
single chapter in a long saga of cruelty and death. Despite the elegance of its 
architecture and the beauty of its setting, a brooding sense of evil has always hung 
over the old penal settlement. That it is the haunt of ghosts should surprise no one. 
(Davies 1998, p. 301) 
 
In passages like this, Port Arthur is reinvented. It ceases to be a place that was despoiled by 
convicts or the harsh treatment of a colonial government, and becomes a place of elemental 
evil: a place evil has always hung over. While it may not be surprising that it houses ghosts, 
the same logic seems to insist that it should not be surprising that the massacre took place 
either. As appealing as this image is, it is disingenuous. When Tumarkin writes of the burden 
Port Arthur has assumed in the wake of the massacre, she quite clearly draws attention to the 
social tensions that render Port Arthur such a locus of ill-will: 
Port Arthur had to bear the burden of the nationwide history of violence and anxiety, 
the history of violence that to this day remains unacknowledged and unclaimed. The 
vision of Port Arthur as a place haunted by its oppressive and violent past was not 
created by the 1996 massacre; rather, it was activated by the shooting and laid bare for 
all to see. The view of Port Arthur and the whole of Tasmania as reeking of depravity 
had existed long before the shootings. (Tumarkin 2005, p. 220)  
 
The elemental evil ascribed to Port Arthur revolves less around the site’s contact with 
something primeval and more the social necessity that it stand in as a scapegoat for a 
nationwide history it cannot possibly contain. Port Arthur has been the site of great suffering, 
but its status as an icon seems to draw more meaning to it than it can express.  
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Port Arthur is less a place haunted by its singular history than a place overworked by 
social need into a host of sublime trauma. This sublime trauma outstrips the boundaries of 
haunting, in that rather than communicate a specific narrative as ghost stories have been 
shown to do in Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Narratives it places witnesses into contact 
with something beyond narrative. It dislocates the narrative expression of haunting. Where 
the ghost story attempts to render trauma explicable, sublime trauma confronts the witness 
with something unworldly or transcendent. When examining a site explicitly defined by its 
traumas, Edmund Burke’s 1757 A Philosophical Enquiry helps to define the difference 
between the traumatic sublime and other forms of narrative darkness or investment. For 
Burke: 
Whatever is fitted in any sort to excite the ideas of pain, and danger, that is to say, 
whatever is in any sort terrible, or is conversant about terrible objects, or operates in a 
manner analogous to terror, is a source of the sublime; that is, it is productive of the 
strongest which the mind is capable of feeling. (Burke 1990, p. 36) 
 
While later critics have stepped away from this direct relationship, and Burke himself ceased 
to frame the sublime as a necessary product of terror in the wake of the French Revolution (as 
noted by Christine Battersby in ‘The Sublime, Terror and Human Difference’ (Battersby 
2007, p. 26)) the two remain interrelated. Two theorists who base their discussion of the 
sublime in A Philosophical Enquiry, Kimberley Wedeven Segall and Jerrold E Hogle, frame 
sublime terror or trauma as a kind of pain or danger that nevertheless engages and excites: a 
kind of threat that provokes continued engagement, fascination and a dark form of 
enchantment. The traumatic sublime is explored by Kimberley Wedeven Segall in ‘Pursuing 
Ghosts’ (2005) and Jerrold E. Hogle in ‘Hyper-Reality and the Gothic Affect’ (2010), where 
they further and add nuance to Burke’s comparatively simplistic formulation. According to 
Segall, where the traditional sublime elevates the mind the traumatic sublime ‘temporarily 
overwhelms one’s sense of self’ (Segall 2005, p. 42). In this case, evil or violence takes the 
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place of beauty in effecting the destruction of the self. Where natural beauty overwhelms the 
ego in the traditional sublime in a transformative moment, in the traumatic sublime the ego is 
similarly overwhelmed and annihilated by the worst, most violent and traumatic aspects of 
the site. Symbols of this sublime are remarkably similar to the material signs of spectral 
language. The difference is that where spectral language renders sensible immaterial 
meaning, the sublime cannot be articulated or rendered sensible. Its signs cannot encompass 
it. Hogle argues that: 
Such a figure [of the traumatic sublime] may suggest the threat but cannot fully 
articulate it because of the distance that gapes openly between the signifier and its 
murky signified – a gap that suggest some amorphous, all-absorbing dissolution or 
power [...] beckoning behind any symbol. (Hogle 2010, p. 164) 
 
In this case, rather than embodying a narratively articulate history the ruins of Port Arthur are 
only a signifier underneath which opens a void of meaning. The ‘all-absorbing’ nature of this 
suggested thing is clearly present in depictions of the ‘evil’ of Port Arthur: an evil irreducible 
to individual narratives or even the site itself.  
 Read in these terms, ghostly phenomena are displaced in this kind of public haunting. 
The logic which characterises the literary ghost story (that places are haunted because of the 
transgressions and injustices perpetrated there) is skewed. Port Arthur is haunted because it is 
‘evil’ but these hauntings are clearly not the result of the separate narratives that result in 
individual ghosts but a response to the traumatic sublime interred there. When Segall 
explores the traumatic sublime in J.M. Coetzee’s 1999 Disgrace her terms are explicitly 
ghostly. She writes: 
In Disgrace, David Lurie’s attempts at a complete erasure of the past are interrupted 
by ghostly images. These haunting images move beyond the realm of the fantastic to a 
symbolic level as these obscured images of the past signify historical violations. 
Nonetheless, these ghostly signs of historical violence provide some healing because a 
symbolic image offers detachment from vivid scenes of violation. In other words, the 
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protagonist’s vision of an obscure figure not only symbolizes a mnemonic wound, but 
also serves as a protective, psychological shield. (Segall 2005, p. 43) 
 
Ghost stories that attach themselves to sites like Port Arthur which are emblematic of the 
(non-narrative) traumas of settlement are not heralds of individual histories that need ‘hearing 
out’. Instead, in these cases, they are a way of obscuring the historical events even as they 
acknowledge them. As Segall argues: ‘such symbolism provides an emotional distance from 
tragic events because it obscures the original depiction of violation’ (ibid). The phenomena of 
haunting cannot articulate a sublime trauma that outstrips the genuine history of the site. Port 
Arthur is assigned a burden beyond its actual historical involvement. In this respect it greatly 
resembles what Ross Gibson describes in his 2002 Seven Versions of an Australian Badland 
as a badland.  
 Gibson’s definition, while technically excluding a site like Port Arthur on the basis 
that it is unnatural, still sheds light on the function of blighted locations. In his book he 
defines the badland as: ‘a narrative thing set in a natural location. A place you can actually 
visit, it is laid out eerily by your mind before you get there. It is a disturbing place that you 
feel compelled to revisit despite all your wishes for comfort or complacency’ (Gibson 2002, 
p. 15) The haunted sites explored in this thesis are decidedly non-natural, but they are 
entrenched in the same divisive logic that renders them both appealing and disturbing. This 
compulsion that Gibson writes of may explain Port Arthur’s preservation. Public opinion, as 
recorded by Greg Jackman in ‘Stain to Saint’ (2009) and Jim Davidson in ‘Port Arthur: a 
Tourist History’ (1995), was originally in favour of the ruins’ destruction. McGowan goes so 
far as to see the hand of the divine in its original ruination: ‘fate was never far away, almost 
as if some malevolent presence was hovering above and attempting to expunge and cleanse 
the memories of the past’ (McGowan 2002, p. 178).  
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  There is a conflict inherent in McGowan’s choice of words. By characterising the 
intent to scrub away the history of suffering as malevolent indicates some need to remember, 
preserve or otherwise do justice by those memories of the past. Despite being a place of 
active ill-will the alternative, as for Steve in Waaren’s Slights, is worse. Gibson offers 
something of an explanation in his own examination of ‘encysting’ and his chosen badland of 
Queensland’s ‘nightmare stretch’: 
To own up to a badland may seem defeatist, like an admission that the habitat cannot 
be completely conquered. But a prohibited space can also appear encouraging to the 
extent that it shows that savagery can be encysted even if it cannot be eliminated. A 
badland can be understood as a natural space deployed in a cultural form to persuade 
citizens that unruliness can be simultaneously acknowledged and ignored. This is the 
kind of paradox that myths usually support. In a culture unconvinced of its 
sovereignty in the landscape, a badland is mythic and far from useless. (Gibson 2002, 
p. 15) 
 
Gibson’s example illustrates naturalised concerns. When it is translated to the constructed, 
colonial environment the expression is somewhat different. Rather than showing a complete 
failure to settle the land it testifies to the savagery inherent in that act of settlement. By 
housing those illegitimacies and injustices that characterise the colonial mode in a network of 
‘dead’ buildings, the rest of Australia is free to show itself as sunny and free. 
The kind of public site Port Arthur exemplifies is, as a consequence of its isolation, a 
substantially different terrain from that featured in literary or cinematic ghost stories. These 
sacrificed sites are less intimate and less tyrannically imprisoning than their fictional 
alternates. The separation however, is not primarily one of physical structure or aesthetic. 
There is little physical difference between the factual haunting and its fictional staging – the 
two are perhaps irretrievably interrelated (the imitative/mimetic relationship is discussed in A 
Troubled Medium and the following chapter The Cussed Junkyard). The subject matter of the 
haunting does not break with that outlined in Chapter Two: Fractured Bodies and Fracturing 
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Narratives; it still composed out of histories of injustice, violence, brutality and helplessness. 
The transmission of this subject matter, and as such the phenomena of the haunting, relies on 
a common language of phantom lights, rappings and apparitions. The difference then lies not 
in the narrative or the mode of its communication, but in the dynamic between those 
narratives and the sites they inhabit. Where in the literary ghost story the narrative comes first 
and, to an extent, defines the haunted site, in the public haunting the site itself inhabits the 
primary position. As will be demonstrated, this primacy is shored up by both tourist and 
historical concerns and that within the scope of this inverted relationship of place and 
narrative, a witness can never fully engage with haunting’s social purpose. 
Port Arthur is an exemplary but not singular example of the tourist-haunting. It has its 
echo in sites such as the Adelaide Goal, Freemantle Arts Centre, and the Old Melbourne 
Gaol. These sites are all nineteenth century relics, built largely by convict labour and 
preserved by government policy as sites of cultural and historical engagement. While the sites 
do not rival Port Arthur for brutality or ‘evil’, they each correspond to similar themes. 
According to information from The Ghosts Guide to Australia and the site’s public website 
(fac.org.au), the Fremantle Arts Centre was originally the Fremantle Lunatic Asylum, and 
since 1868 has been the Asylum for the Criminally Insane, the Old Woman’s Home 
(temporary housing and midwifery for homeless women) and a wartime residence for 
American soldiers. It is haunted by the standard array of phenomena and according to Miriam 
Howard-Wright’s Eyewitness Australian Ghosts perhaps most interestingly by the apparition 
of a bereft mother with a storm-lantern, ‘the most persistent ghost [...] believed to be on an 
endless search for her daughter’ (Howard-Wright 1980, p. 79) who links the first two uses of 
the building into one narrative. The Adelaide Goal (adelaidegaol.org.au) has been put to less 
varied uses, but makes up for a lack of variety with its age (it is the oldest building in South 
Australia, and operated for 147 years) and the dramas surrounding its construction. As a free 
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settlement, Adelaide did not need the large scale and long-term detention facilities of other 
cities. When Adelaide failed to live up to the optimism of its original freedom, the 
extravagant and mismanaged plans for the prison threatened the state’s finances. The gaol is 
now a museum and hosts regular ghost tours, ‘twilight tours’ and annual paranormal 
workshops. The Old Melbourne Gaol (oldmelbournegaol.com.au) is most famous for its 
involvement in Ned Kelly’s trial and execution, but also hosts two ghost tours, one weekly 
and one monthly that trade on the great number of hangings that took place on site.   
 The above sites have been set aside for the past. They are not sites of innovation or in 
which to live. They no longer exist as a part of a living Australia. But where Australia was a 
place to forget the Empire’s exiles, Port Arthur and other Australian ‘ruins’ are places to 
remember the barbaric history that Australians have attempted to slough off. Ironically, to 
invigorate its image as a young and promising nation, Australia has to sacrifice these 
historical locations to ‘the darkest of the dark’ (Tumarkin 2005, p. 45). If ghosts challenge the 
attempt to forget by endlessly returning, then in places like Port Arthur history is not 
repressed but consigned to certain geographies. As Tumarkin writes, ‘perhaps it is [the] 
physical separation that has also made it so easy for the mainland imagination to project some 
of its worst insecurities and fears onto the island’ (ibid  p. 221), and this seems to be at work 
in hauntings as well. The geographical isolation of sites like Port Arthur means the past does 
not need to remain in the past. It is free to erupt, even welcome if the introduction to The 
Ghost Guide to Australia and the promising slogans of various tour sites are to be believed, 
but it does so in a controlled zone. The past cannot be repressed, but these sites seem to 
promise, it can be fenced off. 
This is not to suggest that the dominance of these sites is ideal or free of ideological 
investment. Jackman is critical of the kinds of sites preserved as memory sites: 
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It is argued [in ‘Stain to Saint’] that historical groups like convicts, rural settlers, and 
ANZACS are part of an Australian national imaginary that privileges the perspective 
of vigorous white males over all other groups. Others who have died through disease, 
neglect and oppression – including Aborigines, migrants, women, and children – lie 
comparatively ignored in a thousand burial grounds around the country that are 
routinely expunged to make way for the needs of the living. (Jackman 2009, p. 108) 
 
The preserved places, such as Port Arthur and the Fremantle Arts Centre, have been arrested 
while still connected to the ‘colonial savagery’ they were built to contain. This savagery 
privileges not only a particular type of Australian, but a particular type of victim. The value 
of the site is dependent on a valorisation of a particular kind of history, even if that is a 
history of suffering.  
 The attempt to contain the past is not true of all hauntings in Australia, or even all 
public hauntings. There are those sites which still fulfil their original function and that are 
enmeshed with living reality. These sites are represented best by hospitals and theatres. It 
seems, in the Western world at least, that no hospital or theatre of any providence will be 
without some kind of ghostly presence. Recorded in The Ghosts Guide To Australia and 
Eyewitness Australian Ghosts are Brisbane’s oldest surviving community theatre, Brisbane 
Arts Theatre and the Royal Brisbane Women’s Hospital (health.qld.gov.au/rbwh/history.asp). 
The hospital, despite having changed location and having gone through waves of 
development since its first construction in 1849 as the Morton Bay Hospital, manages to host 
at least two ghosts: one of whom is a murdered ward sister who circulates throughout the old 
and new wards and the other an unknown spirit which lures nurses into what was once the old 
prison wards. Melbourne’s Alexandra Theatre is haunted, as is the Princess Theatre which is 
haunted by the ghost of a nineteenth century Opera singer: a fact that appears on its home 
page (marrinergroup.com.au/theatre-princess.php). Similar stories surrounded hospitals and 
theatres across Australia. In these cases however, the ghost is always excessive. In sites that 
are still in use, the ghost cannot actively impact on its day to day running. The ghosts of the 
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Brisbane Arts Theatre and Princess Theatre are apparently polite enough to restrict their 
appearances to dress rehearsals. These sites are hospitals and theatres first, and haunted 
second. The ghosts they contain are mostly benign but what frames these sites differently 
than in other nations is the constant cultural need in Australia to acknowledge the culpability 
in settlement. While continuing a respectable Old World tradition, these hauntings are still 
tainted by the social need that overwhelming underpins haunting in Australia. For Tumarkin, 
not even Port Arthur is safely excised:  
Places such as Port Arthur can be seen to embody and contain within their boundaries 
the colonial savagery that most Australian’s recognise not simply as a dark shadow of 
their past but as a lingering and contaminating force in their present. (Tumarkin 2005, 
p. 220)  
 
Many of these sites are buried in the living tissue of cities, but their relevance and continuity 
can be challenged by the persistent change of living settlements. Davies’s book is scattered 
with ghosts laid to rest, banished or excised by the demolishment of buildings, their 
renovation or in one case the removal of a single wall. In his record of the ghost of Victoria 
Park in Brisbane, he half-jokingly hypothesises that the failure of the ghost to appear for over 
forty years is the result of it being scared off by the construction of an overpass. When ghosts 
cohabitate without a position of historical dominance or authority their meaning becomes 
contested and their existence tentative. It is only in those sites which are publicly owned, or 
open to the public in the case of theatres and hospitals, which possess the continuity to 
preserve their narratives.  
 Individual hauntings cannot go far enough to express the unsettlement lurking beneath 
the narrative of Australian identity. The ‘hidden histories’ that tour-goers report in Glenn 
Gentry’s study of ghost walks in Savannah, Georgia ‘Walking with the Dead’ (2007) as their 
main reason for electing ghost tours over traditional historical experiences are hindered by 
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their conservatism. While ghost walks may ‘present a dissonant text, challenging the images 
provided by the dominate heritage industry’ (Gentry 2007, p. 244) in the United States,  the 
dominance of certain kinds of ‘authorised’ suffering (principally that of convicts) in Australia 
means the tourist-project can only go so far in voicing the injustices perpetrated against 
Indigenous Australian and migrant populations. This is not to suggest that the hauntings are 
fake or disingenuous, but that in ceding the interpretation of phenomena (which have already 
been explained as requiring narrative for coherence) to historians and populist tourism 
ventures means to sidestep the often aggressive or unsettling strangeness that is part of the 
literary ghost story. Historical ghost stories rarely close the gap between witness and victim 
as writers like Lucy Sussex and Christos Tsiolkas manage in their stories. The passivity that 
defines tourist experience stymies engagement and stands in stark contrast to the experience 
of the literary ghost ‘detective’. To this end, the public ghost story and the literary ghost story 
while stemming from similar concerns and histories are not interchangeable in their result, or 
final impact. 
In public sites there is little room for individual experience with the ghost or haunting. 
Where the protagonists of ‘Frozen Charlottes’ (2005) (discussed in Chapter Two) are 
troubled by ghostly happenings and impelled to seek out the cause, in the tourist project the 
work has already been done: victims have been selected, and causes attributed. The principle 
mode of engagement of a character in the narrative: that of a researcher or detective (however 
inept or unwilling) is unavailable to the tourist. A large part of the literary ghost story is 
removed: once adopted as public currency there is no need, for instance, to unravel the 
mystery of Marcello Mansini or search the library archives for a buildings history and 
subsequently there is no revelatory catharsis. As the injustices are documented and the 
victims already well known, there is no action to undertake on their behalf – not even the 
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most basic act of bringing their story to light. With the narrative arc of the ghost story 
disrupted, the ghost story ceases to articulate or ‘stand in’ for a historical event. 
In the tourist/history project self-referentiality and repetition come to displace and 
replace originating events. The underlying causes are obscured because the events become 
predictable and predetermined. They do not need to be revealed, interpreted or answered. The 
phenomena of a haunting have their web of references denatured or removed. Where an 
active ghost story refers to vital historical events in the tourist ‘history’ story, the events 
become self-referential. That is, rather than the screams in Port Arthur’s Model prison calling 
up the lived suffering of the prisoner, its reference becomes attached only to the narrative 
itself. Hearing the scream is not hearing the scream of the prisoner, but hearing the scream of 
the story. The removal of the cathartic moment from the ghost story removes the narratives’ 
capacity for transformation and exorcism. The crashing porcelain that gave material solidity 
to the emotional discharge of ‘Frozen Charlottes’ is beyond the capacity of these historically 
interred narratives. Public hauntings of the kind recorded in The Ghost Guide to Australia are 
enervated in comparison to literary ghost stories as they are incomplete. The satisfaction of 
narrative closure or transformation is closed out by purely sensational concerns: visiting a 
murder site, or witnessing the fleeting image of a spirit or for the exceptionally lucky, the 
imprint of the same on a piece of film.  
While the desire to visit these sites is linked to the sublime – the sites bear a burden of 
history and suffering irreducible to a singular narrative – the ghost stories are not only 
symptomatic of concentrated ‘evil’ but a smokescreen that reduces the illegitimacy of 
settlement these sites testify to into a handful of disconnected ghost narratives. Narratives for 
whose actors there is nothing to be done. The encystment of these sites disables the ghost 
story’s social and ethical orientation. These sites do still contain history however, they are 
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histories that lose the invasive and demanding position that they are given in literary ghost 
stories. In Stephan William’s 1990 Fisher’s Ghost and Other Australian Tales of Ghosts and 
Murder the site where Fisher’s ghost was said to appear is described as follows:  
It was, indeed, nigh impossible to see then, in a fearfully utilitarian sweep of concrete 
and bitumen, the scene of events which have engaged the interest of generations. [...] 
Still, late at night, when the traffic temporarily ceases, the ceaseless silhouettes of 
street lights could lend a magical organe brightness to the scruffy scrubland. 
(Williams 1990, p. 2) 
 
The ghost of this ‘fearfully utilitarian’ site cannot be integrated into living experience. The 
ghost does not abide in a permanent sense but is only invoked in the mysterious ‘witching 
hour’ of ceased traffic. That is, the site is only sometimes haunted. Rather than reveal an 
always abiding narrative that needs to be acknowledged it is a place that is occasionally 
transformed into a place of enchantment. Similarly, when Brian William McDonald describes 
Sydney’s haunted Quarantine Station he does so in similar terms: 
In the Quarantine Station after dark, the eerie, deserted atmosphere assists in the 
focussing of one’s senses. And when confronted with the thought of walking around 
by one’s self, it can make even the most convinced sceptic think twice (McDonald, 
1999, p. 4)  
 
In these cases the location based encystment seen in other ‘dead’ historical sites is conjoined 
with a temporal encystment. The places are only occasionally haunted, or at least more 
haunted at some times than others. In this way rather than haunting experiences operating as a 
material puncture through which immaterial histories can be inflicted on the living, they 
become a location based entertainment. In essence they function in the same manner as the 
haunted house of Alejandro Amenabar’s The Others (2001). In Aviva Briefel’s 2009 article 
‘What Some Ghosts Don’t Know’ she contends that the house functions as a space of 
exemption: ‘the parameters of the mansion are isomorphic ally related to the walls of a movie 
theatre, beyond which the fiction and the characters do not exist’ (Breifel 2009, p. 106). If 
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tourists and other visitors carry the story with them from the location, they do not do so in a 
manner that reflects the reality of the events. Haunting experiences become equivalent to 
entertainment media: something which is experienced at certain times and in certain places 
but which does not have an existence outside of those times and places.  
The visitor to a public haunted site has a specular rather than narrative purpose. While 
any event they do experience adds to a site’s providence as evidenced by Port Arthur’s 
‘several large folders full of such stories’ (McGowan 2002, p. 179) their role is to bear 
witness, not to unravel, engage or lay to rest. That is, they have no role in a site or ghosts’ 
narrative arc. In the tourist process, individuals are eclipsed by location. Even in ghost tours 
that walk the line between public and private properties, including hotels, pubs and (street-
views) of private residences, non-historical personalities are few and far between. The 
participants in the recounted stories are reduced to their role, as in folk or fairy-tales, as pub-
owner or tourist. While there are broader concerns about privacy in which these tours are 
constructed, the effect is to render human actors less important than the locations visited. It is 
the locations that are sought out, not previous witnesses or victims. In this way whatever the 
motivation of the tour participants the witnesses within the recounted scenes do not meet 
Gordon’s socio-critical model of haunting experience: ‘being haunted draws us affectively, 
sometimes against our will and always a bit magically, into the structure of feeling of a 
reality we come to experience, not as cold knowledge but as transformative recognition’ 
(Gordon 2008, p. 8). If witnesses experience this transformative recognition then it falls 
outside the scope of the tour guide’s retelling.  
The history affirming aspects of haunting in public hauntings are consistently 
emphasised at the expense of social-conscience building. Indigenous Australians and early-
migrants do not haunt because they are not present in the kind of white, primarily patriarchal 
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history interred in convict sites. This exclusion serves to constantly denaturalise immigrant-
Australians and Australians with a persistent ethnic identity. Belonging in Australia means 
laying claim to Australia’s ghosts as these ghosts are the work of settlement. To reject 
responsibility for, or duty to, these hauntings is to reject involvement in the national narrative 
of a settled Australia. 
When Australia is examined as a haunted terrain, certain national tensions become 
clear. A global ‘ethnicised’ viewpoint paints Australia as a land of lack. While this lack 
confers certain advantages, such as a freedom from history and an atmosphere of innocence 
and hopefulness, it is a position of inferiority. Youth may provide Australia with a conceptual 
distance between itself and the mistakes and horrors of the Old World, but this distance also 
prevents Australia from engaging with the Old World on equal terms. The denial of 
Australia’s own difficult histories prevents Australia coming to terms with the complex and 
unsettling processes that underpin its national identity. In a climate of denial that constructs 
‘Australianness’ as an emptied signifier: as a lack of identity, ethnicity and inheritance, 
‘youth’ slides into infantilism. The answer to this infantilising impulse is not simple 
refutation. The approved tourist-history project installed in sites like Port Arthur does little to 
assure Australia’s sophistication or secure its settlement. It is not enough to enshrine certain 
ghosts and certain histories that are comparatively palatable. The social function and 
relevance of the ghost story described in Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Narratives is 
muted or denatured so long as there is no drive to engage or deal with the history of injustice, 
brutality and oppression lying beneath the material phenomena of knocks, rattles, slamming 
doors and phantom lights. If Australia’s public hauntings are to have social relevance, then 
they must break free of institutional control and ‘approved’ settings. The interaction between 
narrative, architecture and space cannot be unique to colonial artifice. Dead Europe functions 
as a ghost story, if not as an Australian identity text, as it has no intention to preserve the 
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ghost. The vampiric Eli has to be paid his due because it is necessary not because it is ideal. 
Tsiolkas’s shifting haunted terrains are dynamic because they are linked to living experience, 
and the still real consequences of the Greek civil war and the Holocaust. In comparison, 
Australia’s authorised hauntings are limp and enervate: memorialisation without engagement. 
They are dishonest, in a sense, as they attempt to scapegoat the past onto the past. By 
preserving certain sites it seems that greater Australia can dodge its responsibility, and 
recreate its history as one predominantly featuring white, Anglo-Australians as both 
aggressors and victims.  
Whether a nation of migrants or a nation of exiles, Australia’s identity is contingent 
on its relationship to settlement. For the majority of Australians their descent from free 
settlers, convicts or later immigrants helps define their place in Australia’s history. Australian 
identity, read in this way, is the identity of the diaspora or the dispossessed: those who are not 
‘from’ Australia, but who are also no longer from any other place. These anxieties become 
manifested in ghost writing by Australian writers which is set overseas. In these texts 
‘Australia’ becomes a space of exemption, or self-abnegation – a place that is simultaneously 
innocent and empty. The alternative, explored by those Australian ghost texts set ‘at home’ is 
an identity in a state of becoming – still undertaking the reconciliation or exorcism with its 
wronged and forgotten dead. This reconciliation, it is clear, occurs in the literature and fiction 
of the nation, rather than in the comparatively disengaged historical or tourist ghost narrative 
which presents, but does not engage, the dark deeds of the past.  
 Haunting represents an inherently dynamic relationship between narrative and 
material location. The public examples examined in this chapter do not destroy this 
relationship, but simply fail to express its potential. Despite this, neither the literary ghost 
story, nor the materially interred ‘real’ ghost story is inert. Even in the cases where a site is 
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rigorously policed to maintain its ties to a colonial history, the mode of expression (the 
spectral language) remains instep with technological progress. Even in the case of Port 
Arthur, electronic recordings and photographs have become integral to the body of haunted 
materials associated with the site. The next chapter, A Cussed Junkyard will pick up the issue 
of haunting again in relation to these modern technologies and speculate on forms of specular 
and narrative engagement divorced from official historical record.  
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CHAPTER SIX 
The Cussed Junkyard: reproduction, bricolage and the machine 
 
ten fish sat suspended/ in aquarium water/ behind half opened venetian blinds/ and 
from an ash covered radiogram/ johnny cash wailed out/ the long black veil cemetery 
song 
– Coral Hull, ‘66 Rose Street’ 
Across the previous five chapters, ghost stories have been delineated as a distinct area of 
inquiry governed by spectrality and mimetic realism and unbounded by the strictures of any 
one genre. Within Australia, the form has been shown to have particular concerns, and for the 
ethical orientation that is implicit within it to answer to the fear and guilt that surrounds 
colonisation and the continued unsettlement it engendered. The previous two chapters in 
particular have highlighted the spectral texts continuing engagement with both ‘real world’ 
ghost culture, tourist practice, social memory and history within Australia. Spectral language 
and its concerns, however, are neither historical nor artefactual. While they respond to 
historical events, they concern the living and the duties of the living far more than they do 
deceased or absent actors. As such it would be a mistake to view the ghost story as outdated 
or consigned to the past. For this reason it is necessary to consider how ghost stories have 
adapted to the modern world.  In order to fully demonstrate the use of spectral language as a 
method of analysis and as such the validity of the readings produced by its application, its 
fundamental conceptions need to be reconciled with the objects and affects of contemporary 
culture.  
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Spectres are parasites. The spectral, as this thesis shows, is dependent on its hosts for 
expression – whether the host is a genre, a social anxiety, history or material landscape and 
location. The virile contagion of the spectral has been revealed in its ability to colonise and 
adopt into its spectral language an enormous variety of practices and material signs. Within 
the stories discussed in the previous chapters of Broken Gates and Leaky Graves there have 
been haunted or ghostly paintings, portraits, prints, dolls, books, diaries, manuscripts, 
scrabble tiles, clothes, amethysts, prisons, museums, theatres, fences and murals. As Robert J 
C Young writes in ‘Ghost Train’ (2007) : ‘anything, it seems, any noun can become ghostly if 
the word is applied to it as an adjective, as if it were a piece of tasteless dead meat needing to 
be brought to life by the tang of the sauce’ (Young 2007, p. 304). There is, however, a 
category of objects which have not yet been discussed. This chapter will see the appearance 
of ghostly or haunted radios, televisions, telephones, computers, cameras, cars, trains and 
other modern and hypermodern machines which are seen less frequently at the centre of ghost 
tales. While the ‘traditional’ objects discussed throughout the thesis have, despite their 
diversity, not troubled the spectral logic of the material sign, this secondary list does threaten 
or at least problematise the conception of spectral language.  
 The objects to be examined in this chapter are the inhabitants of the cussed junkyard: 
a motley variety of devices, apparatuses and mass-produced objects that tumble in the wake 
of modernity. These kinds of ‘technological’ objects share a cultural ‘soullessness’ inherent 
in their obsolescence and disposability. This thesis is not the place to tackle the question of 
modernity’s disenchantment or its potential for re-enchantment on a larger scale. However, it 
is those ‘disenchanted’ objects which populate the cussed junkyard, and which trouble the 
philosophic basis of spectral language when they begin to court ghostly provenance. The 
essential difficulty that modernity and its products pose to spectral language’s philosophical 
underpinnings is its refusal, or outright rejection of history. As Robert Dixon writes in ‘Ghost 
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in the Machine: modernity and the unmodern in Gail Jones’s ‘Dreams of Speaking” (2008) 
modernity’s products will continually be overturned and consigned to the junkyard, rather 
than being preserved or respected as antiquities or artefacts. He writes: 
Modernity is often seen as a series of technologically-induced breaks with the past: 
modern invention is all about making things new and for this to happen there must be 
a dramatic sense of redundancy as what is new relegates what already exists, 
suddenly, to the past. (Dixon, 2008 p. 124) 
 
This consignment to the past, and the continual creation of new material ‘presents’ poses 
problems to both Martin Heidegger’s communicative Being and Walter Benjamin’s aura. 
Heidegger’s references and relevancies are worldly properties; as such they reveal and 
communicate via connections between the object and other objects, experiences and persons 
who have come to define their nature. In the contemporary world, and particularly the kind of 
highly disposable material landscapes of today, these associations have limited potential. As 
the amount of time an object ‘exists’ as a part of a social, or human-relevant world decreases 
the strength of the object’s associations also decreases. Where these connections are murky or 
unclear, and have not ‘matured’ they cannot effectively activate the narrative histories the 
ghost story requires. Similarly, the modern object cannot embody a history older than itself, 
and so the centuries old hauntings of some stories are beyond their reach. This constricts the 
scope of the narrative that can be embodied in a modern realist material text, but does not 
render it incompatible. A more substantial problem is the conflict between the aura and the 
technologically infiltrated modern world. In his 1931 ‘Little History of Photography’, 
Benjamin writes of the failure of aura in the face of technologies of reproduction: ‘the peeling 
away of the object’s shell, the destruction of the aura, is the signature of a perception whose 
sense of the sameness of things has grown to the point where even the singular, the unique is 
divested of its uniqueness – by means of its reproduction’ (Benjamin 1996, p. 519). Theodor 
Adorno, according to Miriam Bratu Hansen in her 2008 article ‘Benjamin’s Aura’, 
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interpreted the aura as reified human labour: as the ‘trace of a forgotten human element in a 
thing’ (Hansen 2008, p. 342). While Benjamin refuted this construction, and there are 
naturally occurring auratic objects, the indexical relationship between human creation and the 
auratic object is disrupted by the intrusion of semi-automated, or automated means of 
production - means which have increasingly eclipsed human participation since Benjamin’s 
time. This means that the machines, and the mechanically produced have a complex 
relationship with the aura but as the ghostly fictions to be examined in this chapter attest, the 
relationship between object and aura is not completely eroded either by modernity or its 
technological, or inhuman products.  
Volumes have been devoted to understanding technology conceptually and culturally. 
An understanding of technology in and of itself is not the intention of this thesis. While a 
fuller definition would need to take into account a wide variety of immaterial and material 
concepts and practices, it is those technologies embodied as either machine or product that 
are examined in this chapter. Richard Li-Hua argues in his section of Companion to the 
Philosophy of Technology (2009), ‘Definitions of Technology’ that : ‘it seems much easier 
for understanding ‘technology’ to consider the concept of ‘technology’ as consisting of four 
closely interlinked elements: namely, technique, knowledge (normally being considered as 
‘technology’), the organisation of the production, and the product’ (Li-Hua 2009, p. 18). 
While bodies of knowledge are a form of technology, as Li-Hua signals and as such 
traditional bodies of knowledge such as the Indigenous cultural bodies of expertise examined 
in Chapter Three: Red Heart/Black Spirit compose a technology in that sense, the focus of 
this chapter dwells on ‘modern’ technology and its synonymy with contemporary life and the 
machine. This is not to suggest a hierarchy of technology, or to denigrate traditional 
technologies or knowledge, rather it is only to highlight the break that exists conceptually 
between this use of the term technology, and its common appearance as the machine and the 
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product of industrialised societies. As such, these broader senses of technology as immaterial 
knowledge or social process are considered only secondarily to its obvious, embodied 
manifestations. 
  Of the number of usages advanced by Stephen J Kline in ‘What is Technology’, this 
chapter will be using technology primarily in its most common usage. Kline defines ‘usage 
one’ as ‘HARDWARE (OR ARTEFACTS): possible denotation: non-natural objects, of all 
kinds, manufactured by humans’ (Kline 2003, p. 210). In deference to Li-Hua, however, this 
‘hardware’ usage will be further divided into machines, which operate to achieve a goal on 
behalf of a person, and what Li-Hua identifies as ‘product’: various objects produced by 
technological processes, but which are defined more by their cultural value than their use 
value (ibid p. 211). Machines are an unavoidable part of contemporary life in Australia. 
Ailing bodies are hooked into monitors, dead bodies are fed into furnaces, the living are 
ferried from place to place in machines and have their likenesses recorded and reproduced. 
Mechanical objects are intimately connected to human bodies and lived experience. Indeed, 
technology is defined by the intimacy of its relationship to human intention. It should not be 
surprising then, that the ghost infiltrates them. Not all technologies have the same relation to 
the human, or the same sympathy with the logic and intention of the ghost story outlined in 
Chapter Two: Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Narratives. What will be shown is that rather 
than present a unified shift in the function or relevancy of spectral language to the detritus of 
the modern world, the technologies of the nineteenth, twentieth and twenty-first centuries 
interact in complex ways with the philosophical concepts underlying spectrality. Certain 
technologies do not seem to embrace, or be embraced by the ghostly, and others are relegated 
to a peripheral position where they contribute to, but are not inhabited by, spectral presence. 
Many ‘soulless’ machines, and mass-produced objects manage to operate within the spectral 
dynamic outlined in relation to more classically haunted objects. Before approaching those 
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peripheral technologies, and finally the remnants of modern reality’s disposability, those 
machines which are presented within the ‘conventional’ logic of the ghost story will be 
considered. 
The use of the machines in the following stories, Rick Kennett’s 2009 ‘The Dark and 
What it Said’ and James Menzies’ 1976 ‘Train from Moondyke’, fulfils the conventional 
narrative role of the haunted object which is outlined in Chapter Two: Fractured Bodies and 
Fracturing Narratives. The story highlights however, that even as the logic behind spectral 
investment in terms of correspondence and aura are maintained the set of concerns addressed 
in the ‘mechanical’ ghost story are particular to a contemporary readership. Rick Kennett’s 
short story ‘The Dark and What it Said’ uses the wreck of an abandoned car to dramatise the 
tensions between a contemporary Australia and its traditional, wilderness-centred anxieties.  
Hiking in the mountains, the protagonist’s friend raises the question of ghosts directly: 
“Are there ghosts in these mountains?”  
“There are more ghosts in cities. But... yeah, the Matagong Ranges are big enough to 
have its share of ghost stories... but, shit, Rudy, they were made up by old timers in 
the olden days. I’ve hiked these mountains for years and I’ve hardly ever seen a 
ghost”. (Kennett 2009, p. 17) 
 
While the logic posited by the protagonist insists that the populated and mechanically 
saturated cities are the true sites of haunting and ghostly experience, it is only in the 
expatriation of a ‘city object’ (the car is not only a car but a taxi) into the foreign terrain of 
the mountainside that it achieves the singularity of focus that renders it an apparently haunted 
object: ‘He turned the beam back to the car. The light glinted on its unbroken windscreen, 
flashed across flat tires, over the doors and hood, rusted but undamaged. The light seemed 
unable to penetrate its dark interior’ (ibid p. 22).  The supernatural aspects of the taxi are first 
signalled by an unintelligible call heard at night. Both men go to investigate the wreck at 
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night even though there was ‘a scared little boy part of him, that said keep away, this was 
wrong, weird and wrong’ (ibid p. 26) leaning into the car, Rudy disappears only to reappear 
as a disembodied voice: 
Find the road. Find the tent. Get me outta here! From some direction he couldn’t tell 
where exactly came a voice, a thin telephone voice. The voice was clear now. A radio 
voice. Rudy’s voice. It came from the car sitting half covered in branches and bush, 
rusty, dirty, tyres flat and a haven for snakes.[...] Lost Rudy’s voice came from the 
two-way radio, its microphone clipped onto the dashboard, a drone of words sapped 
of all warmth and emotion. (ibid p. 31) 
 
The content of the radio signal is significant, as is its source. As with the mechanical 
ratchetting sound that is revealed at the end of the story to be ‘the lever of the old taxi meter’ 
(ibid p. 32) the radio phenomenon rather than neutrally channelling a voice from the void, 
signals the history of the haunted object as a taxi. As with other haunted objects, its being 
connects with its spectral phenomena – the taxi continues to pick up fares and carry them 
away as the train attempts to do in the next story to be examined, ‘The Train from 
Moondyke’.  
Like ‘The Dark and What it Said’, James Menzies’s story ‘The Train from 
Moondyke’ focuses on a machine abandoned far away from settlement and the city. 
Moondyke is a small rural town some distance from a disused mine, which was abandoned 
following a fatal rail-accident. While the original train was destroyed the ‘other loco’ the ‘old 
No 1’ is ‘still out there’ (Menzies 1976, p. 26). The narrator of the story takes it on himself to 
explore the disused mine where the trains operated. As he approaches the mine, he finds the 
apparently disused tracks were ‘like a rail frequently used’ with a sharp inside edge and ‘the 
tops of them were shining’ (ibid p. 31). When he discovers the engine the foreignness of the 
machine to the Australian environment is heightened: 
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I could see the engine. It stood at the head of a row of empty tracks and the van – a 
reasonable yet unbelievable spectacle. / I crept a little closer. It was, in fact, an 
alarming sight. The engine outlined against the night sky, an unfamiliar intruder, now 
– having suddenly appeared in this remote place without any of the warning sounds of 
its motion. I stared at it. An engine small by later standards, but typical of the heavier 
goods locomotives in use during the eighties; it showed the influence of American 
design of its period, in the large smokestack and the enormous lamp mounted high in 
the front. (ibid p. 32) 
 
The train’s unfamiliarity is emphasised and despite the entirety of its significant history 
occurring in and around Moondyke (that is the history relevant to its haunting) the train has 
its American design emphasised. The engine is doubly an intruder, first as a transplanted 
technology within Australia and secondly as an ‘unbelievable spectacle’ interrupting the 
depopulated wilderness of rural Australia. The paranormal events of the story are otherwise 
prosaic, with the protagonist climbing onto the train just before it departs to re-enact the race 
that lead to the original fatal accident. Whatever ghosts inhabit the train are unseen except as 
vague shapes in the dark as ‘even when the little door was opened for another shovelful of 
coal, I could tell only that a dark shape, briefly silhouetted, was moving about down there’ 
(ibid p. 35). The inexplicable engine rather than the ghosts stands out as the principle image 
of ‘The Train to Moondyke’. The story is about a haunted train, rather than the ghosts which 
may inhabit that train. This can be seen in the fact that the history which gives shape and 
structure to the haunting is the history of the train rather than the history of those figures who 
may be encountered inside. As with the taxi, the paranormal events in which the train 
engages stem, as with other haunted objects, from its auratic history.   
 There is in the mechanical objects of the stories examined a stored and auratic history. 
The mechanical object retains its own history – managing to shrug off the potentially 
denaturing effects of being mass-produced and ‘template’ designed. Neither the taxi nor the 
train are rendered invalid as haunted subjects despite the potential commonness of their 
design. This is achieved by their total separation from their usual setting. In being removed 
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from the urban environment where these kinds of mechanical objects are common, their 
singularity is emphasised. The capacity for the machine to be haunted increases as its 
contextual alienation and abandonment emphasises the individual history of the machine. In 
these cases however, while the history of the machines is necessary to unpack the narrative 
underlying the inexplicable events, the form these events take connects to a set of references 
and meanings implicit in the object itself. The train and the taxi, while not able to embody a 
narrative of the same age as other examples of haunted objects (although there exist trains 
and other machines at least as old as ‘settled’ Australia), are still equipped with the worldly 
references and correspondences which render their narratives tangible.  
The penetration of the spectral into the realm of engines and mechanisms is not 
surprising given that the rise of its most popular literary manifestation – the discrete, short 
ghost story -- coincides with the industrialisation of the western world. It is also worth noting 
that the allied genre of the Gothic in Britain and America has always had an interest in certain 
forms of mechanical ingenuity. Gothic stories commonly feature a plethora of hidden 
mechanisms and contraptions disguising trapdoors, secret passages and hidden vantage 
points. As noted in Chapter One: Stained and Fertile Soil, these are precisely the aspects of 
the Gothic which are excluded from, and sit uneasily alongside the naturalised Australian 
Gothic. This uneasiness characterises the presentation of haunted machinery in Australia. 
Machinery and material technologies are often seen as producing universal or at least 
transnational anxieties. These anxieties however, do not appear as iconically Australian. As 
Leo Marx points out in The Machine in the Garden (2000), Australia existed as a space 
exempt from the march of industrialisation, at least during the nineteenth century: ‘popular 
magazines like The Australian and New Zealand Monthly Magazine were pointing out as 
early as 1842 that the antipodes were a place where the ‘manufacturing classes’ could escape 
from competition with machines for employment and security, let alone societal control’ 
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(Marx 1964, p. 220). While technology and mechanical innovations are a part of settlement, 
the discussions of Australian unsettlement discussed throughout the thesis seem arrested at a 
historical iconography that restages the convict experience, a struggle to settle the land, rural 
cruelty, and the displacement and massacre of Indigenous Australian peoples. These are 
depicted primarily in ‘pre-mechanical’ terms, even as it is clear that the anxieties surrounding 
settlement continue to be contemporary concerns, and whose events are only questionably 
‘historical’ as highlighted by works such as Sonya Hartnett’s Sleeping Dogs and Sam 
Watson’s The Kadaitcha Sung which are discussed in chapters one and three respectively. 
Technology does not cohere closely with Australian identity or ‘Australian’ concerns. This 
seems a consequence of the decentred and transnational qualities of the machine, and 
contemporary technology. As Keld Nielson writes in ‘Western Technology’ (2009) ‘the most 
characteristic traits of modern technology seems to be its scale, its pervasiveness, its 
complexity, and its ability to change constantly’ (Nielson 2009, p. 27) and that ‘it is not 
possible to distinguish clearly between features of technology and technological practices 
which are clearly “Western” and those who have been developed in non-Western cultures’ 
(ibid p. 23). The other forms of technology are, consequently, less ‘adapted’ to Australia as 
unlike the train and car of the above stories, they are not enmeshed with, and as such 
auratically and referentially involved with, the Australian environment. These are the 
‘conduit’ technologies of radio, telegraphy, telephony and television. 
‘Conduit’ technologies refers in this chapter to a collection of machines and 
apparatuses that spectres and other ghostly agents manipulate but do not ‘inhabit’.  These 
include both communication technologies, such as the telephone, telegraph and early radio as 
well as later ‘broadcast’ variants of the same, such as commercial radio and television. These 
machines inhabit a sometimes uneasy middle ground between the implicitly occult 
apparatuses of the séance room, such as the talking board, planchette, speaking trumpet and 
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other trappings of early and interwar Spiritualism, and the more complicated and evidence-
seeking devices which are not so interested in contacting or calling up spirits, but in recording 
their presence. These innovations are implicitly tied up with concepts germane to the ghost 
story – they are chiefly means of communication which bridge often vast distances, and bring 
their users into contact with disembodied entities. 
The links between disembodied presence and the technologies of radio, telegraph, 
telephone and television are the subject of Jeffery Sconce’s book Haunted Media: Electronic 
Presence from Telegraphy to Television (2007). While Sconce restricts his scope chiefly to 
American culture and American cultural texts, his work nevertheless reveals a complex 
entanglement between mundane disembodiment and supernatural or ghostly effects. While 
Sconce insists: ‘tales of paranormal media are important, then, not as timeless expressions of 
some undying electronic superstition, but as a permeable language in which to express a 
culture’s changing social relationship to a historical sequence of technologies’ (Sconce 2007, 
p. 10) he nevertheless shows a set of concerns that have shadowed the earliest point-to-point 
technologies of telegraph through wireless and into the modern proliferation of machine 
assisted communication. As Sconce contends: ‘each new communications technology seems 
to evoke as well the nervous ambivalence of the wireless, a simultaneous desire and dread of 
actually making such extraordinary forms of contact’ (ibid p. 83). The ambivalence Sconce 
identifies is also embodied in the failure of the Victorian Spiritualists and the latter day 
‘spiritualists’ like John Edwards, to sanitise the ghost even as their approaches add to spectral 
articulations.  While the subject of these communications is not always ghostly, Sconce 
highlights for instance, that broadcast radio was frequently associated with extra-terrestrials 
rather than ‘earthly’ ghosts, certain forms of technology have greater ghostly associations, 
and greater presence within the ghost tradition.  
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 While telegraph is now largely defunct, both as a contemporary communication 
technology and as a plot device the sympathies between the telegraph and the séance are not 
difficult to detect. Both, particularly in the early form of séance popularised by the Fox 
Sisters (who are largely credited with popularising Spiritualism in the United States), are 
based around the transmission of coded messages through raps, knockings and other rhythmic 
noises. As both Sconce in his book, and Steven Connor in ‘The Machine in the Ghost’ (1999) 
report as early as the 1850s there were aspirations to set up a ‘Spiritual Telegraph Office’ 
which would receive messages from the ‘otherworld’ or afterlife.  These messages, rather 
than being intelligible to the public, require specialists to interpret and pass on the message – 
whether a telegraph operator or a medium. According to Jill Nicole Galvan in her article 
‘Sympathetic Medium’ (2010), the conceptual link between a machine operator and a 
Spiritualist medium goes much further and: ‘in the cultural imagination spirit mediums were 
much closer to other mediating women hooked up to wires or machines – the operator at her 
switchboard, the telegrapher at her rounder, the secretary at her typewriter’ (Galvan 2010, p. 
11) and that: ‘the work of mediating other’s transmission was a single vocation that took 
many forms – typing, telegraph operating, telephone operating, and occult mediumship’ (ibid 
p. 2). The shifting technology, of which mediumship was in many ways a ghostly double, 
also began to redefine the role of the medium as actor. As Connor writes:  
We might also see this transition in terms of the changing roles of the telegraph 
operator and the telephonist. The transmission and decoding of a telegraph required 
the active participation through bodily and mental action of the operators at either end 
of the message. By contrast, the telephone signal was routed through the body of the 
switchboard operator, whose function was simply to facilitate a connection, to ‘put a 
caller through’. (Connor 1999, p. 215) 
 
The role of the medium was decreasing, as opposed to the ‘expert-mediums’ that are 
discussed in Chapter Four: A Troubled Medium who both communicate and interpret on 
behalf of ghosts and haunting phenomena, the ideal medium was, in many senses, 
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‘mechanical’. W.D King sums up the ideal medium in ‘Shadow of a Mesmeriser’ (1997) as ‘a 
human figure of no particular identity, a nodal point through which the dead can be known’ 
(King 1997, p. 201).  
 The human medium became so entangled with conceptions of the mechanical, that by 
the twentieth century there were multiple attempts to replace the fallible human agents with 
purely technological systems. Sconce mentions both Edison’s attempts to build an ‘apparatus’ 
capable of contacting the dead, and a French delegation of inventors writing that: ‘these 
forward-thinking delegates sought a machine that would do no less than “eliminate 
mediums,” those once-revered spiritual guides whom the twentieth century increasingly 
deemed too unreliable for effective contact with the other world’ (Sconce 2007, p. 60). The 
machine offered a way around the many issues explored in relation to mediums and other 
‘experts’ in Chapter Three: A Troubled Medium. The anxieties of the medium being 
untrustworthy, or having an agenda of their own were answered by a drive to replace the 
human with an apparatus without volition. Where experts were still relied on to interpret 
telegraphic signals, or connect calls, increasingly their role was being reduced to either literal 
or conceptual mechanism.  
Murray Leeder identifies radio in ‘Skeletons Sail an Etheric Ocean’ (2009) as a 
ghostly technology, pointing out that ‘as early as 1902, the radio world was characterised as a 
“ghostland”’ (Leeder 2009, p. 76) and the supernatural has similarly colonised the Western 
conception of many technologies of telephony and broadcast: 
All of these technologies [telegraph, phonograph, photograph, television, telephone, 
radio, facsimile] are often seen as containing a certain kind of “essence” of human 
intelligence or identity that goes beyond what writing contains and, therefore, may 
imply the ghostly to a greater degree. (ibid p. 73) 
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In many ways, as Leeder argues, these technologies extend the spectral logic explored in 
Chapter Three: A Troubled Medium where writing stands in for an author or orator’s physical 
presence. While Leeder’s conception of these technologies’ ‘ghostliness’ leans closer towards 
haunting than other examples, the use of these technologies within ghost stories and ghost 
folklore still relies on their ability to receive rather than produce messages.  While conduit, or 
mediumistic machines such as the telegraph, radio or telephone act as tools of supernatural 
communication and are seen to be manipulated by ‘otherworldly’ or etheric agents, the 
objects themselves are unremarkable. The ‘ghosts on the wire’ are an extension of the regular 
operation of the object, and while they may render possible messages from beyond the grave 
they do not, as other haunted artefacts do, trail ghosts and haunting phenomena in their wake.  
These machines do not produce evidence more lasting than the rappings and spontaneous 
movements of the planchette which previously defined the scope of paranormal 
communication technology. While the machine has replaced the living medium in these 
cases, the change these technologies wrought on ghost practice is not especially great. In 
comparison, the photographic camera, and related technologies such as the daguerreotype, 
enable the same ‘breach’ in mundane reality that the conduit technologies do, but in place of 
two-way communication offers material remnants of that breach. The camera, in this way, 
functions not as a telephonic, or communication technology, but as a technology of 
reproduction.  
 Many of the telephonic technologies have a reproductive echo. Radio and television 
broadcasts are often recorded and repeated, and similarly modern telephones are 
supplemented by answering machines and message banks. Similarly, other contemporary 
communication technologies, like email or text leave their own records in a way that the early 
forms did not. Not one of these advances, despite the popularity of electronic voice 
phenomenon in ghost-hunting circles, has had the same impact on contemporary spectral 
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language as the camera. The photograph and the photographic camera, deserves more 
attention than other categories of machine or technology as it is one of the few technologies 
which has thoroughly infiltrated not only ‘ghost culture’ generally, but also the fictional 
literature of the same. Photography has been a rich field for inquiry and criticism since its 
invention. Similarly, the ghostliness of the camera and its reproductions has also been 
examined by a wide variety of critics. What has yet to be fully explored however is the 
impact of the technology of the camera not on ‘ghost culture’, but on the structure and 
content of the fictional ghost story. Before considering the camera itself, which makes itself 
conspicuous chiefly in its absence from the narrative, it is important to note how the 
photograph itself, as the reproduced object, differs from other paranormal images and objects.  
 Photographs are not often haunted. As has been previously claimed, the haunted 
object has many similarities with the art object as Benjamin and Heidegger see it. They are 
objects capable of evoking a narrative history which extend beyond the literal impression of 
an image. The photograph, however, operates only sporadically within the domain of the 
artistic object. While there are examples of haunting photographs, such as the sinister portrait 
photo from Victoria Reeve’s 1993 ‘A Crack in the Wall’ these objects require both a 
historical dimension – Reeve’s portrait is old by the time of narrative, and the invisibility of 
its originating moment. Victoria Reeve’s example has already been discussed in Chapter 
Two: Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Narratives, but it is worth considering how its 
resemblance to ‘traditional’ haunted portraits and pictures. Marcus C Clarke’s 1881 short 
story ‘Human Repetends’ features a painting produced in reproduction which resembles the 
‘artistic’ photographs of later works:  
The print bore the noted name of Tommaso Finiguerra, and was dated 1469. It was 
apparently a copy of a “half-length” portrait of a woman dressed in the fashion of that 
age, and holding in her hand a spray of rue. The name of this grande dame was not 
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given – indeed, as I need hardly say, the absence of aught but the engraver’s signature 
constituted the chief value of the print (Clarke 1994, p. 65). 
 
This portrait, however, unlike earlier examples is discovered only in reproduction. Until the 
climax of the story: ‘the artists of men of taste to whom I applied had neither seen another 
copy of the print nor heard of the original painting’ (ibid p. 66) and that the narrative’s 
protagonist is operating under the assumption that ‘the mysterious print was a forged antique’ 
(ibid). Despite being an art-object, Clarke’s print operates in a ‘photographic’ manner when it 
is considered alongside what Benjamin writes in ‘A Little History of Photography’. Clarke 
writes that: 
The original must have been a woman of strange thoughts and (I fancied) of a strange 
history. The pose of the head was defiant, the compressed lips wore a shadowy smile 
of disdain, and the eyes – large, full and shaded by heavy lashes – seemed to look 
through you and away from you with a glance that was at once proud and timid, as 
though they contemplated and dared some vague terror, of whose superior power they 
were conscious. (ibid p. 65) 
 
The fascination that the image exerts, as detailed in this description, rests with the subject 
rather than the skill of the artist. In the ambiguity of the woman’s glance, there is the echo of 
Benjamin’s description of Newhaven Fishwife where he says: 
There remains something that goes beyond testimony to the photographer’s art, 
something that cannot be silenced, that fills you with an unruly desire to know what 
her name was, the woman who was alive there, who even now is still real and will 
never consent to be wholly absorbed in “art”. (Benjamin p. 510)  
 
The fascination of the image in those stories and within Benjamin’s reaction to the Newhaven 
Fishwife is still much closer to an artistic effect than is found in many photographs within the 
ghost story, or within the ghost tradition generally. More common than these seductive 
images, which like ghost texts and objects draw engagement from the viewer are ‘spirit 
photographs’. These photographs, unlike Reeve’s or Clarke’s which are wholly mundane in 
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their content if not their affect, are photographs which have caught the image of a ghost or 
spirit. While there is a historical dimension to these photos in contemporary times they 
appear primarily as part of paranormal investigations, or tourism. When they occur in these 
contexts, they could not be further from the ‘artistic’ photographs of Reeve, Clarke or 
Benjamin. Brian McDonald, a historian and tour-guide at the quarantine station in North 
Head NSW records one example of tourist spirit photography in his 1999 book Now I Believe 
in Ghosts...:  
About mid 1998, a woman took quite a few photos around the Station during the 
course of her tour. Upon developing these photos she found that most of them came 
out very well, however, three photographs were rather strange. The one she took 
through the window of the Dining Room revealed an eerie mist next to one of the 
tables. (McDonald 1999, p. 5) 
 
The ghost erupts where it is not wanted, and where it is not intended to be part of the 
composition. The fascination this kind of photograph exerts is independent of the 
composition itself. Its effect is not achieved by an evocative framing, or by the seductive 
arrangement of objects in the frame, but by the insertion, quite often jarringly of an 
apparition, or visual flaw which should not be in the photograph. 
Christos Tsiolkas plays out the tension between art and spirit photography in his 2005 
novel Dead Europe. The novel has already been discussed in Chapters Two and Four, where 
Tsiolkas’s construction of the central ghost and his depiction of the tensions between the Old 
world and the New have been explored respectively. As his central character is both an art 
photographer and a tourist, his work sheds some light on the fascination of the haunted 
photograph. While hunted by a spirit from his family’s bloody past, the novel’s protagonist 
Isaac begins to see horrors in his photographs. When he shows them to an ex-teacher of his, 
the teacher claims they are beautiful, a fact that Isaac and Tsiolkas are quick to refute:  
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I looked at the prints. Sam was wrong. Or rather, he was not being critical enough. 
They were not all beautiful or powerful. There were many in which the lighting was 
bland and dull, a few that suffered from a lack of context, too many in which the 
shapes of the figures were uninteresting or in which the landscapes I had chosen were 
prosaic, ordinary. (Tsiolkas 2005, p. 338) 
 
The photographs are not artistic, at least for the most part. The fascination they exert is the 
result of their content. Rather than being the production of careful and emotionally invested 
works – such as portraiture, sculpture or other ‘classical’ arts which often are employed in 
ghost stories, the ghost photo is produced by a profane and non-artistic practice of recording. 
The photographer, and their original intention, is not significant in accounts of ghost 
photographs as the ghost is an excessive phenomenon. It is something that courts attention, 
and thrusts itself and its narrative forward rather than remain invisible. According to Susan 
Bruce, author of ‘Sympathy for the Dead’ (2005) this differentiates the photograph from 
other forms of media: 
Photography is one of the most ephemeral of all mediums: the advertising hoarding, 
the image in a magazine, and in film, the frame which is there and gone before it is 
even registered – all flash past us, every day, in innumerable quantities. But it is also 
the most enduring trace of the person freezing the ephemeral into something that can 
become iconographically enduring, and as such, like the ghost, a potential figure of an 
alternative to what has been claimed to be the characteristic feature of our age as well 
as its most obvious embodiment. (Bruce 2005, p. 36) 
 
The ghost erupts into otherwise non-significant photographs. Its presence renders an 
otherwise disposable and unimportant image into one of supernatural dislocation. Without the 
hideous and impossible images Isaac captures, the photos would be entirely prosaic, ordinary 
and unworthy of attention.  
 What is apparent is that the entanglement of the ghost with the camera is also the 
entanglement of the spectral with the production, and reproduction of evidence. The 
constancy of the emergence of the spectral in photographs, whether as apparitions, ‘orbs’ or 
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other phenomena renders the ‘ghostly terms’ of the Victorian photograph more than an 
accidental synchronicity between photography’s invention and Spiritualism’s ascendance. 
According to Bruce:  
That this belief in photography’s hospitality to such visitations persists today is 
attested to by many of the comments posted on the website, thanatos.net [...], whose 
authors agree with one another that they can see, in some photographs hosted there, 
ghostly faces, and the traces of spirits. (Bruce 2005, p. 26)  
 
The unsettling nature of the camera, and as such its appeal to a literature of unsettlement, is 
less a question of it being inhabited by ghosts and more its capacity to reveal ghosts that are 
already present. In Dead Europe Isaac is confronted by ghosts not as a result of an occult or 
possessed camera, but as an extension of the camera’s ability to capture truth. Within Dead 
Europe at least, the camera is able to resist the post-modern movement towards decentred 
truth and fraud:  
--I admire photography. She laid equal stress on each syllable. / --What do you admire 
about it? / --It is the most truthful of the arts. / I was about to launch into a well-
refined counter-argument. Then I remembered the prints upstairs. I realised I agreed 
with her. (ibid p. 340) 
 
The prints which coerce the novel’s protagonist into agreeing about the truthfulness of 
photography are deformed and do not model accurately what Isaac saw through the view 
finder: ‘I found the shot of the old man in the train carriage. But in the photograph he was not 
asleep. His terrified eyes were wide and bloodshot and his toothless mouth was stretched in a 
moan to the camera’ (ibid p. 337). All of Isaac’s photos are similarly warped and many 
feature the principle ghost of the novel; the demonic child which hunts, haunts and possesses 
Isaac in his travel across Europe:  
They were the cities of modern Europe. The modern streets of Europe: 
Alexanderplatz, Rue d’Alsace, Kalverstraat. The streets were modern and sleek but 
the bodies in these cityscapes seemed ancient and damaged and broken. In print after 
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print, there appeared the same reptilian face. The dark ghoulish boy, his face 
sometimes leering, sometimes grimacing, always emaciated, always hungry, always 
reaching out grimly for my eyes. (Tsiolkas 2005, p. 336) 
 
The camera is able to capture what Isaac cannot capture. While the images repeated in the 
camera do not match the sleeping man, or the mundane images of Europe that Isaac intended 
to capture they are nevertheless true. Also, while the ghoulish boy in the photos is reaching 
out ‘grimly’ for the protagonist’s eyes, the photos themselves are inert and testify to, but do 
not contain, the spectral agent which is hunting Isaac.  
Carmel Bird’s 1995 short story ‘One Last Picture of Ruby-Rose (a letter to Kevin 
Arnett)’ has a similarly complex relationship to image and truth as Dead Europe. Bird’s short 
narrative takes the form of a letter from a young, single mother written after the 
disappearance of her three year old daughter. Where Dead Europe contrasts its contemporary 
narrative with a mythologised history, Bird’s narrative interacts with contemporary media 
culture instead. The letter is written to Kevin Arnett, an actual Australian broadcaster known 
for his discussions of paranormal and psychic themes. Taking as her backdrop the ambivalent 
media culture that underlies celebrity paranormal programming Bird’s story highlights how 
that conflation between the spectral and mediating machines undermines respectability when 
connected to entertainment: 
I think that if I were a different person with more education and money, instead of a 
single mother from St Kilda, people might be more prepared to listen to me, to take 
me seriously. What happened to me hasn’t even been reported in the papers because 
they think it’s all the ravings of a madwoman. They take flying saucers and 
everything pretty seriously these days don’t they, so why not this? (Bird 1995, p. 93) 
 
As Ruby-Rose’s mother is unable to have her concerns heard by the mainstream press or by 
an incredulous public generally, she has had to turn to the host of a dubiously titled television 
show The Extraordinary! The narrator’s fascination with media is expressed not just in this 
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usage, and deferral to public broadcast and news services but through an almost obsessive 
photographic practice centred on her daughter: ‘I took photos of her from birth, and this got 
to be an obsession with me. I have thousands of pictures of my baby. I will enclose one so 
you can see’ (Bird 1995, p. 93). The narrator’s compulsive photography takes on an 
unsettling and morbid aspect as: ‘they told me straight away she would be retarded, and she 
probably wouldn’t live to be five’ (ibid p. 92-93). The real potential of the camera as a 
spectral tool is only realised after the intrusion of a more familiar ‘haunted’ object: 
Ruby-Rose and I went for a walk in the gardens – she loved the gardens, loved 
flowers and birds. I was taking pictures of her. [...] [S]he bent over and fished 
something out of the grass and held it up. I looked over and saw she was holding 
something metal. She gave it to me and it was a brooch, a silver ballet dancer with a 
skirt made from opal. (ibid p. 93-94) 
 
The ornament coincides neatly with the kinds of traits for haunting objects which are outlined 
in Chapter Two: Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Narratives as it appears unpredictably and 
without context, is aesthetically distinctive and also possesses clues as to an underlying 
supernatural logic. While the narrator signals early superstitious concerns; ‘I’ve always been 
superstitious about opal – my mother said it was unlucky’ (ibid p. 94), further signs of its 
possible haunted or cursed providence are signalled by Ruby-Rose’s immediate infatuation 
with the object. Shortly after bringing the trinket home and placing it on the mantle the ‘silver 
ballet dancer slipped down behind the mantelpiece’ the narrator ‘expected Ruby-Rose to 
scream, but she went rigid in my arms., and a look of pure astonishment came over her face’ 
(ibid). Promising to retrieve the trinket later, the narrator continues to take photos until 
normalcy is shattered by a paranormal intrusion:  
I picked up the camera, stood on the chair, focussed on her face with one curl across 
her forehead, and I pressed the button. I watched the white shiny square as it rolled 
out of the camera, held it for a while as I watched the picture form before my eyes.  
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I like seeing it do that. There she was, pink cheeks, golden hair, dark eyelashes, 
grubby white dress – a picture of bliss.  
I looked back at the cot.  
Ruby-Rose is gone. (ibid p. 95-96) 
 
The camera, rather than the traditional repertoire of knocking, phantom voices, or lights is the 
vehicle of paranormal disruption. This scene combines multiple elements of the camera’s 
function in spectral experience. While the camera is instrumental, the logic of the narrative 
insists a connection between Ruby-Rose’s disappearance and the ballerina: ‘My mind goes 
back to the opal dancer, to the bad luck. I wonder if the dancer had anything to do with it’ 
(ibid p. 96).  
Ruby-Rose’s ‘angelic’ photograph, whether causal or not, fails to capture the violent 
break in normalcy it brings about. Nor does the photograph capture the alternative events 
made possible by the unreliable narrator and believed by the police who ‘think I killed her 
and hid her body’ (Bird 1995, p. 96). Further, in the face of the photograph which reveals 
nothing, the narrator’s story is rendered invalid as ‘nobody believes what I saw with my own 
eyes anymore’ (ibid). Her desire for evidence, which photography provided for the 
Spiritualists and for ghost hunters, is thwarted by a photo which reveals nothing. While what 
is missing from the last photograph of Ruby-Rose is any evidence either of Ruby-Rose’s 
death or the paranormal events behind her disappearance, what is missing from the 
photograph in conventional touristic practice, spirit photography and the majority of 
embedded photo-texts in fiction is the violence and trauma to which the paranormal elements 
of the photographs correspond. Within conventional photography this contributes to a canon 
of mediated imagery that constructs personal experience as an endless sequence of ‘happy 
snaps’. Where the public record is disrupted by war photography and photo-journalism, 
personal photographs rarely if ever capture the substance of abuse, and traumatic histories 
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which have befallen or will befall the photograph’s subjects. The photographs may indicate, 
or gesture towards these histories but they do not model visceral violence.  
 While the narrator has ‘thousands of other pictures’ it is that final photograph that is 
‘the one that I want’ (Bird 1995, p.96). In this case the photograph is able to function as an 
object charged not only by what it depicts, but its actual status as an object with an indexical 
relationship to Ruby-Rose’s disappearance. As Cindy Poremba reminds her readers in ‘Point 
and Shoot: Remediating Photography in Gamespace’ (2007) the photograph has always had a 
greater degree of object-relation than other forms of representation as: 
At some point, the light that has created the images has come from the object 
represented. There is, in a sense, a cord linking the representation and the referent. 
This had given photography a unique status over other systems of representation – a 
perceived indexical quality. (Poremba 2007, p. 53)  
 
It is clear that the most common and culturally influential interactions between the ghostly 
and the mechanical are those that exploit their potential immateriality. The spectre or the 
haunting are felt ‘through’ technology but are not given a discrete material presence. Rather 
than enter into the aura of the objects, these interactions rely on the disconnection of the 
object from what it displays – the mutability of its content. As the ghost story dramatises the 
silence, and need for attention of the oppressed and damaged subject and the substance of the 
ghost story’s phenomena derives from the unwanted eruption of markers of an earlier trauma 
it is unsurprising that the literary adopts the photograph over other forms of technological 
mediation. The photograph reproduces the narrative knots of other kinds of embedded texts 
without resolving the ambiguity of the form.   
 The camera is able to capture the ‘truth’ because it is a fundamentally inhuman 
presence. In Walter Benjamin’s work on photography the camera appears as the producer of a 
fundamentally ‘othered’ record of perception: ‘for it is another nature which speaks to the 
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camera than to the eye: “other” above all in the sense that a space informed by human 
consciousness gives way to a space informed by the unconscious’ (Benjamin 1996a, p. 510). 
While in this respect the camera is a foreign eye, able to ‘see’ beyond the limits of the human 
senses, it cannot and does not interpret the images it produces. For this reason, the 
supernaturalness of the image is able to be debated and contested.  Rather than presenting a 
hypothesis, as the living medium may, the inert machine, in both reality and fiction, can only 
produce evidence devoid of interpretation or interference. While arguably making the 
evidence more trustworthy (Chapter Four: A Troubled Medium explores the difficulties of 
mediumship) it also foists the role of interpreter and supernatural ‘expert’ on to the beholder 
of the image. The image of the photograph is, according to Benjamin, always opaque and 
always the subject of investigation: 
No matter how artful the photographer, no matter how carefully poised his subject, 
the beholder feels an irresistible urge to search such a picture for the tiny spark of 
contingency, of the here and now, with which reality has (so to speak) seared the 
subject, to find the inconspicuous spot where in the immediacy of that long-forgotten 
moment the future nests so eloquently that we, looking back, may rediscover it. (ibid 
p. 510) 
 
In a similar manner the nightmarish cityscapes that Isaac captures inadvertently mimic what 
Benjamin sees as the ultimate duty of the photographer-- to unearth hidden histories: ‘Isn’t 
every square inch of our cities a crime scene? Every passer-by a culprit? Isn’t it the task of 
the photographer – descendant of the augurs and haruspices – to reveal guilt and to point out 
the guilty in his pictures’ (ibid p. 527)? Rather than being a haunted object, the photograph 
becomes a clue. It is also significant that the camera, despite producing an objective image 
does not ‘prove’ itself. As Poremba argues: ‘the image itself does not discriminate with 
regard to the perceived reality of its contents’ (Poremba 2007, p. 50). In this sense, the 
photograph acts as the secondary embedded texts and narratives of the literary ghost story. 
These stories help to explain the causes and manifestations of the paranormal events, but only 
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in extreme cases (these are examined in Chapter Four: A Troubled Medium) do they 
themselves constitute an active element of haunting. 
Photography’s narrative position in the texts examined is clearly a part of an 
‘evidence culture’ which requires material records of haunting or supernatural experience to 
credit it. This culture also underlies ghost hunting, and paranormal investigation which have 
popularised many of the more extravagant modern apparatuses of the ghost hunts, such as the 
infrared camera or the EMF meter. This fixation on material (and mechanically recorded) 
evidence is not only a contemporary one. As Connor argues in ‘The Machine in the Ghost’ 
while it was impossible to ‘separat[e] the hair-raising thrills provided by spiritualism from its 
more giggly side’ (Connor 1999, p. 204) committed Spiritualists attempted, in the scientific, 
rational Victorian spirit, to gather material evidence that proved the veracity of their 
paranormal conjurations and communications. The growth of this scientific approach 
coincides, according to Connor, with the invention and popularisation of the photograph:  
With the establishment of the photograph as the measure of objective truth during the 
second half of the [nineteenth] century, the séance was oriented more and more 
around the need to produce visible traces, as the reality of the manifestation became 
measured against the possibility of recording. (ibid p. 207)  
 
The photograph, as a tangible record, comes to overshadow the first-hand experience of 
séance attendees. As Bruce writes in ‘Sympathy for the Dead’ it is also true that ‘the history 
of associations between ghosts and photography is a long one: since its inception, 
photography has been spoken of in terms of the ghostly, ghosts in terms of the photographic’ 
(ibid p. 24).  
The use of photography, and the growing interest in evidence-based approaches to the 
séance room and to paranormal events did not entirely rob the practices of their ‘giggly side’. 
Owen Davies describes the contrast between the sober researchers of groups like the Society 
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for Paranormal Research and the Institute of Psychophysical Research and what he terms the 
‘ghost hunter’ in 2010’s Haunted: 
The twentieth century heralded the rise of the ‘ghost hunter’, the media friendly 
maverick psychic investigator who came to each case with an open mind but who, 
like any good detective, treated every case as a mystery waiting to be solved 
rationally. The ghost hunter was not so much driven by the desire to prove profound 
truths about religion and the human condition – the motivating force for the founders 
of SPR – as by the thrill of the hunt and the prospect of perhaps one day finally 
coming face to face with spirits. (Davies 2010, p. 95)  
 
The apparatuses of research and the reproduction of evidence were shared by ‘sensible’ 
psychic researchers and thrill seeking ghost hunters. Joanna Timms describes the shape of 
this dynamic during the Interwar period in her 2012 article ‘Ghost-Hunters and Psychical 
Research in Interwar England’:  
Psychical research was largely presented as an objective and detached activity, 
whereas ghost-hunters characteristically sought to appeal to a wider public through 
obviously emotive language and popular journalistic tactics, stressing human interest 
and the excitement of the pursuit. (Timms 2012, p. 92) 
 
This distinction helps explain why the current image of the ghost hunter, and that shored up 
by programming such as the American documentary/reality shows Ghost Adventures (2008-
present), Ghost Lab (2009-11), Ghost Hunters (2004-present), the British Most Haunted 
(2002-2010) and their derivatives do not, despite making use of a wide variety of scientific 
apparatus, take on a scholarly air. Rather, even as they are undertaken earnestly (and as in 
ghost literature generally, the appearance of belief at least, however sceptical, is required) 
these investigations are clearly framed as entertainment: for the audience at least. As Owen 
Davies explains: ‘today there are numerous ‘how-to’ ghost-hunting manuals available for 
budding investigators, who can also benefit from having new technology like night-vision 
goggles and digital cameras at their disposal’ (Davies 2010, p. 97). The collusion between 
investigation and entertainment is clear both in these televised examples and in the presence 
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of paranormal investigations within tourist experience. Many of the public sites discussed in 
the previous chapter, such as Port Arthur and the Adelaide Gaol, offer in addition to the 
regular ghost tours overnight paranormal investigations where paying guests will: ‘learn how 
to conduct your own paranormal investigations using the latest scientific techniques and 
equipment, then test for evidence of paranormal activity in what are reputedly some of 
Australia's most haunted buildings’ (portarthur.org.au).  
Ghost hunting and tourist-based paranormal investigation at least pretend to the 
scientific spirit of the Victorian Spiritualists. There exist many technologically-assisted 
entertainments which adopt their structures and apparatuses but which have no higher 
aspirations or ‘belief’. The audioscapes and animatronics of haunted houses and ghost trains 
are an example  which produce fraudulent ‘evidence’ for the amusement of visitors, but the 
greatest impact of these kinds of investigations is felt in cinema, particularly the growth of 
‘found footage’ or mockumentary as a vehicle for horror and ghostly experience. One of the 
earliest examples of this is the BBCs 1992 Hallowe’en special Ghostwatch. The program was 
billed as a drama, and featured both titles and credits which acknowledged its fictionality. In 
all other respects the program resembled a televised ghost hunting program, despite predating 
the popularity of genuine ghost hunting programs like Most Haunted. Alternating between a 
studio of experts and an allegedly haunted house, the program cast popular British television 
personalities such as Michael Parkinson, Sarah Greene and Craig Charles as themselves and 
utilised embedded film and audio recordings, infrared cameras, and a phone-bank receiving 
calls from the ‘audience’ about the history of the house or personal paranormal experiences. 
The special’s aping of reality was so effective that despite there being no broader attempt to 
pass the special off as a real event, as there was in the advertising for both The Blair Witch 
Project (1999) and the early screenings of Paranormal Activity (2007), the screening caused 
a minor panic and the BBC has not repeated the broadcast.  
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 While many films like The Blair Witch Project, Paranormal Activity and Ghostwatch 
play with structures of realism and documentary – primarily through the stylistic use of 
diegetic cameras placed in the environments the characters inhabit, or in the hands of the 
character’s themselves and an accompanying ‘shaky cam’ style, they do not seriously 
entertain hopes of being mistaken for reality. As Gary D Rhodes describes in his 2001 article 
‘Mockumentaries and the Production of Realistic Horror’: ‘unlike these traditional 
documentaries and Hollywood features, mockumentaries generally attempt to challenge the 
nation of reality rather than falsely claim ownership of it. The question of what is real and 
what is not is at stake’ (Rhodes 2001, p. 47).  ‘Realism’ in the case of the found footage film, 
becomes a process of mediation. These films do not strive for a reality in which there exists 
no boundary between viewer and subject. These texts instead emphasise the process of 
mediation and its difficulties. These films however, only adopt these structures in order to 
create a simulation of events that have not, and perhaps have never occurred. In order to give 
‘reality’ to the ghost these texts rely on a complex system of mediation and on the neutrality 
of the diegetic camera. In traditional ghost narratives there is often an ambiguity over the 
veracity of a protagonist’s vision. In these films however, the camera is ‘trustworthy’ as it is 
aligned with no particular vision. That this mediated image becomes a measure of realism 
connects to a shift in consciousness that Marina Warner identifies in her 2006 book 
Phantasmagoria. She writes that in: 
Ordinary day-to-day existence, the deepest sense of self has been altered by the 
experience of seeing ourselves familiarly move and talk on screen and monitor. The 
predicament of Narcissus, who did not know that he was beholding his own image in 
the pool, has been turned upside down:  we now know ourselves in our mind’s eye 
mostly by projecting internally a camera’s eye view. (Warner 2006, p. 336)  
 
Modern subjects, according to Warner, recollect their experience as a mediation. Similarly, 
Poremba claims that the contemporary improvement in falsifying records and altering 
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imagery, of which these films represent a pinnacle in that they render ‘realistic’ what is 
impossible, are eroding the reliability of all records: ‘what is real and what is constructed is 
not only becoming increasingly difficult to differentiate, but culturally we are less inclined to 
make such binary distinctions’ (Poremba 2007, p. 53).  
The projected ‘inner camera’ discussed by Warner and the erosion of the constructed-
real binary identified by Poremba informs many contemporary ghost stories. It appears in an 
exaggerated form within David Curnow’s poem about a haunted hotel suite within The Ghost 
Poetry Project (2009): ‘I make an appointment with the mystic in my tv guide, hire The 
Shining and watch it twice. I pay attention to Kubrick’s use of colour and light, wonder if 
ghosts use similar tricks’ (Curnow 2009, p. 16). In this case Curnow is primed for a ghostly 
experience by popular media and equates paranormal occurrences with cinematic tricks rather 
than traditional folkloric knowledge. This kind of conflation between media processes and 
narrative, even real-world narrative, is also apparent in a 1976 short story titled ‘Point of 
Contact’ by Celia Syred, when a character delivers his own theory of ghostly apparition: 
‘We are all more or less mechanical,’ he said, ‘computerised if you like – some call it 
Fate – from the moment of birth. When a record gets stuck in a groove, it only needs a 
coincidence or accumulation of circumstances to get it started again. Given a set of 
relevant circumstance,’ he went on, ‘with the stage set for the tragedy or whatever 
(it’s usually a tragedy or whatever that bungs up the works) there’s a point of contact, 
and we, the ones in this particular point of time’ (we’d all groaned at this expression 
beloved of television speakers) ‘could find ourselves completely involved in a replay 
of the happening’. (Syred 1976, p. 69) 
 
As with the human mediums who were reduced to mechanical enablers, rather than distinct 
actors, in Syred’s ghost fiction, human life is reduced to mechanically parsed narrative, that 
can be interrupted, stuck and which can repeat. This metaphysical appraisal however, is 
interrupted by the intrusion of a phrase ‘beloved of television speakers’, revealing the steady 
infiltration of consciousness by media and its tropes. The rest of the story progresses straight-
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forwardly, with the event predicted in this monologue occurring when the narrator visits a 
site which has witnessed a suitable tragedy. This kind of plot has already been seen in Lucy 
Sussex’s 2005 Frozen Charlottes, but in this case is supplemented by a contemporary 
obsession with media and narrative. Following the above monologue, the narrator is teased 
by her friend: 
‘Mind you don’t get stuck in the ‘Gatsby’ era with a ghost!’ / I laughed, but she was 
right in a sense; it was almost an obsession with me, this preoccupation with the 
‘twenties. I loved it all: the clothes, the life-style, the cinemas instead of the goggle-
box, everything about it. I would have loved to live then. (Syred 1976, p. 70) 
 
The ghostly events of the novel occur in her aunt’s carefully restored house ‘Brooksby’ 
which: ‘was more or less early twentieth century, although the house itself [...] dated back to 
about 1830’ (ibid p. 68). The events are triggered not by the house’s restoration but by the 
invitation to the house of ‘Michael, a young actor on his way up’ (ibid p. 73). Like the 
narrator, Michael’s identity and appearance have become entwined with the ‘Gatsby’ era: 
He had landed a small but interesting part in a weekly television serial set in Sydney 
between the two world wars. [...] Michael’s almost total identification with his part 
seemed to flow over into his daily life. With his hair short-back-and-sides for the part, 
he went round Sydney impeccably dressed in Gatsby-type clothes. My aunt said he 
reminded her of Jack Buchanan, a matinee idol of her youth. [...] Even his car was a 
lovingly restored 1928 Morgan sports model. (ibid)  
 
The party to which Michael and the narrator are invited is joined by the ghost of a young 
woman from the nineteen twenties who ‘was engaged to be married to some young man [...] 
had a lover’s tiff [...] made off in his sports car, and crashed at the bottom of the drive’ (ibid 
p. 76). These events are re-enacted and with a brief excursion into the house’s history the 
narrative ends. Here the genuine tragedy of the period is activated by the narrator’s fixation 
on a fictional novel of the period, and an actor who similarly impersonates a person from the 
period. As the text states: ‘a concentration of obsessions, mine and Michael’s, on Violet’s 
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particular time-slot; the old house revived to its former glory; the red sports car. An explosive 
situation with the stage set for a replay of the happening’ (ibid). As the text makes clear, both 
through its constant references to ‘Gatsby’ time and to the ‘time-slot’ rather than time-period 
of the ghost, these events are brought about not by an interest in genuine history but by the 
obsessive engagement with a fictional text which resembles, closely enough, the events of a 
genuine history.  
Ghosts it seems are particularly unable to discern between image and reality. In 
Chapter Four: A Troubled Medium it has been shown that performative gestures can confuse 
reality and fiction and that theatrical props and costuming take on a new charge in relation to 
spectrality. The ghost while a savvy user of certain forms of technology seems out of its 
depth in the layers of mediation and fictionality that comprise modern experience. As reality 
becomes increasingly simulated, as both Poremba and Warner suggest, and modern subjects 
cease to discern between reality and fiction, the imagery and narratives which induce 
haunting experience do not require the same authenticity or personal relevancy that can be 
seen in the earlier, Victorian stories. In this sense, contemporary modernity unseats the need 
for authenticity and a deep connection between history and modern observers. The 
technological infiltration of found footage films in particular is not ghostly but voyeuristic. 
The machines themselves are there to facilitate an audience’s insertion into the scenario as a 
voyeur, rather than to actively take part in the narrative, or to operate as conduits or vessels 
for the ghosts themselves. The cameras and other recording equipment do not become active 
spectral agents and instead reinforce the spectator’s role as spectator. The watcher is unable 
to engage directly with the ghostly phenomena. As opposed to the ‘traditional’ horror camera, 
which Carol J Clover has shown in Men, Women and Chainsaws (1992) controls (or at least 
invites) audience identification in the Horror film the camera never becomes a human or even 
monstrous eye. The subjects of the found footage film, whether victims, aggressors or other 
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remain ‘under glass’. Warner, in Phantasmagoria, criticises film generally within these terms 
of distance: 
The production values of contemporary films strive for authenticity in communicating 
a visceral experience of ordeals and pain. Whereas when we read about pain and 
suffering and death, we empathise, and the victim’s existence coheres with the entire 
imaginative projection of the text, in films of carnage, the scenes cannot be veridical: 
the image turns everything into a game of let’s pretend. (Warner 2006, p. 353) 
 
As Warner indicates, the literary ghost story, despite being a fictional and fantastic form, 
does not retreat into the same unseated and specular realm of cinematic, found-footage 
horror. The majority of the technologies explored appear only sporadically in the literary 
ghost story in Australia, with conduit and digital technologies only having a peripheral role, if 
appearing at all. There continues to be in literary ghost stories and ghost culture generally, a 
tension between modern technologies, simulation and the ghost. In some ways, the digital and 
‘new media’ generally has been poisoned by its association with the deliberately deceptive 
entertainments of the found footage genre, and other haunted houses and horror attractions.  
 Digital technologies, as with other ‘fraudulent’ and easily manipulable technologies 
are presented in the ghost tradition primarily through their erasure or failure. The absence of 
these kinds of technology is necessary to render ghostly experiences properly ghostly, as 
McDonald signals in the introduction of his work: ‘[the tourists] heard that there were no 
electronic gadgets, tape recorders or any other modern inventions hidden around the site. If 
anyone has an unusual experience, it’s real’ (McDonald 1999, p. 4). Despite visitors being 
motivated by a desire to have paranormal experiences (ghost tourism is discussed in chapters 
four and five of this thesis), they do not want this experience to be electronically moderated 
or generated. Where spirit photography is common there is a comparative dearth of ‘spirit 
footage’. In one of his suite of poems written about his experiences in the Monte Cristo 
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homestead of Junee, Queensland, Curnow writes about the complete failure of the digital 
camcorder to capture a supernatural experience: 
Closer to the Boy’s room/ where the walls drip with blood/ date and time in the corner 
alluding/ to temporal disorientation [...] a pale shape is revealed on the stairs / lit by 
the battery power it’s drained / and the footage it has erased’ (Curnow 2009, p. 51) 
 
However, rather than exclude technology like the camcorder and similar machines from 
paranormal experience these failures constitute a new language of haunting evidence. In 
Curnow’s rendering the final apparition is directly dependant on the failure of the camera. 
Similarly the rhetoric of energy and power exchange from people, batteries and machines to 
ghosts is a core part of the ghost investigation shows already discussed. These failures though 
are primarily non-narrative. Excepting the more dramatic destruction of reproductive 
technology from Monte Cristo where another guest: ‘walking through the stables where a boy 
burnt to death, he says his camera caught on fire’ (ibid p. 50). These kinds of record do not 
testify to a specific history in their content, as portraits and other haunted objects often do, 
but through their glitches and errors signal little beyond the potential presence of a diffuse 
haunting. This diffuse sense of anxiety and of being haunted by something not immediately 
apparent or intelligible is iconic of the ghostly fictions which centre on technological 
artefacts or product.  
 Few ghost fictions approach the detritus of the junkyard directly. These miscellaneous 
odds and ends produced by industrial and post-industrial societies are unseated from a place 
of privilege and potential narrative focus by the constant overturn of fashions, fads and 
progress. Where modernity attempts to cast these objects away in favour of the new, many 
writers reveal an ongoing fascination with the discarded products of technological 
reproduction that overtly courts the spectral. In many ways Walter Benjamin’s 1928 One Way 
Street is a paean to the evocative qualities of seemingly unimportant objects and products. 
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Benjamin’s practice, perhaps curiously given his views on the state of the aura in the face of 
modernity, sees little difference between a fascination with this order of objects and that of 
antiquarians and mystics: 
Untidy child – Each stone he finds, each flower picked and each butterfly caught is 
already the start of a collection, every single thing he owns makes up one great 
collection. In him the passion shows its true face, the stern Indian expression which 
lingers on, but with a dimmed and manic glow, in antiquarians, researchers, 
bibliomaniacs [...] He hunts the spirits whose trace he scents in things; between spirits 
and things. (Benjamin 1985, p. 73) 
 
In Lucy Sussex’s story 2005 ‘La Sentinelle’, the haunted environment of the text 
(which is also examined in Chapter Two) is supplemented by an antiquarian’s post-mortem 
collection. While these objects do not impact on the plot directly, they nevertheless contribute 
to a diffuse sense of dread and supernaturalism that underlays the narrative. The objects 
examined fall into two categories. The first is explicitly supernatural; ‘a cupboard full of 
magic stuff, Haitian dollies, African fetish idols, what I think must be a churinga’ (Sussex 
2005b, p. 72) a room of objects which are capable of producing anxiety regardless of the 
individual history of the magic ‘stuff’. In this case, the objects are not functioning auratically, 
despite presumably being made by hand; rather their culturally (rather than historically or 
narratively) determined references and correspondences present them as potential 
supernatural loci. These supernatural objects are mirrored by the second category of objects, 
the collection of the ‘morbid room’ (ibid p. 63) which collects a variety of objects which are 
not openly supernatural but nevertheless recall a ghostly element to the text.  
The window is shrouded with ivy but in the dim green light Annis can discern that the 
furnishings consist of: a mummy case, gaping and empty; a small marble weeping 
angel; a neon sign, unlit, advertising a funeral parlour; a box lying on the floor, 
possibly a small coffin, given the rest of the furnishings; what looks like horse 
trappings, heavy and black, mounted on a wire frame; and a line of toys sitting stiffly 
on the mantelpiece. (ibid p. 55) 
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The origins of these objects are unclear; their providence is literally hidden within the house’s 
scattered archives. While many of these objects are not mechanical reproductions they are all 
man-made objects which partake of spectral anxieties not because of their personal histories 
as objects but because of what they are. The anxieties that the ‘morbid room’ induces seem to 
be a remnant of the supernatural thinking that Benjamin describes in ‘On the Mimetic 
Faculty’ (1933): ‘clearly the perceptual world [Merkwelt] of modern man contains only 
minimal residues of the magical correspondences and analogies that were familiar to ancient 
peoples’ (Benjamin 1996b, p. 720).  
Magical correspondences, despite what Benjamin describes in ‘On the Mimetic 
Faculty’ while not a part of a rationalist ‘Western’ worldview, do not dwell only in the 
perceptual worlds of ancient objects. One of the most telling confusions between modern 
culture, mass production and the paranormal is the Ouija board. Séances have already been 
discussed in Chapter Four, but where the Ouija board distinguishes itself is its complicity 
with mass-production and bricolage. Ouija boards and other forms of talking board are still 
manufactured and sold as board games. Far from this being a ‘corruption’ of an occult 
artefact or device, the Ouija board has always belonged to the mass-culture industry. Patented 
by the Parker Brothers as a parlour game, Ouija was overtaken by the Spiritualist enthusiasm 
for paranormal communication rather than being designed with that in mind. As Tim Snelson 
points out in ‘The Ghost in the Machine’ (2011) the ‘new occultism’ of the nineteen forties 
was: ‘often linked to a female propensity for consumption’ (Snelson 2011, p. 19) and that ‘in 
September 1944, the New York Times reported on this phenomenal shift in ‘wartime 
communication’. It highlighted that between February and June 1944 one New York 
department store alone sold more than 50, 000 Ouija boards to ‘credulous customers’’ (ibid p. 
18). Where Ouija boards are the modern echo of traditional spectral tools (Indigenous 
Australian examples of these are discussed briefly in Chapter Three: Red Heart/Black Spirit) 
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other kinds of object which are similarly mass-produced and marketed but not intended to 
have a supernatural element are nevertheless infiltrated by the spectral and the ghostly. These 
objects often seem, in the writing of Australian authors at least, to gain their ghostly patina 
from the act of becoming junk, and as such old, and as such historical.   
 David Malouf’s 1985 memoir 12 Edmonstone Street is not a ghost story. It does 
however, model the infiltration of the junkyard by spectral association and logic. When he 
writes of the role of the brass jardinière in his household he recalls Benjamin’s fascination 
with the world of collected objects:  
It is the place in our house where a thing is put (and searched for) when there is 
nowhere else for it to go, a general repository of the half-lost, the half-found, the 
useless-for-the-time-being-but-not-quite-rejected, and all those bits and pieces, and 
odd things and marvels that have no formal category. [...] things that have been put 
there over the years in the hope that the other half will turn up and make a pair. The 
spirit of accidental separation hovers over the jardinière, but in so far as it is itself part 
of a pair, it speaks for completeness, for final restitution (Malouf 1985, p. 40-41) 
 
Even as this faculty for discerning the supernatural links between objects is attenuated in 
modern, rationalist society there remains what Justin Armstrong terms a ‘ghost text’ in his 
2010 paper ‘On the Possibility of Spectral Ethnography’: 
ghost texts: the accumulated cultural resonance of human presence in spaces or 
objects that inhabit specific cultural locations and temporalities [...] A ghost text is 
often intangible and invisible. The meaning of a particular ghost text is dependent on 
its viewer or reader, and it is, in many ways, the very absence of immediately 
apparent and quantifiable ethnographic data (Armstrong 2010, p. 246, 249) 
 
Armstrong’s ghost texts focus on abandoned and dilapidated structures, but what his 
approach reveals is that these objects, as a bricolage of assembled objects, can take on a 
ghostly element in the absence of apparent use and personal relevance. The inhabitants of the 
‘morbid room’ and of Malouf’s brass jardinière are objects that are made for common use 
and a worldly existence but when divorced from this context and when grouped into the 
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motley of the junkyard they become suffused by a spectral resonance. The bricolage of these 
texts takes on the same evocative and excessive presence of other haunted objects, but in their 
multiplicity and in the absence of their auratic histories they do not communicate a discrete 
narrative as more traditional haunted objects do. The objects do not have to exist as a 
deliberate, discrete collection –they do not need to be archived, or collated or assembled by 
human effort and intention. The ability of these collections to disturb and evoke is not a result 
of their existence as an archive, but by the simple fact of the objects’ multiplication and 
material coherence. This fact can be seen in the role of literal junkyards – abandoned and 
uncared for objects, which operate in much the same terms. 
 The literal junkyard as a site of spectral investment reveals itself, as above, in both 
One Way Street and 12 Edmonstone Street. Benjamin’s description of a cellar deliberately 
recalls the arcane and the supernatural into the material landscape of remnants and relics 
which have been thrown away: 
Cellar – We have long forgotten the ritual by which the house of our life was erected. 
But when it is under assault and enemy bombs are already taking their toll, what 
enervated, perverse antiquities do they not lay bare in the foundations. What things 
were interred and sacrificed amid magic incantations, what horrible cabinet of 
curiosities lies there below, where the deepest shafts are reserved for what is most 
commonplace. (Benjamin 1985, p. 46)  
 
In Benjamin’s vision of the ‘house of life’ it is precisely the most common objects that 
inhabit the deepest shafts. While these objects on their own may not be particularly evocative 
or intriguing, their foundational role in the forming of a life charges these objects with a 
human and as such spectral, element. Benjamin is writing here on the cities of Europe, but 
Malouf reveals that this sense of age and antiquity that is found in waste prospers just as 
easily in the suburbs of Australia: 
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Old bed frames with rusty springs are stacked against one wall, and later the cast-iron 
from our Front Veranda. Cinders have been spread over the topsoil, but if you scratch 
a little you find earth. It is black, rather. And if you scratch further you come upon 
debris, bits of broken china, bent forks, old tin pannikins, encrusted nails and pins, 
which suggest that habitation here might go back centuries. History tells us, of course, 
that it does not (we discount abos), but I don’t believe it. (ibid p. 44) 
 
The waste of modernity has a strange relationship with the spectral. As these texts testify, the 
remnants and detritus of history not matter how recent that history, fascinate and unsettle 
witnesses. The histories of these objects whether archived antiques or ruined junk are not 
readily accessible. These sites are pervaded by potential narratives and as such potential auras 
that are never fully realised. Instead, they are confused and snarled ‘knots’ of reference and 
correspondence contributing only to a pervading sense of incompleteness, or presence. 
Mass produced objects and machines – the inhabitants of the cussed junkyard, 
participate in haunting as well as potentially obscuring it. While mockumentaries and ghost 
investigation programs have become material for ghost stories in their own right the literary 
ghost story remains fairly conservative in its adoption of new media, at least in western 
cultures. Certain machines do partake in the necessary aura, and web of references and 
relevancies to be themselves haunted. The connections and meanings generated by recording 
technologies are too attenuated to be employed as a site of ghostly investment, even as they 
participate in spectral language as articles of evidence. It is chiefly those machines which 
partake neither in processes of communication or reproduction that offer themselves up as 
haunted objects, even though those objects (such as the train and the car) are most likely the 
result of a similar process of mechanical reproduction at some point. The role of the cussed 
junkyard is complex and conflicted. While the objects which populate it share a common 
base in the mechanical, mass-produced and ‘soulless’, these traits interact complexly with the 
cultural logic of spectral language and the philosophical concepts that underpin it. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
I looked back, half expecting to see again the phantom gate, standing silent and full of awful 
memories by the side of Blake’s hut. I did not see it, however, nor have I ever since heard that 
any traveller has again seen the ghostly white gate. 
- Mary Fortune,  ‘The Ghost White Gate’ 
 
A ghost may be laid to rest, a crime solved, and an injustice answered for. The dead can be 
sealed up behind the gates of graveyards, but no matter how many individual ghosts are 
silenced, exorcised or banished ghost happenings and haunting phenomena continue to occur 
in contemporary literature, and to lurk in cultural discourse within Australia and around the 
world. Conjured up through the ruins and remnants of old lives and tragedies, the unquiet 
dead continue to embody and articulate the concerns of living subjects. That the ghost has not 
only persevered but thrived in the face of industrialisation, scientific rationalism and cultural 
disenchantment reveals that the ghost is not easily vanquished. The ghost reveals itself not as 
a static figure, but as a mechanism by which past narratives, histories and personalities 
continue to erupt into the present and become sensible through material reality and tactile 
sensory impressions. This mechanism has been mapped in the thesis under the name ‘spectral 
language’. Spectral language, as a form of philosophically grounded ontology, explains the 
seemingly unreasonable persistence of the ghost story into the contemporary period. It also 
positions the ghost and haunting not within the realm of the esoteric, the transcendent or the 
phantasmagoric but as a consequence of material experience and narrative. 
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 Spectral has been deployed in a rarefied sense within Broken Gates and Leaky Graves 
in order to sever it from unhelpful generalities and the confusion between spirituality, religion 
and the supernatural which hangs over this kind of work. Rather than pass judgement on 
different modes of thought, whether religious, spiritual or otherwise, the spectral has been 
defined in utile terms. It is an active, autonomous and materially active form of immateriality. 
While the completeness of this autonomy is called into question throughout the thesis, 
particularly in Chapter Four: A Troubled Medium, the definition allows it to be treated in its 
own terms. No claim is made about the origin point of these immaterialities, rather it refers 
specifically and explicitly to those immaterial things that do not objectively exist, but are still 
rendered present in and of the material world. This sense of presence is explained in relation 
to spectral language. Spectral language is a new method of approaching supernatural 
manifestation and the peculiarities of the ghost story in particular, in a manner that reconciles 
it, not with any particular metaphysical system or belief system, but with otherwise 
conventional realism. In order to bridge the gap between literature and reality, as this kind of 
approach must, spectral language is grounded in philosophy rather than purely literary theory. 
Of the theories available which similarly bridge that gap, philosophical ontology has several 
advantages over psychoanalysis and Derridean ‘hauntology’ which have so far dominated the 
study of ghost fiction. The problems with ‘hauntology’ and the ‘spectral turn’ in the 
humanities have been previously outlined by Roger Luckhurst and others. Those following 
Derrida’s Spectres of Marx posit a form of haunting that is divorced from the culture-texts 
which define the mechanics of spectrality within both literature and cultural discourse. Rather 
than a rich and complex mechanic inheriting its symbols and its symbolic (mythic) logic from 
pre-existing literature and cultural understandings Derrida imagines haunting, and hauntology 
only as a generic deconstruction which empties out content and meaning. While it has its uses 
within the humanities, and the argument that there is no thing that is not haunted is 
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provocative, the ‘hauntology’ does not address the abundance of meaning, and the adherence 
to strict cultural logic and understanding that the ghost story, and paranormal phenomena can 
and do manifest.   
The issues presented by the psychoanalytical criticism of ghost stories are different to 
those of Derrida and the hauntology. Where hauntologies empty out, and perpetually 
undermine meaning, the ghost, as a psychological symbol, is overly defined. The haunting 
and the ghost are expressions of the uncanny – the haunted house having the advantage of 
being literally ‘unhomely’. While the pervasive, and persuasive logic of repression, 
sublimation and the uncanny are of substantial value to the discussion of the ghost and the 
haunting articulating ghost stories only in those terms cannot address their full complexity. 
Many ghost stories deliberately stalk the line between psychodrama and the paranormal, 
including iconic ghost stories such as Shirley Jackson’s 1959 The Haunting of Hill House and 
Henry James’s 1898 The Turn of the Screw. Ghost stories and hauntings however, do not 
derive their tropes from psychoanalysis. While the desire to tell ghost stories and the lurking 
sense of dread underneath ghost stories may tie in to deep-seated and universal psychological 
impulses, these impulses do not explain the complexity of tradition and narrative ‘type’ 
which define the ghost story as a form. On a deeper level the reduction of the paranormal to 
human derangement or hallucination which psychoanalysis demands cannot do full justice to 
the narrative world of the ghost story. While these stories may flirt with the idea that 
characters are being misled, or are not wholly sane, many more would be rendered entirely 
non-functional without their paranormal and supernatural events being literally true. 
Psychoanalysis reconciles literature and conventional reality, but at the cost of rendering the 
supernatural as fantasy and delusion – a rendering that prevents the kind of profitable 
engagement with the paranormal which underlies ghost stories and their ethical orientation.  
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The ghost should not be grounded in human fantasy or become an empty signifier. 
Whether or not ghosts and hauntings ‘exist’ the logic of the spectral demands that it exists 
outside of and independent of individual subjects and individual experience. In order to do 
this ‘spectral language’ is grounded in neither hauntology nor psychoanalysis but in 
philosophical ontology. This ontology is constructed primarily out of the theories of Martin 
Heidegger, and Walter Benjamin. Their theories, and particularly their theories of language 
which lend structure to the communicative essences which lie at the heart of their theories of 
ontology, evade the difficulties of psychoanalysis and hauntology by being implicitly a-
humanist and animist. This a-humanist and animist inflection allows the supernatural 
elements of the stories and novels discussed in terms that accept the reality of the ghost both 
within the narrative worlds of the text, and within the cultural contexts from which the 
iconography and logic of the unquiet dead and the haunting are borrowed.  In this respect, 
what spectral language offers as an extension and application of the philosophical ideas such 
as the mitda-sein and the aura is an understanding of spectral phenomena not as an 
otherworldly or transcendent thing, but something that is articulated within mundane reality 
and indeed, only becomes sensible and comprehendible within his articulation.  
The thesis has not been an exhaustive ethnography, nor has it been an overview of 
every, or even the majority of ghost stories published in Australia. What it has been is an 
explanation of the mechanics of the ghost story within an ontological and philosophical 
framework. Within Australia, these mechanics take on a particular meaning, and are used in 
the service of particular themes and concerns which manifest less regularly within the ghost 
fiction of other nations. These themes are shared, to an extent, with other settler and post-
colonial nations. Australia however, distinguishes itself even within this context as a nation 
obsessed with its own colonial travesties. The guilt and anxiety which characterises the 
(post)colonial ghost story is compounded in Australia where it stems not only from horrors 
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perpetuated against the Indigenous population, but by the barbarities implicit in the convict 
system, the everyday difficulties of settlement and the sheer alienness of the environment. 
The expression of these particular concerns requires a particular set of icons, apparitions and 
locations but does not make any demands which warp the underlying logic of spectral 
language. For this reason, many of the findings revealed throughout the six chapters, 
including the applicability of spectral language, are of transnational significance. These 
findings regard the ethical orientation of the ghost story, its dedication to the traumas of 
history, and the interaction between narrative, materiality and location. The content expressed 
in these interactions and in service of this orientation is variable, but the mechanics 
themselves are, if not universal, at the very least applicable to ghost stories (as they are 
understood in this thesis) across the world and to many kinds of ‘supernatural’ fiction and 
storytelling which model a mimetic reality.  
This thesis’s discussion of Australian concerns is indebted to the work of many 
theorists, ethnographers and critics who have previously considered the role of the Gothic, 
Horror and the ghost as expressions of unsettlement, guilt and anxiety in the consciousness of 
both colonial and post-colonial Australia. As with readings of Horror the ghost stories as a 
form can be transgressive, regressive and serve either the status quo, or a progressive intent. 
Largely these ideas have been taken as advanced by their own theorists. Where Broken Gates 
and Leaky Graves distinguishes itself is in the reconciliation of these often conflicted and 
ambivalent readings with a narrative system which encompasses this ambivalence within its 
logic of representation, and embodiment. The six chapters of this thesis; Stained and Fertile 
Soil, Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Narratives, Red Heart/Black Spirit, A Troubled 
Medium, A Cult of Graves and The Cussed Junkyard, test the strengths and limits of a 
Heideggerian and Benjaminian ontic spectrality, and the applicability of spectral language as 
a system of creating and ‘reading out’ meaning attuned to, but distinct from, Western 
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structures of supernaturalism and the fantastic. Throughout this discussion the relevance of a 
materially oriented reading of history and narrative to Australia and the particular relevance 
of the ghost story as a form oriented towards the same is revealed. The specific tropes of 
Australia’s spectral encounters, which embody uniquely Australian guilt and anxieties, both 
appropriate the ‘classical’ and Victorian iconography of the ghost story and append to that 
iconography a new language of abandoned homesteads, foreign machines, the wreckage of 
mines and industry, imported and alien artefacts, bushland graves and rebuilt, remodelled or 
hypermodern houses. All of this sits on top of an ancient and still unknowable (to the non-
Indigenous Australian at least) landscape which refuses to answer to human authority, or to 
submit to complete settlement.  
The claims of other Australian studies academics are rearticulated within the precise 
philosophically-grounded terms of spectral language. What this re-articulation allows is a 
reconsideration of what supernatural modes of fiction mean to the Australian psyche and 
cultural climate. Particularly it allows both Indigenous and non-Indigenous texts to make 
claims and to comment on contemporary and historical Australian culture without reducing 
the texts only to metaphors or analogies. Ghostly and spectral beliefs are permitted to 
maintain their full complexity, complete with the ideological impurity that complexity 
implies. Spectral language readings allow the meaning and significance of supernatural 
occurrences to be as messy, difficult and in need of interpretation as other realistic 
encounters, clashes and histories.   
The two chapters which commence this analysis Stained and Fertile Soil and 
Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Narratives clear space both conceptually and generically to 
consider ghost stories and the ‘Australianness’ of the ghost stories examined throughout in 
their own terms. Both chapters examine the ghost story as a form in relation and contrast to a 
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genre under which it is normally included. Through the refutation or sympathy of the ghost 
story form with these genres, these chapters reveal that the ghost and the haunting should not, 
and cannot, be considered the property of any singular genre or literary tradition and why 
they belong more properly to the imbedded and parasitic language of the spectral, which can 
potentially emerge within all fiction that models a mimetic reality.  
If the Gothic looms large in discussions of ghost stories across the world, then the 
Australian Gothic doubly dominates attempts to articulate the ghost and the haunting within 
Australia. As wide as the boundaries of the Gothic can stretch, engulfing and adapting to such 
terrains as America, the Deep South, London and Aotearoa it cannot fully contain ghosts, 
hauntings and other paranormal phenomena without hamstringing analysis of these things. 
Despite long synonymy, Stained and Fertile Soil argues that the Gothic cannot embrace the 
length and breadth of ghosts, hauntings and spectral logic. In Australia, this is particularly 
true. The links between the Australian Gothic and explicit supernaturalism are already more 
attenuated than in other forms of Gothic writing. Many of the writers working within, and 
contributing to the Australian Gothic, such as Barbara Baynton, Sonya Hartnett and Kenneth 
Cook model the supernatural only at a nascent level if at all. Similarly, ghostly apparitions, 
haunted structures and objects appear in Australian texts which do not strive for or achieve 
the holistic atmosphere or overarching dread of the Gothic. Where the Australian Gothic 
distinguishes its value to a reading of Australian ghost stories is not in its genre boundaries, 
but in the sympathy between its themes, and the concerns of spectral texts. That is, it 
contributes the thematic criteria of ‘Australianness’. Through a close reading of Barbara 
Baynton and Sonya Hartnett, amongst others, Stained and Fertile Soil makes clear that the 
elements that distinguish the Australian Gothic from other forms of Gothic – the 
Australianness of the texts – pose difficulties for, but are also sympathetic to, the concerns 
and manifestations of the spectral within Australia.  This chapter contributes three principle 
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findings which articulate both the difficulties and strengths of ‘Australianness’ to the ghost 
story. These findings are the centrality of a-historicity and environmental ambivalence to 
Australia’s (post)colonial self-conception and the realisation that these themes are expressed 
not in the extreme wilderness of the uninhabited and barren outback, but in the remains of 
failed and compromised attempts at settlement.  
The tropes of the Australian Gothic, identified by Gerry Turcotte and others, reveal a 
thematic core that goes beyond a repetition of homesteads, wastelands, and the badlands of 
the bush and outback. These principle themes which define the Australianness of both the 
Australian Gothic and ghost stories are a-historicity and ambivalence. A-historicity and 
ambivalence describe particularly a colonial perception of Australia that has extended past 
the colonial moment and continues to emerge in contemporary fiction. Despite a growing 
acknowledgement of Australia’s long history of Indigenous Australian occupation, and the 
work undertaken by Indigenous Australian writers and others to garner greater 
acknowledgement of that fact, the colonial conception of terra nullius continues to dominate 
the Australian psyche. Australia appears as a country that is simultaneously ancient but 
resistant to attempts to forge human, or particularly settler, history. Attempts at settlement 
fail, are swept away and forgotten. Where Europe, and European Gothic, is often read in 
thrall of its long history, in Australia there is no history, and no guarantee of remembrance. 
This fear is seen particularly in the works of Barbara Baynton and her lonely and decaying 
huts. Baynton’s protagonists struggle to settle and farm and forge a history, but by the end of 
most of her stories, the houses are standing empty and their land ready to be pillaged and 
reclaimed. The hut of ‘Scrammy ‘and’ (1901) for example:  
The wide plain gauzed into a sea on which the hut floated lonely. Through its open 
door a fire gleamed like the red steaming mouth of an engine. Beyond the hut a clump 
of myalls loomed spectral and wraith-like, and round them a gang of crows cawed 
noisily, irreverent of the great silence.  (Baynton, 1980 p. 28) 
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 For all this though, the environment does not appear to be malevolent. It does not plot or 
conspire, but uncaringly kills and wipes away the lives, and work of Australian subjects.  
The ‘weird melancholy’ Marcus Clarke saw in the Australia in the nineteenth century 
continues to appear in Gothic descriptions of the Australian outback, and Australian rurality. 
Tied to Australia’s a-historicity the menace that lurks in the Australian environment is not 
human oriented, and nor does it operate in human terms, or with a concern for human desires 
or actions. In Baynton’s oeuvre this also manifests regularly. The environment destroys her 
protagonist’s efforts but only after their strength has already failed. Particularly in ‘A 
Dreamer’ (1901), this chapter shows the deep ambivalence that characterises the Australian 
environment in Australian Gothic fiction. These two themes of a-historicity and ambivalence 
can be traced forwards through the work of Christina Stead, Kenneth Cook and Sonya 
Hartnett. It becomes clear that these concerns extend beyond the colonial period and continue 
to define literary interactions with the environment.  
The anxiety around settlement and its potential impermanence is also an anxiety of 
the ghost story. The ghost story, however, can only function where there is a material text 
through which it can be expressed. What this means in the context of Australia is that ghosts 
cannot dwell in the unadulterated bush or the wilderness. As these terrains are those most 
associated with the Australian Gothic and its fears there is a clear ideological disconnect 
between the settlement-centred mechanics of spectral language, and the unknown, ‘weird 
melancholy’ of the environment. What Stained and Fertile Soil reveals is that the fears of the 
environment are not regularly expressed in the wilderness but in sites of failed and ruined 
settlement. Disused mines, abandoned huts and homesteads form the backbone of both 
colonial ghost stories and Gothic tales.  The conflict between settlement and the ambivalent, 
but active environment is played out in locations where history is threatened but not yet 
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erased. These themes are not contained to settler architecture however, and continue to 
inform contemporary examples of the Australian Gothic and Australian ghost stories both 
within the Gothic tradition and outside of it. These ruined and disused sites are comparatively 
under examined and under theorised in critical treatments of the Australian landscape. The 
wealth of material available which addresses the role of the natural environment in Australian 
literature and to Australian identity could be balanced by further exploration of these disused 
and ruined sites which testify to the consequences, demands and costs of settlement in 
Australia.  
The findings in Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Narratives are, with the exception 
of the ethical dimensions of the ghost story, more varied than those in the preceding chapter. 
At each turn, the attempt to separate the ghost story from Horror fiction provokes a 
reconsideration of the key features of Horror – namely the monster and violence. In order to 
discuss the monster and violence at all within terms compatible with spectral language 
provoked a consideration of the potential contribution of an ontic and philosophical approach 
to the Horror genre. As with the ghost story, discussions of Horror, monsters and the 
monstrous are usually grounded in psychoanalytic criticism with the same attendant problems 
discussed above. This chapter finds, in trying to render the monster philosophically, that the 
monster is rarely defined in satisfying terms. This is symptomatic of the complicated, 
malleable and confused nature of that which ‘monster’ attempts to describe. Taking Noel 
Carroll’s aesthetic reading of monstrosity as a starting point, this chapter has posited a 
reading of monstrosity dependant, not on human response or human morality but on an 
ontological corruption. This corruption appears to mirror the construction of the ghost as 
apparition, or the physical structure of haunted buildings. Indeed, the savage and often 
animalistic ghost of Dead Europe (2005) is occasionally physically loathsome and 
threatening and the ruinous, once grand edifices of ‘The Mystery of Major Molineux’ (1881) 
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and ‘The Haunted Station’ (1894) are both threatening and the host to unsettling and visceral 
sights. Neither, however, functions effectively as a monster. Carroll’s aesthetic reading of the 
monster as a being that is physically a ‘category error’ can be expressed within Heidegger’s 
understand of being, and mitda-sein (being-with). This solves one of the problems with 
Carroll’s basic conception of the monster, which relies entirely on Western scientific 
rationalism to designate monstrosity, and allows a line to be drawn between culturally 
embedded creatures which have a worldly place such as angels, devas and as this chapter 
argues, ghosts and those creatures which, even within their originating cultural context, are 
marked as corrupt, evil or otherwise irreconcilable with the ‘proper’ world. This reading, 
articulated through Heidegger’s references and correspondences has further potential in 
future discussions of monsters and monstrosity. This is particularly true in regards to works 
which break free from Horror, but still feature monstrous characters, or works like Mary 
Shelley’s Frankenstein (1818) which approach monstrosity sympathetically but do not erase 
that fundamental monstrosity.  
Ghosts and hauntings often superficially resemble monsters, but when considered in 
ontological terms and within their cultural context, they reveal themselves to be something 
quite different. While they inhabit similar territory to many monsters, being ‘between’ life 
and death, or the animate and inanimate, their cultural territory is too well defined and, 
overall, they do not invite the shock of revulsion which these kinds of crossings are supposed 
to invoke within Horror. This is because the ghost and the haunting is, in the terms of this 
thesis, a worldly presence. Spectral agents are understood in and through their references and 
correspondences to the material world. Their detection is based in a cultural system of 
understanding which cannot support the ‘unnameable’, category errors and corruptions of the 
ghost. The ghost’s presence is not shocking and carnal; it relies on cultural or literary 
understanding in order to have its presence ‘read out’ of its implicit presence within 
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otherwise mundane and banal objects and structures. This can be seen particularly in the case 
of the haunting where the markers of haunting such as the peaked gables, long corridors, 
narrow windows and so forth, do not unambiguously identify the various structures in the 
texts as haunted. Werewolves, vampires and stranger monsters are readily recognisable from 
their appearance positions their text as Horror, Fantasy or Science Fiction where ‘haunted’ 
buildings are modelled from reality. The architectural flourishes associated with haunting 
invite an atmosphere of anxiety or dread, but their appearance does not signal that the text is a 
ghost story. If it did, then the ambiguity over the ghostliness of events in ‘The Mystery of 
Major Molineux’ (1881) or ‘La Sentinelle’ (2005) would not be possible. This tension 
between possible haunting and evocative, but ultimately banal architecture legitimates the 
need for spectral language as a means of ‘reading out’ the supernatural import, and 
paranormal presence within objects which are otherwise mundane and non-significant. The 
ghost in this sense is always a textual accumulation. Like the plague of spectres that infest 
Warra Warra, there is no clear cut beginning or ending to the ghost or haunting’s textual 
‘body’: 
Not that there was any clear-cut beginning to it, no particular event that could be 
singled out. Instead there was a slow progression, not unlike the gradual fall of the 
road to Forrest Creek – no more remarkable than the dropping of a crochet hook, the 
spilling of a cup of tea. A certain clumsiness perhaps. A lack of concentration. A 
handful of such occurrences within each household, everyday. (Scott, p. 50) 
More significant, and more revealing of the ghost story’s ethical dimensions, is the difference 
between Horror and the ghost story’s treatment of violence.  
Violence is integral to Horror. It is also integral to the ghost story. What is shown in 
Fractured Bodies and Fracturing Narratives is that violence inhabits fundamentally different 
frames in the two forms of writing. In Horror violence is immediate: brutal acts interrupt the 
story and assault the reader. Tension is built from the need to resist or evade violence and its 
perpetrators. Ghost stories, in comparison, no matter how violent they are, place their most 
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significant and narratively important violent episodes into the past tense. Ghost stories 
essentially dramatise encounters with unpleasant and troubling histories. As with ‘Frozen 
Charlottes’’s (2005) titular dolls buried, like the stories of the dead children they represent, in 
the foundations of a renovated house and the ghosts of war, famine and cruelty which tail 
Dead Europe’s protagonist throughout Europe, ghosts and hauntings demand that living 
subjects look backwards, and acknowledge the traumas of history. At its most extreme level, 
the ghost story is a story of narrative trauma. That is, in the ghost story the protagonists are 
not dealing with the threat of violence and destruction, but with the consequences of past 
violence, injustice and cruelty regardless of whether they, or their ancestors are directly 
involved in those violent acts, injustices or cruelties. In Australia the implicit orientation of 
the ghost story towards remembering, and paying penance for the deeds of the past is 
particularly important. Despite its short history as a settled nation the particular darkness of 
that history and the role of these histories in producing a settled Australia, means that the 
Australian psyche is one dominated by anxieties about and guilt over the legitimacy of that 
settlement. For that reason, ghost stories become a means of dealing with that past even when 
its actors, whether victims or criminals, are long dead. This does not mean, however, that the 
ghost story is a harmonious form. The third chapter of the thesis, which examines the ghost 
story within the terms of Indigenous Australian representation and mapan reality, 
demonstrates. 
Red Heart/Black Spirit reveals that while the ghost belongs to the margins, its use 
within fiction and culture texts does not always serve the needs of the marginal. The ghost 
story in (post)colonial ‘settler’ nations does not belong to the indigenous inhabitants of those 
nations. In places like Australia, and its close-cousin in colonialism, Canada, the ghost story 
does not borrow the iconography of native peoples, and mine their histories to explain and 
narrativise ghostly encounters and apparitions. Many of these stories are predicated on an 
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Otherness which does not so much pay respect to those wronged by the processes of 
colonisation, but reduces the concerns of living indigenous individuals to historical echoes. 
The conflation of the supernatural with the Indigenous Australian population in a number of 
colonial and post-colonial texts becomes a means of silencing their mundane concerns. The 
exorcisms of these fictions become a means of dealing with the ‘Indigenous problem’ in a 
manner that does not acknowledge the ongoing and living experiences of Indigenous 
Australian subjects. In this manner, the ethical dimension which was advanced in the 
previous chapter is complicated by a post-colonial context which does not place equal weight 
on the traumas of different Indigenous and non-Indigenous populations. 
To counterpoint the non-Indigenous ghost stories which reduce Indigenous Australian 
figures of icons of meaning and anxiety for white actors and protagonists such as Tim 
Winton’s Cloudstreet (1991) and Lucy Sussex’s Black Ice (1997), Red Heart/Black Spirit 
also examines two novels which take up an Indigenous perspective. These works, 
Mudrooroo’s Master of the Ghost Dreaming (1991) and Sam Watson’s The Kadaitcha Sung 
(1990), also required the extension of spectral language beyond the boundaries of the ghost 
story. As the definition which this thesis uses for the ghost story rests on a Western 
conception of rationality and realism a holistically supernatural reality, which is true to a 
traditionally grounded Indigenous perspective, cannot support the ambiguity of the ghost 
story. Instead spectral language is used to explain and model the supernatural actions of 
shamans and sorcerers which hold with an Indigenous conception of reality. Within these 
narratives the supernatural, the magical and the spiritual are implicated in material reality. 
Spectrality is modelled within these texts in a way that outstrips the limited Western 
conception of spectrality within realism. Further, where the emergence of spectral agents and 
action in Western fiction such as the ‘tales of dread’ written by authors such as W.W. Jacobs, 
H.P. Lovecraft, M.R. James and Guy de Maupassant is met with horror and a sense of 
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dislocation, in these fictions the spectral actions of the protagonists and others reaffirms the 
Indigenous Australian conception of reality and the authority of Indigenous Australians over 
Australia in both its material and ‘supernatural’ aspects. The use of supernatural Indigenous 
Australian agents in these works functions to disrupt the links between the spectral and the 
margins. In these texts the Indigenous Australian characters achieve their centrality to the 
narrative, and are able to assert control on the narrative through supernatural agency that is 
grounded, not in ambiguous spiritual or transcendent goals, but in the pursuit of ‘mundane’ 
advancement and freedom from colonial victimisation. Spectrality and spectral language have 
ongoing potential within the consideration of literature written as depictions of mapan reality, 
or other ‘non-rational’ realities which model supernaturally invested modes of thought 
without devolving into the ‘free –play’ that now characterises Magical Realism. Spectral 
language offers the ability to consider these texts within the terms of their own reality and 
within the terms of realism generally, without reducing their content to cultural relativism or 
Fantasy. This is not to say that spectral language is a tool that requires its subjects to be real, 
more properly, and particularly within contemporary ghost literature, it thrives on the 
ambiguity of whether immaterial presence or intention is genuine or feigned.  
Ghost stories do not reject the scepticism that commonly meets real-world stories of 
ghostly encounter and apparition, nor does it ignore the dubious and fraudulent behaviours 
and practices that have surrounded the paranormal from at least the nineteenth century. For 
this reason, the fourth chapter of the thesis A Troubled Medium is devoted to the interplay 
between performance, oral culture and the literary ghost story. The chapter, while making its 
own contributions to readings of spectral texts, and spectral performances, primarily draws 
together previous discussions of performance in relation to possession, magic, fraud and text 
culture and places them in relation to one another. In this sense, the concerns of paranormal 
performance and fraud, whether textual, oral or kinetic are not unique to the ghost story but 
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extensions of how these performances and texts are already received and consumed. The 
seductive and ultimately possessive texts of Lucy Sussex’s Scarlet Rider (1997) and Venero 
Armanno’s My Beautiful Friend (1995) do not prove fundamentally different than reader 
reactions to other novels, diaries and archives. The absorbing quality texts possess in the 
ghost story are not a quirk of the ghost story, but as in other forms of spectrality are merely 
an extension and exaggeration of the immaterial qualities that object already possesses. This 
is proven by the wide range of what Suzanne Keen terms ‘archival romances’ which similarly 
dramatise deep and emotionally effective connections between archivists, readers and 
researchers with their texts whether fictional, fraudulent or genuine. When the ghost story 
functions as an archival romance it emphasises the performative nature of reading and 
writing. What this does is close the gap between literary examples, and literary texts and the 
older pre-literate, and current post-literate oral cultures by which ghost stories proliferate 
outside of literature. While these stories rarely reach the respectability, or level of craft, of 
literary ghost stories they nevertheless have a profound impact on the subject matter and 
structure of the literary ghost story.  
Oral and kinetic performance has always been ensnared in supernatural systems of 
thought. The theatre of mediumship, ‘ghost witness’ and haunting generally are not unique. 
Rather, they are another form of the breakdown between mimesis and kinesis (representing 
and doing) which all supernaturally or paranormally invested ‘theatre’ courts. The confusion 
between representing an action, or a spectral force and doing that action, or calling up that 
force is a concern of both Western traditions of magical thinking, and the tradition of other 
cultures, including those of Indigenous Australian peoples. The relationship has long been 
established in ethnography and social research that has addressed topics such as spirit 
possession, channelling and spirit healing. Where this chapter carves new ground, is not only 
in addressing these topics within literature but in contributing to the body of literature which 
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addresses this relationship between performance and the paranormal or spiritual, not only 
within the terms of tradition or faith, but in the decidedly profane contexts of theatricality and 
fraud. The potential fraud that hangs over the medium Hille in Black Ice invokes a particular 
kind of anxiety. In adopting the behaviours and traditions of known frauds, and urban legends 
ghost writers enter into a dialogue with the sometimes absurd and often unbelievable 
behaviours and tropes which comprise ghost culture. In embracing the narrative content and 
iconography of ghost culture ghost writers are able to heighten the realism of their texts (as 
reality includes such frauds and excesses) and allows them to implicate these real world 
behaviours in spectral processes. In supernatural fiction, both fraud and self-conscious 
theatrical performance can ‘become real’. The anxiety over reality and about the potential 
erasure of the boundary between pretence and reality will be drawn into sharper relief as 
readers and writers move forwards into an age increasingly concerned with surfaces and the 
image and increasingly unsure about the immutability of history. Even as ghost stories draw 
on, and dramatise these fears however, they are in many of their manifestations a reaction 
against this kind of erasure. 
History is a principle concern of the fifth chapter of the thesis, A Cult of Graves. As a 
nation convinced of its youth, Australia is concerned with the enshrinement and preservation 
of its limited but materially rich colonial and post-colonial history. It achieves this, in the 
terms of the paranormal, by setting aside ‘historical locations’, such as museums, prisons, 
asylums and ruins as places where there can be ghosts and as such, history. These locations, 
in oral and public culture are those that can be haunted. Ghosts signal that certain locations 
have a long-reaching relevance and history that is implicitly missing in the rest of a 
hypermodern and a-historical society. A site like Tasmania’s Port Arthur is ‘allowed’ to be 
haunted as it is seen as authentically connected to Australia’s colonial settlement. This 
connection is also a connection to the barbarities of the convict system which need to be 
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acknowledged as foundational to much of Australian settlement. However, rather than 
acknowledge that these kinds of historic cruelties and barbarities underlie all of settled 
Australia, and as such, all of Australia’s current structures are built on potentially haunted 
soil, Port Arthur becomes a way of imprisoning Australia’s ghosts  and Australia’s histories 
in a way that simultaneously acknowledges those histories but keeps them at arm’s length. 
The ghost tourist processes that spring up around sites like Port Arthur and which reinforce 
their status as haunted locations demonstrate how far reaching this need to witness these 
kinds of dark histories is. The anxiety that Australia does not have a history, which the 
tourist-ghost attempts to salve, also appears in ghost fiction by Australian writers which is set 
abroad. In these fictions, such as My Beautiful Friend and Dead Europe Australia is troubling 
precisely because it is unhaunted. Australia is not able to achieve the sophistication of the Old 
World as it has not suffered enough, and is not burdened with enough history to produce a 
coherent, worthy identity – an identity that would be signalled by the emergence of ghosts. 
 Where ghosts do appear in the fiction of Australian writers who set their works 
within Australia, those historical sites around which public discourse circles are largely 
neglected in favour of private tragedies and personal traumas which are housed, not behind 
grand edifices or convict hewed stone, but in private houses. These ghost riddled structures 
run the gamut from colonial styled structures, through to remodelled houses and even entirely 
new constructions. These narratives embody similar anxieties to those that characterise the 
post-colonial ghost story as a whole. They represent an ambivalent response to belonging. On 
one hand, the ghost and the haunting undermine the authority of human actors and produce 
feelings of unsettlement. On the other hand, the presence of ghosts guarantees history as 
without a history and a human-centric history at that, there can be no ghosts. The presence of 
ghosts then, signals that a site has been at hand to others in the past and that living subjects 
are heir to those narratives which the ghost and the haunting play out or embody. The ghost 
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may challenge the legitimacy of another person’s occupation by implicating them in the 
history that secured that property. They also ensure that that person has a history, and that 
they have a tie to that location even if only as an interloper or usurper.  
Despite not having a strong literary presence, the face that ghosts continue to infiltrate 
and infest certain sites because of the function of that site, as is the case with many of the 
asylums, hospitals, prisons, museums and theatres described in works like The Ghost Guide 
to Australia (1998) clarifies an aspect of spectral language. While the ghost story clings to 
genuine histories and claims the force behind silenced or repressed narratives it also, as a 
consequence of its articulation through spectral language, circles those sites which have a 
cultural position which associates that site with the paranormal and the unquiet dead. This is 
true even in cases where there is no clear narrative underpinning tales of ghostly experience. 
The fascination with surfaces and theatre seen in the previous chapter resurfaces, revealing 
the ghost story in the oral vernacular at least as something which gives depth and cultural 
meaning to something which is otherwise only affect.  
The final chapter, The Cussed Junkyard tackles the difficult problems that a theory of 
ghostliness and haunting must face in the wake of modernity. Given that the ghost story is 
grounded in historical truth, and the need to redress past crimes, the ghost story risks being 
denatured when it comes into contact with objects that have no genuine history. Similarly, in 
a pervasive media culture which confuses ontology by barraging contemporary subjects with 
disembodied voices, false narratives, doctored and manipulated imagery the tropes of ghostly 
apparition and presence are elided. The Cussed Junkyard addresses the role of technology, 
reproduction and bricolage within the ghost story. What it makes clear is that technology is 
not anathema to the ghost and haunting, but that only certain types of technology appeal to 
spectral logic and representation. Some machines, such as the trains and cars which appear in 
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‘The Train to Moondyke’ (1976) and ‘The Dark and What it Said’ (2009) can be haunted 
without impacting substantially on the surrounding spectral language. Others however, do 
function differently than the haunted objects of other tales. These include communication 
technologies, such as the telegraph, radio and telephone. Photography and the photograph, 
however, have become fully reconciled with the ghost and the haunting, and are one of the 
few technologies to cross over effectively from the oral and urban legend traditions into the, 
generally more conservative, literary ghost story: a fact signalled by photography’s centrality 
to Dead Europe and ‘One Last Picture of Ruby-Rose’ (1995). Of all the subjects covered 
throughout the thesis, the cultural shift, and the plethora of technologies and technological 
artefacts that have been produced in the contemporary period, posed the greatest difficulty to 
fully realising spectral language as a critical tool which reconciled the ghost story with 
structures of reality. While it is at times a complex relationship that exists between the 
‘soulless’ objects and practices of modernity and the ghost story, there is no fundamental 
break which prevents these technologies, and mass-produced objects from operating within 
spectral language. There is, for example, a perverse kind of logic behind Carmel Bird’s ‘One 
Last Picture of Ruby-Rose’ where: ‘I took a picture of my baby and when the camera made 
the picture it swallowed Ruby- Rose. [...] I have told them – I took the picture and the camera 
sucked her in’ (Bird, 1995 p. 96). Despite being impossible, the action of the camera makes 
‘sense’ spectrally. While the correspondences, references and auras of these objects may not 
have the same ‘depth’ as those which dwell in and around conventional haunted objects, their 
essential function, and their essential deployment of the philosophical qualities of spectral 
language remain the same. It is in this field that there is the greatest potential going forward. 
The Cussed Junkyard is only a cursory examination of the potential of the ghost and 
haunting within modernity and hyperrealism. While media-scapes and narratively invested, 
but false entertainments such as ghost trains and ghost hunting adventures are of critical 
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interest, these topics could only be pursued so far in the thesis. The reason that these fields 
remain gestured at, instead of thoroughly examined, is that they have yet to manifest fully 
within the corpus of literary ghost stories. In some ways, the literary culture of ghost writing 
has yet to ‘catch up’ with the advancements in technology and the pervasive media and 
artifice infiltrated reality. There is no theoretical block to prevent the colonisation of these 
fields by the ghost; it just seems that writers have yet to turn their attention to these fields, 
and to go drastically beyond the boundaries of conventional haunting and ghostly 
iconography.  
Ghosts refuse to rest. While this thesis has been a substantive step forward in 
theorising the ghost within terms of its own reality, and in avoiding the traps of psychological 
universalism, or cultural relativity, it is far from the final word on ghost stories. Even within 
the limits of Australia, what has become apparent is that it is not possible to speak of the 
Australian ghost story. Rather, there exists a body of Australian ghost stories which 
sometimes share concerns, or symbols, or narrative content but which never resolve the 
ambiguity and ambivalence of the form enough to be considered as a single body of work. In 
the process of testing the functionality of spectral language, and testing an ontologically and 
philosophically grounded consideration of the supernatural generally, the thesis has revealed 
many areas throughout the six chapters where further work would yield further rewards. 
Broken Gates and Leaky Graves has proven the utility of this kind of approach, and its 
advantages at addressing concerns that are sidelined or ignored in the dominant ideologies of 
psychoanalysis or Derridean hauntology. Importantly, it offers a means of approaching a type 
of writing that cannot be appropriately addressed within genre studies. This is a similar kind 
of writing to the fantastic, or the ‘tale of dread’, but one which possesses neither the essential 
ambiguity of the former nor the cosmic unease of the latter. This is a kind of writing of which 
the ghost story is emblematic, which pictures paranormal and supernatural interruptions 
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within the terms of reality and which, in all respects save the spectral (and even then 
debatably), depicts a mimetically ‘true’ world. This kind of literature has not been fully 
addressed, and cannot be effectively addressed without a method of reading like spectral 
language, which bridges the gap between reality and fiction.  
The ghosts of literature are many and varied, and will continue to draw critical 
interest and theorisation for the foreseeable future. As the ghost stays in step with culture, and 
with the advancements of technology and media, it will continue to adapt and absorb new 
symbols and new narratives into the culturally dependant structures of its language. While the 
ghost and haunting will continue to evolve and mutate within these terms, spectral language 
will remain a valuable tool for critics attempting to conceptualise and explain the mechanics 
underlying the representation of the immaterial, even as those representations and material 
embodiments alter and change. 
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